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ABSTRACT 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, new methods of 
preservation allowed Tay salmon to be sold on the London market for the 
entire fishing season. Such was the size and buoyancy of this market 
that it absorbed the entire produce of the Tay fisheries, though catches 
were at that time increasing due to the introduction of stake nets in the 
Firth. However, these beneficial developments created tensions among 
the participants in the fisheries. Stake nets took fish which would 
have ascended to the river, reducing the catches of river tacksmen and 
the rentals of river proprietors. An increasing number of tacksmen 
meant that management of the fisheries ceased, as formerly, to be in the 
hands of a single company and gave rise to more competitive exploitation 
of the existing salmon stock. A particular result of these developments 
was that all partiCipants in the fisheries developed an abiding 
preoccupation with the threat of over-fishing. This was 'further 
enhanced by the introduction of stake nets on the coast after they were 
banned from the estuary, development of a series of stake net substitutes 
in the estuary, more efficient conventional methods of fishing at more 
stations, and a revival of poaching from mid-century onwards. 
The court case which led to stake nets being removed from the 
estuary formalised the animosity between the various proprietorial 
groups. Their subsequent adoption of entrenched pOSitions eventually 
led to the tripartition of the Tay fisheries into estuarial, river and 
upper river factions. Successive inquiries and two Acts of Parliament 
failed to reconcile the enmities which were sustained by strongly held 
beliefs in property rights and the need to defend rental incomes. The 
111Ipasse was ultimately resolved by a single company which, by doubling 
rental payments, was able to take all netting stations into its own hands 
and thus revive unified control of the Tay salmon fisheries. 
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CHAPTER OIE 
INTRODUCTION 
That the River Tay has always been an important salmon river stems 
from the topography of the Tay Basin. The features of geology and 
landform are such as to create an environment particularly suitable for 
the breeding requirements of salmon and the extent of the Tay basin 
ensures sufficient water area to support a large salmon stock. There 
follows a brief description of the salient topographical features of that 
district'. The area of the Tay basin is the greatest of all the 
Scottish rivers, amounting to 2,338 square mi1es~, and this very extensive 
drainage gives the Tay the greatest volume of flow of any river in the 
United Kingdom. The Tay basin falls into two distinct parts: the 
Highland area and that within the Scottish Midland Valley, the two 
divided by the Highland Boundary Fault (HBF)3. Although the headwaters 
of the principal tributary (the Tummel) rise beyond-Rannoch Moor near the 
head of Loch Etive, the Highland Tay and its other tributaries are 
largely confined to the Central Grampians. This mountainous area 
consists of a plateau of metamorphic'" rocks of the Moine and Dalradian 
Series" that has been highly dissected so that little remains of the 
original peneplain· which was itself the eroded remnants of an ancient 
range of mountains, in this area called the Grampian Caledonides. The 
peaks and ridges which form the remaining high ground have endured 
because of the geological character of the constituent rock, for example 
the tough quartzite? of Schihallion above Loch Rannoch, or the schistose-
grits9 of Ben Voirl1ch and Stuc a'Chroin above Loch Earn. The lateral 
forces which gave rise to the Caledonian mountain-building period were 
from the south-east in a north-westerly direction, and from the north-
west in a south-easterly direction, creating folds whose axes run from 
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south-west to north-east. This explains the predominant grain of the 
Grampian area, called the Caledonian Trend. However, in addition to the 
predominant grain there are two additional trends within the Tay basin. 
The first of these, the result of faults 1 0 such as the Tyndrum and Loch 
Tay Faults, give trends in a more north-south direction. These faults 
occurred after the Caledonian movements and' have resulted in lateral 
movements of up to five miles. The second additional trend is in an 
east-west direction and is found in the Rannoch-Tummel basin and in Glen 
Lyon. These were the result of ice-dispersal and are examples of a 
discordant drainage pattern." Ice-movements normally followed the 
Caledonian Trend, but .where· existing valleys would not allow radial 
dispersal of ice from a central glaCier, the ice cut across the grain 
creating new valleys. Radial dispersal from the glacier on the Moor of 
Rannach is thought ·to be the explanation in these two instances. The 
glens which surround the surviving mountains have been subject to 
considerable further modification during the ultimate phase of the Ice 
Age. 
That part of the Tay basin located within the Midland Valley is 
relatively simple to define: the northern march is the HBF, to the south 
the OchU HUls form the boundary between the Tay-Earn and the River 
Forth; and to the" east the North Sea marks the ultimate destination of 
the river. The least obvious boundary is to the west where an 
indistinct watershed' separates' the Earn from the Allan Water - a 
tributary of the Forth. Within these confines, three sub-divisions of 
the Lowland Tay may be distinguished. First, the Tay within Strathmore 
which begins where the river crosses the HBF beyond the Pass of Birnam. 
Here the Tay. enters a strath formed by a syncline11 , the axis of which 
runs parallel to the HBF. The further side is defined by the Sid law 
Hills where the downfolded strata return to the surface to form the 
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northern slope (limb) of the Tay Anticline"'!. The rocks of Strathmore 
are all unmetamorphosed and belong to the period of the Old Red 
Sandstone <ORS)13. The second sub-division consists of Strathearn. 
Part of the course of the River Earn is within the Highland area, but it 
crosses the HBF near Comrie and is thereafter in Strathearn and of the 
DRS geological series. The formation of Strathearn was partially due to 
a downward flexing of the sedimentary layers during the DRS period, but 
the sides of the strath are higher because the lavas associated with the 
Sidlaw and Ochll Hills have interbedded with the sedimentary layers 
reducing the extent of erosion. The downward flexing of the strata in 
Strathearn was part of widespread movements also associated with the 
third sub-division - the Firth of Tay. - As noted above, the Strathmore 
synCline returns to the surface in the Sid law Hills which form the 
northern limb of the Tay Anticline (Sidlaw-Ochil arch)lA, the Ochil Hills 
forming the southern limb. The Tay estuary is contained in the gap 
between these two limbs and was formed when the crest of the arch became 
detached and downfaulted, "as if the keystone had dropped" 1 5. The 
downfaulting was conSiderable, Walker suggests two miles1., and the arch 
is now buried by a layer of upper DRS and post-glaCial infill. Both the 
Tay and the Earn reach their joint estuary by breaching the Tay 
anticline, the Tay at Perth -by the Perth Gap, and the Earn at 
Forgandenny. 
The true source of the River Tay is a matter of debate: the two 
contenders are the Allt an RUnd which rises on the 3,000 foot contour at 
nr 265267 on the steep northern slopes of Ben Lui (3,708 feet), or the 
Allt caine Lao18h which rises at NN 274247 near the 2,250 foot contour on 
the bealacb between Ben Lui and Ben Oss(3,374 feet), to the south-east 
of the former mountain. These two hill burns combine to form the River 
Cononish which at first follows the line of the Tyndrum Fault, then 
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describes an eastward-tending arc to enter Strath Fillan and become the 
River Fil1an. At NN 345287, almost the point of entry into Strath 
Fillan, are the Falls of Fillan, the first of three modest falls that 
occur in the course of the Tay. The River Fillan is a mere three-and-a-
half miles in length and at Crianlarich its direction changes from south-
easterly to just north of east, so complying with the Caledonian Trend. 
At this point it becomes the River Dochart17• In the sixteen miles from 
Crianlarich to Killin the Dochart is a more gentle river than the 
turbulent Cononish or Fillan, for in Glen Dochart the action of the river 
has been augmented by glaciation so that the glen was straightened and 
the river meanders on the floor of a typical U-shaped valley. At lochs 
Dochart and Iubhair the river widens to fill a basin gouged by glacial 
action, the two lochs being separated by the lacustrine' del ta of the 
Benmore Burn which descends from the grits and micaschists that compose 
the Ben Kore massif on the south side of the glen. 
At the village of Killin are the Falls of Dochart, the second falls 
on the trunk stream of the Tay, which, like the Falls of Fillan, pose no 
barrier to ascending salmon. Just before entering Loch Tay the Dochart 
is joined by' the River Lochay and the two rivers enter the loch as one. 
Loch ray is sixteen miles long and its considerable depth - to 150 feet 
below the present sea level - is the result of glaciation. Though it in 
general follows the Caledonian Trend. it kinks to a more northerly 
direction where it crosses the Loch Tay Fault. which extends some 50 
miles from Loch Lubnaig in the south to Glen Tilt in the north. The 
northern shore of Loch Tay is dominated by the Lawers Group of mountains 
whose calcareous schists provide the habitat for a rich variety of 
Arctic-Alpine flora. Loch Tay is also thought to mark the transition 
from the more heavily glaCiated Western Highlands which accumulated a 
greater depth of ice because of a higher rainfall, to the less eroded 
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country in the drier east. Loch Tay certainly marks the furthest extent 
of the last period of glaciation (the Loch Lomond Readvance), and where 
the river, now called the Tay, issues from the loch at Kenmore it passes 
through glacial outwash1 &I. After being joined by the River Lyon 
two-and-a-half miles below Kenmore, the Tay maintains a winding, 
leisurely course through Strath Appin, beneath Wade's Bridge at Aberfeldy, 
and so to near Grandtully where the valley narrows and the river becomes 
more turbulent as it passes over rapids for some three miles. The rough 
water abates and the river continues a tranquil flow to Ballinluig where 
it is joined by its principal tributary, the Tummel-Garry, and abandons 
the Caledonian Trend to flow in the south-south-east direction of its 
tributary. The Tay is now in the final section of its course as a 
Highland river and beyond Ballinluig the flow is interrupted by gravel 
banks and small islands. Above Dunkeld the valley narrows where the 
river has cut through a band of schistose rocks, exposed on the crags of 
Craig-y-Barns to the north. Thereafter it is·joined by the River Braan 
before passing beneath Telford's Bridge at Dunkeld and heading for the 
Pass of Birnam. Here the river again encounters harder schists with the 
addition of a band of slate which appears (and has been worked) on both 
sides of the valley. On reaching the HBF the course swings through 
ninety degrees to head north-east parallel to the HBF for about a mile, 
before reverting to a south-easterly direction as it flows out on to 
Strathmore. 
The various rocks over which the river passes after crOSSing the 
RBF are probably consolidated detritus washed down from the Grampian 
Caledonides during the period when they were subject to peneplaination. 
! similar origin is ascribed to the sedimentary sandstones found slightly 
further out on the strath, the finer silts having been carried further 
before being deposited18• Thereafter the underlying sandstone is 
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covered by a layer of alluvium20 and the Tay assumes the characteristics 
of a lowland river with a winding and unrestricted course that changes 
from a south-easterly to a southerly direction. At Kinclaven the Tay is 
joined by the·River Isla which extends theTay drainage up Strathmore as 
far as Forfar and into the Angus Glens to the north. The course of the 
river at Cargill is more constricted where the stream has incised itself 
into the floor of the strath.. Beyond Cargill and above Stanley is 
Camps1e Linn (NO 1243(0), the third and most significant of the falls on 
the Tay. Here a dyke of dolerite21 crosses the river at almost a right 
angle, causing it to rush and tumble through gaps created by the erosive 
force of the river. Beyond Stanley and Luncarty, both of which had 
works operated by water-power,'the river is at times incised as it winds 
over its floodplain towards Perth, and above Perth it is joined by the 
River Almond, also noted for the water-powered workS that formerly lined 
its banks. 
Until the nineteenth century Perth was the lowest bridging point on 
the Tay, and after passing the North Inch, the river sweeps under 
Smeaton's elegant bridge, completed in 1772. Perth is at the head of the 
navigation and the two harbours are on the west shore opposite Moncrieff 
(Friarton) Island, the largest island" in the Tay. 'The main stream of 
the river flows to the west of the island, while. the smaller Willowgate 
flows to the east. It is at the foot of Moncrieff Island that the river 
turns sharply east to pass through the Perth Gap -in the Tay Anticline. 
For four miles or so to the mouth of the River Earn the river follows a 
single channel with sloping banks particularly suitable for the use of 
nets, the former islands of Sleepless,' Darry <Darien or Incherrat) and 
Balhepburn having been joined to the shore during deepening operations in 
the 1630s'and 1640s. At -the confluence w1th the Earn the river widens 
to form the joint estuary of the Earn and the Tay22 , while on the north 
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shore the Sidlaw Hills diverge to the north-east with the alluvial plain 
of the Carse of Gowrie filling the intervening ground. The estuary is 
some twenty miles long and follows an east-north-east direction. Walker 
is of the opinion that this section is more of an esturine delta than an 
estuary, as at states of the tide below high water the river threads 
through a maze of constantly shifting sandbanks",a. OppOSite Newburgh 
is the reed fringed Mugdrum Island (formerly Reedy Inch), and it is at 
Newburgh that the Dehil limb of the Tay Anticline begins to slant across 
the firth in a slightly more northerly trend than that of the river 
itself. The southern shore thus ceases to be a narrow alluvial plain 
and is composed instead of lavas and volcanic ashes. The dip slope of 
the OchUs is away from the estuary, so that a series of steep 
escarpments are presented to the north with, at places, low cliffs at the 
river's edge. 
The alluvium ~f the Carse of Gowrie is largely marine clay laid 
down when the Carse was inundated by the sea during the Ice Age. The 
carselands are not now subject to flooding as the land has risen since 
the weight of ice was removed (isostatic warping) and the river has 
incised itself into the alluvium. However, the natural tendency of the 
clay is to hold water and impede drainage, and draining and reclaiming 
the carse lands went on into the nineteenth centurY",_, At Kingood1e the 
alluvium of the carse is replaced by the DRS. The estuary narrows 
towards Dundee, and at the Stannergate at the east end of the Dundee 
waterfront, the southern limb of the Tay Anticline reaches the northern 
shore of the estuary. At Broughty Ferry the estuary narrows to less 
than one mile across to, Tayport (formerly Ferry-port-on-Craig) on the 
southern shore. The termination of the estuary is between Buddon Ness 
1n the north and Tenstmuir in the south, and the waters . of the Tay 
finally merge with those of the North Sea at the Drumlie Sands. 
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Different texts give difference distances for the length of the River Tay 
varying between 115 and 120 miles. 
Table 1.1 
The Edllc1pa.l I~1hutA~1ea af the B1~~ IAJ 
River Source TerDination Length 
(miles) 
Almond Creag Uchdag River Tay 31 
IDl 706325 NO 101267 
Ardle Glen Loch River Ericht 20 
IDl 974709 NO 147516 
Braan Upper Glen River Tay 19 
Quaich 
N1f 773369 NO 023424 
Garry Beinn Bhaidheach River Tummel 39 
N1f 558656 NN 913599 
Isla Cairn of Claise River Tay 43 
NO 194778 NO 160376 
Lyon Cam Chreag River Tay 35 
IDl 383343 NN 794479 
Shee Loch nan Eun River Ericht 19 
NO 065778 NO 147516 
Tummel Bealach Fuar- River Tay 56 
chathaidh 
N1f 232484 NN 977513 
Source: F. Walker: Tayslde Geolo/IY, Dundee, 1961. 
The River Almand rises beyond the HBF in the hills to the south of 
Loch Tay. It crosses the HBF at Harrietfield and from Dalcrue Bridge to 
Huntingtower it was an important source of power for various works as 
well as being the source of the Perth lade (Low's Wark)' It was 
impassable to salmon at Buchanty spout (NN 934283) until that natural 
obstruction was modified during the nineteenth century:2s. The rivers 
Ardle and Shee are Highland rivers traversing the Dalradian strata and 
their confluence is at Bridge of Cally, whereafter they form the River 
Like the River Almond, the Ericht was an important source of 
power for the works along its banks. The River Braan, like the River 
Almond rises among the hills to the south of Loch Tay where it is 
initially called the River Quaich, but it is impassable to salmon above 
Rumbling Bridge (Nll 917413). The River Gany and its tributaries drain 
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the district of Atholl south of the watershed with the River Spey at 
Drumochter. After leaving Loch Garry the river bends through ninety 
degrees to take up an east-south-east flow that is maintained untU its 
confluence with the Tay. In its upper reaches it cuts across the grain 
of a flaggy granulite2 ? of the Moine Series, but from Struan to 
Killiecrankie, Glen Garry widens to a flood plain with the river passing 
over gravel beds.' At Blair Atholl the Garry is joined by the River Tilt 
which debouches from Glen TUt, the northern extremity of the Loch Tay 
Faul t:2li1. Wi thin, the Pass of Killiecrankie the Garry is constricted by 
mica-schists of the Dalradian Series and just beyond the Pass is the 
confluence with the River Tu ... el. 
The headwaters of this latter river are further west than any other 
within the Tay basin - a mere six mUes from the head of Loch EUve 
which is a west coast sea loch. The stream rises on the south-western 
slopes of Clach' Leathad' (3,602 feet) , a mountain composed of Starav 
grani te:2'i1 . On reaching the floor of Corrie Ba the stream becomes the 
River Ba which drains the peaty surface of the Moor of Rannach untU it 
enters Loch Ba. The Abbalnn Ba leads further across the Moor to Loch 
Laidon which, unlike the shapeless sprawl of Loch Ba, is narrow with a 
distinct north-north-east trend, the result of its being in the shatter 
belt of a fault. The river which flows from Loch Laidon is called the 
River Gaur and it turns east to flow'through lochs Rannach and Tummel to 
the confluence with the Garry. After passing over the granite of the 
Xoor of Rannoch the rock changes to Xoine Series granulite at Loch 
Rannach. Near the west end of Loch Rannoch the waters of Loch Ericht 
flow in from the north via the River Ericht. Near the foot of Loch 
Rannach there is a Change to the Dalradian Series, well exemplified in 
the quartzite of Schihallion which rises symetrically on the south shore. 
The broad glaciated valley continues past Loch Tunnel until near Bonskeid 
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where it narrows and the River Tummel flows through the same hard mica-
schist that the Garry contends with in the Pass of Killiecrankie. The 
Falls of Tummel UHf 908600) provided an almost impenetrable barrier to 
salmon throughout the nineteenth century. The combined Tummel-Garry 
maintains the east-south-east course of the Garry, passing through an 
open valley and over gravel beds with occasional islands, until the 
confluence with the Tay at Ballinluig. 
The headwaters of the River Isla rise in the Angus Glens to the 
north of Strathmore, but the river is debarred to salmon above Reekie 
Linn OUT 254537> where a double waterfall makes it impassable. After 
crossing the RBF the hard lavas of the DRS continue to constrict the 
river and it is not until Ruthven that the Isla assumes the more plaCid 
characteristics that mark the remainder of its course. At Cardean it is 
joined by the Dean Water, a small river confined entirely within 
Strathmore, which flows from Forfar Loch, and at Ballrogie the Isla is 
joined by the River Ericht. 
Glen Lyon is one of the longest glens in Scotland and the greater 
part of the length of the River Lyon is within the glen. At its source 
the Lyon follows the line of the Tyndrum Fault, but it soon trends east 
and after passing through Loch Lyon adopts that direction. The upper 
reaches of the river pass over granulites of the Kaine Series, but near 
Bridge of Balgie there is a change to the Dalradian Series. Glen Lyon 
has been subject to considerable glaciation and has the characteristic 
U-shaped cross-section with truncated spurs and hanging carries on 
either side. At Chesthill the glen narrows and the river passes through 
a gorge composed of phyllites30 and black schists. After iSSUing from 
Glen Lyon the river kinks south for three-quarters of a mile, then 
resumes its eastward course through an open valley past Fortingall to 
join the Tay near the head of Strath Appin. 
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The source of the River Earn is the Kendrum Burn which rises in 
the hills immediately above Lochearnhead. Loch Earn is some six miles 
long and is overlooked by the Ben Vorlich massif which rises from the 
south shore and is composed of schistose grits of the Dalradian Series. 
The river leaves the loch at St Fillans and follows a glaciated valley 
east towards Comrie where it is joined by the River Lednock from the 
north and the Water of Ruchill from the south. Beyond Comrie the Earn 
crosses the HBF, though the transition from Highland to Lowland is not 
very apparent. Beyond Comrie the valley has a broad alluvial floor, 
though this is constricted at Thornhill where it is crossed by a ridge of 
DRS conglomerates and lavas. Just before Crieff the Earn is jOined from 
the north by the River Turret. After Crieff the Earn loses all 
semblance of a Highland river and meanders across Strathearn, passing 
over a dyke, similar to that at Campsie Linn, at Dornoch Kill 
(II 883185). Strathearn is described as a glacio-fluvial plain and the 
movement of the ice was to the east, truncating the spurs of the Dchils 
and generally straightening out the strath. Past Forgandenny where the 
Earn breaches the Tay Anticline, the strath narrows and the Gask Ridge 
rises on the north side to its termination at Moncrieff Hill with the 
scarp slope towards the Earn. The final two miles of the Earn are tidal 
and it joins the Tay at Carpow. This section is intended to describe 
the Tay basin as it was in the nineteenth century and no mention has 
been made of the extensive hydro-electric works constructed during the 
twentieth century. 
The features of particular significance for the salmon which emerge 
from this topographical description are that the rivers of the Tay baSin, 
almost without exception, rise among rock and so flow clear and without 
sediment over boulders and gravel, an environment well-suited for salmon 
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to spawn in. An additional favourable feature is that the headwaters 
are high, and so the flow 1s rapid and well-oxygenated. 
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11- The latural UistoC1 of the Atlantic Salman 
As the ice gradually receded at the end of the last Ice Age the 
rivers of the Tay Basin would have undergone colonisation by the Atlantic 
Salmon (sama salar)31. Perhaps recolonisation would be a more accurate 
term as it seems likely that these rivers would have been colonised by 
salmon during previous genial climatic periods when the glaciers had 
retreated. Whatever the duration of colonisation of the Tay basin by 
salmon, one of the characteristics of the salmon is also associated with 
a period of glacial retreat approximately one million years ago. At 
that time the salinity of the oceans in the northern hemisphere was 
considerably reduced by the melting ice, which allowed a distant forbear 
of the salmon, until that time a freshwater fish, to adjust to living in 
salt-water. As a result, the salmon shares with fish such as the 
sturgeon and the shad the characteristic of being anadromous, i.e. it 
migrates from salt to freshwater to spawn. 
Table 1.2 
Some Biological nata Concerning the Atlantic 
Length of freshwater life 
Length of ocean life 
Average length at maturity 
Range of length at maturity 
Average weight at maturity 
Range of weight at maturity 
Principal spawning months 
Fecundity of the female 
Source: A. Netboy: 8al.an, p 29. 
SalalD 
1-4 years 
1-4 years 
30 inches 
22-38 inches 
10~ Ibs 
5~-25 lbs 
Jlovember-January 
600-800 eggs per lb 
weight 
The life-cycle of the Atlantic Salmon may be divided into three 
distinct phases: (1) freshwater existence from the time of hatchingi (11) 
migration to the ocean, (111) return to the natal stream to spawn. The 
incubation period of salmon eggs is from 50 to 110 days, depending on 
the temperature of the water - the lower the temperature the longer the 
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period of incubation. During incubation the eggs are buried beneath the 
gravel of a stream or river bed in what are called redds30:2. It is 
estimated that that there is a 50% loss of eggs during the incubation 
period. In Scottish rivers such as the Tay spawning takes place from 
Jovember to January and hatching from Karch onwards. The young salmon 
emerge from the egg as alevins, less than an inch long with a large yolk 
sac upon which they feed until the yolk is consumed. Thereafter they 
must forage for themselves and are known as fry. Growth of the fry is 
most rapid during the summer when river-borne food such as plankton and 
larvae are most plentiful. After about one year. when the fry will have 
attained a length of about two inches, they undergo a further change 
developing into parr. By the end of the first year it is estimated that 
the fry population may be reduced by up to 95%3030 • The appearance of 
parr is not dissimilar to brown trout: it has a brownish back with black 
spots that become sparse as the brown turns to light grey on the belly. 
The most distinctive markings are the thirteen bars along each side 
called "parr marks". The duration of the parr stage varies from two to 
four years depending on the availability of food, but no matter how long 
the parr stage lasts, the next development always occurs in the spring of 
the year when the parr marks disappear and the young fish assume a 
silvery colour and become SJIIolts. Another change at this time is that 
the smolts cease to be solitary in their habits and form shoals. These 
shoals of smolts begin a gradual descent of the river and by late Kay or 
early June have reached the 'margin between fresh and salt-water. Here 
they spend some time accustoming themselves to the salinity30". and then 
they swim out of the river into the sea to begin the next phase of the 
their life-cycle. Both the parr and the smolt suffer considerable 
depredation from starvation and various predators such as pike and fish-
eating birds. It is estimated that of those young fish that survive to 
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become smolts, only 10~ will finally reach the sea, and of these only 
about 6~ will return to the river as adult salmon3 &. 
Upon entering the sea the salmon from Scottish rivers are believed 
to swim north then west, some out into the North Atlantic, others -
probably those that will return as grilse3 & - stay in British waters, 
possibly circumnavigating the British Isles. At the start of this 
pelagic37 phase the adjustments that the young fish have to make are not 
confined to the salinity of the water. There is a new food supply to be 
sought out and identified: fish such as sprats and young herring, and the 
smaller crustacae such as the shrimp which is believed to give the flesh 
of the salmon its characteristic pink colour. There are new predators 
to be avoided: mamals such as the seal and the porpoise, and fish such as 
the cod and halibut. Perhaps the greatest adaptation, certainly that 
which is least understood, is the ability to navigate in the boundless 
wastes of the open sea. The means of navigation are not fully 
understood. One theory has it that salmon steer by celestial features 
such as the sun, moon and stars, as do birds. Following ocean currents 
is an alternative theory: some currents, called gyres, are believed to 
circulate in such a way that a fish swimming in them would eventually 
return to the point at which it joined. A sense of smell or chemical 
memory must play a part in the navigation process and will be most 
important when the salmon is returning to its natal river. By whatever 
means, it is established that those salmon which set out into the North 
Atlantic find their way to the Davis Strait off the south-west coast of 
Greenland where they are joined by others of their species from Southern 
Europe and North America. Here they remain for up to four years, eating 
voraciously. 
The pelagic phase of the salmon's life-cycle is the one of which 
least is known. The start of the third phase is the return from the 
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ocean. Salmon may be classified according to their size and the time of 
year they return. 
table 1.3 
Categories of Returning Salmon 
Gr11se: salmon which, after migrating to the sea as smal ts, have 
spent a summer, a winter, and part or whole of a second 
summer in the sea. 
SDall 8prl~ Flsh: salman which have spent two years in the sea 
(i.e. summer, winter, summer, winter). 
SDall BUDDer Fish: salmon which have been a year longer in the sea 
than grilee <1. e. two summers, two winters and part or 
whole of a third summer). 
Large Spr11l8 and Large SuDler Fish: salmon which have spent three 
consecutive years or three years and part of a fourth in 
the sea. 
Very Large Spr11l8 and Very Large Sumter F1sh: salmon which have 
spent twelve months longer in the sea than the so called 
"large" classes. 
Source: V.J.X. Menzies: The Bal.an, p 24. 
Calderwood is of the opinion that the varied time spent in the ocean is 
very significant for maintaining the salmon stocks of r1vers38. The 
fish in the sea comprise a buffer stock from which depletions in a river 
stock may be made good, however, the buffer stock itself may be run down 
if the depletions in the river are excessive. There is only one reason 
for the return of the salmon to its natal river, and that is to mate in 
freshwater. The evidence from tagging experiments suggest that it is 
not just return to a river system, but return to a particular stream 
within the system from which the fish originated. The youngest 
returning salmon, the grilse, appear off the Scottish coast from the 
middle of April onwards, but they do not enter the rivers until the end 
of Kayar beginning of June. Menzies describes how during the 
nineteenth century there were great runs of grilse, especially to the east 
coast rivers, occurring with great regularity year after year3 '. Grilse 
enter rivers in shoals and then loiter in the estuary, advancing and 
falling back with the tide until a spate encourages them into the river. 
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During a spate the grilses' ascent of the river may be very rapid. 
Although the return of grilse is confined to the summer months, there are 
salmon entering Scottish rivers - particularly large rivers such as the 
Tay - at all times of the year. The occurrence of "runs" varies from 
river to river: most have a spring run between January and May when the 
fish will typically be small or large spring fish. The speed and extent 
of their ascent appears to be controlled by the water temperature. A 
temperature of 42°P or more appears to be critical in encouraging the 
salmon to ascend beyond certain obstacles. "Temperature pools" have 
been identified on certain rivers beyond which fish wUI not ascend untU 
the critical temperature has been exceededAo • All salmon rivers have a 
summer run. qUite distinct from the grilse. In the summer the rate of 
ascent is controlled by the amount of water in the river rather than 
temperature. Many, but not all rivers also have an autumn run during 
September and October. Runs, however, merely distinguish periods of 
particular activity and salmon ascend the rivers at all seasons of the 
year. though not all will spawn in the same season. A study of the 
River South Esk discovered that half the salmon ascending during the late 
autumn would spawn that winter. while the other half would not do so 
until the following winter4'. 
The ascent of the salmon to the spawning groundS may acquire the 
elements of a dramatic spectacle when the fish are confronted by natural 
obstacles such as rapids or falls. The incorporation of the word salar 
from the Latin sal1re, to leap, in the Linnaean name for the Atlantic 
Salmon indicates how this activity has captured the imagination of human 
observers. :Kills quotes the work of the late Dr T .A. Stuart of the 
Freshwater Fisheries Laboratory at Pitlochry on this subject. 
It turned out to be I lIIaU.r of the relatlv. depth of the 
water at the foot of the fall and the posiUon of what is 
referred to In engineering tern as the "standing wave", or 
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hydraulic Jump. This is a WlVI producld a~ ~hl poin~ of 
impu~ of ~hl falling wahr on ~o the wahr below. If the 
Itanding wave il i.mediately below the fall, Ind the depth of 
water is on. Ind I quarhr times that of the heigh~ of the 
fall, then the lin produced by ~he ltanding wave, ~ogether 
wi~h ~he iner~ia thl~ ~he salmon can Ichieve in ~hat depth of 
water, is suff1c1en~ to enable it to clear the fill. The 
flrther Iway ~he Itanding wave is fro. ~he point at which the 
descending water ltartl ~o fall, II on a sloping weir, the 
lore difficul~ i~ is for ~he lallon ~o make a successful Jump. 
The highes~ Jump in Scotland WII I verUcl1 one of 12 It It 
the Orrin Filii in Ross-shire ••• A2 
The falls on the main trunk stream of the Tay are of insufficient height 
to prevent the ascent of salmon, but the Falls of Tummel (II 905600) 
were only passable to salmon under conditions of exceptional spate, thus 
debarring the salmon from 30 miles of river and 20,000 acres of loch431 • 
Given that the period during which spawning takes place is uniform in all 
rivers, the different seasons at which salmon enter rivers ensure that 
all the potential spawning areas are utilised. Thus the late autumn and 
spring fish will have the longest time to ascend and their redds will be 
in the furthest headwaters. Although entering the rivers later in the 
year, the grilse apparently travel almost as far as the spring fish, and 
may at times be found spawning among them. The summer and autumn fish 
travel shorter distances so that by the time the spawning season comes 
round all the redds are occupied, right down to Udal waters, indeed 
salmon have been observed spawning beneath Perth Bridge. 
During the third phase of their life-cycle the appearance of salmon 
undergoes Change. On their return to freshwater they have a fine silver 
sheen on their scales -and are in the prime of condition, often with sea 
lice44 still attached, though these parasites do not survive in freshwater 
for more than a week or ten days. As the time spent in freshwater 
lengthens the fish lose their sheen and become more drab in colour. A 
yet longer lapse of time leads to further change: in males there is a 
redistribution of calcium from the scales to the skull so that the former 
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almost disappear and the skin becomes leathery blotched with black, red 
and copper, the head becomes enlarged with growth of cartiliginous tissue 
on both jaws and the lower jaw hooks upward to form a lr]pe. The colour 
changes are not so marked in the female which becomes a more uniform 
dark colour with no hooking of the jaw. The changes described infer a 
deterioration in the condition of the salmon, more comprehensible when it 
is appreCiated that they do not eat after they enter freshwater, but live 
entirely off the fat they have accumulated in the sea. That salmon 
occasionally succumb to the flies and lures of the angler does not 
detract from this fact. 
Water temperature is significant for successful spawning which will 
not take place unless the temperature is above 58°F and ideally between 
On reaching the spawning beds the male and female fish 
pair off, though there may be competition for mates among the males. 
The female lies on her side and scoops a trench in the gravel by 
dislodging it with her tail and allowing the current to carry it 
downstream. There follows a courtShip ritual which involves the male 
swimming above the female until she is induced to drop her eggs, at 
which point the male ejaculates his milt4& over them. On average there 
will be between 5,000 and 8,000 eggs. Fertilisation must take place 
within 116 minutes as the sperm loses potency after that time. After 
fertilisation the female swims upstream of the eggs and repeats the 
gravel-scooping action wlth her tall so that the eggs are covered. Hale 
Ush may mate with more than one female. Glaciation and other forms of 
erosion have resul ted in most of the Highland Tay, and parts of the 
lowland river, running over some form of gravel so that the potential 
spawning grounds of the Tay are very extensive indeed. After mating, the 
salmon are in poor condition having been without food for long periods of 
time and probably also having exerted considerable physical effort to 
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reach the spawning beds. The spent fish. both male and female. are 
called kelts. Many die. but a1l seek to swim downstream in an effort to 
return to the sea, which some do. Jamieson quoting experiments on the 
River Conon suggests that between 20% and 36~ of fish entering the river 
to spawn return to the sea. of which 3-6% will return to spawn a second 
time"'·. The oldest known Scottish salmon came from Loch Haree. it had 
spawned four times and was estimated to be thirteen years old. The age 
of a salmon may be estimated by studying the concentric rings on the 
scales in a manner analogous to counting the rings on the cross-section 
of a tree trunk. Those fish that do return to the sea resume feeding 
and quickly recover their physical condition. 
From this brief description of the life-cycle of the salmon it will 
be apparent that it is exceedingly complex and not fully understood to 
the present day. At the beginning of the nineteenth century when very 
much less was known, there was infinite opportunity for misinterpretation 
and misunderstanding, especially when those involved were seeking to 
promote an interpretation favourable to their interests and to the 
detriment of others. 
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III - The Proprietgrs 
10 introduction to the Tay salmon fisheries would be complete 
without a description of the families who owned the various salmon 
f1shings. As w1ll become apparent. the influence of the proprietors on 
the operation of the fisheries. either d1rectly or through their factors. 
was considerable. and so some idea of their antecedents. interests and 
personae w1ll be helpful. The ent1re lengths of the River Tay and its 
tributaries were assigned to various riparian owners. but for the 
purposes of this study. those below the confluence of the Tay and the 
Isla are the most s1gn1f1cant. Th1s section is not comprehensive and 
add1tional references to individual proprietors are made at appropriate 
places in the text. Although' as will become ev1dent. there was much 
d1vis1on and controversy among the proprietors. there were also many ties 
of kinship and marriage. 
The estate of Meikleour is on the east shore of the Tay immediately 
above its confluence with the Isla. The lairne's of Xeikleour were 
Jacobites and the Hon. Robert Nairne. who had assumed his w1fe's name of 
Jercer, was killed at Culloden. His wife's family. the Xercers of Aldie. 
owned the Kinclaven estate on the west shore of the Tay opposite 
Xeikleour. Robert Na1rne's heir was his son, Col. William Mercer of 
Aldie and Xeikleour (died 1790). and the estates of Xeikleour and 
Iinclaven passed jointly to his elder daughter Jane. Lady Keith"'7, and 
then to her daughter. Xargaret Mercer Elphinstone, Baroness Keith 
(1788-1867>. who subsequently succeeded her cousin to the Barony of 
lairne to become Baroness Keith and lairne before becoming. by marriage, 
Comtesse de Flabault--. Lady Keith and Nairne was succeeded by her 
eldest daughter. Bmily Jane Mercer Blphinstone de Flahault, Baroness 
lairne (died 1695). who in 1643 married Henry. 4th Marquis of Lansdowne 
(1816-1666)"·. Below Kinclaven on the west shore is the estate of 
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Ballathie, which at some time in the late eighteenth century was acquired 
by John Richardson of Pitfourso • On John Richardson's death in 1821 the 
estate passed to his son James Richardson, who died in 1823 when 
Ballathie passed to James Richardson's second son, Thomas Richardson of 
Ballathie (died 1840), a captain in the 3rd Light Dragoons. Thomas 
Richardson died unmarried and was succeeded at Ballathie by his brother 
Robert Richardson of Tulliebel ton and Ballathie <1809-1883), third son 
of James Richardson of Pitfour and brother of Sir John Stewart 
Richardson, Bart. of Pitfour. Robert Richardson assumed the additional 
surname of Robertson. He held the rank of' General and was colonel of 
the 3rd Dragoon Guards. On General Richardson-Robertson's death, 
Ballathie passed to his nephew Major Edmund Robert Stewart Richardson of 
BallathieS1 • 
Below Meikleour on the east shore of the Tay Hes the estate of 
Stobhall, which had originally belonged to the Drummond family who were 
granted the lands of Cargill and Stobhall in the fourteenth century, but 
the estate was forfeited to the Crown in 1740 when the Jacobite 3rd (died 
1745) and 4th (died 1747) Dukes of Perth supported that cause. 
Thereafter it became one of the annexed forfeited estatess:a. James 
Drummond, 11th Earl of Perth <1744-1800), was the nearest male heir to 
Lord John Drummond, the 4th, Duke of Perth, and it was to him that the 
estate was restored under the Act of Restorat10lJ, 1'184. He was 
succeeded by his daughter Sarah Clementina Drummond (died 1805), who in 
1807 married Peter Robert, 21st Baron Willoughby d'Eresby (1782-1805)53. 
Baron Willoughby d 'Eresby was succeeded by his son Alberic, 22nd Lord 
Willoughby de Eresby, 3rd Baron Gwyder <1821-1870), and on his death the 
Willoughby de Eresby title passed to his sister Clementina Elizabeth 
Drummond, Baroness Willoughby de Eresby, Dowager Lady Aveland 
(1809-1888), She was succeeded by her son Gilbert Henry who became the 
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first Earl of Ancaster-4 • Adjoining Stobhall on the east shore is the 
estate of the Earls of Xansf1eld. S1r Dav1d :Murray (died 1631), 1st 
Viscount Stormont obta1ned a grant of the Abbey of Scone from James VI, 
though the Murrays already owned land 1n the area. The f1rst Earl of 
:Mansf1eld was W1ll1am Murray (1704-1793), fourth son of Dav1d Murray, 5th 
Viscount Stormont. He was Lord Ch1ef Just1ce of England 1756-1788, and 
was created Earl of Mansf1eld 1n the County of Nott1ngham 1n 1776. The 
earldom then passed to David Murray (1727-1796), son and heir of the 6th 
Viscount Stormont and nephew to the 1st Earl of Xansf1eld, who succeeded 
his father as 7th V1scount Stormont 1n 174855• The 2nd Earl was 
succeeded by h1s son Dav1d W1lliam Xurray (1777-1840), 3rd Earl of 
Xansf1eld and V1scount Stormont, who 1n turn was succeeded by h1s son 
W1ll1am Dav1d Murray <1806-1898), 4th Earl of Kansf1eldlOS • Taymount 
(f1sh1ngs of Bellymore) was a relat1vely small estate on the west shore 
of the Tay, below Ballathie. At the end of the eighteenth century it 
belonged to John Kurray, 4th Earl of Dunmore (1732-1809) whose mother 
was Cather1ne Murray sister to Robert Mercer of Aldie and aunt of Jane, 
Lady Keith-?'. Dunmore was a representat1ve peer, 1761-1769, and in 1770 
was appointed Governor of the Colony of New York where he was involved 
in some of the early sk1rm1shes in the American War of Independence. 
Sometime thereafter the estate and the fishings were acquired by the 
Xansfield estates·e • 
The Dukes of AthoU were very cons1derable landowners in north 
Perthsh1re, including stretches of the R1ver Garry and all of the River 
T1lt. However, they had only one netting stat10n on the Tay, at 
Burnmouth on the west shore between Campsie Linn and the v1llage of 
Stanley. John Murray, 4th Duke of AthoU (1755-1830), succeeded h1s 
father, the 3rd Duke, in 1774&·. The 4th Duke was elected a 
Representative Peer in 1780 and sworn a Pr1vy Counc1llor in 17975 °. He 
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was succeeded by his son John Murray, 5th Duke of Atholl (1778-1846), 
who served in the army, but was -invalided home from Portugal 1798, on 
account of mental ill-health. Died non C01IIpDS Dent1s''''. The title 
passed to his nephew George Augustus Frederick John Murray, 6th Duke of 
Atholl (1814-1864), eldest surviving son of James, Lord Glenlyon. The 
6th Duke, who was a Lord-in-Waiting to Queen Victoria, in 1839 married 
Anne, only daughter of Henry Home-Drummond of Blair Drummond6a • The 
7th Duke, John James Hugh Henry }(urray (1840-1902) followed a military 
career until he succeeded his fathers~. He married Louisa, eldest 
daughter of Sir Thomas )loncrieffe of Koncrieffe in 1863, S1r Thomas was 
also a fishing proprietor with fishings below Perth and on the Earn ....... 
Below Stanley on the west shore 1s the estate of Balgowan which had 
belonged the the family of Graham since the sixteenth century. Thomas 
Graham (1748-1843) afterwards Lord Lynedoch, inherited the Balgowan 
estate in 1766 from his father. Thomas Graham was K.P. for the County 
of Perth, 1794-1807, but is particularly remembered for his distinguished 
military career during the Peninsular War when he rose to the rank of 
general and was created Baron Lynedoch of Balgowan in 1814. Lynedoch 
died without 1ssue and was succeeded by various gentlemen by the name of 
Xurray-Graham of Kurrayshall .. •• 
The family of Hay were considerable landowners in and about Perth, 
and one of the more distinguished branches of the family were the Earls 
of Kinnoull who owned Ushings above Perth on the west shore, and 
opposite Perth on the east shore. Robert Hay-Drummond (1751-1804) I 
first son of Robert Hay-Drummond, Archbishop of York, succeeded h1s uncle 
Thomas Hay as 9th Earl of Kinnoull in 1787. He was appOinted Lord Lyon 
King-of-Arms as was his son Thomas Robert Hay-Drummond (1785-1866) who 
succeeded h1m as 10th Earl. Thomas Robert's eldest daughter, Lou1sa, 
marr1ed Sir Thomas Koncr1effe, Bart., another example of a connection 
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between the Moncrieffes and another family who were also fishing 
proprietors~~. George Hay-Drummond (1827-1897) succeeded his father as 
11 th Earl of K1nnoull and sold the K1nnoull f1shings to Mansfield 1n 
The Burgh of Perth owned the f1shings on the shore of the Tay 
within the burgh bounds, but additionally since 1600, the f1shings around 
three of the islands in the Tay: Sleepless Inch, Darry <Darien or 
Incherrat) and Balhepburn&oe. The family of Moncrieffe had been in 
possession of the barony of Moncrieff since the thirteenth century. In 
the nineteenth century their fishings were on the south shore of the Tay, 
just below Perth, and on the Earns,. The remainder of the fishings on 
south shore of the Tay to the confluence with the Earn and parts of the 
lower Earn belonged to the Elcho estate of the Earls of Wemyss, though 
they were not resident 1n the district. Francis Charter is Wemyss, 7th 
Earl of Wemyss <1723-1808) inherited the title 1n 1787 on the death of 
his brother, the earldom having been dormant during the latter's lifetime 
as he had been attainted as a Jacobite70 • He was succeeded by his 
grandson Francis Wemyss, 8th Earl of Wemyss and March (1772-1853), who 
was succeeded by his son Francis Wemyss, 9th Earl of Wemyss and March 
(1796-1883). Francis Wemyss-Charteris-Douglas, 10th Earl of Wemyss and 
March (1818-1914) was M.P. for East Gloucestershire, 1841-1846; M.P. for 
Haddingtonshire, 1847-1883; and a Lord of the Treasury, 1853-1855. He 
succeeded his father 1n 188371 • 
On the north shore of the Tay below Perth is Kinfauns Castle, 
during the nineteenth century, the seat of the Gray family. The Kinfauns 
fishings were the most extensive of all the Tay fisheries, the majority 
were on the north shore, but there were also some on the south shore. 
Villiam John Gray, 13th Lord Gray <1754-1807), committed suicide and was 
succeeded by his brother Francis Gray, 14th Lord Gray (1765-1842). 
Francis, Lord Gray was Postmaster-General for Scotland, 1807-1810; and a 
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Representative Peer 1812-1841. He was succeeded by his son, John Gray, 
15th Lord Gray (1798-1867), who was also a Representative Peer, 
1847-186772 • John Gray died in Paris and was succeeded by his sister, 
Xadelina Gray, Baroness Gray (1799-1869), who was unmarried, and on her 
death the title passed to her neice, Margaret Grant, Baroness Gray 
(1821-1878)73. Baroness Gray died without issue and was succeeded by 
her cousin, George Phil1p Stuart, 14th Earl of Xoray <1816-1895), whose 
grandmother had been first daughter of the 11th Lord Gray and sister of 
the 12th, 13th and 14th Lords. On the death of the 14th Earl of Xoray, 
the Gray title passed to his neice, but the earldom and Kinfauns estates 
passed to his cousin Edmund Archibald Stuart, 15th Earl of Moray 
(1840-1901) who was a Barrister-at-law. 
Surrounded on· both sides by the Kinfauns estate was the small 
estate of Seggieden which had the particularly productive fishing of 
Fluckie and belonged to the Hays of Seggieden. This branch of the Hay 
family were originally Hays of Pit four, but had sold Pitfour to John 
Richardson74• James Hay of Seggieden (1771-1838) married firstly 
largaret, only daughter of James Richardson of Pitfour (and sister of Sir 
John Stewart Richardson, 13th Bart., of Pitfour), he was succeeded by his 
son James Richardson Hay of Seggieden (1802-1854) who was a captain in 
the army. He in turn was succeeded by his daughter Charlotte Elizabeth 
Richardson Hay of Seggieden (died 1914>7&. Charlotte's son, Lt. Col. 
James Adam Richardson-Drummond-Hay of Seggieden (1863-1928) married 
Alice Stewart Richardson, second daughter of Sir James Stewart 
Richardson, 14th Bart., of Pit four, the second marriage between the 
Seggieden and Pitfour families in three generations. The Inchyra estate 
was below Kinfauns on the north shore at the village of that name. In 
the eighteenth and into the nineteenth century, Inchyra belonged to a 
family called Blair. In 1837 the proprietor was named as Mr Chrystal 
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(variously Crystal, Cristal) of Inchyra, and from 1863 the proprietor was 
named as Rev. Archibald Fleming of Inchyra?&. The Inchyra estate 
marched with Pitfour which belonged to the Richardson family. The 
founder of the family fortune was John Richardson (died 1821> of John 
Richardson & Company?? As well as acquiring the estate of Pitfour from 
the Hays, John Richardson also acquired the fishings of Poldrait (Xorth 
Inch) and I Ships?8. James Richardson, John's son, survived him by only 
two years, being succeeded in turn by his son John Stewart Richardson 
<1797-1881> who was served heir to the dormant baronetcy of Richardson 
in 183779 • Sir John was succeeded by his eldest son Sir James Thomas 
Stewart-Richardson, 14th Bart. (1840-1895), who was a captain in the 78th 
Highlanders, and he in turn was succeeded by his eldest son Sir Edward 
Austin Stewart-Richardson, 15th Bart. <1872-1914), who died from wounds 
while serving with the Black Watch during the First World Wareo. 
On the south shore opposite to Pit four were the adjacent estates of 
Carpow and Xugdrum. Xugdrum belonged to the Hays of Leys and 
Randerstone, of whom was David Balfour Hay who died in 1868. Carpow 
belonged to the Paterson family, of whom John Paterson of Kugdrum (died 
1822) married Jane, daughter of John Hay Balfour of Leys and Randerstone. 
Their son was Peter Hay Paterson of Carpow (1816-1865), who was 
succeeded by his son Edmund de Haya Paterson-Balfour-Hay of Carpow 
<1849-1908), who inherited the estate of Mugdrum from his grand-uncle 
David Balfour Hay in 186881 • Edmund de Haya Paterson-Balfour-Hay spent 
most of his life confined in a lunatic asylum1iil2 • The Xugdrum estate, 
which included the Island of Mugdrum, stretched to Newburgh, but 
thereafter the fishings on the south shore belonged to the Balmbreich 
estate of the Earls of Zetland. Lawrence Dundas, 2nd Baron Dundas of 
Aske (1766-1839) was an X.P. for thirty yearsa3 • He succeeded his 
father in 1820 and was created Earl of Zetland in 1838. He was 
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succeeded by his son Thomas Dundas, 2nd Earl of Zetland (1795-1873), who 
was also been an M.p.e .... The 2nd Earl died without issue and was 
succeeded by his nephew Lawrence Dundas, 3rd Earl of Zetland (1844-1929), 
whose parliamentary career was relatively briefes , but who was Viceroy of 
Ireland (as Lord Lieutenant), 1889-1892; and created Marquess of Zetland 
in 1892 ........ The Birkhill estate lies east of Balmbreich on the south 
shore of the Firth of Tay. Alexander Scrymgeour of Birkhill (1743-1811) 
succeeded to the estate of Wedderburn of Wedderburn in 1788. He was 
succeeded by his brother Henry Scrymgeour-Wedderburn of Birkh1ll (died 
1841>, thereafter two further sons followed their fathers to the end of 
the nineteenth centurye7. 
The fam1ly of the Earls of Moray, as well as being involved with 
the Kinfauns estate (supra p 20) had a much longer connection with the 
estuarial estate of Balmerino. The Jacobite 5th Lord Balmerino forfeited 
his estate after the Rebellion of 1745. It was retained by the Crown 
until 1755 when it was sold to James Stuart, 8th Earl of Moray (died 
1767), who was a nephew of the 5th Lord Balmerino. The 8th Earl was 
succeeded by his son Francis Stuart, 9th Earl of Moray (died 1810), who 
married Jane, daughter of John Gray, 11th Lord Gray. On his death, the 
9th Earl was succeeded by his son Francis Stuart, 10th Earl of Moray 
(died 1848) and the Balmerino estate passed to the 10th Earl's twin 
brother Hon. Archibald Stuart <1771-1832). This latter gentleman was 
succeeded by, his eldest son Francis-Archibald Stuart of Balmerino who 
died without issue in 1875. 
Archibald Stuart <1840-1901) 
His successor was his nephew Edmund-
who called himself Stuart-Gray after 
inheriting the Kinfauns estate in 1878. at which point the Kinfauns and 
Balmerino estates became jOintly-owned··. Edmund-Archibald Stuart-Gray 
became the 15th Earl of Moray on the death of the 14th Earl. at which 
time the estates of Balmerino and Kinfauns passed to his brother Francis 
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James Stuart who assumed the name Stuart-Graye •. The Naughton estate 
is on the south shore where the Tay estuary begins to narrow towards the 
site of the present Tay Railway Bridge. James Xorison of laughton 
(1738-1816) was succeeded by his daughter Isabel (1760-1850) who married 
William Bethune of Blebo, and they assumed the additional surname 
lorison. Their only daughter predeceased her mother and Xrs Bethune 
lorison bequeathed Naughton to a distant relative, Adam Alexander 
Duncan-Xorison of Naughton (died 1855), grandson of 1st Viscount Duncan 
of Camperdown (1731-1804). Adam Duncan-Xorison of Jaughton was 
succeeded by his daughter Catherine Henrietta Adamina Duncan-Xorison of 
laughton, who in 1897 married Ueut. Col.· Alexander William Anstruther, 
R.A.'o 
The Woodhaven fishings belonged to the Stewarts of St Fort. 
Captain Robert Stewart H.E.I.C.S. (born 1746) purchased the estate on his 
return from India. He was succeeded by his son Henry Stewart of St 
Fort (1796-1871), who was in turn succeeded by his grand-daughter 
Caroline Douglas Stewart of St Fort"'. Although the Tayfield fishings 
are relatively small in extent, the influence of the Berry family of 
Tayfield in the affairs of the Tay salmon fisheries was considerable, 
perhaps because so many of them were lawyers';z. John Berry 
<1725-1817), purchased the estate of Innerdovat in 1788 on which was 
built the house of Tayfield. His son, William Berry of Tayfield 
<1774-1852) was a Writer to the Signet931 , and William's eldest son, John 
Berry of Tayfield (1824-1877) I was an Advocate. The last successor of 
the nineteenth century was John's son William Berry (born 1864)'04. The 
estate of Scotscraig is the at the mouth of the Tay on the south shore. 
William Dalgleish of Scotscraig (1770-1824) was an AdVocate, and in 1792 
he married Jean Isabel, heiress of Archibald Ogilvy of Inchmartine. 
Their son was Robert Dalgleish (1793-1871) I also styled "of Scotscraig" I 
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though the estate of Scotscraig appears to have passed out of the 
Dalgleish family at this time. William Dalgleish's daughter, Margaret 
(1796-1869), married James Hakgill Maitland-Heriot of Ramornie 
(1774-1848) in 1813, and their second son, William (1819-1890) married 
Elizabeth Kinnear Dougall, heiress of William Stark Dougall of Scotscraig 
and assumed the additional surname of Dougall. He had a distinguished 
naval career and ultimately became Admiral William Maitland Dougall, R.N., 
of Scotscraig9S • He was succeeded by his son Commander William 
Maitland Dougall, R.N. (born 1852)905. 
To the east of Pitfour on the north shore of the Firth of Tay were 
the small estates of Wester Errol and Hurie. Both had originally 
belonged to the family of Yeaman (also Yeaman Kilne), but the estate was 
broken up and Wester Errol was acquired by the Morisons of Finderl1e 
(Kinross-shire), the last of whom was John Brown Broun-Morison of 
Finderlie and West Errol (born 1840)97. The MUrie fishings were not let 
after 1872 and the Wester Errol fishings were not let after 1895. The 
Errol Park estate, about the Village of Errol, was more extensive than 
either Wester Errol or Murie. At the beginning of the nineteenth 
century Errol Park belonged to the family of Allen (or Allan) after whom 
Port Allan was named. The last of the Allens was John Lee Allen of 
Errol Park. According to the Valuation Rolls Errol Park was thereafter 
consecutively owned by Hugh Tennant of Well Park, Glasgow and Francis 
Xol1son of Errol. Isabella Marshall Malison, heiress of Francis Malison 
married William Dgilvy-Dalgleish of Woodburn (1832-1913) in 18609 &. 
Ogllvy-Dalgleish was created a baronet in 1896 and became Sir William 
Ogllvy-Dalgleish, Bart., of Woodburn and Errol Park99 • At the end of the 
eighteenth century the estate of Seaside, which was east of Errol Park, 
belonged to James Hunter of Seaside10o • Some time after 1850 the estate 
was sold to the Glover Incorporation of Perth for t25,OOO'0'. 
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There were other estates on the north shore between Seaside and 
Dundee, but none were of significance for their fishings, except when the 
stake nets were used wi thin the firth 1 0:2. The Ci ty of Dundee had 
fishings on the foreshore, but these were of decreasing significance as 
the area became given over to docks and berths for the shipping. There 
were fishings at Broughty Ferry which belonged to the burgh, but the last 
significant estate on the north shore was that of Panmure belonging to 
the Maule family. William Ramsay (1771-1852) was the second son of 
George Ramsay, 8th Earl of Dalhousie. He succeeded through his 
grandmother to the estates of the Earls of Panmure and changed his name 
to Xaule, the surname of the Panmures. He was created Baron Panmure by 
letters patent in 1831. He was succeeded by his son Fox Xaule, 2nd 
Baron Panmure (1801-1880), who succeeded to the earldom of Dalhousie on 
the death of his cousin the 10th Earl of Dalhousie in 1860103• The 11th 
Earl was succeeded by his cousin Admiral George Ramsay, 12th Earl of 
Dalhousie <1806-1880), who was in turn succeeded by his son Commander 
John William Ramsay, R.N., 13th Earl of Dalhousie (1847-1887). The 
latter was M.P. for L1verpool, 1880; and Secretary of State for Scotland, 
April to July 1886. He was succeeded by his son Arthur George Maule 
Ramsay, 14th Earl of Dalhousie <born 1878)10". 
The proprietors described represent a wide cross-section of the 
landowning class, but as an attempt will be made at the end of this work 
to interpret their conduct and attitudes towards the salmon fisheries, a 
rough classification will be of some assistance. Two main groups may 
be distinguished: members of the nobility whose wealth and status was 
such that they were involved in "national" politics and affairs, l.e. 
London-centered; and those whose sphere of activity and influence 
remained local or Edinburgh-based. Examples from the first group were 
the Dukes of Atholl, Earls of Mansfield, Wemyss, Zetland and DalhOUSie, 
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though within that group there was sub-division into those who resided 
for at least part of the year on estates bordering the Tay CAtholl, 
Dalhousie and Mansfield) and those who had no residence near the Tay 
CVemyss and Zetland). Another distinguishable sub-group were those 
whose connection with the Tay came about through marriage, e.g. the 
Marquis of Lansdowne and the Earl of Ancaster. The local group were of 
the baronetage and gentry: )1oncrieffes, Richardsons, Vedderburns, Hays, 
Maitland Dougalls, etc., though to regard their interests as being purely 
local would be to disregard the naval and military service in which many 
were engaged for part of their lives. Some families had territorial 
associations going back over hundreds of years CMoncrieffes and Hays), 
others had purchased land in the area more recently after the dynastic 
founder had acquired wealth in some way (Richardsons of Pitfour and 
Stewarts of St Fort) . During the nineteenth century there was very 
little change in the ownership of estates apart from succession within 
families. John Richardson had acquired the estates of Pitfour and 
Ballathie sometime before the beginning of the nineteenth century, so that 
there was only the Mansfield acquisition of the Bellymore and Kinnoull 
fishings, and the Glover Incorporation purchase of Seaside during the 
nineteenth century. These were virtually the only changes, apart from 
coastal fishings at Tentsmuir and Earlshall acquired by the tacksman 
Alexander Speedie10s• 
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RBFEREICRS 
1. This description is based largely upon the following texts: 
F. Walker: Tayside GeolCfIY, Dundee, 1961. 
F. Walker: The Geo1OSY and Scenery of Strathearn, Dundee, 1963. 
J.B. Whittow: GeolCfIY and Scenery ill Scotlalld, Penguin, revised 
edition, 1979. 
2. The total is made up as follows: 
Basin of the 
Basin of the 
Basin of the 
Basin of the 
River Tay 
River Earn 
River Isla 
River Tummel 
793.2 
376.8 
506.3 
~ 
2,338.4 
square miles 
" " 
. " 
" " 
Twelf'th Report to the Fishery Board for Scotlalld, 1893, P xxiii. 
3. Highland Boundary Fault: the major fault within a series of 
parallel faults and fractures which extend from Arran to Stonehaven 
forming the south-east margin of the Scottish Highlands. It was 
initiated during the period of Caledonian mountain-building and the 
land to the south-east has been down-faulted to form the Scottish 
Kidland Valley. 
4. Ketamorphic: a rock which originally may have been either igneous 
or sedimentary, but whose character has been radically altered by 
heat and/or pressure. 
5. Koine and Dalradian Series: rocks are subject to stratigraphical 
stUdy in order to classify them in various ways, especially 
chronologically, both of these are stratigraphic claSSifications. 
The Xoine Series precedes the Dalradian and takes its name from 
its occurrence in an area called a ?Choi11e in the North of Scotland. 
The rocks of this series consist of various schistose types. The 
Dalradian Series take their name from the ancient Scottish Kingdom 
of Dalriada, they too consist of schistose types. 
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6. Peneplain: a land surface which is almost a plain, any elevated 
portions having been worn down by erosion. A peneplain that had 
been subject to uplift would form a plateau •. 
7. Quartzite: a highly metamorphosed sandstone composed mainly of 
quartz, usually very tough. 
8. Schistose: of the schist type, l.e. a metamorphic rock in which the 
constituent minerals lie parallel giving a direction of easy 
splitting. 
9. Grits: a reck similar to sandstone, but the grains are either 
larger or more angular than sandstone. 
10. Fault: a dislocation in a reck strata analogous to a "tear" in the 
earth's surface, so that one side of the tear moves relative to the 
other. These mentioned in the text are dislocations in the 
horizontal plain, though they need not be so. 
U. SynCline: a downfold in a strata giving rise to a trough or 
inverted arch, generally the result of lateral pressure. 
12. See 1Dfra. 
13. Old Red Sandstone: also called Devonian, a period in the British 
geological succession between 359 and 395 million years BP (before 
present). Considerable deposition of sandstones and conglomerates 
took place and also extensive volcanic activity. 
14. Anticline: an upfold or arch of rock, generally the result of 
lateral pressure. 
15. Walker (1961) op. c1t P 16. 
16. 1bid. 
17. The change of direction probably represents an elbow of capture by 
which the Dechart pirated the headwaters of the River Falloch 
which now rises just south of Crianlarich and flows south to Loch 
Lomond. An elbow of capture is where the headwaters of a river 
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erode backwards into the course of another river, thus capturing 
and diverting its waters. 
18. Glacial outwash: the detritus washed out of glacial moraines and 
deposited as alluvium. 
19. Whittow, ope clt. p 132. 
20. Alluvium: sand, silt and gravel carried in suspension by a stream 
or river and subsequently deposited when the flow becomes less 
rapid. 
21. Dyke: a wall of injected igneous rock. 
Dolerite: a dark medium-grained igneous rock. 
22. In strict topographical terms the joint estuary of the Tay and Earn 
start at the confluence of the two rivers. However, in the rest 
of this work the estuary will be taken to start at the east end of 
Mugdrum Island where the beginning of the esturine delta dictates a 
change in the character and methods of fishing. 
23. Walker (1961), ope cH. p 22. 
24. See Chapter Seven, note 2. 
25. See Chapter Eight, note 45. 
26. }lot to be confused with the River Ericht which flows from Loch 
Ericht into Loch Rannoch, see p 9. 
27. Granul1te: a granular metamorphic rock. 
28. At its head the Tilt has captured former tributaries of the River 
Dee. 
29. Starav Granite: granite is a course-grained igneous rock composed 
of quartz, feldspar and mica. Starav granites are those located 
around Ben Starav (NN 126427) at the head of Loch Etive. 
30. Phyllites: a very fine-grained metamorphic rock with tiny mica 
flakes. 
31. This section is largely taken from the following texts: 
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W .J .M. Menzies: The Sallllem, Edinburgh, 1925. 
A. Hetboy: Samem, London, 1980. 
32. Redds: clean, silt-free gravel wasbed by well-oxygenated water in 
which the female salmon will choose to deposit her eggs. 
33. D. lUlls: Scotland's Kins of fIsh, Edinburgh, 1980, p 24. 
34. See Chapter Six, notes 11 and 17. 
35. That is 0.06%. 
36. 
)[1lls, ope clt. p 25. 
Grilse: from the Norse gralaz, grey salmon. The grilse is that 
part of the salmon population that remains in inshore waters about 
the British Isles and returns to its natal river to spawn during 
the summer or autumn after its having left freshwater. Summer 
grUse will weigh 4-6 lbs and autumn 7-8 lbs. Because of the 
smaller body weight female grilse produce only 500 to 600 eggs per 
lb. body weight. 
37. Pelagic: pertaining to the open sea. 
38. W.L. Calderwood: SaLDem and Sea Trout, London, pp 15-16. 
39. Menzies, ope clt. pp 72-73. 
40. Drew Jamieson, "The Life Cycle of the Atlantic Salmon", in D. Barr 
(ed.): SaLDon FIsh:Lns :in Scotland, London, 1981, p 36. 
41. lbld. 
42. Mills, ope clt. p 17. 
43. See Infra p 285. 
For description, see pp 9-10. 
44. Sea Lice: Lepeopbthe1rus sahremIs, a parasite which attaches itself 
to salmon While they are in salt-water. It cannot survive in 
freshwater and drops off within 7-10 days of the fish's return to 
the river. 
fish". 
Sea lice on a salmon is thus the sign of a "fresh run 
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45. Milt: the semen of the male salmon. 
46. Jamieson, op. c:1t. p 32. 
47. Karried George Keith, Viscount Keith, 1787. 
46. Charles Joseph, Caate de Flahault de la Billarderie, was a general 
in the army of Napoleon I, and sometime French Ambassador to the 
Court of St James. 
49. BPB. 
Henry, 4th Marquis of Lansdowne, K.G., <1616-16(6). X.P. for CaIne, 
1857-1856: Lord of the Treasury, 1847: summoned to the Lords as 
Baron Wycombe, 1856: under-secretary of state for Foreign Affairs, 
1856-1858. 
50. John Richardson's Journal 1795-1820 (KS 20885) contains a 
statement of his personal assets at 1st Karch 1796 which does not 
include Ballathie, however, a similar statement at 1st March 1820 
includes -estate of Kercock and Ballathie" valued at £17,741. 
See also Chapter Two, note 18. 
5t. BPB. 
See also Chapter Ten, note 25. 
52. See Annette X. Smith: Jacobite Estates of the Forty-Fjve, Edinburgh, 
1982 passu. 
53. The earldom of Perth was confined to male heirs and reverted to 
the titular 4th Duke of Kelfort (died 1800), who lived in France, 
his family having been attainted as Jacobites. His brother, the 
titular 5th Duke of Melfort (died 1840) took action 1n the Court of 
Session to recover the Drummond lands, but was unsuccessful. 
54. See Chapter Nine, note 78. 
55. Dav1d Murray entered the Diplomatic Service and was employed 1n 
various posts abroad culminating with that of Ambassador to Par1s, 
1772-1778: he was Lord Justice General for Scotland, 1778-1794: 
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secretary of State for the North, 1779-1782; and Lord President of 
the Council, 1783-1794. 
Complete F'eerage. 
56. Complete F'eerage, BPB. 
See also Chapter Nine, note 4. 
57. See supra p 21-
58. BPB, DKB. 
59. The 3rd Duke died at Dunkeld "having drowned himself in the Tay, 
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CHAPTER TVO 
THE TRADITIONAL SALMON FISHERIES 
I - The Xodes of Fishing 
The very extensive basin of the River Tay, described in the 
previous chapter, has always provided quantities of salmon in excess of 
local requirements and the export trade in salmon from the Tay is of 
considerable antiquity. Up to roughly the middle of the eighteenth 
century the Tay salmon fisheries followed a traditional pattern of 
operation, but thereafter a number of innovations fundamentally changed 
their character. One of the consequences of the innovations, 
particularly those in preservation and transportation, was that the 
market for Tay salmon was extended. This, in conjunction with increased 
efficiency in catching salmon, raised the spectre of over-fishing as a 
threat to the salmon stock'. Thus the increase in the number of 
salmon being caught brought about a recognition on the part of persons 
engaged in the fisheries that the salmon stock was a finite resource. 
This laudable view gave rise to suggestions, at both local and national 
level, for conserving the speCies. However, because there was conflict 
between the different groups associated with the Tay fisheries, they 
failed to act jointly and both the speed of adoption and the 
effectiveness of conservation measures were considerably reduced. 
It should not be thought, however, that a concern for the 
conservation of salmon was a new development at that time, for Scottish 
legislation designed to protect the salmon from excessive exploitation 
goes back to at least the fourteenth century~. For example, the season 
of the year and the period during the week when salmon could be caught 
were laid down by law. The particular purpose of specifying the length 
of the fishings season was to protect the salmon during spawning. 
Similarly, the Scots law had always prohibited the use of "fixed 
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engines", 1.e. any method of catching which was stationary in the water, 
partly because such engines would be too efficient and allow no fish to 
escape3 , and partly because use of an efficient engine by one proprietor 
would result in his getting an excessive share of the available salmon. 
Two exceptions to this general prohibition were cruives and yairs4 , 
neither of which could be used unless a proprietor had a specific legal 
title to use them, a title distinct from the right to fish for salmon 
which referred only the right to use the universally legal method, 
commonly called lJet & coblE!". With a body of protective legislation 
already in existence, it might be asked why a threat of over-fishing 
emerged towards the end of the eighteenth century, and it is hoped that 
some of what follows will provide an answer to that query. For the 
moment, it may be observed that the problem of the protection of salmon 
was not so much a lack of statutes as a general tendency to ignore them. 
To appreciate the nature and significance of the changes that 
beset the Tay fisheries, it is a necessary preliminary to describe the 
situation that existed prior to these changes and the rest of this 
chapter will be devoted to a description of the traditional salmon 
fisheries of the River Tay. The most common method of fishing was the 
legally permitted net & coble mode. At the time this was also the most 
efficient method of catching fish on the river proper, though not all 
stretches were suitable to its use. The net involved, often called a 
sweep net, was folded on the stern of a coble which was partially decked-
over for this purpose. Long ropes were fastened to each end of the net 
and one of these, the head rope, was secured to the coble, while the 
other, the tow rope, was held by a man on the shore called the towman. 
The boatmen rowed the shot in a semiCircular direction from the shore, 
embracing as much of the river as possible. the net paying out over the 
stern of the coble as they progressed. The head rope was attached to 
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the fore-end of the net by a bridle, and between the bridle and the net 
itself was the staff which served to keep the net stretched breadth-wise. 
The starting off place for both coble and towman was called the shot 
head and, while the boatmen were rowing the shot, the tow man would walk 
along the shore with his tow, keeping the hint-end of the net close to 
the shore so that no fish could escape. The net formed a curtain in the 
water suspended from corks attached to the top rope and weighted at the 
bottom by the ground rope which kept it in contact with the bed of the 
river. Boatmen and towman would come together again at the hailing 
with the two ends of the net, thus trapping any fish caught within the 
sweep of the net. The shot was always rowed with the current, or with 
the ebb or flow of the tide in the lower river. At the hailing, the 
closed net, held on the shore by the salmon fishers, would swing with the 
current until it lay downstream and roughly parallel to the shore. 
Hailings were often constructed so as to protrude slightly into the river, 
causing an eddy on the downstream side where the slack-water made the 
net easier to hail (haul>. Hailing the net to the shore was by hand 
until the 19th century, though there was mention of horses being 
employed. Sweep nets often had a bag or "bosom" at the mid-way point, 
where the fish would congregate as the net was drawn ashore. After 
being taken from the net the fish would be killed by a blow to the head 
with a wooden club. Ideally, the sweep of the net would encompass the 
entire breadth of the river. In 1810 the sweep nets were from 47 to 60 
fathoms (282-360 feet) in length, and fourteen to twenty feet in breadthS 
In order for the sweep net to be effective the river had to deepen within 
a short distance from the shore so that the full width of the net could 
hang in the water with only the ground rope in contact with the bed of 
the river. It also required the bed to be relatively smooth and free 
from both holes and obstrUctions, as these would allow the salmon to 
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escape or snag the net. Thus, if the bank of the river shelved 
precipitously, was rocky, or had extensive shallows, it would be 
inappropriate for the use of the sweep net. In evidence submitted to 
the Select Committee of 1824, one of the witnesses, Dr John Fleming, 
minister at Fl1sk, considered the net & coble mode of fishing very 
efficient in the rivers, but not suited to the estuaries or the sea coast. 
In rivers by Means of the coble net, the [lain] stream can be 
effectually reached, and consequently it is suited for 
catching of fhh in such a lituation, either during their 
ascent or dllcent, The regularity of the current in rivers, 
in one direction il suited to the coble net, and the nUMerous 
fords at those pooll to which the fish resort likewise furnish 
facilities for using the coble net, thus rendering it a very 
efficient engine in rivers in general. In an estuary the 
coble net il by no meanl a lui table engine; there the varying 
depth of the water, the numerous inequalities of the bottom, 
and the small portion of the streal which the net can embrace, 
render it an unsuitable engine; but its principal defect in 
estuaries seems to arile from occaSional, or rather the 
frequent, swell in the water owing to its direct communication 
with the sea, by which the ground rope of the net is lifted 
from the bottom, thereby permitting the fish inclosed in the 
net readily to escape,7 
Dr Fleming'S ultimate conclusion was that there was not a more 
inefficient engine than the net & coble in the estuaries·. 
Between Perth and Jewburgh net & coble was the standard practice 
and above Perth there were many places where the sweep net could be 
employed. However, there were two problems associated with the upper 
waters: the first was that in places where the river was incised, the 
banks of the river were steep or rocky and thus unsuitable for net & 
coble and, second the concentration of nets below Perth - even in the 
late eighteenth century - was such that there tended to be a relative 
dearth of fish upstream from Perth when the lower nets were in ply 
during the week. A solution to both these problems was the pot net or 
croy net, a fixed engine and thus illegal, but widely used on the Tay up 
to the 18208. The pot nets were attached to cairns of stones called 
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croys, which were heaped on the bed of the river with the tops one to 
one-and-a-half feet above the surface. The croys were anything from 
three to thirteen yards in length and they caused the current to eddy 
about them creating little backwaters to which salmon would resort. 
Croys at the side of the river would have a single net attached to the 
downstream end, while those towards the centre of the stream would have 
a net on either side. The pot net was anchored to the bed of the river 
with boulders, floated to the surface with corks and it streamed with the 
current. When used in tidal waters, two crays were employed with the 
pot net strung between them. The pot nets were from six to twenty 
fathoms in length (36-120 feet), up to seventeen feet in breadth 
according to the depth of the river, with a mesh three inches square9 • 
Unlike sweep nets which enclosed the fish, pot nets were designed to 
enmesh a salmon by the gills. The nature of the pot net was such that 
it could be used at locations unsuitable for net & coble because of rocks 
or other obstructions. It also allowed tacksmen with fishings above 
Perth access to salmon at weekends when the use of net & coble was 
prohibited during the Saturday slap (the weekly close-time). Setting 
pot nets during the Saturday slap secured a share of the fish without a 
too blatant transgression of the law, besides which the pot nets could be 
left unattended for periods of up to 48 hours. It was estimated in 1810 
that there were 23 croys between Perth Bridge and Thistle Brig, which is 
about one mile above Stormontfield10 • Yet higher up the river at places 
entirely unsuitable for nets of any kind, the fish spear or "leister" was 
used. This was a very ancient method of catching fish and, as it was 
almost exclusively used by poachers, its legality must be doubted. A 
common method of employing the leister was after dark in conjunction 
with a blazing torch, a mode called "burning the water-. 
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Fishing for salmon in the Firth of Tay presented problems that 
derived from the nature of the landform described in Chapter One. From 
lugdrum Island to opposite Dundee, the shifting sandbanks of the esturine 
delta did not provide a channel suitable for the use of sweep nets, 
except for limited periods of each tide. In addition, the channels 
passed nearer to the south shore leaving great tracts of shallows to the 
north and rendering the north shore entirely unsuitable for any mode of 
fishing then devised. Many stretches of the south shore were also 
unsuitable because of low cliffs at the waters edge, thus there were very 
few places on the south shore where net & coble could be used and the 
traditional mode of fishing in the estuary had been the yair <also called 
a stage net on the Tay> or the toot net. Yairs had in times past been 
employed on the south shore of the estuary at places where it shelved 
suffiCiently to provide a depth of water a modest distance from the 
shore. The right to erect yairs was customarily part of the tack of a 
farm if the land bordered the river, no additional rent being paid for 
this priVilege. The use of stage nets had extended from Balmbreich 
(NO 273205) in the west, to the Greenside Scalp (NO 430292) in the east, 
but their use had largely died out by the end of the eighteenth century. 
The stage net comprised of a ·leader" that extended from the high to the 
low water mark, at which latter end was located a net some fourteen feet 
wide. The leader was constructed of ·stake and rice", l.e. vertical 
stakes interwoven with twigs to form a barrier impenetrable to fish. 
The fish were thus diverted out towards the net, above which a man was 
stationed. When he saw or felt a fish enter the net it was immediately 
raised. and the fish removed. Twenty to thirty fish per tide was 
regarded as a good haul", 
The toot net was something of a hybrid, for although the net 
remained stationary in the water after it had been set. it reqUired to be 
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rowed into position each time it was reset. Thus it was difficult to 
decide whether or not it was a fixed engine. Toot nets were from 22 to 
27 fathoms (132-162 feet) in length, on average fourteen-and-a-half feet 
deep, with a mesh two to two-and-a-half inches square. One end was 
fixed to the shore, while the other was rowed some way out into the 
stream and an anchor dropped so that the net formed a U-shape kept open 
by the current. A rope was attached to the anchor in the river, and a 
salmon fisher in a coble would station himself behind (1.e. downstream 
from) the net to observe if any fish entered. If one did so, the fisher 
in the coble would Signal to another on the shore who would then haul in 
the anchor from the river, thus closing the net. The net would then be 
hauled ashore, the fish removed and the process repeated.12 In 1810 
there were fifteen cables employed at the toot net fishing on the north 
shore below Dundee, and others at the Scotscraig fishings on the south 
shore. Given the width of the estuary, even where it narrowed at its 
mouth, the toot nets could not be regarded as a very effective mode of 
fishing, the more so if the time taken to close and reset the net is 
taken into account13 
Other modes of fishing were not significant as far as the Tay 
basin was concerned. There were two cruives, both on the River Earn, 
one at Colquhalzie (II 916174) and the other, the Dupplin cruive 
(IO 068196) which belonged to the Earl of Kinnoull. The cruive or fish 
trap was a very ancient method of catching fish. The Dupplin cruive was 
a permanent one, strictly speaking a cruive-dyke which involved a rubble 
dam with a slap or gap in the centre into which could be fitted a cruive 
box to trap the ascending salmon. Though not always the case, there 
was meant to be an additional gap in the cruive called the -King's slap", 
which was to be kept permanently open so that the river was never 
completely dammed14• Cruives per se did not catch many fish in their 
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cruive boxes, but if there were no King's slap and if the cruive box were 
not removed for the Saturday slap or during the annual close-time, as was 
required by the law, then they became a permanent dam across the river. 
In such a case, the salmon, unable to ascend further, would gather in the 
pools immediately below the cruive where they could easily be netted. 
There was no King's slap in the Dupplin cruive
'
&. Though the Earn was 
much less important than the Tay as a salmon river, this abuse of ancient 
rights by the Earl of Kinnoull (Le. both damming the Earn and fishing in 
the close-time) became a source of contention among those involved in the 
fisheries, especially after conservation increasingly became an issue. 
Another example of abuse of an ancient privilege was that by the Earl of 
Breadalbane who claimed the right to net salmon in Loch Tay all year 
round. This claim, almost certainly based upon custom rather than legal 
right, was a similar source of aggravation. In particular, it was seen 
as having an adverse affect as spawners (1.e. salmon in spawning 
condition) were caught. In both cases, by exercising their claimed 
ancient rights, Kinnoull and Breadalbane provided a means by which 
poachers could legitimise the possession and sale of salmon in close-time 
as they could claim fish in their possession were from Loch Tay or the 
Dupplin cruive' &. 
The impression that emerges from this description of the 
traditional modes of fishing is that expediency was more important than 
legality. According to the statutes, only net & coble, yairs and cruives 
were legal. The legality of toot nets was dubious, though it had not 
been tested in the Courts, but there could be little doubt that the pot 
nets were fixed engines, and thus illegal. The need to adopt modes of 
fishing that were of dubious or of outright illegality arose because the 
net & coble mode required a particular type of shore to be effective, and 
this was largely absent from the estuary. Thus in the firth, resort was 
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made to stage nets and toot nets, though neither of these were 
particularly efficient. The use of pot nets can also be explained in 
terms of expediency: they could be constructed in parts of the river 
where the sweep net could not be used, and they were also a means of 
circumventing the Saturday slap when the fish were free to ascend the 
river below Perth. Because 111egal methods were not seen as 
inappropriate, there was apparently no attempt to conceal these 
illegalities, the practices having been sanctioned by successive 
generations of salmon fishers. As long as the market for Tay salmon 
remained limited by the problems of preservation and transportation there 
was no pressure to alter established attitudes and practices. It was 
only during the course of the second half of the eighteenth century, with 
innovations in catching, preservation and transportation (see 1ntra 
Chapters Three and Four), that the salmon stock was perceived as coming 
under pressure and the legality of these methods came to be questioned. 
To that time, no doubt fortuitously, the traditional methods appear to 
have arrived at a balance between the regenerative powers of the salmon 
stock and the produce of the salmon fisheries. 
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II - Preservation and Transportation 
The traditional nature of the salmon trade was largely dictated by 
limitations imposed by the lack of any means of preservation which gave 
a product acceptable to the United Kingdom market. The preservation of 
salmon had always been a problem, though the extent of the problem 
varied with the season. Apart from those consumed locally. the markets 
for Tay salmon were all at some distance, in particular, London, which 
was the largest market of all. During the winter and early spring the 
ambient temperature was usually low enough for freshly caught fish to 
remain edible for a number of days. "Raw" (1.e. fresh) salmon were 
packed in baskets filled with straw which provided a rUdimentary form of 
insulation and despatched to the south in salmon smacks. The trade in 
raw salmon rapidly dwindled as the days grew warmer, and was over by 
the beginning of May. 
With the onset of warmer weather, to continue an export trade in 
salmon required a method of artificial preservation. In the 16th 
century certain traditional cures were in use, in particular pickling in 
brine, kippering, and smoking1 ? Of these, only pickling in brine - the 
least labour-intensive method - was significant on the Tay where large 
quantities of fish had to be processed. Unfortunately, salmon preserved 
in brine were not to the taste of either Scottish or English markets, and 
so, after pickling, the catch from the latter part of the season was 
collected into cargoes and exported to various parts of the European 
Continent. In the second half of the eighteenth century the trade in 
salmon from the Tay, and many other Scottish rivers, was dominated by 
the Perth firm of John Richardson & Company. Although they were 
significant innovators and adopted new methods of preservation, for part 
of the period Richardson & Company continued to use the traditional 
methods in parallel with the new, and It is thus possible to get an 
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impression of the traditional salmon trade from John Richardson's letter 
bookslE1. 
During 1771 Richardson & Company held a majority of tacks on the 
Tay and it appears to have purchased fish from the other tacksmen, so 
that in effect the bulk of the produce of the river passed through its 
hands. John Richardson's Letter Books indicate that in 1771, from the 
beginning of the season until June, salmon from the Tay were exported 
solely to London, and thereafter until the end of the fishing season, 
which on the ray was 26th August, they were pickled in brine for export 
to the Continental markets. The description that follows concentrates 
on the traditional components of Richardson & Company's business. In 
this particular season Richardson dealt with two London fiShmongers: 
Thomas Old and William Rutter19 • Old received 1,120 raw salmon between 
2nd February and 8th May, and Rutter received 179 raw salmon between 
6th March and 18th April. Prices at the beginning of the season 
averaged 11s. 5d. per salmon (just under ls. per Ib) and 4s. per salmon 
(4d. per Ib) at the beginning of May:2O. The produce of the river was 
not constant throughout the fishing season, the number of fish caught 
increasing as the season progressed, especially after the onset of the 
grllse in Hay, however, the quality of the salmon fe1l off as spring gave 
way to summer. 
The London market appears always to have enjoyed precedence, and 
so it may be assumed that it was where the highest prices were to be 
made. But once this market was closed by the rise in temperature, 
then tacksmen such as Richardson & Company perforce resorted to the salt 
salmon trade. The change from raw to pickled salmon involved a 
considerable increase in the geographical spread of its trade and the 
company became merchants as we1l as tacksmen. As such the company 
acted as an intermediary in the salt salmon trade, buying from other 
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tacksmen, and then seeking out markets. At that time there were many 
Scottish salmon rivers which were too far from any market to have a 
trade in raw fish, and on which kitting had not been adopted. From such 
rivers there was a considerable trade in salt salmon, and Richardson & 
Company were heavily engaged in this trade. Salt salmon were packed in 
barrels, also called tierces, which had a capacity of 42 gallons "English 
wine measure"21. A barrel ready for shipping weighed between 425 lbs 
and 430 lbs, and contained between 30 and 34 salmon22 . In January 1771 
Richardson & Company was still dealing in salt salmon left over from the 
previous season and Richardson wrote to his Berwick associate, Anthony 
Forster reminding him that a cargo to be shipped from there had to be 
accompanied by a certificate signed by a magistrate, confirming that the 
fish had all been cured in that town and that there had been no 
infectious diseases within the burghz ,",. Similarly in May, Richardson 
wrote to Thomas Stevenson, cooper, Bonawe, instructing him to load as 
much of the last year's salt fish as he could on Captain Blyth's vessel, 
the Generous KInd, to go to Ventura Francises Gomez at Bilbao. Any 
barrels remaining were to be held over until the 1771 fish were ready24. 
From Bilbao, Blyth was to sail to Setubal (south of Lisbon) to load salt 
for Bonawe.25 
The trade in salt salmon was in two phases: buying and then 
selling, and the first involved Richardson in making vigorous attempts to 
corner the market. On 13th May, he wrote to Robertson & Company of 
Portsoy suggesting a selling cartel in foreign markets, such as they had 
organised in previous years, and further suggesting that the cartel be 
extended to purchases in Scotland, where they could buy on a joint 
account2& A letter to Robertson & Company on 8th July confirmed that 
all fishings held by their two companies north of Montrose were to be on 
a joint account2? The first salt salmon that Richardson & Company 
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acquired during 1771 were 6916 barrels of the "Sutherland fish" (1.e. from 
Sutherland rivers) about the middle of May:2Ei1. During June and July 
Richardson bargained to acquire Tay salmon from those fishings not in 
his own company's hands:29. For the remainder of the buying phase 
Richardson was active in trying to secure salt salmon in competition with 
other buyers. This was largely a process of finding out the quantities 
available and then negotiating a price. On 2nd August, he wrote to 
Arbuthnot & Guthrie, Edinburgh (presumably factors or agents), offering 
to take their Peterhead and Sutherland salmon30 • On 10th August, he 
wrote to Robertson & Company inquiring whether they had secured the 
Beauly fish from the current tacksman, Provost Fraser of Inverness31 • 
Then on 14th August, he wrote to Anthony Forster at Berwick offering to 
take a quarter of the fish Forster acquired at Berwick3l2 , and on the 
17th, he wrote to William Baillie at Rosehall (Rivers Oykel and Cassley), 
asking how many fish he had and requesting that they be sent to 
Cromarty33. By mid-August, Richardson was under pressure to pay higher 
prices, and he wrote to his agent at Montrose, David Walker, to pay what 
terms he could for the Montrose fish (Rivers North and South Esk), but he 
would still be willing to lose 100 or 200 barrels in order to keep the 
price down34 • On 24th August, Richardson informed Thomas Stevenson at 
Bonawe of the fish owned by his company in that area. This comprised: 
100 barrels at the Back(?) fishings, 170 barrels at (Richardson's own) 
Awe fishings, 80 barrels at the Sheal (Loch Shiel) fishings, 71 barrels 
old salmon (1.e. from previous season) and 60 (estimated) barrels at Fort 
Villiam3 &. On 9th September, William Forsyth, merchant, Cromarty, 
received the Rosehall fish on Richardson & Co's behalf, amounting to 116 
barrels36 • Then on the 18th September, Richardson informed Robertson & 
Company that he had secured a further 200 or so barrels of the Xontrose 
fish and hoped to increase this to 400 barrels37 • Confirmation of the 
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Duke of Gordon's Lochy fish was conveyed to Stevenson at Bonawe in a 
letter of 23rd September."· Finally, on the 28th October in a letter to 
Robertson & Company, Richardson noted that it had secured the Banff fish 
- about 700 barrels - and he agreed to take a half of the (River) Conon 
fish and keep all the Montrose fish. He was also interested to know to 
which of the Xediterranean markets Robertson was shipping 300 barrels; 
if it were Venice this would be agreeable as Richardson was pretty 
certain that no one else was to go there39 • 
By the end of October the process of buying salt salmon had come 
to an end. Selling had been going on concurrently, though this extended 
beyond October. The process of selling also involved the fixing of 
ships, for it was standard practice for the seller of salt salmon to have 
them conveyed to an appropriate Continental port. Some idea of the way 
in which Richardson & Company conducted their business with the 
Continent may be learnt from a reply which Richardson sent on the 6th 
August to a letter of inquiry from Peter Martel, merchant, Li11e. This 
letter set out the terms and conditions under which Richardson & Company 
traded: 
•.. W. hlv. I gr.lt part of the ScOtl filhery of Iliaon 
in our olrln hand which we either sell or export on our own 
accoun~. By ~his you will see how improper it would be for us 
to lay we would serve you on commission for were we to charge 
you such, it might be a commission on our olrln lalmon. We will 
lupply you It I fixed price II w. do our other forlign frilndl 
which in general shill be to luve a rll50nable view to our 
buy.rs Iccording to thl ltate of the urket Ibroad and the 
filhery It home. We shall send you the SO barrels or Tierces 
you ,ention charging you 571. 6d ••• [1l Iboard, every chlrge 
included, bounty ours. The freight will be 3s. the barrel so 
that they will Itand you It Dunkirk exactly £3 Os. 6d. We do 
think the price at which sailion should sell at Dunkirk this 
year should be no lesl than list year, We do not lIeddle with 
the Aberdeen salmon, but will find you such as will suit your 
market which we know well and hope the quality will encourage 
a future order ••. ~o 
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Unlike the trade in raw salmon which involved the London fishmongers 
deducting a commission from the price they received for the salmon in 
the London market, the trade in salt salmon was at a prior price fixed by 
contract between the parties. The terms and conditions of business with 
an existing customer are exemplified in another letter Richardson wrote 
to Soloman & Isaac Treves, merchants, Venice, on 8th June offering a 
cargo of salt salmon for the coming season of between 300 and 400 
tierces, this to be "a joint account with you and us, each a half concern." 
If this was agreeable, then the Treves were to reply to Richardson & 
Company with a credit on London "for drawing for our quotient when 
required, which will be September." Richardson added that Treves was to 
Winsure the debt by charging 2% del credere as usual, and when the sale 
is completed remit us the full of our half, discounting the payment at 
the rate of 7% monthly so as the adventure may be soon closed"." 1 A 
discount of 7% for payment within one month would seem a reasonable 
encouragement to prompt payment"2 • 
On 23rd July Richardson & Company fixed a charter with William 
Deas, Alloa, to have 300 barrels shipped from the Tay to Le Havre and 
, Bordeaux"31 • On 31st July, it fixed another charter with Charles 
Dempster, St Andrews to load 600 barrels at Newburgh, 300 hundred 
barrels for Alicante and the other 300 for Leghorn ..... The vessel 
chartered from Deas was the ~ master James Scotland. It 
ultimately sailed with 136 barrels and 20 half barrels for James Black & 
Company, Bordeaux, and 80 barrels and 40 half barrels for Andrew Limozen, 
Le Havre ...... Further sales were to such Continental ports as Venice, 
Ancona, Leghorn, Rotterdam, Campvere and Dunkirk, but towards the end of 
September 1771, Richardson had apparently exhausted the possibilities for 
foreign sales of salt salmon for that season and he began to seek out 
sales among the other Scottish merchants. On 24th September he offered 
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300 barrels to Valker & Strachan. merchants. Edinburgh46 • On 28th 
September he offered 350 barrels to Francis Garbett. a partner in the 
Carron Company Richardson also informed Garbett that they had -100 
barrels in your Firth" (of Forth). 40 at Leven and 60 at Stirling. and if 
Garbett were not interested in outright purchase of these 100 barrels. 
then they might be shipped with one of Garbett's cargoes to Leghorn. for 
which Richardson & Company would pay freight of 5s. per barre147 • In a 
further approach to Garbett in November. Richardson advised him that 
Anthony Forster of Berwick still had 400 barrels to dispose of49 • 
Garbett agreed to take these Tweed salmon to Leghorn in his own vessel 
at 6s. per barrel. freight49 • The Montrose fish turned out to be 
something of a problem. even when they had been sold. One of the last 
cargoes shipped on Richardson & Company's behalf was 290 barrels on The 
Atholl. master James Cable. Montrose to Dunkirkso • However. on 21st 
lovember. Richardson wrote to David Valker. Kontrose. informing him that 
there had been complaints about the Montrose fish. Some of the barrels 
could have held a further two or three fish. and the buyer had refused to 
accept 200 barrels as a resultS1 • The penultimate item in the 1771 
Letter Book indicated that the annual cycle had started again. for on 9th 
December Richardson consigned a cargo of raw salmon to Thomas Old. the 
first of the new seasonS2 • 
The activities of buying and selling described show that 
Richardson & Company acting not as salmon tacksmen but as merchants. 
As such they were concerned to buy their product at the cheapest price. 
in the same way as they would try to sell it for the highest price. To 
Richardson & Company and like firms. the quantity of salmon produced by 
a particular river for a given season was not a matter of concern beyond 
the effect upon the overall supply of salmon. Except for their own 
tacks on the Tay. they had no need to concern themselves with catching 
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enough 'salmon to pay the rent. The Continental market for salt salmon 
was apparently static in size, for if there were less fish about, the 
price would rise, and if the produce increased, then the price would fall. 
The company's expertise as middlemen allowed them to make the best of 
any given market conditions, and their approach to buying and selling 
salt salmon was as for any commodity, be it salmon, linen, wool or lime. 
One of the significant changes wrought by the improved methods of 
preservation <described in Chapter Three), was that the domestic <largely 
London) market could be supplied throughout the season, and it was not a 
static market but could apparently absorb as many salmon as tacksmen 
could catch. However, in terms of the traditional trade which is the 
concern of this chapter, if middlemen such as Richardson were the 
principals in the salt salmon trade, concerned with transactions at one 
step removed from the fisheries, then there there was no reason for them 
to pressurise the tacksmen who supplied them to increase the produce of 
their rivers. The merchants' business was a traditional business 
following a set pattern. The idea, suggested at the end of Part I, that 
there was a traditional balance between the regenerative power of the 
salmon and the extent of the exploitation of the, salmon stock is 
confirmed by this brief description of the traditional trade in salmon. 
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REFE'REICES 
1. The phrase "salmon stock" in the context of this work is taken to 
refer to the number of salmon native to the rivers and streams of 
a river basin such as the Tay basin. This would include those 
fish in the ocean yet to return to spawn that make up the "buffer 
stock" referred to in Chapter One (p 16). Over-fishing would 
imply that the numbers of salmon being caught had risen to a level 
where there were insufficient breeders to maintain the existing 
level and the overall stock would fall. 
The word "produce" is used to describe the total catch of fish over 
a given time period. usually a season. Thus the produce of the 
Tay salmon fisheries for 1850 would be all salmon and grllse 
caught within the Tay basin during the 1850 fishing season. The 
same meaning is attached to the word JIIutat1s JIIutand1s when 
referring to a particular fishing or a particular company. The 
produce of any season is not the total of fish returning to a river 
in that season as it does not include the "escapement". l.e. the 
fish not caught •. 
2. Lord Xoncrieffe. the Lord Advocate. in his evidence to the Select 
3. 
Committee of 1860 quoted legislation for the protection of salmon 
enacted in 1318. during the reign of Robert I. 
The seriel of statutes abovi referred to, which tIIre 
passed for the preservation of the breed of salmon, were 
solely prohibitory, and, though they prescribe no specific 
mode of fhhing, the genlfal result of them 11, that, except 
on the shore of the open sea, no fixed engine at all [",] may 
be used, '" and conduce to the general result, that net and 
coble [and certain minor exceptions] are alone recognised as 
legal, '" anything used for the purpose of obstructing the 
passage of fish is illegal, and also that the right of fishing 
must not be exercised by means of fixed or standing machinery 
of any kind, And in order to fulfil the condition of fixity 
which stamps the engines 15 illegal, it is not necessary that 
it be a permanent fixture, but it 15 sufficient that it should 
be fixed or motionless, even for a time, in the water, 
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Charles Stewart: A Treatise on the Law of Scotland Relatins to 
Rights of Fishlns, Edinburgh, 1869, p 156. 
4. See pp 48, 49-50. 
5. Ti tles to fish' by· crui ves were all of long standing by the 
eighteenth century, and by then were regarded as anachronistic. 
6. " .. the meshes from 1~ to 314 inches on the side, or from 7 to 13 
inches in the circuit, excepting one fathom in the middle, the 
meshes of which are from Hi to 116 on the Side, or from 4ij to 516 
inches in circuit." 
1810 Evidence, Notes. 
7. Second Report, p 78. 
8. Dr Fleming illustrated the inefficiency of net & coble in the 
estuary by means of an anecdote. When the Seaside stake net had 
been in operation it had caught 7,000 salmon in one season. Some 
time after the stake net had been removed, no other form of fishing 
having been attempted in the interim, the proprietor of Seaside had 
asked John Richardson & Company to fish Seas1de by net & coble 
with a single crew of salmon fishers. Because Seaside was on the 
north shore of the firth, immediately oppos1te to Dr Fleming's 
manse on the south shore, John Richardson had asked that the crew 
might use Dr Fleming's barn as a bothy. No fish were caught for 
some time until, one morning, the foreman of the crew was observed 
carrying a salmon. Dr Fleming continued: "on congratUlating him 
on his success, he intimated to me, that being about to return to 
Perth, he had gone to Newburgh, ... to purchase this fish by order 
of his master, with a View to presenting it to me, in consequence 
of not having captured during the whole of their trial on the 
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Seaside bank a fish that could be considered as at all adapted tor 
offering as a present:" 
Second Report, pp 82-83. 
9. 1810 Evidence, Notes. 
10. David Mitchell of Waulkmill, giving evidence in the Stake !Tet Cause 
testified that the pot nets were usually set on Saturday night and 
retrieved on the Monday morning, the reason being that during the 
week the fishing further down the river was so intensive that no 
fish could get up beyond Perth Bridge until the Saturday slap was 
in operation. Mitchell described how he had seen 14 pot nets 
within 400 yards, overlapping each other, so that the smallest 
space between them would be ten feet. He had never seen more 
than fourteen salmon taken from a pot net. 
1810 Evidence, pp 91, 93. 
11. John Johnstone of Balmerino, a witness before the 1824 Select 
Committee, when describing stage nets mentioned the net as being 
a "poke net", l.e.' bag-shaped. The poke net was on sliders 
(runners) so that it could be raised out of the water. The 
fisherman stood on a stage above the net, the stage being connected 
to the shore by a gangway. Johnstone identified ten stage nets, 
located as follows: 
Birkhill 2 
Balmerino 1 
laughton 3 
Peasehill 1 
Long Craig 1 
Voodhaven 1 
St Fort 1 
Craighead 1 
1824 Select Committee Report, p 39. 
12. 1810 Evidence, notes. 
13. 
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The word "toot" was also employed as a verb. Salmon fishers 
using a sweep net would at times stop rowing a shot, particularly 
at slack water, and allow the net to drift: they would thus "toot" 
the net. The toot net was also called a "stell n.et". 
14. The an.cient regulations defining the King's slap are from the times 
before standard measurements: "That the mid-stream aw to be free 
so meikle as a swine of 3 year elde well fed is of length so that 
neither the gronzie (snout) nor the tail may wyn till any side." 
Quoted in W.L. Calderwood: BalDon and Sea Trout, London, 1930, 
pp 120-121. 
15. In his evidence to the 1824 Committee, James Gillies described 
going to the Dupplin cruive with Thomas Proudfoot of Walnut Grove, 
when the latter was Superintendent of the Watchers on the Tay. 
This was in the month of September (1.e. in the close-time), and 
they found the cruive box in place and a boat with a net in the 
pool below the cruive. They resolved to remove the boat and had 
it taken to Perth. However, it transpired to be Lord Kinnoull's 
boat, and his factor summoned those involved, Thomas Proudfoot 
being find £5. John Johnstone of Balmerino noted in his evidence 
that the pool below the Duppl1n cruive was netted by the Earl of 
Kinnoull's men several days in the week during the whole year. 
First Report, pp 52, 141. 
16. ib1d. P 52. 
17. The traditional methods for curing salmon are as follows: 
KipperiIl[f involved removing the head, splitting the fish, and 
removing the intestines and any roe. The fish would be washed 
both before and after this process. Kippering was a dry cure, and 
the preserving agents had to be absorbed into the flesh to allow 
the cure to take place. There would appear to have been a number 
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of alternative preservatives, though the basic ingredient was salt. 
To this might be added brown sugar, saltpetre, or possibly rum. 
The salt mixture would be rubbed into the flesh, though this had to 
be done very carefully to avoid the flesh "flaking". 
would also lie in the preservative for up to 48 hours. 
The fish 
Next came 
the drying process: this could be the result of exposure to heat in 
a kiln, or by exposure to the sun. The salmon had to be stretched 
open during this process to allow the air to circulate around it. 
Drying in the sun could take up to five weeks. 
From this description it would appear that kippering was a labour-
intensive form of curing, and thus probably unsuitable for tacksmen 
dealing in large quantities of salmon. That there is no explicit 
reference to this type of cure being used on the River Tay is 
probably explained by the latter observation. 
Sources: "Viking- <R.J. Duthie): The Art of Fishcur1nlI, Aberdeen, 
1911, and John Ross Jnr: "Curing and Preserving Fish in Scotland 
and Its Islands", from D. Herbert (ed.): Fish and Fisheries, 
Edinburgh, 1882. 
Plckl1Dlf in Brine was the oldest of the curing methods, and there 
are few details to be found. It would no doubt be very similar to 
the method used for herring and other fish. It can be seen as a 
"wet cure" alternative to kippering. Thus the preliminaries of 
heading and gutting would be the same. Thereafter the fish were 
packed in barrels and topped up with brine. This was much less 
labour-intensive than kippering, which would explain its extensive 
use on the River Tay. 
s.mati~ was a variation of the kippering process, in that the kiln 
drying was carried out over a wood fire with the smoke circulating 
about the fish. The preliminary was very similar to the 
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preparation of kippered salmon, including the rubbing in of a salt-
based curing agent. It was claimed that smoked salmon would keep 
about a fortnight during the summer. It too was labour-intensive, 
and is not mentioned in connection with Tay salmon. 
Source: Ross: op. cIt. 
18. John Richardson of Pitfour (died 1821> was the second son of 
Thomas Richardson, sometime Deacon of the Bakers Calling of Perth, 
and his wife Beatrix Austin. Thomas Richardson was one of the 
partners in the Perth Fishing Company (pp 72-75). John 
Richardson is first referred to in the Perth Town Council Minutes 
for 1757 as tacksman of three of the Burgh of Perth fishings, 
thereafter the expansion of Richardson's bUSiness as a salmon 
tacksman was rapid (see Appendices I and II). It is not recorded 
when the firm of John Richardson & Company was first formed, but 
Richardson's partners were his brother-in-law, William Stewart, 
John Campbell and John Ross. A fascinating and scholarly account 
of Richardson's business activities is given in A.R.B. Haldane's: The 
Great FlshJRCJl18eI" of Tay,Abertay Historical Society, 1981. 
Richardson was clearly an astute businessman and he died a 
weal thy man. In his "Wastebook for 1787-1795" (MS 20912) when he 
was still in business, there is an "Inventory of the Effects etc. 
belonging to John Richardson, merchant in Perth, Karch 1787", among 
whlch were: 
Stock in trade 
Estate of Pitfour 
Estate of'Aberargie 
Poldrait fishing at cost 
Ships fishing at cost 
House, cellar and yard at 
Speygate 
6 shares Perth United Co. 
(Bank) 
t 
8,066 
17,550 
5,893 
2,250 
2,100 
300 
240 
s. d. 
19 4-
3 
13 10 
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Total 38,870 2 10 
In 1820,the year before his death, the value of his property 
amounted to ~104,977, including: 
Estate of Pitfour 
Estate of Pitcoag, (?) and Chapelhill 
Estate of Kercock and Ballathie 
Estate of Aberargie 
Estate of Xuirhall 
Estate of Kinnaird 
Estate of Huntingtower (2/3)' 
Poldrait fi6hings 
Ships fishings 
Overall total 
~ 
25,946 
12,532 
17,741 
6,492 
6,510 
8,800 
10,792 
2,250 
2,100 
104,977 
'John Richardson was a partner with Robert Smythe of Methven at 
the Huntingtower bleachfields. 
John Shaw: Vater Jbwer in Scotland 1550-1870, Edinburgh, 1984, 
P 234. 
Source: KS 20885. 
John Richardson had two children: a daughter called Margaret and a 
son James Richardson of Pitfour (died 1823) who survived his 
father by only two years. James Richardson had three sons and 
six daughters. The sons continued the family connection with the 
Tay fisheries in the capacity of proprietors (see Chapter One, 
pp 22, 26-27), and James' sixth daughter, Jemima, married Archibald 
Butter of Faskally who was also a proprietor (See Chapter Nine, 
note 6). 
John Richardson's letter books and other papers are held in the 
National Library of Scotland. 
BPB. 
19. Thomas Old, fishmonger, Wapping Old Stairs, London. 
William Rutter, fishmonger, Tower Hill, London. 
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20. That year, over the period February to June, Richardson & Company 
sold 3,289 kits of salmon to Old and Rutter. Averaging 3\06 salmon 
per kit, this represented 11,512 salmon'. This shows that the 
trade in raw salmon was a relatively small proportion (11.28%) of 
the exports to London. Putting the same point in another way, 
assuming that the trade in raw salmon was a relatively stable 
quantity over the years, the adoption of kitting bad allowed the 
trade with London to increase almost tenfold. 
Three, I, passu. 
1810 Evidence. 
See ,also Chapter 
1. A kit contained between 301bs and 40lbs of salmon according to 
the size of the fish. John Richardson noted that it was better to 
kit large salman than small, as 351bs of large fish would fill a 
kit, whereas it took 401bs of small fish to do the same. 
KS 20807, P 19. 
At this time the average salmon was assumed to weigh 12 lbs and 
the average grilse 4- Ibs. 
21. KS 20809, P 338. 
22. KS 20801, P 68. 
23. KS 20809, P 1. 
24. 1b1d. P 139. 
25. 1b1d. P 146. 
26. The purchases on joint account were to involve the Montrose, 
Peterhead, Sutherland, Banff, Spey, Inverness and Ross-shire Salmon. 
1bid. p 156. 
Richardson's ideas on the formation of monopolies were well 
developed, for he had gone to the trouble of writing out his 
thoughts on the subject in his letter book during June 1763. 
KS 20801, P 137 If, see Appendix III. 
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27. KS 20809 P 247 
28. IbId. P 169. 
29. IbId. P 229. 
Two other tacksmen are recorded on the Tay that season: Samuel 
Burn of Berwick and Patrick Keir of Kinmonth and Orchardneuk. In 
August Richardson asked Robertson & Company of Portsoy if they had 
any salmon at Newburgh. and offered to take them. but this might 
have been a reference to Newburgh on the River ythan rather than 
the one on the Tay. 
IbId. p 334. 
30. Ib1d. P 283. 
31. IbId. P 302. 
32. IbId. P 319. 
33. IbId. P 325. 
34. Ib1d. P 325. 
35. Ib1d. P 336. 
Stevenson was a cooper. 1.e. a salmon packer. whose yard at Bonawe 
was well placed as a receiving depot for salmon from the River 
Awe. which flowed into Loch Etive almost opposite to Bonawe. 
Bonawe was also well situated to receive fish from the rivers that 
flowed into Loch Linnhe and beyond. 
36. IbId. P 379. 
For an account of the activities of William Forsyth. see 
I.R.M. Mowat: Easter Ross, 1750-1850, Edinburgh. 1981. p 71 ff. 
37. MS 20809. P 373. 
38. 1bId. P 377. 
39. IbId. P 394. 
40. IbId. P 297. 
41. Ibid. P 205. 
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The phrase del credere implies that the solvency of the buyer is to 
be guaranteed by the selling agent. 
42. Few of Richardson's transactions were for cash, and his use of 
bills was frequent. As well as receiving payment by means of 
bills, Richardson & Company made payment in the same way. On 
15th May 1771, Richardson wrote to R. Scott Moncrieff, Banker, 
Edinburgh, informing him that Richardson & Company were due to pay 
Robertson & Company of Portsoy £1,051 3s., and that they have been, 
"picking up bills on Edinburgh", with which to ~ pay the account. 
As some of these bills were nearly due, Moncrieff was requested to 
collect the payments so that Richardson & Company might draw 
directly upon Moncrieff when settling with Robertson & Company. 
The bills totalled £805 17s. 2d. 
MS 20809, P 160. 
43. ibid. P 273. 
44. ibid. P 281. 
45. In letters to Limozen and Black, Richardson suggested the prices be 
fixed in France at 80 livres in Le Havre and 95 livres in 
Bordeaux'. At 10 livres = 8s. 9d., this would be 70s. and 
83s l~d. respectively <presumably per barrel)~. The barrels were 
valued at 55s. each for insurance purposes, and the freight was 
£36 lOs. (£28 lOs. to Black and t8 to Limozen), plus 213rds port 
dues~. Thus Richardson was hoping to realise (£350 + 
t606 8s. l~d. =) t956 8s. l~d. from the sale of the salt salmon in 
France. From this had to be deducted: 
the cost of the fish 
(at insurance valuation) 
the freight 
leaving a profit of 
£ s. 
676 10 
36 10 
t s. d. 
956 8 1~ 
713 
243 8 1~ 
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The insurance, port dues and any other incidentals are not known in 
this instance, though on another occasion insurance rates were 
quoted at 116%. Thus, setting aside the unknowns, the profit on 
salt salmon worth £676 lOs. was £243 8s. 1Y.!d, or 36%4.> 
After that Scotland was to sail to Setubal to collect a cargo of 
salt which had been ordered through John Gordon & Company 
merchants, Lisbon. Scotland was further instructed that on 
arrival in France he was not to say where he came from until he 
had seen either Limozen or Black, in case they thought it expedient 
for him to claim that he was from Holland. Richardson enclosed a 
Bill of Loading from Holland for this purpose. This was 
presumably a reflection of the uneasy relations existing between 
Britain and France at the time. A further letter to Limozen asks 
if it would be possible to get a clearance from the customs at Le 
Havre for the Bordeaux consignment without unloading it, as the 
duty was very high at Bordeaux. 
ibid. pp 311, 312. 
1. ibid. P 312. 
2. See S. Andrews: B1fIhteentll Century Burope, London, 1966, 
Appendix 4, French Currency. 
3.XS 20809, P 304. 
4. A letter to Black on 30th October confirmed that the last of 
the August consignment had been sold at 95 livres. 
ibid. p 440. 
46. ibid. P 382. 
47. ibid. P 396. 
48. ibid. pp 451, 453. 
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49. The ramifications of this deal are further revealed in a letter 
from Richardson' to Forster of 11th llovember. Garbett's vessel 
had space for about 200 barrels more than Forster had available to 
send, and thus could have taken on more freight at Berwick. 
Richardson had previously wri tten to Garbett. and the letter of 
11 th llovember informed Forster of the contents of this letter. 
Richardson had requested that: 
he [GarbeH] will receive no other salmon on board without 
your [Fors ter' s] consent, but to i nf orm us if we could sh ip 
200 barrels more if they will allow the vessel to call at 
Alicante to put them ashore, '" Our view 1n this is, in use 
Mr [Samuel] Burn [Richardson and Forster', bUliness rival] has 
not absolutely fixed for hh 200 barrels, to prevent them 
going by this [Garbett's] vessel without your [Forster's] 
leave, At the same time, if he will still sell them, you will 
buy them for us if he will now part with theM at the same 
price you pay the others, namely 525, or 525, 6d, bounty ours, 
only protract the payment to the 1st of March, If this take 
place it will be no disadvantage to you as it uy probably 
keep them [Burn's fish] out of the Leghorn market, 
If this stratagem to force Burn to dispose of 200 barrels cheaply 
by denying him access to a vessel is typical, then there would 
appear to have been a certain ruthlessness in Richardson's business 
methods. However. on this occasion he was unsuccessful - Burn 
refused to sell them. 
ibid. pp. 466, 478. 
50. ibid. pp 415, 428. 
51. ibid. P 487. 
52. ibid. P 503. 
CHAPTER THREE 
NEW METHODS OF PRESERVATION 
I - The Introduction of Kitting 
There were three innovations that affected the Tay salmon fisheries 
during the second half of the eighteenth century. The first and second 
of these, kitting and the use of ice, were improved methods of 
preservation, and will be the subject of this chapter. The third 
innovation was a new mode of netting salmon which was effective in the 
estuary and will be dealt with in the next chapter. The result of the 
first two was to greatly enlarge the relatively profitable domestic 
market for salmon by extending the season over which that market could 
be supplied 1 • The introduction of ki tUng to the Tay came during the 
1740s, and the events leading to its adoption are well-recorded as they 
were the subject of a court case:.i. The case itself is not significant, 
as its outcome - unfavourable. to the introduction of kitting - was soon 
reversed. However, as well as giving an account of the introduction of 
kitting to the Tay, the court case also illustrates the innate resistance 
to innovation present in a community still run on very traditional lines, 
even when the innovation was clearly to the benefit to all concerned. 
The case came before the Perth Magistrates during November 1749 and 
involved two employees of the Perth Fishing Company, both coopers from 
Berwick-upon-Tweed. The charge against them, brought by the Wright 
Calling (1.e. the incorporation of carpenters), was that both were working 
as coopers within Perth, though neither was a burgess nor a freeman. 
The Perth Fishing Company were first in introducing to the Tay a new 
method of preservation which had previously been adopted by the Berwick 
merchants for Tweed salmon. The method came from further south, and in 
some sources it is called the "Newcastle cure""'. It involved parboiling 
the salmon, allowing them to cool and then packing them in small barrels 
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called kits. The kits, each holding 30-40lbs of salmon, were finally 
topped up with strong vinegar. The process was called "ki tUng" , and 
the finished product "kitted salmon ...... It was stated in evidence that 
the resultant product "eats little inferior in taste and flavour to fresh 
salmond." Equally to the point, the kitted salmon remained edible for a 
period of weeks, even at the height of the summer. According to 
evidence presented during the case, the adoption of the new cure had 
revived the Scottish salmon fisheries, to such an extent that 
the price of fish was considerably raised '" The propr11~orl 
of uillond fhhing. in particular found a grll~ 1ncruse in 
rents and tack duties, ne~ fishings ~ere .rected, the old onli 
1I0re diligently fished, great numbers of new hands eMployed, 
and the proportion of fish now to what were taken formerly, 
was nearly four to one, 
At first, however, the new found prosperity was not shared by the 
Scottish salmon merchants. The ini t1al demand for kitted salmon from 
the London market had been such that they had been unable to meet it 
because of a lack of coopers with the necessary sk1l1s. As a result, the 
London fish merchants had set up depots in Scotland where they bought 
fish locally and then undertook their own kitting. The Perth Fishing 
Company was a case in pOint. Encouraged by the new developments, it 
had sought to avail itself of the new method, "but by the ignorance and 
unskillfulness of the Perth tradesmen ... their salmond gave no price at 
the London mercat and the project was entirely laid aside to the great 
loss and discouragement of the company." Thereafter the company had 
reverted to selling raw salmon to the English merchants. But in 1747 
there was a fall in the price of raw salmon such that the company were 
forced to give up selling raw fish altogether and revert to "the antient 
method of salting and curing." This was much against the interests of 
the company as the price it received for salt salmon was but a quarter of 
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that received for raw fish prior to the depression of the market. Not 
only that, but it was again forced to seek the services of the Perth 
coopers "who became extremely arrogant from this necessity of the 
merchants, and would only serve at such prices, at such times and in such 
manner as they themselves pleased." Not only were the members of the 
Wright Calling incapable of mastering the new method of kitting salmon, 
but their skill with the "antient method", when they chose to bestir 
themselves, was apparently no better. In 1748 the Perth Fishing Company 
had exported 536 barrels of salt salmon to John Dunlop, merchant in 
Rotterdam, who consigned them to Leghorn and other ports on the Gulf of 
Genoa. But of this number a significant proportion ·were quarrelled as 
unmerchantable by reason of the insufficiency of the casks, some of which 
leaked and run out the pickle, and a great number in the lower part of 
the Ship ... were prest quite flat by the incumbent weight .... 
At the outset of the 1749 season things were no better. As soon 
as they were filled, some of the barrels had to be repacked because the 
barrels themselves were poorly constructed. The additional expense 
combined with the continuing law price for salt salmon finally caused the 
Perth Fishing Company to decide that enough was enough and it resolved 
to avoid employing members of the Wright Calling and to engage coopers 
from Berwick, and so re-enter the trade in kitted salmon. The 
justification for this was a thinly veiled comment on the intransigence 
of the Perth tradesmen: the company told the magistrates that it intended 
to employ only "such persons as are their own contracted or engaged 
servants immediately subject to their inspection, obedient to their orders 
and in whose skill as well as honesty they have confidence.· Foreseeing 
difficulties with the Wrights, the company had offered payment of a 
single ·valuable consideration· to them if they would admit one of the 
Berwick coopers to membership. But the Wrights had countered· this 
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proposal with one of their own that required an annual payment for 
membership and the cooper allowed to employ one assistant only. When 
this was rejected by the company, the Wrights acted to preserve their 
closed shop and the court case of 174-9 ensued. The Perth Fishing 
Company lost its case, which is not surprising as the magistrates before 
whom it appeared were drawn from the ranks of a town council which was 
entirely composed of the burgesses and freemen who constituted the 
various trade incorporations of Perth. But this reverse did not stop 
the adoption of the new method, very soon kitted salmon became the 
principal export of the Tay salmon fisheries from the spring onwards, 
after the ambient temperature had risen sufficiently to prevent the trade 
in raw salmons. 
The revival of the Scottish salmon fisheries in the 174-0s, brought 
about by the introduction of the kitting process, was not a temporary 
phenomenon. The rentals of the Perth Burgh fishings, shown in table 3.1 
and figure 3.1, would be representative of other rentals on the Tay and, 
in spite of dips about the years 1765, 1777 and 1785, the level of 
payments for the second half of the century are seven or eight times 
greater than they were in the first half. There seems little doubt that 
the ability to supply the London market for part, or all of the fishing 
season would have been the main contributory factor to this revival. 
The tenfold increase in the quantity of salmon going to London from the 
Tay after the introduction of kitting has already been referred toG. 
There was an additional factor which adds weight to these conclusions 
about the London market and its ability to absorb any additional 
quantities of salmon made available. Salmon is conventionally thought 
of as a "luxury" product commanding a premium price in the market, but 
apparently pickled salmon was not in this category. According to 
C.A. Wilson in her FCXJd and Dr1Dk 1.n Br1ta1.n, ·salmon pickled in Vinegar 
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Table 3,1 
Burgh of Pe~th E1ah1ngs Rentala - 17:07:-1BU 
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 
Rental in Indexed 5 Year Rental in Indexed 5 Year 
Sterling Rental Xoving Sterling Rental Moving 
Average Average 
~t~ {t~ {t2 {t2 {if. 2 {if.2 
1707 63 70 1757 781 849 725 
1708 63 71 1758 781 831 722 
1709 63 67 73 1759 781 814 727 
1710 92 88 78 1760 536 533 677 
1711 92 70 79 1761 536 589 600 
1712 92 94 80 1762 536 596 525 
1713 70 74 77 1763 413 449 500 
1714 70 74 76 1764 413 439 490 
1715 70 71 70 1765 413 426 482 
1716 64 67 72 1766 518 540 505 
1717 61 63 73 1767 518 557 574 
1718 78 83 77 1'168 518 563 645 
1719 78 79 81 1769 720 783 687 
1720 89 93 87 1770 720 783 753 
1721 89 89 87 1771 720 750 819 
1722 89 93 88 1772 912 885 843 
1723 74 81 85 1773 912 894 853 
1724 74 83 86 1774 912 903 798 
1725 74 80 87 1775 801 834 719 
1726 89 92 90 1776 485 475 632 
1727 89 97 97 1777 485 490 604 
1728 89 97 105 1778 485 458 584 
1729 111 118 113 1779 778 763 637 
1730 111 122 115 1780 778 734 653 
1731 111 129 119 1781 778 741 669 
1732 100 111 118 1782 604 570 625 
1733 100 115 112 1783 604 535 585 
1734 100 115 105 1784 604 544 547 
1735 76 90 100 1785 583 535 543 
1736 76 94 102 1786 583 550 618 
1737 76 85 104 1787 583 550 696 
1738 106 125 111 1788 1010 910 769 
1739 106 125 122 1789 1010 935 845 
1740 106 125 140 1790 1010 902 914 
1741 142 149 152 1791 1010 927 904 
1742 169 174 166 1792 1010 894 884 
1743 169 166 196 1793 1010 863 874 
1744- 169 197 221 1794 1010 835 854 
1745 248 285 242 1795 1010 849 817 
1746 248 264 255 1796 1010 828 787 
1747 248 279 267 1797 1010 711 758 
1748 238 251 262 1798 1010 711 709 
1749 238 256 295 1799 1010 692 665 
1750 238 262 322 1800 1010 601 658 
1751 362 426 357 1801 1010 608 645 
1752 362 416 424 1802 1010 678 632 
1753 362 426 485 1803 1010 647 620 
1754- 500 588 512 1804 1010 627 608 
1755 500 568 599 1805 1010 540 661 
1756 500 562 680 1806 1010 549 711 
", 
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Table 3,1 (continued) 
(1) (2) (3) (1) (2) (3) 
Rental in Indexed 5 Year Rental in Indexed 5 Year 
Sterling Rental Moving Sterling Rental Moving 
Average Average 
~t2 ~t2 <t2 ~t2 ~st2 ~t.2 
1807 1500 943 672 1811 501 274 334 
1808 1500 898 649 1812 501 277 302 
1809 724 428 594 1813 501 264 
1810 724 428 461 1814 501 265 
Source: Appendix 1. 
Indexed using the "Consumers' Goods other than cereals" column of the 
SCbuDpeter-G11boy Pr1ce Ind1ces, 1661-1823, Part B, 1701 = 100. 
The Five Year Moving Average in column 3 is of the Indexed Rentals. 
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was also sent to the south, and was very much a food of the London poor, 
like pickled oysters, even in the 1830s."7 Sales of kitted salmon by 
Richardson & Company for the year 1'/'71 were 1,688\2 kits to Thomas Old 
and 1,600\2 kits to William Rutter, a total of 3,289 kitss • Like the 
price of raw salmon, the price of kitted salmon fell as the season 
progressed. On 18th April, Thomas Old paid t22 for 2'1 kits (16s. 3d. 
per kit), whereas on 18th July he paid t151 lOs. for 410 kits (7s. 4d. 
per kit), It has always been recognised that the quality of salmon 
deteriorated as the season advanced, a "spring run" fish would be of 
better quality than a summer fish. But of equal significance would be 
the effect of increasing numbers of fish going to the market as the 
season progressed9 , Such variations in price would not be found in the 
salt salmon trade as it represented an accumulation of fish from 
different months, probably rendered indistinguishable in quality by the 
pickling process, 
The d1vers1on of salmon to the London market was of considerable 
significance, and there is also evidence that the vollJJJle of salmon 
exports leaving the Tay was subject to increase. Here again, traditional 
attitudes were a stumbling-block to change, on this occasion the 
attitudes of local consumers. On 9th August 17'14 a Petition was 
presented to the Perth Town Council, signed by Alexander Campbell, 
vintner, and others 1 0, This group of citizens was concerned that in 
recent tacks of the Burgh fishings the Town Council had not made ita 
condition that there should be provision for the supply of salmon to the 
townspeople. The case for the petitioners was presented in the 
following terms: 
But the petitionerl do not apprehend it I natural thing 
or Igreeable to the Spirit of Commerce to Illow the Produce of 
the Earth or Water, deligned for the food of the inhabitants 
of the pllce where such produce arises, to be tlken from thele 
inhabitants and carried to distant corner. of the world. 
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They conceive that by the Law of Nature and every well 
regulated Police, the inhabitants of every place are inti tied 
to a due supply of the fishes, as well as the corns produced 
among thea in the first place, and that the overplus only 
should be exported to foreign parts, 
The petitioners also claimed. that there would be no loss to the Town's 
revenue as the salmon sold in the local market would have to pay market 
dues to the Town, which monies would compensate for any loss from 
fishing rentals to the Burgh. The Town Council, however, were of the 
opinion that such a move would be detrimental to the Burgh's revenues, 
and the f1shings worth considerably less if any restriction were placed. 
on the amount of salmon that might be exported. A compromise proposal, 
to designate one of the Burgh fishings to serve the local market only, 
was defeated by the casting vote of the Provost. 
The resultant legal case was heard by the Court of Session during 
the summer of 1775. It is clear from the arguments presented. to the 
Court that the dispute had arisen because of the improved. prices in the 
London market for both raw and kitted salmon. The pursuers were 
concerned. to ensure that a proportion of the produce of the Tay be 
retained. for sale in the local market, particularly at the beginning of 
the season when salmon were relatively scarce. The Town Council's 
refusal to put such a clause in the tacks of its f1shings was based 
partly on the fact that rentals for the Burgh fishings might be less and 
partly on the fact that the export of salmon meant that shipping was 
greatly increased and the intercourse with London luch 
facilitated, and rendered mort frequent to the no slall 
benefit of the commerce of the country, putlcululy in the 
uterial uUcla of the Linen Trade, the Linen Cloth having 
forllerly been shipped for London only four or five tius in 
the year, and no venal could sail till she was cOlplehly 
loaded ", whereas during the season of pickling the sallond 
which comprehends part of the winter I the whole spring and 
part of the summer the dealers in the Linen Trade have a ready 
opportunity allost every week of sending their cloth to London 
by the Salmond Smack,11 
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It was also stated that the increased revenue to the Burgh had allowed 
expenditure on some ·very expensive public works·, amounting over the 
previous ten years to some ~10,OOO. Specific mention was made of the 
Burgh's contribution to the costs of the new Bridge of Tay, opened in 
1772 12• The pursuer's case that the inhabitants of Perth should have a 
priority in their requirements for salmon was rejected by the defendants 
on the grounds that this was "subversive of every principle of commerce". 
Were the inhabitants of Perth short of foodstuffs in general then, it was 
conceded, there might be a case, but as this was not so there was no 
reason why they should "so insist on eating at a low price, and during 
the season when it is a rarity, the fresh salmond which can be sold at a 
very high price in London for the use of the luxurious table of the Rich 
and Great." The reclaiming petition for the inhabitants of Perth was 
unanimously refused by the Judges of the Court of Session on 10th August 
1775, and the "principles of commerce" thus sustained. From the 
arguments presented during this court case, there seems little doubt that 
the volume of salmon being exported from the Tay had increased and local 
persons were taking exception to this. Although this complaint was not 
based on conservationist grounds, it does nonetheless show that there was 
an awareness of the increase in the produce of the Tay fisheries. 
There is also interest in the contrast between the arguments 
deployed by the disputing parties. Alex Campbell and his fellow 
burgesses deployed the "traditional" case that the inhabitants of the 
region had first cal1 on the produce of the region, and that only the 
·overplus" should be exported. The town council, and no doubt their 
tacksmen and others of the fishery interest, stressed the benefits to 
commerce in general and noted the prosperity that the new volume of 
exports had brought. It was clearly anathema to them that the 
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inhabitants of Perth be allowed to eat "at a low price" that which could 
be sold at a "very high price" in London1::il. This particular case may be 
seen as an example of the demise of traditional and the coming of more 
commercial attitudes within the salmon fisheries. 
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II - The Introduction of Ice 
The second significant development to affect the Scottish salmon 
trade during the eighteenth century was an idea taken from the Chinese by 
an officer of the East India Company, passed to a member of the House of 
Commons and finally introduced into Scotland by John Richardson. The 
Xember of Parliament for the Perth Burghs from 1762 to 1790 was George 
Dempster of Dunnichen, a man noted for his enthusiasm to introduce 
improvements of all kinds 1 4. In James Ferguson's, Letters of Gearzfe 
Dempster to Sir Adam Fer,gusan, there is an account of how Dempster came 
to hear of a method of preserving fish used by the Chinese 16. During 
the year 1'786, Dempster had occasion to meet Alexander Dalrymple, 
Hydrographer to the East India CompanyHi;'. In a subsequent letter, 
Dempster described how 
Mr Dalrymple told me the coasts of China abounded with 
snow houses: that the fishers of China carried snow in their 
boats, and by means thereof were able, in the heat of summer, 
to convey fresh sea fish into the very interior parts of 
China, 1 took pen and ink, and on the spot wrote an account 
of this conversation to Mr Richardson, who, al well as others, 
has been in the practice ever since of conveying salmon in ice 
from the River lay to London and from Aberdeen, Montrose, and 
Inverness, voyages of S, 6, and 700 miles,'7 
The benefit derived from the introduction of ice as a method of 
preservation was not to· erteDd the season over which the London market 
could be supplied, as kitting had done, but it ensured that the salmon 
arrived at the market in an even more acceptable form. The evidence in 
the case before the Perth· magistrates in 1'749 indicated that the kit ted 
salmon "eats little inferior in taste and flavour to fresh salmond." 
(supra p '73), though it had apparently been relegated to the food of the 
poor (supra p '75). But fish preserved in ice (refrigerated rather than 
frozen) was to all intents and purposes fresh, and this would have had 
the effect of raising the the status (and the price) to luxury class 
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formerly enjoyed only by raw salmon in the springlQ. Salman preserved 
in ice were not at first exported for the entire season. One initial 
difficulty was the lack of ice, as there were no facilities for storing 
it throughout the summer, but ice houses were soon constructed at various 
pOints between Perth and the mouth of the Tay and, as. the stocks of ice 
increased, so the use of ice was eventually extended until the end of the 
fishing season. That ice was the superior form of preservation is 
demonstrated by the disappearance of kitting from the Tay during the 
early years of the nineteenth century. The use of ice to preserve 
salmon and other fish has endured until the present day. 
Another result of the introduction of ice was to finally put an end 
to the trade in salt salmon. In a letter written on 19th September 
1788, John Richardson gave an account of the state of the Tay fisheries. 
The lalmon filhing! on the Tay employ between two and 
three hundred fishers, Six vessels are employed during the 
season running to and fro. London, ~hich is the prinCipal, if 
not the only ,arket [my italics] - A considerable part are 
sent fresh in the spring leason, and for the past two years 
the greatest proportion of the fresh salmon has been packed in 
lce l ., 
A further letter written by John Richardson to Rev. James Robertson in 
1795 in response to a request for information to include in Robertson's 
GeDeral V1ew of the Asrlculture 1n the County of .Perth. admirably 
summarises the state of the Tay salmon fisheries at the end of the 
eighteenth century. Richardson observed that the most important section 
of the river for netting purposes was from the mouth of the River Isla to 
Jewburgh "the yearly rent of the flshings on this space 1s at present 
1,7,000 ..... Between Newburgh and Dundee. however, the fishings were 
"inconsiderablej not above 1,100 of yearly rent", and from Dundee to the 
mouth of the river the rents amounted to not more than £400 per annWJI. 
These differences reflected the relative efficiency of the net & coble in 
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the river as compared to the estuary, and the lack of any alternative 
mode of fishing in the estuary. Richardson confirmed that both salt and 
pickled salmon had been superseded by preserving in ice "and the benefit 
of it [icel, not only to the fishery on the Tay,' but also to the salmon 
trade in general, is very great." Methods of fishing had not altered, 
though Richardson thought they were probably employed more efficiently. 
However, he was concerned that the number of salmon <caught> had 
decreased over a number of years and he thought this the result of 
"destroying salmon in forbidden time, especially before they spawn, ... """0. 
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III - Conclusions 
The changes affecting the Tay salmon fisheries, and their 
consequent repercussions, can be seen as examples in miniature of 
developments that were concurrently tak:1ng~ place throughout the rest of 
the Scottish economy. The second half of the eighteenth century has 
been described as a time during which an important transition took place: 
namely, that period during which Scotland first showed the signs of 
moving towards an industrial economy..i 1 • To equate changes in the 
salmon fisheries with an "industrial revolution- may seem inappropriate 
as the fisheries were not, and have not become, industrial in· method. 
However, the movement towards industrialisation in a physical sense was 
accompanied by profound Changes in attitude toward the process of trade 
which made themselves felt throughout the economy. Traditional 
practices, which had been unquestioned for centuries, were replaced by 
new methods and there was a harder edge to the processes of buying and 
selling, whereby the partiCipants took a greater interest in prices and 
the margins of profit which they represented. The introduction of 
kitting to the Tay during the 1740s can be seen as an example of this 
type of Change. Given the example set by the Berwick merchants, the 
partners in the Perth Fishing Company were prepared to abandon a very 
traditional trade with a given, though uncertain.o!:lI foreign market, and 
adopt a technique of preservation which allowed for the enlargement of 
the domestic market. Attempts to hinder the adoption of kitting by 
traditional interests such as the Perth Wrights were ineffectual, and 
within a few years the practice of kitting was widespread. Because 
these changes had been assimilated within the previous forty years, the 
introduction of ice as a method of preservation did not meet with 
opposition. 
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Smout's contention that the move towards "industrialisation" 
depended partly upon the stau11 which came from the Union is 
undoubtedly true' of the salmon fisheries. The "Newcastle cure" 
originated south of the Border, and the extended market that the kitting 
process gave access to was found in England. "The close connection 
between the two countries allowed the immediate transmission of 
technological advances from one to the other."23 Another necessary 
ingredient for change, also identified by Smout, was men willing to 
broaden their horizons and look in a hard commercial way at the trade in 
which they were engaged. The Tay salmon fisheries had such a man in 
John Richardson of Pitfour, Haldane's "Great Fishmonger of Tay". A 
further pre-condition to change, identified by Lenman, was that the move 
from the traditional form of the industry to the new had normally to take 
place without the investment of large capital sums. This condition was 
also met in the case of the salmon fisheries: the modes of fishing 
remained traditional, and the design of the salmon smacks did not 
radically alter - though there may have been more of them. All that 
John Richardson was required to do by way of investment to adopt the new 
technology was to construct two boiling houses, buildings roughly 
comparable in size to a farm steading. The ice houses which came later 
in the century were smaller and if anything more rudimentary, and these 
were more often provided by the fishing proprietor than the tacksman. 
"Growth derived from the exploitation of low-cost, low-overhead trades 
which were favourably placed to compete in the discipline of the 
market.".24 If "favourably placed" is taken in the geographical sense, 
then the location of the River Tay and the town of Perth would appear 
cases in point. A quotation from the Old stat1st1cal Account referring 
to the Parish of Perth underlines this. 
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No town in Scotland il better appointed for intercourse 
with London than Perth, as every ~ days, at least during the 
fishing se.son, I smack sails, and in general, makes the 
passage up within the week, if the weather be in any way 
favourable: and the passage to London has often been perfor.ed 
within 60 hours: the vessels return with porter, cheese, 
groceries, and other goods, for the consumpt of the town, and 
supply of an extensive riling country, There are 7 veueli 
constantly employed in the trade~5, 
The emergence of more commercial attitudes is clearly shown in the 
contrasting stances of the Perth Town Council in the court cases of 1749 
and 1775. In 1749 it was anxious to preserve the status quo as 
exemplified by the privileges of the Wright Calling, even though this 
prevented the introduction of a new method of preservation. But in 1775 
it was the~~ouncil that was of the opinion that no restriction should be 
placed on the increasing export of salmon from the ray, for to do so 
would be; "subversive to every principle of commerce." 
It remains to draw out the significance of these matters. Hew 
methods of preservation coupled with the growing demand of the London 
market during the later decades of the eighteenth century served to 
greatly stimulate the activities of both tacksmen and merchants. It was 
no longer necessary to salt the bulk of the catch and send it off to a 
·precarious" Continental market through the agency of a middleman who 
might have no direct interest in anyone river. Firms like Richardson & 
Company who invested in boiling houses had to ensure in their own best 
interests that these facilities were utilised to the full, which meant 
ensuring that the tacks on the adjacent river were in the company's hands 
or that other tacksmen sold their fish to them. As far as demand was 
concerned, the London market was apparently insatiable for Scotch salmon 
and, though prices ineVitably varied, the money was paid within weeks 
rather than months, as had been the case with the salt-salmon trade. It 
might be thought that under these changing conditions, over-fishing and 
:,,",.,_:~J 
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the run-down of the salmon stock might have emerged as an issue from 
mid-eighteenth century onwards, however, this was not so. From 1784, 
when data first becomes available, to 1797 (when the stake nets were 
first introduced), the produce of the Tay was subject to significant 
annual fluctuations which may be assigned to natural causes. But the 
five year average shows only a modest upward trend, and that not 
invariably so (see table 3.2 and figures 3.2a and 3.2b). This suggests 
that, in spite of a burgeoning market, John Richardson & Company were 
inclined to husband the supply of salmon. Richardson himself was 
sufficiently concerned about a perceived decrease in produce prior to 
1795, to comment on it in his letter to Rev. James Robertson2G • 
During the time when John Richardson managed the river as an 
entity, he would have been able to, and no doubt did, dispose his salmon 
fishers in the numbers and at the locations he considered appropriate for 
the expected numbers of salmon, and that included DOt fishing certain 
stations. Whether Richardson actually worked through an equation that 
balanced the productivity of the fisheries against the extent to which he 
intended to exploit them in purely resource terms is not known. Such a 
·conservationist" approach is almost certainly a concept inappropriate to 
the eighteenth century - certainly in the sense of conservation to 
preserve some ·balance of nature" or similar concept. But in purely 
practical terms, it is hard to imagine that in something approaching 50 
years as a major, and commercially successful tacksman on the Tay, 
·profit and loss· considerations did not suggest to Richardson that he 
should adopt a balanced approach to the intensity of his company's 
fishing operations. Unless Richardson had been intent on extracting 
every last fish from the river in any given season, a possibility for 
which there is no evidence whatsoever, certainly not so on the evidence 
of table 3.2, then he must have - consciously or otherwise - arrived at 
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Table 3.2 
Produce of the River Ta1. 1184-1810 
B1l!eI: Stake Nets 
Salmon Grilse Salmon Grllse Total Five Year 
Average 
1784 24.442 5.829 30.271 
1785 28.957 2.627 31.584 
1786 30,856 8.981 39,837 36.052 
1787 45.421 2,509 47,930 37.047 
1788 24.432 6.207 30,039 39.955 
1789 33.875 4.372 38.247 39,221 
1790 36.169 6.951 43.120 40,985 
1791 31.058 5.111 36.169 42.618 
1792 49,113 7.639 56.732 45,282 
1793 29.741 9.063 38,804 46,486 
1794 42,612 8,951 51,563 45.913 
1795 39.024 10,117 49.141 41.971 
1796 30,711 2,594 33.305 42.675 
1797 27.257 9.787 37.044 41.747 
1798 39,236 4.858 44.094 42,322 
1799 36,771 10.936 2.728 1.025 51,460 46.923 
1800 26.931 9.282 5.198 4.298 45.709 49.285 
1801 26,696 14.329 9,473 5,809 56.307 49,866 
1802 26,307 4.731 15,854 1,961 48.853 48.084 
1803 17,830 4,583 18.019 6.571 47.003 49.992 
1804 17.020 9.702 7.582 8.246 42.550 47.706 
1805 24.622 5.113 18.033 7.478 55.246 50.225 
1806 16,173 4.970 18.152 5.585 44,880 53.748 
1807 17,984 7,862 26,400 9.199 61.445 56.611 
1808 12,822 3.605 29.489 18.702 64,618 53.699 
1809 10,909 2,417 33.855 9.687 56.868 
1810 6,432 2,147 23,731 8.372 40.682 
Sources: River, 1784-1807, TBP, bundle 26. Stake Nets. 1812 Evidence, 
Appendix. River, 1808-1810. 1810 Evidence, p 191. 
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some conservational balance, especially when he negotiated for long tacks 
of up to nineteen years (see Appendix 1). Destroying the Tay salmon 
fisheries by over-fishing is not consonant with a career as successful as 
John Richardson's. 
Thus as long as the Tay was in the hands of one controlling 
tacksman, the commercial pressures to overfish were kept in check because 
it was not in the interests of the one company to do damage to the 
fisheries which they held, and no doubt hoped to hold for the foreseeable 
future. But the coming of the stake nets, and John Richardson's 
subsequent withdrawal from the Tay fisheries (see Chapter Four) put paid 
to this situation. As the number of tacksmen increased it became 
necessary for each tacksman to exploit his fishings to the utmost so 
that he could maximise his share of the available salmon. lNhere one 
man had looked at the river as an entity, a varying number of men looked 
only at parts of the river, and not the same parts over time. lNhat 
reason was there for any of them to pay heed to the conserving the 
salmon stock - what reason indeed? 
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REFEREICES 
1. The domestic market, of which London was by far the most 
significant part, was much more profitable than the foreign 
alternatives as transport charges were much less, there was much 
less risk, and prices were higher. Also, as the tacksmen dealt 
directly wit~ the London fishmongers who sold on commission, there 
was no middleman to exaet an additional margin. 
2. Perth Register of Acts and Deereets, B59/13/17. 
3. Salmon were boiled for 30 minutes, grilse for 20 minutes, and then 
they were allowed to cool overnight. Thereafter they were packed 
in kits and fil1ed up with strong vinegar - about one gal10n to 
each kit. The labour involved in processing was not excessive, 
and so this would be a method appropriate to fisheries handling 
large quantities of salmon. 
The other usual way to conserve fish was to pickle it. Sides 
of Silmon, '" Iplit lengthways were rolled in collars and 
soused like brawn, Cutlets of sallon were put into liquid 
pickles based upon wine, vinegar and water, or beer, ·Sole 
will boil in the liquor some roseury bound up in a bundle 
hard, two or three cloves, two races of sliced ginger, three 
or four blldes of large IIIlce, Ind a luon-peel", wrote Robert 
!'lay, 
Beer was the secret of the falllOUI Newcastle lalmon, 
which ClII\t not froll Newcastle It Ill, but frOIl the River 
Tweed, The fhh Wire carried lixty .iles by pack-horll to 
Shields and there si •• ered in the characteriltic pick I. before 
being despatched by sea to London Ind other ports, When the 
reCipe for Newclstle lallllon was finally ,evealed, it consilted 
in stewing the fish in two quartl of water, with three of 
strong beer, half a pound of Bay Silt and half a pound of 
common salt; Ind next day putting it in pots and making up the 
pickle with strong Ilegarl and several spices, SalRon treated 
thus would keep, it was claimed, for a whole year, 
1. aletfar: sour ale, or vinegar made from it. 
C. Anne Wilson: Food and Drink in Brltain, London, 1973, pp 57-58. 
4. The Perth Fishing Company had their "bOiling house- at the 
Deadlands or "Diddledan", a sometime orchard which was located at 
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the west end of the Perth Bridge where the town lade or MLow's 
WarkM issues into the Tay. There may also have been a boiling 
house at Corb's Croft on the east shore of the Tay at Perth, nearby 
the present Kinnoull Church. 
5. After the firm of John Richardson & Company was formed it built 
boiling houses at Orchardneuk oro 139217), on the south shore of 
the river below Perth, and at Broughty Ferry. In spite of the 
introduction of ice about 1786 as a means of preservation, the firm 
of Little & Company built boiling houses at Nether Kirkton, near 
Balmerino, and Ferry-port-on-Craig (Tayport) about the year 1800. 
Richardson & Company's boiling house at Broughty Ferry was 
strategically placed at the mouth of the Tay. John Richardson's 
Letter Books give instances of salmon smacks loaded with raw 
salmon being delayed in the river due to adverse winds. If the 
delay was such that the raw salmon would go bad before it reached 
London, then the cargo could be unloaded and kitted at the adjacent 
boiling house. Prior to the adoption of ki tUng, the master of a 
salmon smack en route to London, whose cargo was liable to become 
unsaleable before arrival, was duty bound to put into the nearest 
East Coast port and there sell the salmon for what he could get. 
Richardson's Letter Book records an occasion in March 1763, when 
one of his vessels, loaded with raw salmon, was driven by a storm 
into the Firth of Forth. Richardson wrote to Robert Anderson, 
Kinghorn, to arrange for the salmon to be ki tted there and thus 
save the cargo. 
MS 20801, P 30. 
O. See Chapter Two, note 20. 
7. This text makes no reference to the introduction of ice, but 
concludes "The coming of the railways, which allowed fresh salmon 
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to be transported long distances within a short time, finally ended 
the trade in dried, salted and vinegar-pickled salmon." 
Wilson, op. cit. p 59. 
8. See Chapter Two, note 20. 
9. See p 53. 
10. PH 1/1/2, pp 317-321. 
11. The salmon smacks were small, fast vessels, reputedly capable of 
sailing from the Tay to the Thames in something over 50 hours 
when the wind was favourable 1 • In October 1763 Richardson gave 
the specification for one such vessel which he intended to buy::':. 
It was to be 60-70 tons, 45 feet along the keel, 18 feet broad and 
·about 9 feet below the beams". Further, it was to be, "square 
stemmed as you adVise, pretty full built forward with a good ,,[1] 
The sails and everything else I want to be of the cutter fashion -
George Bett is to be master of this sloop." This vessel was 
called the Active. and it was built at Harwich at a cost of t5 per 
ton3l • 
1. Old statistlcal Accamt, Parish of Perth, p 496. 
2. ItS 20801, P 189. 
3. Haldane, op. clt. pp 13-14. 
12. For an account of the role played by the Perth Town Council in 
building the Perth Bridge, see LA. Robertson: "The Earl of 
KinnouU's Bridge: the Construction of the Bridge of Tay at Perth, 
1763-1772", Scottish EC01JCDlc 4 Soclal Hlstory, Volume 6, 1986. 
13. It would be interesting to know if the Town Council's advocate had 
read David Hume's essay, Of CamJllerce, published in 1742, as it is 
very much Hume's case he made. 
II WI consult history WI Ihall find that, in IOlt 
nations, foreign t.rade has preceded any refinellenh 1n hOle 
unufacturn and given birth to dOllestic luxury, The 
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profit is Ilso very great in exporting what 1s superfluous at 
home and what bears no price to foreign nations whose soil or 
climate is not favourable to that commodity. Thus men become 
acquainted with the pJ~a5ur~5 of luxury and the profits of 
commerce, and their delicacy and industry being once awakened 
carry them on to further improvements in every branch of 
domestic IS well as foreign trade; and this perhaps is the 
chief advlntage which arises frolll a cOllllerce with strangers, 
It arouses lien froll their indolence and, presenting the gayer 
and lore opulent part of the nation with objects of luxury 
which they never before dreamed of, raises in them I desire of 
I 1I0re splendid way of life than what their Incestors enjoyed, 
David HU1Ile's Political Essays, edited by C.W. Hendel, New York, 
1953, pp 137-138. 
A later commentator observed: "But the whole of England, as well as 
distant Scotland and Wales was touched and transformed by the 
tentacles of the urban octopus. Any region affected by London 
tended to specialise, to change and become more commercially-
minded, .. " 
Fernand Braudel: Civilisation and Capltall~ 15th - 17tlJ Century, 
Volume II, Tbe rfbee1s of Cam.lferce, London, 1985, p 42. 
14. George Dempster of Dunnichen (1732-1818) was born at Dundee into a 
family which "had amassed large fortunes by trade". In 1755 he 
became a member of the Faculty of Advocates and was active in 
Edinburgh society, including membership of the "Poker Club" whose 
other members included David Hume, William Robertson, Alexander 
Carlyle and others of the Edinburgh literati. In 1761 he gave up 
the law and became Member of Parliament for the Forfar and Fife 
(Perth) Burghs, a contest that was reputed to have cost him 
t10,OOO. He was an M.P. for 29 years <1761-1790), Dempster was 
for a time a director of the East India Company, but resigned over 
that company's political influence in India. In 1786 Dempster 
purchased the estate of Skibo in Sutherland, to the improvement of 
which he devoted himself after retiring from the Commons. He was 
.1 
,.) 
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appointed a director of the British Fisheries Society when it was 
founded in 1786. "Dempster taught his countrymen the art of 
packing their fresh salmon in ice for transmission to London and 
other large towns." 
DNB. 
15. J. Ferguson: Letters of George De1IIpster to Sir Adim Ferguson, 
1f56-1813, London, 1934, pp 160-161. 
16. 'Alexander Dalrymple, sometime Hydrographer to the Admiralty 
(1737-1808) was the seventh son of of Sir James Dalrymple, Bart., 
Auditor of the Exchequer and brother of Sir David Dalrymple, Lord 
Hailes. He was appointed as a writer in the East India Company's 
service and sailed for Madras in 1752. He rose in the Company's 
service, in particular undertaking voyages to seek out further 
trading opportunities for the Company. "His absorbing and 
lifelong interest in geography and discovery was given rein when 
in 1762 he made a voyage via Palembang and Sulu to Canton .... 1 
"In 1779 he was appointed hydrographer to the East India Company; 
and in 1795, on the establishment of a hydrographic office at the 
admiralty, the appointment of hydrographer to the admiralty was 
offered to him. He accepted the offer, and held the appointment 
till 1808, when he was summarily dismissed in consequence, it is 
stated, of some offence caused by excess of zeal.'O:;;: Dalrymple was 
the first choice of the Royal Society to be observer of the transit 
of Venus in the South PacifiC, but the admiralty insisted on a 
naval officer and it was Captain James Cook "who in 1768 sailed in 
command of what was to be the first of his three great voyages of 
discovery. ":3 
1. Peter Kemp: The Ozford Ct:DpanJ.cm to Ships aDd the Sea, Oxford, 
1988. 
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2. DNB 
3. Kemp, op. clt. 
17. Ferguson, op. clt. p 161. 
Mr Richardson showed his gratitude by a present of £200 
to buy a piece of plate for !'Irs Dempster, and alio 
acknowledged in a letter to the Scot. Hlglzine, dated October 
3rd, 1786, that he lade the experiment rather in consequence 
of I'Ir Dempster's earnest unner of writing, than in 
expectatlon of any good, but that it answered beyond 
expectatlon, and that, should any beneU t result therefrom, 
either to the public or individual., to that patriotic 
gentleman I'Ir Dempster it Oilles its beginning in this country 
and to none else, 
ibid. 
18. The following quotation tends to confirm that the change to 
preservation in ice increased the pr1ce salmon could command in 
the market: 
The transport of fish in ice had been successfully carried out 
as ear 1 y as 1820, by 6eorge Demps ter, a London fi shmonger 
(,iC>. In those days it WlS a very costly procedure and he 
employed 1t solely to bring to London the best Scotch salmon, 
for which he could ask a high price. 
Drummond & Wilbraham: Tbe BnlI11s1u1sn's Focx1# London. 1969. 
19. MS 20824, letter 19th September 1788. 
20. James Robertson: General Vle" of tbe Ajfrlculture 1n tbe County of 
Pertb, Perth, 1813, pp 404-406. 
In full: 
The valuable part of the salmon fishing on the Tay is 
from the influx of the Isla, down to Newburgh on the south 
side, and Errol on the north side of the river: the yearly 
rent of the fishings on this space is at present £7000 '" 
Above the lila on the course of the Tay up to Loch Tay 
and upon the Tummel, which ~oins the Tay at Logierait, there 
are scattered fishings belonging to different proprietors '" 
From Newburgh on the south, and Errol on the north side 
of the Tay, down to Dundee, the fishing! are inconsiderable; 
not above £100 of yearly rent, 
Froll Dundee to the mouth of the river, including both 
lidel, the rents amount to about £350 to £400, Ii 
i 
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Fonerly th. greater part of the sallion WII salted and 
sent to foreign larkets, Within these forty or fifty years, 
the produce has been sent to London pickled, that is, boiled 
and preserved in vinegar, and packed up in small wooden 
vessels called kih, During that period, part was also sent 
raw to London, put up with straw in boxes, 
A few years ago a lode was recol\lended of prnerving 
salmon raw in iCI, in which state alllost III that are caught 
in this river preceding Ind during the month of May, are sent 
to London, The application of thh discovery, in thil county, 
is owing to Mr Dempster of Dunnichen; and the benefit of it, 
not only to the fishery on the lay, but also to the ullon 
trade in general, is very great, 
In the mode of fishing, nothing of late has been 
discovered, Some alterations indeed have been lade in 
construction of netl, Ind in adapting the. to the Itat. of the 
river, according to its size, and at different situations: As, 
where it 11 shallow and the current rapid, a net il used 
differently from that where it il deep and runs slow, 
Improvements of this kind Ire chiefly owing to the ingenuity 
and attention of the fisherllln, in constructing and applying 
nets proper for the stations, and varying them according to 
the rising and falling of the river, As the fishery becne 
more valuable, greater attention Ind diligence may be supposed 
to have been bestowed, 
It is a well founded opinion, that the number of sallon 
on the TIY has for many years past been on the decrease, Not 
that the produce of each successive year is lIuch less than 
former, The number of sallon caught varies very much in 
different seasons, But it lliy be asserted that taking an 
average of the last nineteen years, the quantity will be found 
fir short of the preceding nineteen, To account for this lay 
be difficult; but the chief and obvious reason appears to be 
deJtroying Slllllon in forbidd~n till~, ~$p#cillly beforl1 thl1Y 
5Pd~n, Whether it is that the laws lade long ago Ire 
inadequate to the purpose, or that there is want of vigour Ind 
Ittention in the Ipplication of theil, it would be prelumptuous 
in lilt to say, 
21. For example, T.e. Smout: A History of the Scottish People, 
1560-1830, Glasgow, 1969; and Bruce Lenman: An EconD1dc History of 
of Kodern Scotland, London, 1977. 
22. Writing to William Baillie of Rosehall on 28th June 1763 on the 
subject of the salt salmon trade, John Richardson noted: "I could in 
turn mention as many disadvantages as would terrify a man to deal 
in this very precarious article ... " 
KS 20801, P 88. 
23. Smout, op. clt. P 227. 
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24. Lenman, op. c1t. P 99. 
25. Old Stat1st1cal ACCDUDt, Parish of Perth, 1796, Rev. Mr James Scott. 
26. See supra note 20. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
THE STAKE NET CAUSE 
I - The Coming of the Stake lets 
you and your partners are using unla~ful craft to destroy 
the fish in the Solway by stake-nets and wears: and that we, 
who fish fairly, and like men, as our fathers did, have daily 
and yearly less sport and less profit, You will 
destroy the salmon which make the llvelihood of fifty poor 
families, '" 
Sir Walter Scott: Red.garmtlet. 
In Scott's novel, set in the summer of 1766 when stake nets were 
first being developed on the Solway Firthl, the conflict between the 
traditional fishers, led by the eponymous Redgauntlet, and the stake net 
fishers resulted in a battle on the shore between the two factions. No 
battle in the physical sense ensued when stake nets came to the River 
Tay in 1797. but there was legal acrimony which kept the lawyers busy 
for many years. The fundamental conflict between river and estuarial 
proprietors that led to the Stake Net Cause~ concerned the right of the 
estuarial proprietors and their tacksmen to employ a mode of fishing 
(the stake net) which was effective in the estuary, but which was thus 
detrimental to the river fisheries by reducing the number of salmon 
reaching the river. John Richardson's letter of 17953 described how at 
that time the river rentals amounted to £7,000, while those between 
Jewburgh and Dundee, and Dundee and the mouth of the river were 1.100 and 
1.400 respectively. This considerable discrepancy arose because the form 
of the esturine delta made it unsuitable for the legal net & cable mode 
of fiShing. The stage nets, traditionally employed an the south shore of 
the firth, had been given up before the stake nets came, which meant that 
the only nets used in the estuary were the ineffective toot nets. Thus 
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though the estuarial proprietors were aware of the many salmon passing 
through the waters on which they had fishing rights. they lacked an 
effective means of catching them and received low. if any. fishing 
rentals. This was the historical situation which. no doubt. had given 
rise to much frustration on the part of generations of estuarial 
proprietors. It is not too difficult. therefore, to imagine the 
enthusiasm with which these proprietors welcomed a mode of fishing that 
allowed their tacksmen to participate to an undreamt of extent in the 
salmon fisheries. and pay rentals in proportion. But the river 
proprietors were not inclined to give up their virtual monopoly of the 
net fisheries without a struggle - the scope for accrimony between the 
parties was thus considerable. 
A description of the stake net used in the Firth of Tay was given 
in the case of AtbDll v. Xaul~. A row of stakes was erected between 
the high and low water marks. running obliquely to the stream with the 
low water end furthest down the firth. The stakes were four feet to six 
feet apart and fastened together by strong ropes at the top. middle and 
bottom. A net was attached to these ropes forming a curtain equal in 
height to the water level at the highest tide. The meshes of the net 
were two-and-a-half inches to three inches square. The stake net thus 
formed what the evidence called a barr1cadD from the high water mark to 
the edge of the stream at low water. The baITicados were not single 
lines. for they were formed into enclosures. called "courts" or "yards". 
·several acres in extent-. At strategic intervals. openings in the net 
of 20 to 30 yards in width were left which allowed the salmon access to 
the enclosures. In order to prevent fish leaving the enclosures a 
-labyrinth" of nets was constructed about the openings 60 that they in 
effect became non-return valves. The line of net leading furthest down 
the stream was called the "leader". which might be up to 800 yards in 
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length. A further development soon emerged on the Tay by which the 
entrances to the stake nets were placed so that they received fish 
ascending with the flood and descending with the ebb tides"'. Indeed 
John Halliday, who was a partner in the firm of Little & Company, told 
the 1824 Select Committee that he had set one stake net at Lucky Scalp 
on the Scotscraig fishings, solely designed to catch fish on the ebb 
tide"'. 
The stake nets were first introduced to the Tay on the Seaside 
estate, situated on the north shore of the firth and extending from 
Randerston (NO 268233) in the west to Powgavie (NO 292254Hn the east. 
The Seaside Bank is ex adverso the estate, stretching more than half way 
to the south shore, uncovered at low tide, and thus entirely unsuited for 
net & coble fishing7 • In 1797 Seaside belonged to James Hunter and it 
was he who let the tack of his f1shings to John Little of Newby near 
Annan, of the firm of Little & Company'" The Seaside stake net was 
undoubtedly successful with catches of 3,416 and 5,219 salmon and grllse 
recorded for the 1800 and 1801 seasons respectively"'. It is not 
surprising, therefore, to learn that other proprietors on the shores of 
the firth quickly followed suit and sought tacksmen who would use stake 
nets at their fishings. Li ttle & Company and the other stake net 
tacksmen were not short of sites to develop this new mode of fishing. 
When they first came to the Tay, the stake net fishermen had to 
rely on the anCillary services provided by the resident tacksmen. Thus, 
lodges were buUt by the shore to which the fish were taken after being 
collected from the courts of the stake net. From there they were taken 
to a barn at Balmerino in which they were kept until there was a 
sufficient number to make up a cargo to be taken up river for packing at 
Orchardneuk. Not unnaturally, the salmon were often in a bad condition 
after this rather protracted time, especially as some were removed from 
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the courts by dragging them ashore with a rope through the gills. 
However, Little & Company soon built boiling houses at Nether Kirkton and 
Ferry-port-on-Craig, and each stake net was provided with its own boat 
to convey fish to the boiling house 'o • Thus it would seem that 
initially, there was no friction between the incomers and the existing 
tacksmen. Indeed it was asserted that John Richardson had only taken 
action to organise opposition to the stake nets after Little & Company 
refused to sell their salmon to him 1 1 • But once the success of the 
stake nets became obvious, reaction by the upper proprietors became 
inevitable. 
In June of 1798, the year following their introduction, John 
Richardson wrote to the Perth Town Council informing it that he 
considered the use of stake nets on the Tay to be illegal 1 ... It was 
this initiative that led in 1799 to the Action of Suspension and 
Declarator in the name of the Earl of Kinnoull and Others against James 
Hunter of Seaside ' '''. From the evidence presented by the two sides it 
can be seen that each saw their interests being detrimentally affected by 
the other. Hunter's defence was that stake nets neither infringed the 
law nor interfered with salmon traversing the firth on their way to the 
river. With regard to the law, the defence pointed out, quite correctly, 
that the purpose of existing legislation affecting salmon was to protect 
the speCies, particularly in the breeding seasonj both the adult breeding 
salmon and the "fry·, But, as the stake nets were removed during the 
annual close-time, there could be no complaint against them on such 
grounds, nor were the stake nets capable of catching "fry" as the mesh of 
the net was too large to trap them'4 , thus there could be no infringement 
of the law. On the matter of intercepting salmon, the defence asserted 
that fish passing through the firth kept by instinct to the centre of the 
channel, to which the stake nets did not reach, and there could be no 
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diminution of fish to the river proprietors. Furthermore, the defence 
claimed, those fish that were caught in the shallows by the stake net had 
no intention of going higher as they had come into fresh water to rid 
themselves of sea-lice, a convenient (but untrue) interpretation of the 
natural history of the salmon 16. In spite of these arguments, Hunter 
lost his case after an appeal to the House of Lords, and the Seaside 
stake net was suppressed in 1805. Thus one of the immediate effects of 
the introduction of stake nets was to create a division between the river 
and estuarial proprietors so that they formed distinct and antagonistic 
groups. Neither the groups nor the antagonism were to disperse before 
the end of the nineteenth century. 
After 1805 other estuarial proprietors continued to use stake nets 
in other parts of the firth on the grounds that: (1) the stake net 
fisheries were in the firth and not in the river, and the law only 
applied to the riverj and, (11) the Seaside case had not established a 
principle of law. This led to further interdicts being issued in 1804 
and a further court case which did not conclude until 1812. In Atholl 
v. llaule, the Pursuers were again upper proprietors and the Defendants 
largely, but not entirely, estuarial proprietors16 • In the second case, 
the Pursuers no longer relied solely on their previous argument that the 
salmon laws were Just to preserve breeding fish and their progeny, as the 
Defendants in K1mloull v. Hunter had successfully demonstrated that stake 
nets were not detrimental to either. They extended the legal argument to 
demonstrate that the purpose of the legislation also included the 
intention of the Crown, in granting rights of salmon fishing, to prevent 
the creation of monopolies. Mlf the Crown in granting rights of salmon 
fishing to its vassals along the banks of a river, intended to confer 
upon all of them a real and substantial benefit, ... laws were necessary 
to prevent one set of grantees from obtaining a monopoly at the expense 
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of the rest, ..... 17 The natural history of the salmon required it to 
pass from salt to freshwater, and devices such as the stake net permitted 
proprietors at the mouths of rivers to intercept all salmon on their 
return from the sea without breaking any of the regulations about the 
close time or the preservation of the "fry". 
... it appears that the Defendants have given I much too 
limited ••• view of the object of these statutes, when they 
represent them merely as calculated for the preservation of a 
breed of fish; as many of the most important regulations which 
they contain can serve no purpose but to prevent monopoly by 
securing to each grantee a fair participation of the common 
subject of grant. 1e 
There is an intuitive appeal to this argument, setting out as it does the 
ideal of "fair shares for all", however, it was made on behalf of the 
river proprietors who were intent on preserving their own virtual 
monopoly of salmon netting. 
The Pursuers reinforced their "fair shares" line of argument by 
pointing out that the efficiency of the net & coble <usable only on the 
river) was such that no proprietor eQuId, "extend beyond a moderate 
participation of the privilege [of his fishing rights]"l,",. The "equity" 
argument was continued with the observation that, as the proprietors of 
estates had at some time purchased them at a price that would have 
included a proportion to cover the fishing rights, "they had reason to 
rely upon the produce of those fishings, as much as any part of their 
revenue". Moreover, as the income of the river proprietors had fallen 
while that of the estuarial proprietors had risen, there had been a 
transfer between the two groups: .. the inferior heritors are wresting a 
property out of the hands of a superior heritor, by means of this 
engine."20 The final argument deployed by the Pursuers, to be repeated 
by many others throughout the nineteenth century, was that the numbers of 
salmon were decreasing and that the decrease was being caused or 
I. 
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assisted by the employment of stake nets·in • A similar decline was 
attested to by one witness from the Solway who claimed that the stake 
nets had had a similar effect there. However, table 3.2 and figure 3.2b 
(see also figure 4.1) show quite plainly that though there was a 
redistribution of catches from the upper to the lower proprietors, there 
was an l~crease in the aggregate produce. 
The Defendants in turn argued that the disquiet of the river 
proprietors derived not from the claimed reduction in their catches, but 
from the challenge to their long-held monopoly. They claimed that fish 
caught in the stake nets were all in addition to the "natural" catch of 
the river fisheries. Moreover, it was not enough for the Pursuers to 
demonstrate that the catches of the river proprietors had declined during 
some years, for it was the case that the fisheries fluctuated quite 
naturally (see table 3.2 and figure 3.2b). They also pointed out that, 
while the number of fish coming to a river in anyone year might be 
fixed in absolute terms, the share of the catch going to any group of 
fishings could be the result of "the application of increased activity or 
skill" in the use of any sort of apparatus including net & coble. Thus 
any group of fishings was capable of increasing its share of the catch at 
the expense of others, no matter what type of fishing gear they 
employed22 • They further observed that the pursuers had to prove a 
permanent loss and establish that this was caused by the stake nets. 
The object of the statutes was not to discourage innovation, the success 
of a new apparatus should not be "fatal to its legality". The outcome of 
Atholl v. J[aule was ultimately decided by the House of Lords on 7th March 
1812 which judged that "the defenders have no right by themselves, or 
others employed by them, to erect ar USe ya1rs, stake-nets, OR OTHER 
llACHHERY OF THE SAXE NATURE for the catching of salmon or other 
fishes. H:2:ii1 But, the estuarial proprietors having enjoyed a sudden and 
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very large increase in their fishing rentals were not going to give these 
up without further struggle. Equally, having won the Stake Net Cause, 
the river proprietors were determined not to give away their gains by 
allowing any viable 'mode of fishing in the firth. 
contention were well sown. 
The seeds of 
In addition to dividing the fishing proprietors into opposing 
factions, the introduction of stake nets also raised in the minds of all 
the partiCipants in the fisheries the possibility that the Tay might be, 
or might soon become, over-fished because of the increasing nwnbers of 
competing tacksmen=:!4. A study of annual produce figures must take 
account of the natural fluctuations in the number of returning fish in 
any year which would, of themselves, cause the annual produce to vary. 
Table 3.2 and figure 3.2b=:!- demonstrate that the annual variation in 
catches could be considerable, even before the introduction of stake 
However, the five year average figures in table 3.2 show that 
the total produce of the Tay was tending to rise in the years preceding 
the introduction of the stake nets and thereafter, though there was a dip 
in the mid-1790s. The dip in catches for 1804 is probably explained by 
there being no stake nets in the firth for most of that season due to the 
initiation of Atboll v. Xaule that year~/:7. Thus the concern about 
increased pressure on the salmon stock was justified as there was an 
increase in' the produce of the Tay salmon fisheries, though the figures 
in table 3.2 show that this was relatively modest, 
In this context, it is significant that it was an increase in the 
number of grilse that contributed most to the rise in the aggregate 
produce (see figure 3.2a), That the introduction of stake nets coincided 
with a cyclical upturn in the number of grUse coming to the Tay, is 
strongly suggested by figure 3.2a. This latter point is more significant 
if it is borne in mind that grilse, which returned to the river from the 
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month of May onwards, were inclined to spend some time in the estuary 
before ascend1ng the r1ver which would have made them more vulnerable to 
capture by stake nets,.,e, For whatever reason, the increase in the 
produce after the introduction of stake nets drew attention to the 
possibility of over-fishing. This possibil1ty would have been of 
greatest moment to the river proprietors as they were the group who were 
actually suffering a reduction in catches, clearly seen in figure 4.1 
where the extent to which the stake nets were pre-empting the total 
produce of the river is very marked~~. Thus within the overall 
increase, there was a transfer of produce and prosperity from the river 
to the estuary. 
The loss of produce to the river fish1ngs had repercussions beyond 
a reduction in fish caught. One of the changes that John Richardson had 
brought about on the River Tay was a move from annual tacks, to tacks of 
longer duration:ao. There were no doubt advantages to be derived from 
extended tacks, for example, enhancing Richardson & Company's monopoly on 
the Tay by reducing the frequency with which tacks became available, but 
pay1ng a f1xed rental at a time of falling catches is a s1tuation Ukely 
to lead to loss on the part of the tacksman. The evidence strongly 
suggests that, with the coming of the stake nets, all tacksmen at river 
fishings were anxious to have rentals reduced and the period of the tacks 
shortened to give a greater degree of flexibility to respond to the 
adverse circumstances. Such a situation would also put pressure on them 
to fish more intensively to alleviate any losses sustained. Appendix I 
shows the situation with regard to the Burgh of Perth Fishings. When 
Richardson & Company's tack ended in 1806, John Stevenson at Berwick was 
optimistic enough to take it for Six years at t1500 per annum. but in 
1807 he was willing to accept t750 less from Baillie Blair and partners 
to be rid of it31. 
Company for t72432 • 
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Thereafter (1808) it went to Gray, Richardson & 
Another matter which affected, in particular, tacksmen at river 
fishings, was the price of salmon. As noted, they had to contend with 
falling catches, fixed rentals and also a general price inflation, -but the 
one price that did not rise was the price of salmon. As table table 4.1 
and figure 4.2 show, between 1796 and 1802 the real selling price of 
salmon fell. Thereafter price increases more than compensated for the 
effects of inflation, but even in 1808, prices in real terms were only on 
a par with what they had been in 1796. None of these factors suggest 
that being in possession of a river tack while the stake nets were in the 
estuary was a situation likely to lead to profits33 • The incomes of 
proprietors and their tacksmen, and matters which affected these were at 
the heart of the stake net controversy, though they were not afforded 
prominence in the legal proceedings. The Pursuers' case made reference 
to the diminution in rents of the upper heritors, "the depreCiation in the 
value of money", and concluded "your Lordships must be forcibly struck 
with the injury which the owners of those fishings have sustained, from 
the introduction of this apparatus.W34 
The Stake Net Cause is of particular interest to any study of the 
Tay salmon fisheries as the issues it raised reflected quite accurately 
the issues among the participants in the fisheries. But the Stake Net 
Cause did not reconcile any of these conflicts, it was a milestone not a 
finishing post. It had two chief consequences: first, it formalised the 
the controversy between river and estuarial proprietorsj and second, it 
raised the idea that increased competition among more tacksmen might 
threaten the salmon stock. With regard to the first of these, the 
aspirations of the estuarial proprietors to have a form of net that 
allowed their fishings to be worked on a proper commercial basis was 
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Table 4.1 
Some Salmon Prices - 1786-1809 (omitting 1790-1795) 
(a) (b) 
Price per Indexed' Indexed" 
lb. fresh 
s. d. d. s. d. 
1786 1 1114 
1787 7 6~ 
1788 814 714 
1789 1014 9~ 
1796 1 9l 
1797 10 7 
1798 9~ 6~ 
1799 11 7~ 
1800 1 OY.! '114 1114 
1801 1 714 8Y.! 
1802 1 8 10~ 
1803 1 4 10l 1 a 
1804 1 4 10~ 1 OY.! 
1805 1 1Y.! 8~ 1 014 
1806 1 4 10 1 3d 
1807 11 6l lOY.! 
1808 1 6 10l 1 3d 
1809 1 5Y.! 11 1 2Y.! 
Source: 1810 Ev1dence, p 146, Average Pr1ces of salmon sold by James 
Bell. 
tIndexed using the "Consumers' Goods other than Cereals" column of the 
SCbumpeter-Gilboy Price Indices, 1661-1823, Part B, 1701 = 100. 
ttIndexed using the "animal products" column of the Rousseauz Price 
Indices, 1800-1913, average of 1865 and 1885 = 100. 
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more than met by the stake nets. But having briefly experienced an 
increase in rentals of, in the case of Scotscraig from £5 to £2,100 per 
annum, then the river proprietors, who by resort to the law, reduced these 
to their former level inevitably earned the estuarial proprietors' 
rancour. Furthermore, there was no chance of this rancour subsiding 
when any further attempt by them to devise a form of net that did not 
conflict with the law was interdicted by the river proprietors (see 
Chapter Five, III, passm). With regard to the second, if there was a 
percei ved threat of over-fishing, then this implied concerted action to 
produce remedies. but the contention raised by the Stake Net Cause proved 
to be the rock upon which attempts at concerted action foundered. 
In more general terms, the evidence presented in the Stake Net 
Cause made it obvious that the produce of the river was fin1te. If one 
group of tacksmen caught more salmon. then either another group caught 
less or more was taken from the given salmon stock. i.e. there was less 
escapement. It was the effect of one 'group upon another'that attracted 
attention during the Stake Net' Cause, though the -increase in the 
aggregate produce was perhaps the more s1gnif1cantmatter. 
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In the Solway Firth the receding tide left many large pools among 
the sand banks. It had been observed that if these pools were 
surrounded by nets, then live salmon could be trapped in them. 
This led to the development of the "tide net" or "floating net". 
Known pools were surrounded by nets secured by stakes driven into 
the sand. Parts of the net were so placed that the flood tide 
opened them, allowing the salmon to enter, but these remained 
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closed when the tide ebbed. The fish were then removed from the 
pool at low tide by the salmon fishers. 
The account continues: 
And it is a curious circumstance, worthy of particular notice, 
that, induced by the success of the fishery in these likes, -
two brother, William and James Irvine, experienced fishers on 
the Solway, and nearly related to Messrs, Little, who 
afterwards introduced the invention into the Tay, - visited 
the Tay, for the purpose of ascertaining whether there tlere 
any suitable IIA'e5 in that frith, upon which tide-nIts might 
be erected, But they returned, reporting to their friends 
that there \tIere none. 
It turned out, however, that these lakes tlere not 
essentially necessary for the successful prosecution of the 
new mode of fishing. Accordingly, Mr John Little, one of the 
Solway fishers, and a gentleman of great ingenuity and 
intelligence in other latters, having accidentally visited the 
Tay about the yen 1797, resolved to try the experiment in 
that frith, and before he left it, he took, for himself and 
three brothers, a lease of the Salmon fisheries on the estate 
of Seaside, 
9. As a result of the ensuing court case, a record of the catches for 
the seasons 1800 and 1801, kept by independent persons, showed 
that 1,430 salmon, 1,986 grllse and 251 trout were caught between 
30th June and 26th August 1800 and 3,095 salmon, 2,124 grllse, 612 
trout and 1 cod were caught between 22nd April and 26th August 
1801. 
10. 1810 Evidence, p 65. 
11. 1801, Information, Kinnoull v. Hunter, p 9. 
12. In the light of John Richardson's reaction to the introduction of 
stake nets on the Firth of Tay, it is interesting to note that in 
1771 he had wri tten to Colonel Robert Campbell of Monzie, 
proprietor of the the River Awe fishings, suggesting the erection 
of a stake net on that river. In his letter, Richardson admitted 
that this would displease the fishing proprietors around Loch Awe, 
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but as he had the tack of the entire river, he could "fish it as I 
please." 
MS 20809, P 39. 
13. During the course of K1nllCRlll v. Hunter, the tacks of fishings were 
modified to take account of the possible outcomes of the case. 
This is exemplified in an addendUJJI by John Richardson & Company 
to the conditions of the Mugdrum tack, dated 1st September 1800. 
The tack was to be declared void "if the new mode of fishing in 
the River Tay is estabUshed by law." Similarly, in September 
1801: "if the new mode of fishing now practised in the River Tay 
by ]\lessrs. Little & Company shall be found to be legal, and be 
accordingly established by the Supreme Court, the said tack shall, 
from that time ipso facto, cease and become null and void." 
1810 Evidence, p 122. 
The lower proprietors also had conditions attached to their tacks. 
Thus that between Maule of Panmure and his tacksmen, dated 
November 1808 for .t1500 per annum, contained the addendrmr, "but 
under this condition, that in case it shall ultimately be found by 
a judgement of the House of Lords, that the method at present in 
use, of fishing some of the said fishings by stake nets, is 
contrary to law, and shall be prohibited and restrained, then it 
shall be optional for the tenants to renounce the tack at the end 
of anyone yearj". 
1810 EVidence, p 138. 
14. Both parties in the Stake Net Cause had been concerned to show 
that the other, through their mode of fishing, caught and destroyed 
the salmon "fry". In 1810 Wedderburn of Blrkh1l1 employed two 
tenant farmers, James Sime at Wester Fllsk and Stewart Shepherd at 
Balmerino, to survey the River Tay below Perth and look for salmon 
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"fry" caught in either sweep nets or stake nets. Shepherd 
testified that, during the survey of 1810, he and Sime had found 
"fry· in a sweep net at the Stockgreen station, just below Perth, 
but never in a stake net. Though the former observation was 
made only once, Shepherd was of the opinion that subsequently the 
salmon fishers had avoided catching "fry" in the sweep nets when 
Sime and he were about. 
First Report, p 101. 
15. 1811 Evidence, p 2. 
16. They comprised: 
Earl of Wemyss Allan of Errol 
Lord Kinnaird Paterson of Castle Huntly' 
Lord Dundas of Balmbreich Hylne of Hylnefield. 
Haule of Panmure. Clayhills of Invergowrie. 
Wedderburn of Birkhill' Dundee Town Council' 
Morison of laughton. Ogilvie of Powrief 
Dalgleish of Scotscraig. Hunter of Burnside. 
Anderson of Balgay' Kerr of East Grange 
Berry of Tayfield Balfour of Leys 
Stewart of St Fort. Paterson of Carpow 
Hay of Seggleden Anderson of Inchyra 
Yeaman of Hurie 
• Proprietors with stake nets, the remainder were presumably 
contemplating their introduction. 
Among those who appeared to be proposing the introduction of stake 
nets were some whose property was well beyond the limits of the 
estuary. For example, Wemyss and Hay of Seggieden whose estates 
were above the confluence of the Tay and the Barn. They changed 
from Defender to Pursuer during the course of the litigation. 
According to John Bell's Plan of the Tay, published in 1836 but 
referring to 1809, stake nets were not erected fUrther up the firth 
than Seaside on the north shore and Birkhill on the south sbore. 
The number of stake nets according to Bell's Plan was seventeen on 
the north shore and thirteen on the south shore. They were: 
North Shore 
Honorgan Net 
XylneUeld Net 
Invergowrie Net 
Balgay Net 
Magdalene Guard Net 
Bottlework Net 
Stannergate Net 
Harecraigs Net 
Craigie Net 
Vest Ferry Net 
Broughty Net 
East Ferry Net 
Bay Net 
Black Rocks Net 
Xilton Net 
Monifieth Net 
Budden Net 
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South Shore 
Birkhill Net 
Balmerino Net 
Beach Net 
Naughton Net 
Jock's Hole Net 
Peasehill Net 
Langcraig Net 
Wormit Net 
Woodhaven Net 
Craighead Net 
Ferry-port-on-Craig Net 
Larwick Net 
Luckyscalp Net 
other stake nets whose locations are not known were: Yardheads, 
Townhead Cruike, John Brown's Shot, Wilk's Chingle, Norham, Horney 
and Bowden. 
17. 1811 Evidence, p 14. 
18. ibid. P 18. 
19. ibid. P 19. 
The implication of this is that net & coble was not thought to be 
very effiCient, ct. Dr John' Fleming's opinion, p 46. 
20. ibid. pp 79-80. 
21. 1812 Evidence, p 12. 
John Richardson had claimed a reduction in the produce of the Tay 
in his letter published in Robertson's, General View, (Chapter 
Three, note 20) during pre-stake net times. 
22. 1812 Evidence, p 14. 
23. There is'no record of how much the Stake Net Cause cost in terms 
of legal and other fees, but it must have been a considerable 
amount. The only clue is an item in the Perth Town Council 
Hinutes of 7th January 1811, where it was noted that the Council's 
share of the expenses to that time was .1724. The costs were 
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presumably shared proportionally between the Pursuers, and Perth 
Town Council was only one among something over ten. This 
suggests a sum of at least ~10,OOO for the Pursuers alone, which 
underlines the importance attached to the case by all the parties 
concerned. 
24. It is convenient to regard Richardson & Company as having had a 
monopoly of the River Tay salmon fisheries prior to the coming of 
stake nets. This was not strictly true as there were always other 
tacksmen (see, for example, Appendix 1), but as Richardson & 
Company bought the produce of the other tacksmen (p 55), they were 
in effect monopolists. When kitting replaced the salt-salmon 
trade the effective monopoly remained as Richardson & Company 
owned the boiling houses. Even when the Berwick firm of Berry & 
Bell took tacks on the Tay sometime before 1789, the two firms 
agreed to operate "conjunctly". 
KS 20828, P 14. 
25. Before making further reference to these figures. some assessment 
of their· accuracy is necessary. They were taken from the books 
of John Richardson & Company and James Bell (of Berry & Bell> 
through whose hands passed virtually all the fish caught in the 
river fisheries until about 1808. To these figures were added 
fish caught in the firth by the stake nets after 1797. In the 
case of Richardson & Company, the actual ledgers of the company 
were produced in court by John Richardson's former clerk. and so it 
would have been possible to judge if they had been amended in any 
way. certainly neither side in the case questioned their 
reliability. Moreover, both firms would have kept accurate 
records as salmon represented a large proportion of the costs, and 
the sole product of both companies. Thus they would take care to 
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see that the produce was recorded precisely to ensure that 
payments were made and received for each fish caught and sold. 
It is not possible to be so sure about the figures produced in 
court by the stake net tacksmen. They were of course under oath, 
and while there were reasons for them to understate their catches 
- to play down the impact of the stake nets - there were also 
reasons to overstate catches in order to exaggerate the 
efficiency of the new mode of fishing. On balance, they probably 
told the truth. 
26. In noting this . the Defendants asserted that " ... the produce of a 
(single) salmon fishing, in consequence of unassignable causes, 
varies from year to year, to the extent· often of one half, and not 
infrequently of two thirds or three fourths of the average quantity 
taken ... " 
1611 EVidence, pp 10-11. 
27. 1812 Evidence. 
The figures after 1608 should be regarded with some scepticism, as 
from then on the tacks of the river fisheries were held by an 
increasing number of tacksmen, from whom it would be more 
difficult to gather accurate figures. Also the time involved in 
col1ecting together al1 the statistics suggests that these years 
were too near to their final presentation for the full picture to 
be available. 
26. Menzies refers to the habit of some grilse of temporarily deserting 
fresh water for the sea after their return to a river. Known as 
"droppers", they could have passed the estuarial stake nets a 
number of times, increasing the likelihood of their being captured. 
V.J .M. Menzies: The SalJllon, Edinburgh, 1925, p 78. 
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There il good evidence to indicate that the Ipawning migration 
of salmon in our rivers is not necessarily a continuous 
upstream movement and lay comprise a number of 'step-lengths' 
interspersed with "resting' periods or, in sorae CISeI, 
downstream movement e,g, in very high river flows or perhaps 
if the fish is debilitated, If the fish reverts to upstream 
migration, then on its displacement downstream it would be 
regarded as a "dropper', Radio-tracking investigations by Mr 
John Webb (comllissioned by the Atlantic Salllon Trust) have 
this very year <1987> tangibly demonstrated in the River Yay 
upstream and downstream movements which potentially spawning 
salmon may undergo within a river system, 
-However, these observations have not shown any evidence of 
fish dropping back from fresh water Into the sea, but this 
does not necessarily lean that it does not occur, The 
attenuation of radio signals In salt water precludes the use 
of radio tags in the sea and, therefore, confines observation 
to fresh water, Tracking stUdies in the 'Aberdeenshire Dee in 
1986 and 1987 also show evidence of upstream and downstream 
movements within fresh water, In addHlon, Mr Webb, who has 
also been Involved in the Dee research, tells me that a radio-
tagged fish, caught and released this year (1987) at the South 
Breakwater at the mouth of the Dee was recaptured in the River 
Tay 4 days laterl However, we do not know if the fish had 
migrated into freshwater in the Dee before heading for the 
Yay, 
Conventional mark-recapture studies in Scotland hive resulted 
in some smolts from one river being recaptured in another i,e, 
straying, Plost have been caught In esturine nets but a few 
have been taken in freshwater, Unfortunately, we do not know 
if these "strays·, had they survived, would have 'dropped' 
back into the sea and continued their search for their home 
r tver, 
Private communication from Gordon Struthers Esq., Freshwater 
Fisheries Laboratory, Pitlochry, 29th November, 1987. 
29. Information about the effect of the stake nets on individual 
fishings is also available from the evidence. Three fishings for 
which there are data for a longer period are used: two upper and 
one estuarial. The figures for the Burgh of Perth and Kinfauns 
fishings are given in tables 4.2 and 4.3. Neither are continuous 
over time, but both show catches falling during the onset of the 
stake nets and subsequently recovering. It should be noted that 
although the House of Lords deciSion against stake nets was 
arrived at in 1812, they were not finally removed from the Firth of 
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Tay until 1817. Xaule of Panmure's Fishings, table 4.4, provide a 
more dramatic contrast in the pre- and post-stake net catches than 
do the upper fishings. 
30. See Appendix II. 
31. See also 1810 Evidence, p 34. 
32. 1b1d. P 125. 
A letter from James Bell to Robert Peddie,writer, Perth, dated 15th 
November 1809, was quoted in the 1810 Evidence, 'The subject of 
the letter was the fall in rentals on the river, showing how they 
were marked down as soon as they came up for renewal after 1797. 
Among the instances cited were: "Duke of Atholl's 3 years ago, were 
let at £.300 per allllullfi last season at ~150, and I believe for less 
this' present year."i "General Graham's (Balgowan) I had for 9 years 
at ~507; and were let last Friday at ~140."j "Lord Gray's <Kinfauns) 
I had for 7 years at ~3200 per annum; but gave them up at first 3 
years, and are now let at ~2100 per annum,", and so on', The 
Defendants tried to play down James Bell's evidence, suggesting 
that the river proprietors and tacksmen had conspired to give the 
impression of reduced rentals, but the decrease in the Burgh of 
Perth rentals did not involve Bel12 , By comparison, the Greenside 
Fishings of the Scotscraig estate at the mouth of the Tay were let 
for,120 years from January 1799 ~ ~5 for the first five years, t10 
for the second five years, and ~18 for the remaining ten years, 
plus five salmon as kaim fish:.il, However, that tack must have 
been breached at the end of the first five years, for on 12th 
December 1804, the Scotscraig fish1ngs were let to James Grubb & 
Company and John Little & Company for t710 per annum, plus thirty 
stones of kaim salmon4.. According to the 1811 Evidence the 
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Scotscraig Fishings had been subsequently let at the "enormous sum 
of t2100."S 
1. 1810 Evidence, p 125. 
2. 1812 Evidence, p 22. 
3. Kaim fish was a form of payment in kind. Part of the rent of 
a salmon fishing could be specified as salmon or grllse. This 
could be quite detailed as to the size of the fish, and the time of 
year at which they were to be made available. There was less and 
less use made of this form of payment after the beginning of the 
nineteenth century. 
4. 1810 Evidence, pp 137-138. 
5. 1811 Evidence, p 80. 
33. See Berry & Bell at Seggieden, pp 127-128. 
34. 1811 Evidence, p 79. 
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Table 4.2 
Burgh of Perth Flshlngs Prgduce and Rentals 1800-1856 
1800 
1801 
1802 
1803 
1804 
1805 
1806 
1807 
1808 
1809 
1810 
1811 
1812 
1813 
1814 
1815 
1816 
1817 
1818 
1819 
1820 
1821 
1822 
1823 
1824 
1825 
1826 
1827 
1828 
1829 
Salmon 
3,317 
3,374 
3,364 
1,238 
1,060 
3,653 
1,615 
2,175 
1,563 
602 
4,475 
3,628 
3,124 
3,468 
3,708 
GrUse 
1,370 
1,906 
561 
305 
910 
700 
631 
762 
364 
1,367 
2,553 
2,487 
4,647 
4,796 
4,796 
Total 
4,687 
5,280 
3,925 
1,543 
1,970 
4,353 
2,246 
2,937 
1.927 
1.969 
7,028 
6,115 
7,771 
8,264 
8,504 
Rentals 
(t) 
910 
706 
902 
871 
795 
910 
944 
1,429 
1,250 
561 
544 
371 
358 
319 
334 
1,310 
1,146 
1,398 
1,444 
1,429 
1,494 
[over 
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Table 4.2 <conti nued) 
Salmon Grllse Total Rentals 
(t) 
1830 3,603 7,790 11,393 1,512 
1831 2,126 5,236 7,362 1,434 
1832 2,625 5,269 7,894 1,466 
1833 1,795 4,842 6,637 1,631 
1834 2,522 4,518 7,040 1,631 
1835 2,583 5,381 7,964 1,652 
1836 2,934 3,478 6,412 877 
1837 2,525 5,301 7,826 877 
1838 2,298 4,376 6,674 886 
1839 2,415 2,086 4,501 1,075 
1840 1,223 3,197 4,420 1,111 
1841 1,031 
1842 2,9'73 8,370 11,343 1,064 
1843 4,251 4,813 9,064 1,163 
1844 3,411 2,922 6,333 1,149 
1845 1,7'74 3,925 5,699 1,205 
1846 1,256 
1847 1,147 
1848 1,159 
1849 810 
1850 1,252 
1851 1.002 
1852 1,028 
1853 856 
1854 754 
1855 784 
1856 798 
Sources <produce): 1800-1806, 1811 EvIdence, Appendix, pp 19-21. 
1810-1817, 1827 Conmdttee, Minutes of Evidence, p 22. 1830-1845, 
various documents entitled,state Ca~rl~ tbe Returns for (date) witb 
tbe Average for the FIve Seasons precedl~ 1835, PE 25, various 
bundles. 
Sources (rentals): B59/16/11 to B59/16/14 and PE 1/1/1 to PE 1/1/14. 
Identical figures from 1828 onwards are found in Rental of tbe RIver 
Tay and Its TrIbutarIes, Years 1828 to 1858 InclusIve. "Extracted from 
the Minute Books and Assessment Rolls of the Proprietors of Salmon 
Fishings in the Tay.- Indexed using the "animal products" column of 
the Rausseaux PrIce Indices, 1800-1913, 1865 and 1885 = 100. 
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Table 4.3 
Xlnfauns F1shlngs Produce and Rentals 1800=1856 
Saloon Grllse Total Rentals 
(t) 
1800 6.631 1.852 8.4-83 
1801 6.335 3.061 9.396 
1802 7,037 1,141 8,178 
1803 4,208 887 5,095 
1804 4,051 3.219 7,270 
1805 5.4-58 1.258 6,716 
1806 4,072 1,242 5,314 
1807 5.306 2.209 7;515 
1808 
1809 3,383 1,072 4,455 
1810 3,132 947 4,079 
1811 
1812 
1813 
1814 
1815 8,239 7,674- 15,913 
1816 10.811 12.746 23,557 
1817 15,056 7,719 22,775 
1818 
1819 3,604 
1828 4,396 
1829 5.566 7.853 13,419 4,598 
1830 5,825 10,605 16.4-30 4,186 
1831 3,218 6.836 10,054 4.396 
1832 5.292 9.822 15,114 2,247 
1833 3,672 9,016 12,688 3,125 
1834 5,960 10,196 16,156 3,375 
1835 7,591 13,876 21.467 3,418 
1836 7,668 8,179 15,847 2,872 
1837 5,352 12.641 17,993 2,872 
1838 5,523 9,639 15,162 2,903 
1839 7,379 6,686 14,065 2,903 
1840 3,735 9,215 12,950 3,333 
1841 3,093 
1842 7,305 21,153 28,458 3,191 
1843 9,847 11,475 21,322 3,488 
1844 7,772 7,775 15,547 3,678 
1845 4,991 10,336 15,327 3.614 
1846 8,249 7,031 15,280 3,333 
1847 4,794 5,836 10,630 3,261 
1848 4,018 7,451 11,189 3,297 
1849 3,411 8.899 12.310 2,988 
[over 
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Table 4.3 (continued) 
Rentals 
(t) 
1850 2,831 
1851 2,461 
1852 2,000 
1853 1,823 
1854 1,881 
1855 1,892 
1856 1,927 
Sources (produce): 1800-1807, 1811 Evidence, Appendix, p 24. 
1809-1817, 1827 COnmdttee, Minutes of Evidence, p 26. 1829. 1836 
COmDdttee, Minutes of Evidence. 1830-1845, documents entitled,state 
COmparilJlf tbe Returns for (date) witb tbe Avera&e for tbe Five Seasons 
preceding 1835, PE 25, various bundles. 1846-1849, statement of 
Returns for the Kinfauns Fishin8 CO. PE 25, bundle 87. 
Sources (rentals): 1819, 1836 CDBmdttee, Minutes of Evidence, p 327. 
1828-1856, Rental of the River Tayand Its Tributaries, Years .1828 to 
1858 Inclusive. "Extracted from the Minute Books and Assessment Rolls 
of the Proprietors of Salmon Fishings in the Tay." Indexed using the 
"animal products" column of the Rousseau% Price Indices, 1800-1913, 
1865 and 1885 = 100. 
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Table 4.4 
Panmure F1sh1ngs Produce and Rentals 1800-1856 
Salmon Grllse 
1800 
1801 
1802_ 
1803-
18041 
1805_ 
1806_ 
180H 
1808_ 
1809_ 
1828 
1829 
1830 
1831 
1832 
1833 
1834 
1835 
1836 
1837 
1838 
1839 
1840 
1841 
1842 
1843 
1844 
1845 
1846 
1847 
1848 
1849 
1850 
1851 
1852 
1853 
'1854 
1855 
. 1856 
553 
·1,134 
8,002 
3,343 
4,872 
2,832 
5,277 
3,444 
7,523 
1,884 
1,539 
1,121 
1,418 
1,089 
898 
998 
650 
582 
590 
204 
632 
686 
584 
416 
'includes the· produce of stake· nets. 
1,043 
1,084 
2,919 
3,478 
2,228 
1,615 
2,680 
2,050 
500 
4,073 
1,'731 
1,997 
2,591 
1,140 
1,172 
812 
850 
1,147 
415 
343 
1,36'7 
54'7 
374 
740 
Total 
1,595 
2,218 
5,573 
10,921 
6,821 
7,100 
4,447 
7,957 
5,494 
8,023 
5,957 
3,270 
3,118 
4,009 
2,229 
2,070 
1,810 
1,500 
1,729 
1,005 
547 
1,999 
1,233 
958 
1,156 
Rentals 
(.t) 
1,250 
1,163 
462 
483 
488 
725 
719 
656 
688 
696 
585 
457 
462 
462 
478 
443 
177 
193 
294 
325 
321 
293 
280 
297 
315 
311 
319 
266 
107 
105 
107 
Sources (produce): 1800-1809, 1810 Evidence, pp 141, 161-168, 183, and 
192. 1830-1845, documents entitled,State CO~r1n8 the Returns for 
(date) tdth the Average for the Five Seasons preced1DfI 1835, PE 25, 
various bundles. 
Sources (rentals): 1808-1809, 1810 Ev1dence, p 138. 1828-1856, 
Rental of tbe River Tay and Its Tr1butar1es, Years 1828 to 1858 
Inclusive. "Extracted from the Kinute Books and Assessment Rolls of 
the Proprietors of Salmon Fishings in the Tay." Indexed using the 
-animal products" column of the Rousseau% Prlce IndIces, 1800-1913, ~.!,~-r 
1865 and 1885 = 100. 
CHAP1'BR FIVB 
THE AFTERMATH OF THE 
STAKE NET CAUSE 
I - Competition Between the Tacksmen 
The final judgement in the Stake Net Cause confirmed rather than 
settled the conflicts that had become apparent among the participants in 
the Tay salmon fisheries. At best the litigation clarified some of the 
issues. but it solved none of' them. The particular issues to emerge 
before. during and after the Stake Net Cause were: 
i a belief that an increase in the intensity of fishing by tacksmen 
was leading to an adverse imbalance between the exploitation of the 
fisheries and the reproductive capacity of the salmon stock; 
ii a deepening sense of conflict between the river and estuarial 
proprietors: 
11i a growing realisation· of the need for additional legislation to 
regulate the salmon fisheries; 
iv in particular. legislation to alter the annual close-time and to 
effectively prohibit poaching. 
This chapter and the one that follows will seek to demonstrate that there 
was an increasing awareness of all these issues among the participants 
in the Tay fisheries. and elsewhere. and strongly held beliefs as to how 
matters should ·be remedied. However, converting these aspirations into 
action was greatly hindered by the narrow attitudes displayed by all 
parties. Thus when recommendations for legislation were forthcoming, 
these were subject to extensive lobbying by the competing interests and 
the legislation they gave rise to was ineffective. 
The perceived threat of over-fishing was potentially the most 
serious issue, for it implied, if nothing were done, the ultimate" demise 
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of the Tay salmon fisheries. Awareness of the threat arose initially, 
not because of more fishing stations, but because the existing fish1ngs 
were spread among more tacksmen who fished them more intensively. As 
noted in the previous chapter, when John Richardson & Company had the 
majority of the tacks on the river, the company's approach to the 
opposing requirements of profitable catches and a viable salmon stock 
was one that had apparently resulted in a balance between exploitation 
and reproduction. But this was no longer the case in the early 1800s, 
when no single person or company was in the position to take an overview 
of the Tay fisheries, and each tacksman sought to maximise the produce of 
the fishings he had rented. If he did not, the fish would be caught by 
his competitors and he might not be able to pay his rent. Thus no 
restraint was exercised by the tacksmen or demanded by the proprietors, 
and the inevitable result was increased intensity of fishing. The 
problem of over-fishing was not long in becoming a matter of general 
concern. If a tacksman was himself fishing more intensively, it would 
not be difficult for him to recognise the same behaviour in others, but 
contemporary attitudes saw the solution as being a curb on the activities 
of others rather than any restraint on the part of the individual. 
The impetus to fish more intensively had arrived before the 
conclusion of the Stake Bet Cause'. In 1807 because of the number of 
fish being caught in stake nets in the estuary, river proprietors were 
facing difficulties in letting their fishings. In that year the firm of 
Berry & Bell took the tack of the Seggieden fishings on the condition 
that if they made a loss no rent would be paid, which is what happened. 
Between 30th January and 14th August 1807 total expenditure at the 
Claybrae station amounted to tll0 16s. 4lM, but the total value of the 
produce amounted to t108 Os. 7!6d, representing a less of t2 15s. 9d. on 
the season tilth no ccmtr1butlcm to the rentz. Such a loss would be· a 
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strong incentive to increase the intensity of fishing. Another 
illustration, also from 1807, shows how the growing intensity of fishing 
was also causing increased tensions among the participants in the 
fisheries. This involved a legal case between the Richardsons of 
Pitfour (I.e. John Richardson, late of John Richardson & Company and his 
son, James Richardson> and James Bell of Berry & Bell. In that year 
Berry & Bell were tacksmen of the Earl of Kinnoull's fishings, opposite 
which on the west shore above the Perth Bridge, was the Richardsons' 
forth Inch fishings (also called Poldrait), which they were working with 
their own fishers. During Richardson & Company's monopoly of the Tay 
fisheries they had not fished bath banks an this stretch of the river, 
although they had held the tacks on both shores. With the arrival of 
Berry & Bell, however, . the stations on both banks were worked, and the 
Richardsons . objected to Berry & Bell's fishers at the Powgul1d station 
rowing their shots and interfering with the fishing at Poldrll1t. The 
case was finally decided in Kinnoull's favour and the two fishings were, 
according to the practice of the river, required to take sweep (shot) 
The significance of this case is not, however, the dispute about 
the location of a fishing station, such disputes were common enough, but 
how the commercial pressures on river tacksmen to catch more fish were 
making them open up stations that had not been worked for 40 years or 
more, and this an a stretch of the river that had previously been netted 
(presumably to the satisfaction of the single tacksman) from one station. 
Action to increase the intensity of fishing was not confined to the 
tacksmen. In June 1821 the Perth Town Council received a report from 
George Alexander,· the Surveyor of Town's Works, regarding the -new 
fishing station now erecting- on Kinfaun's land on the south shore of the 
Tay below Tarsappie and almost opposite the Burgh fishing of M Ships •• 
At this point the shore of the river curved south to form a bay, and 
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Alexander reported that the west end of this was being filled in with 
whin stones, "extending at present to about eighty yards in length and 
about ten feet'broad at the base, and sloping in upon the sides to about 
four feet broad' upon the top." It was decided to ask Lord Gray to 
desist in this and, if he did not, to apply for an interdicta. Some 
result of the action by the Town Council must have been forthcoming, for 
there was no further word of developments opposite Ships until 1843 
when, after much more civil engineering work, the station of Blacklug was 
let for the first time at a rent of t140 per annums~ It is scarcely 
necessary to note that if more fishing stations were opened, then there 
would be as great, if not a greater threat to the salmon stock as that 
posed by fishing more intensively at existing stations. 
The pursuit of commercial advantage is well marked in the conduct 
of the firm of Berry & Bell. They remained aggressively active as 
tacksmen on the Tay after 1807 as their frequent appearances as 
defendants in court cases would indicate. In 1810, for example, they 
were taken before the Sheriff charged with encroaching on the fishings of 
another firm, Gray, Richardson " Company, who were tacksmen of the 
Xansfield fishings at the Rome station? The complaint was that James 
Bell's fishers at Kinnoull's Xuirton station on the opposite shore had 
erected a croy in the river and fixed pot nets to it, such that they were 
encroaching upon Xansfield's section of the river. It is noteworthy that 
Gray, Richardson " Company did not complain of the more serious offence 
of using an illegal fixed engine, no doubt because that company were 
themselves employing pot nets near the same spate. This incident also 
illustrates that both tacksmen and their proprietors were more concerned 
with commercial gain than the niceties of the law, even a law intended 
for the preservation of salmon. It cannot be imagined that anything so 
large and permanent as a croy could go unremarked by a proprietor or his 
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factor, thus two bema fide tacksmen had constructed illegal croys in the 
full knowledge of the proprietors of the fishings. At that time both 
Iinnoull and Mansfield were pursuers in the Stake Jet Cause, in which 
their lawyers were seeking to convince the judges that the net & coble 
was the only legal method of catching salmon in rivers. 
One final example of the extent to which competition between 
tacksmen had become of overriding importance is provided by PrcJucffoot v. 
RanDle. a legal case of 1833 which shows how the pressures felt by 
tacksmen in the first quarter of the 19th century were becoming yet more 
intensified. Thomas Proudfootg was tacksman of the Kinfauns fishings at 
the Langlaw station, and Robert Walker Rannie, farmer at Mains of Pitfour 
was tacksman at the Inchyra Estate station of Ladyhole. These two 
stations were almost directly opposite to each other: Ladyhole on the 
north shore, about one mile upstream from Inchyra village, and Langlaw on 
the south at Balhepburn Island. As these stations were opposite, the 
rule was "shot about", but Proudfoot's complaint was that Rannie's fishers 
were not complying with' this practice and had been taking unfair 
advantage by rowing consecutive shots. One witness,' Andrew Gray of 
Gray & Company told that- his company had at different times held both 
the stations in question and had worked. them with ten men, five men 
relieving the other five every 24 hours. Gray explained that the idea 
of "shot about" was quite specific in that a second crew at an opposite 
station could not row their shot until either the staff or the bag of the 
net of a first crew was on the shore. This was known as "staff on 
However, if the staff (or bag) were landed and 
the second crew not ready to row their shot, or did not choose to row 
their shot, then the first crew could row a consecutive shot. 
about" assumes that all things are equal, but this was not always the 
case. Gray rather thought that the Langlaw shot was longer than that of 
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Ladyhole, or took longer to row because of the flow of the river' o. 
Other witnesses testified to "staff on land" applying at various other 
opposed stations on' the river, e.g. at Sleepless and Pyeroad, Venne Is and 
the Stanners. Girdom and Bowes and at Rashbush and Carpow". 
The significance of these instances is the evidence they provide 
regarding the intensity with which the netting was being carried out. 
Stations like Ladyhole were being worked on average for 20 out of the 24 
hours. and this was was by no means uncommon at other stations. 
Adjacent'stations on different estates like Ladyhole and the Venture. 
probably with different tacksmen. were so close to each other on the same 
shore (note 10) that they had to synchronise their shots. Furthermore. 
a tacksman such as Proudfoot was prepared to go to law to protect his 
"right" to shot about, even when he was clearly saving on wages by 
employing only a Single crew at a station that had previously had a 
double crew. The tacksmen at- Rashbush and Cairnie were so concerned 
about the same matter (note 11) that they were prepared to employ extra 
men and gear in order not to lose their turn. especially when the fish 
were running. All these activities point to the intensity of fishing by 
the tacksmen, and their preoccupation with their own narrow interests. 
But in addition they demonstrate the tacksmens' awareness of the 
activities of their fellows. especially if these activities were perceived 
to encroach upon another fishing. 
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II - Adverse Trading COnditions 
One of the more important reasons for tacksmen acting aggressively 
in operating their fishings was the generally adverse trading conditions 
which they had to endure for most of the first three decades of the 
nineteenth century. The most direct evidence of commercial difficulties 
during this time is contained in a document dated 1850, Losses on Tay 
s:lJJce 1819 to wblch Xr Robert Bulst ClUJ speak. The losses for Gray, 
Richardson & Company between 1820 and 1831 totalled ~12,860, for Berry & 
Bell between 1820 and 1823, t14,072, and for other tacksmen during the 
1820s, t13,500, a total of t40,432 for the decade, "exclusive of 
progressive interest which amounted to some thousand pounds."12 If 
Buist's figures were accurate then they certainly indicate very adverse 
trading conditions. 
Any investigation of losses requires information on revenues and 
costs, but unfortunately the data is incomplete for the Tay fisheries at 
this time. There is a price series for the period 1816-1835 which is 
given in table 5.1 and figure 5.1. Spring salmon, to which the figures 
refer, commanded a premium because of their high quality and relative 
scarcity, but the figures may be assumed to have the same trends as 
salmon prices in general. Table 5.1 shows stability of prices within 
the range twenty to twenty-five pence, except in the mid-1820s when they 
went rather higher. 
losses occurred. 
The prices, in isolation, do not suggest why the 
With regard to costs, one possible explanation of the losses was 
that "throughout the years from 1825 to 1834 great losses were incurred 
by the tacksmen on the Tay, the rents still being high.·1:» Rental 
evidence for the entire Tay fisheries is only available from 1828 onwards 
and, as is shown in table 5.2 and figure 5.2a. Rentals on the Tay were 
higher in the late 1820s than in any of the following three decades, the 
,. 
Average Prices of Spring Salmon 1816-35 
Figure 5.1 
Pence per Ib 
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Source: Table 5.1 
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Table 5,1 
Axe~Age ~~1cea c! Bp~1ng Salmon - lBl0-1835 
(1) (2) 
Price per Indexed 
lb. 
s. d. s. d. 
1816 1 8\06 1 914 
1817 1 8\06 1 6\06 
1818 1 1114 1 714 
1819 2 1 1 10\06 
1820 1 10\06 1 10\06 
1821 1 7\06 1 1014 
1822 1 8 2 U 
1823 2 3\06 2 1014 
1824 1 814 2 o 14 
1825 2 2\06 2 3J 
1826 1 10J 2 0\06 
1827 2 4J 2 n 
1828 2 1\06 2 4 
1829 1 7\06 1 1014 
1830 1 7\06 1 10\06 
1831 1 7~ 1 9~ 
1832 1 814 1 10J 
1833 1 5~ 1 1014 
1834 1 4J 1 8J 
1835 1 6~ 1 lU 
Source: Appendix to the 1836 Co..:lttee, p 328. "Xonthly Prices of 
Salmon in the London Xarket, received by Robert Buist for Tay fish, in 
the following years.· 
The original figures were price per fish for the seven months 
February to August each year, and were "what was left for each salmon 
after paying freight and other charges, reckoning three grilses equal 
to one salmon.· The average weight of salmon to 1st May each year 
was also given, thereafter salmon and grllse were weighed together, 
and it is not possible to calculate an average weight for salmon only. 
The first column has been calculated by taking the average price per 
fish from February to April, and dividing that by the average weight 
of salmon for the particular year. Thus the first column is average 
price per lb. for spring salmon. 
The second column has been indexed using the "Animal Products· 
column of the Rousseauz Pr1ce IBdlces, 1800-1913, average of 1865 and 
1885 = 100. 
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Table 5.2 
Rentals of the Ta1 Basin 1828 tg 1904 
Rental Indexed Five Rental Indexed Five 
Rental Year Rental Year 
A:sz:er:age A:sz:enge 
(ot) Cot) Cot) Cot) Cot) Cot) 
1828 14,575 16,016 1867 16,853 15,899 15,970 
1829 14,530 16,701 1868 16,966 16,313 15,923 
1830 13,747 15,985 15,403 1869 17,445 16,153 15,959 
1831 13,874 15,246 15,094 1870 17,044 15,929 15,614 
1832 11,629 13,066 14,481 1871 16,382 15,502 15,536 
1833 11,577 14,471 14,032 1872 15,163 14,171 15,719 
1834 10,908 13,635 13,156 1873 17,520 15,927 16,231 
1835 10,857 13,743 12,702 1874 18,942 17,065 16,597 
1836 10,212 10,863 12,020 1875 21,634 18,491 17,639 
1837 10,150 10,798 11,550 1876 19,931 17,331 18,608 
1838 10,285 11,059 11,259 1877 21,127 19,383 19,669 
1839 10,498 11,288 11,323 1878 21,187 20,772 20,475 
1840 11,058 12,287 11,341 1879 21,698 22,369 20,924 
1841 10,846 11,181 11,574 1880 22,518 22,518 20,675 
1842 10,236 10,889 11,704 1881 19,580 19,580 19,874 
1843 10,512 12,223 11. 837 1882 19,222 18,134 19,411 
1844 10,387 11,939 12,006 1883 17,773 16,767 19,395 
1845 10,752 12,954 12,311 1884 19,656 20,057 20,846 
1846 10,100 12,024 12,517 1885 20,417 22,436 22,825 
1847 11,422 12,415 12,624 1886 22,542 26,836 24,325 
1848 12,058 13,251 12,377 1887 22,144 28,030 24,586 
1849 10,730 12,477 12,297 1888 19,655 24,265 24,499 
1850 9,492 11,719 11,807 1889 17,731 21,363 23,336 
1851 9,530 11,622 10,973 1890 17,820 22,000 22,205 
1852 7,973 9,966 10,179 1891 17,237 21,021 22,356 
1853 8,719 9,082 9,633 1892 19,018 22,374 22,977 
1854 9,269 8,504 9,180 1893 21,763 25,015 23,134 
1855 9,978 8,989 9,163 1894 19,578 24,473 23,770 
1856 10,200 9,358 9,667 1895 17,091 22.788 24.124 
1857 10,772 9,883 10,274 1896 17.181 24,199 24,810 
1858 11,487 11,603 11,037 1897 17,869 24,147 26.075 
1859 11,885 11,539 11,784 1898 21,048 28,443 27,374 
1860 13,828 12,804 12,569 1899 22,482 30,797 28,319 
1861 14,010 13,093 13,124 1900 22,549 29,284 29,017 
1862 14,081 13,805 14,198 1901 22,559 28,922 29,054 
1863 14,233 14,377 14,870 1902 22,664 27,639 29,054 
1864 16,742 16.911 15,315 1903 22,902 28,627 
1865 17,618 16,163 15,374 1904 23,099 30,799 
1866 17,465 15,320 16,121 
Source: 7Wenty-Th1rd Report to tbe F1sher1es Board for Scotland, 1904, p xi. 
Indexed using the "animal products" column of the Rousseauz ~1ce Indices, 
1800-1913, average of 1865 and 1885 = 100. 
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rental for 1854 being half that of 1829. Tables 5.1 and 5.2 indicate, as 
the quotation suggests, that a contributory cause for the losses could 
have been rentals being slower to fall than prices. 
The other data is on produce and it is very fragmentary. The 
entire river fisheries suffered during the time of the stake nets in the 
firth as is shown in figure 4.1 (facing p 105). Thereafter (post 1812), 
there was a recovery as indicated in the Burgh of Perth and Kinfauns 
fishings (see tables 4.2 and 4.3, pp 121-124), but neither of these have 
produce figures for the 1820s. The most extensive data for that period 
are the Kinnoull fisheries (table 5.3) which show a recovery in both 
produce and rentals in the aftermath of the Stake Net Cause, but these 
trends had reversed by the beginning of the 1820s, and by 1830 both 
produce and rentals were roughly half what they had been in 1817 (when 
the stake nets were finally removed). All this suggests that, for the 
river fisheries, conditions in terms of produce were adverse from the 
beginning of the century to the time of removal of the stake nets (1812-
1817). This was followed by a relatively brief period over which 
prices, catches and rentals all rose, but though prices and produce had 
started to fall by the mid-1820s, rentals were rather slower to follow 
suit - the Kinnoull rentals did not fall radically until after 1827. If 
these circumstances were indeed widespread throughout the Tay fisheries, 
then they would explain how losses and the generally adverse trading 
conditions came about. As will be suggested in further sections of 
this and the following chapter, the other contributory factors leading to 
the losses were poaching and the introduction of stake nets on the coast, 
both of which further eroded the salmon stock. 
Details of the adverse trading conditions as they affected a 
particular firm are provided by the sequestration of Berry & Bell. This 
was an event of considerable contemporary significance, and the events 
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Table 5,3 
11 nnou 11 Flshlngs Produce and Rentals 1800=1856 
Salmon GrUse Totals Rentals 
(t) 
1800 1,416 577 1,993 270 
1801 1,484 518 2,002 210 
1802 1,263 356 1,619 268 
1803 1,172 413 1,585 259 
1804 862 729 1,591 236 
1805 1,757 383 2,140 270 
1806 722 336 1,058 280 
1807 774 440 1,646 
1808 859 362 1,221 
1809 465 
1814 2,491 2,091 4,582 720 
1815 2,001 1,764 3,765 923 
1816 2,921 4,072 6,993 1,125 
1817 4,788 2,285 7,073 1,081 
1818 3,040 1,596 4,636 992 
1819 2,116 1,591 3,707 1,081 
1820 1,663 1,864 3,527 1,200 
1821 1,483 770 2,253 1,364 
1822 1,538 741 2,279 733 
1823 1,129 1,557 2,686 875 
1824 1,334 1,431 2,765 714 
1825 1,023 1,639 2,662 781 
1826 978 
1827 1,011 
1828 873 2,052 2,925 549 
1829 703 
1830 1,277 2,052 3,329 564 
1831 510 594 1,104 577 
1832 694 632 1,326 590 
1833 477 713 1,190 656 
1834 742 774 1,516 250 
1835 690 1,171 1,861 241 
1836 659 540 1,199 213 
1837 421 684 1,105 234 
1838 457 489 946 237 
1839 484 254 738 237 
1840 464 826 1,290 283 
1841 263 
1842 534 1,039 1,573 271 
1843 655 668 1,323 297 
1844 517 487 1,004 293 
1845 472 778 1,250 307 
1846 638 353 991 306 
[over 
1647 
1848 
1849 
1850 
1851 
1852 
1853 
1854 
1855 
1856 
, ' 
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Rentals 
(t) 
237 
240 
253 
269 
128 
106 
89 
63 
66 
78 
Sources <produce): 1800-1808, 1810 Evidence, pp 147-159. 1814-1828, 
PE 51, bundle 514. 1830-1845, various documents entitled,~ate 
Co1llpariIlfI the Returns for (date) tdth the Averase for the Five Seasons 
precediIlfI 1835, PE 25, various bundles. 1846, PE 25, bundle 91. 
Sources (rentals): 1800-1809, 1810 Evidence, pp 123-124. 1814-1827, 
PE 51, bundle 514. 1828-56, Rental of the River Tayand Its 
Tributaries, Years 1828 to 1858 Inclus1ve. "Extracted from the Minute 
Books and Assessment Rolls of the Proprietors of Salmon Fishings in 
the Tay.· Indexed using the ·animal products· column of the 
Rousseauz Pr1ce Ind1ces, 1800-1913, 1865 and 1885 = 100. 
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prior and subsequent to the sequestration give some further idea of the 
circumstances at' the time. Sometime about 1820 Berry & Bell became 
tacksmen of the Burgh of Perth fishings
'
•• The first hint of trouble 
came in a letter to the Town Council on 4th November 1822 in which James 
Bell asked for an abatement of the rent because of "the great deficiency 
in the produce of these fishings during the last three years." This 
request was presumably not met. for a further letter of 7th July 1823 
asked for the same, adding that Lord Gray was prepared to give an 
abatement on rentals of the Kinfauns fishings held by Berry & Bell. 
provided that other proprietors did the same. On 1st September 1823 
the Council agreed to give an abatement of 10~ for the years 1822 and 
1823. in line with Lord Gray'''. The deepening crisis in the affairs of 
Berry & Bell was further recorded in the Council Minutes of 1st December 
1823 when the Provost reported that he had been visited by Mr William 
Wilson of Berwick. nephew ,to Xr William Berry (Bell's partner), and also 
by Berry's agent" George Turnbull W.S., a Perth lawyer. It would appear 
that there were at least two year's rent outstanding, for Wilson offered 
to pay the rents for the years 1822 and 1823, plus interest, less the 10~ 
abatement. This was agreed to by the council'S. The next development 
came in July 1824 when James Bell was declared bankrupt. Subsequent to 
this Perth Town Council resolved to follow the example of other 
proprietors to' whom Berry & Bell were tacksmen and, "make application to 
the Sheriff for warrant to sequestrate the produce of the fishings in 
security of the rent,". They also took steps to prevent William Berry 
from claiming any of the said produce'? 
Some explanation of the events leading to bankruptcy were given by 
James Bell in his evidence to the Select Committee on the Salmon 
Fisheries of the United Kingdom (1824 Committee) on 10th May 1824, when 
he stated that "the salmon fisheries on the Tay have been decreasing 
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since 1819, the decrease is general and appUes to both the fresh water 
and the tideway.,nlill, He attributed the decUne to the use of stake nets. 
These had been finally removed from the Firth of Tay (then defined as 
west of a l1ne from Buddon Ness to Tentsmuir Point) in 1817, but they 
had been introduced on the coast from 1821". In addition, the 
spasmodic attempts by ,the estuarial tacksmen to circumvent the 
restriction on stake nets, described in III of this chapter, must also 
have had some effect on river catches. Bell also cited the non-
observance of the close-time and insufficient penalties for poaching as 
contributory factors2o • He told the Committee that he was currently 
paying (or to be more accurate not paying) t8000+ of rents on the Tay, 
and a further t1200 on the Tweed. Bell's testimony raises the question 
of why he offered to pay rentals he apparently could not, afford, at a 
time when he bel1eved the produce of the river to be falling. The 
representations made to Perth Town Council by William Wilson and George 
Turnbull on behalf of Villiam Berry suggest dissension within the 
partnership, and Berry clearly wished to sever his connection with the 
Tay part of its activities. But what caused the dissension or led to 
the decline in the fortunes of "James ,Bell" remain veiled"from view. It 
would appear that although adverse trading conditions were significant, 
the downfall of the firm of Berry & Bell was not solely because of any 
deficiency in' the' produce of the Tay, nor the price of salmon. There 
must have been an additional inability on the part of James Bell to take 
account of changes affecting the fisheries, possibly combined with faults 
ofpersonal1ty or competence in the running of the firm itself. 
Nonetheless, the rather protracted death throes of Berry & Bell would not 
have been conducive for that firm to be anything other than rigorous in 
exploiting the fisheries they had in tack and other tacksmen would take 
the same message from the events21 • 
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Berry & Bell were sequestrated in July and for the remainder of the 
fishing season their tacks, on behalf of the three creditors <Burgh of 
Perth, Kinfauns and Pitfour), were managed by Robert Peddie, lawyer and 
town clerk of Perth. Peddie's detailed accounts for this period run to 
nineteen foolscap pages and are summarised in Appendix IV22. These 
accounts also give a clue as to why the number of tacksmen "tended to 
increase after Richardson & Company gave up their monopoly. The capital 
investment in a salmon fishery was principally the title to the right of 
fishing, which was held by the proprietor. In addition the proprietor 
might also provide a lodge for the use of the salmon fishers which would 
automatically be included in the tack230 • 
equipment consisted of cobles and nets. 
The other necessary capital 
If the tacksman were well-
established, like Berry & Bell, they would provide their own. If the 
tacksman did not own cobles or nets, then they might be provided by the 
proprietor for an additional charge, or be hired by the tacksman from 
some other source2~. "This implies that it did not require a great deal 
of capital to become the tacksman of a fishing, provided that a man was 
willing to start out in a modest way. Boats and nets could be hired, 
the rent was paid twice during" the tack, but not in advance. Thus all 
that was required to start was sufficient capital to pay wages and 
running expenses. Later in the century there is more evidence to 
suggest that it was quite usual for individuals or small partnerShips of 
salmon fishers'to take a tack for a season. If this were the case, then 
the multiplication of tacksmen would certainly lead to greater dangers 
from over-fishing. 
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III - The Cont1nuing Conflict Between River ODd Estuary 
Although the estuarial proprietors and the stake net tacksmen lost 
their case in the courts in 1812, they continued to campaign for 
legalisation of the stake nets, or some return to the status qua Gte 
which had brought such prosperity to their fishings:2Eo. Concurrently 
they and their tacksmen sought to devise methods of fishing' which would 
be both effective and legal in the eyes of the law as it then stood. 
There were thus two areas of activity in which the estuarial proprietors 
were involved and in which their adversaries were the river proprietors: 
first, a propaganda campaign to have the law altered and, second, in 
seeking' modes of fishing that would be efficient and legal under the 
existing law. The river proprietors, for their part, were adamant that 
there should be no change in the law and were constantly vigilant to 
prevent any new variant of net being introduced. 
For the purposes of propaganda the lower heri tors relied on two 
full-length books to make their case2 &. One relied heavily on evidence 
presented during the Stake Net Cause, and the other drew on evidence 
presented to· the 1824 Committee. As both the Stake Jet Cause and the 
1824 Committee are dealt with elsewhere (see Chapters Four and Six, 
respectively> it is not ~ecessary to rehearse further these arguments, 
suffice it-that both events were interpreted in such a way as to endorse 
the legalisation of the stake net. Lobbying activity on behalf of stake 
nets' was resumed - in August 1823 when Perth Town Council noted with 
disquiet an Act of the Convention of Royal Burghs of the previous month, 
proposing alterations to the laws on salmon fishing to allow again the 
use of stake nets in estuaries27 • The following year saw counter-
propaganda in the form of a pamphlet putting the case of the river 
proprietors against, the reintroduction of stake nets28 • A second, 
briefer pamphlet, originated about the same time and similarly fulminated 
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against such proposals:2'i1 • The continuing need for vigilance against 
pressure from stake net supporters was shown 'again in 1827 when Perth 
Town Council was forced to petition Parliament, -against a Bill recently 
introduced by Xr Kennedy that would allow stake nets in the estuaries of 
rivers."31o Later in the same month, Robert Buist, in his capacity 
Trade's Baillie on Perth Town Council <and as a partner in Gray, 
Richardson & Company> sent two public letters, to the Provost of Dundee 
complaining about the Provost's proposal to organise a petition in favour 
of stake nets:;' 1 • Later, in a private letter to Alex Xackenzie, Writer, 
Perth, Buist made plain how his personal interest as a tacksman would be 
affected. His prophecy was dire: -If it [Kennedy's Billl passes, our 
occupation here as salmon fishers is gone. A few men fishing for their 
daily bread may occupy a few of the best fishings, but rent is out of the 
question.- - In other words, he saw the demise of the tacksman in the 
river fisheries32 • 
Another matter of increasing concern after 1821 was the 
introduction of stake nets on the sea coast. The shores of the lower 
estuary of the River Tay, below Broughty Ferry, were not greatly different 
in character from the sea coasts. It was, therefore, a logical step for 
the stake net tacksmen, excluded from the firths, to seek out other parts 
of the coast where -they could erect their nets without legal hindrance. 
Their success in this gave rise to alarm among the river proprietors, who 
sought to have the ban on stake nets extended to all such nets, no matter 
where they were situated. A legal opinion on the matter was that the 
right of river proprietors to challenge the use of stake nets in the sea 
rested upon two questions: whether-the stake nets were illegal in the sea, 
and whether the stake· nets in the sea were injurious to the river 
proprietors. With regard to the first question, it was recalled that the 
previous case against stake nets had rested on the point that fixed 
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engines were illegal in rivers, and it had then to be proved that an 
estuary was part of a river, this admitted that fixed engines were legal 
in the sea. As to the second question, the interests of the river 
proprietors were undoubtedly harmed since fish caught in the stake nets 
would otherwise have ascended the rivers~3. 
To appreciate the attempts by the estuarial proprietors to evade the 
existing law it is necessary to bear in mind that in 1812 the Courts had 
ruled against: "the use of yalrs, stake nets, OR DTHER llACHHERY OF THE 
SAllE KATllRE""' (original italics) It became necessary, -therefore, to 
devise a net that was not "of the same nature" in the eyes of the law, 
but which was capable of catching fish among the sand banks of the 
firth. In the immediate aftermath of the decision in the Stake let 
Cause, this involved avoiding the use of stakes, and instead stretching 
the net (which was renamed a "bag net") from the shore floated on corks 
or bladders, weighted on the underside and secured to a'large stone or 
anchor some way offshore. Faced with this new threat to their near-
monopoly, the river' proprietors presented a bill of suspension and 
interdict against what they saw as an evasion of the Court's previous 
finding. The Court found for the pursuers, and the defendants were 
interdicted from catching salmon "by .maws of My other fued Dl2c1J1nery, 
or BY AU DTHER XoDE OF F1SHIIG TJIAX THE ORDIIARY VAT OF NET AND 
COBLB- (original italics). With bag nets declared illegal the estuarial 
proprietors and their tacksmen adopted an alternative called a "pock net", 
and also adapted the croy used in the river for use in the firth~4. 
These devices must> have had some success, for the river proprietors 
sought to have them banned in a case that came to court in 1820. The 
pock nets were quite specifically, nnot those as used on the Forth" (which 
were 1ega1> , but "large bags, composed of netting about fifteen feet long, 
and. when stretched out, about six feet in diameter." The mouth of the 
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net was kept open by poles, with the upper edge floated with corks, and 
the lower edge weighted. The pock was located at the end of another 
stretch of net acting as a "leader", which would also have had corks and 
weights, the whole forming a semi-circle concave to the direction from 
which the fish were expected to come. 
land or deep-water end of the leader. 
The pock could be either at the 
A coble with a man onboard was 
stationed near the pock and if he observed fish entering the' net, he 
would close the entrance, draw up the pock, and remove the fish. The 
process was not dissimilar to the toot net, but it was in fact a 
variation of the bag net. The croys complained of by the river 
proprietors were used by John Bell on the Scotscraig fishings at Ferry-
port-on-Craig 'which, being in tidal waters, involved two croys. The 
pursuers' case was upheld by the courts and an interdict granted against 
the defenders preventing them "from erecting or using in future the 
machinery or apparatus foresaid, or any other fixed-machinery, or lHJy 
f1s1Jintr apparatus whatever, except net IHJd coble, for the purpose of 
catching salmon." (original ital1csPs. The courts were clearly trying 
to draw yet tighter their definition of a net, to prevent any possible 
variation of a stake net slipping through. 
Despite this, the lower proprietors remained determined to get some 
sort of return from their fishings, and pock nets were again introduced 
to the Tay in 1826, some apparently up to 200 yards in length. The 
users were largely the same people 'as had been interdicted in 1820. 
Their success in having them accepted on this occasion was no greater 
than it had been previously. About the same time, a further variation of 
the bag net was tried, called a "sale net". This was very similar to the 
pock net, except that the pock was replaced at the end of the leader by a 
chamber of netting which was open at the top. Sole nets could extend up 
to 300 yards from the shore with the deep-water end fixed in the channel 
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by an anchor or stake3 .... As soon as the use of these devices was 
known, the river proprietors once more successfully applied for a bill of 
suspension and interdict37 • Use of the sole net seems to have survived 
this initial interdict, for on June 14th 1832 the massed ranks of the 
river proprietors were again seeking suspension and interdict against 
John Bell of Ferry-port-on-Craig for employing one at the Panmure 
fishings. The pursuers' case contained a querulous resu.~ of events 
from 1812 onwards. Since the imposition of the ban on stake nets, the 
pursuers noted, "the tenants of the lower heritors have been exerting 
their ingenuity in order to evade it. By changing, in some respects, the 
construction of their engines, and above all, by changing their nam~ they 
have contrived from time to time to raise questions with the complainers 
with regard to the app11cation of the final judgement." However, they 
had not been successful, and interdicts had been granted "automatically" 
in recent years. John Bell's claim that he was using a toot net, not a 
sole net, was of no avail and he was finally interdicted in 183538 • 
Other cases about the same time all came to a similar conclusion. 
It is evident from the preceding quotation that by the 1830s 
interdicts were being taken against tenants only, there being no mention 
of proprietors. But, although the estuarial proprietors had apparently 
ceased to involve themselves directly in the expense of defending the 
imposition of an interdict, the impression that they were no longer 
involved in seeking to defy the ruling of the courts cannot be seriously 
entertained. 
their fishings. 
proprietors to 
proprietors. 
They remained as concerned as their tenants to revive 
Of interest is the ambiguous attitude of the river 
the use of croys and pot nets by the estuarial 
Both the Earls of Kinnoull and Mansfield had countenanced 
their use by their own tenants in 181039 , but the names of Kinnoull and 
Xansfield were among the pursuers seeking interdict against John Bell for 
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using crays at Scotscraig in 1820. It would seem that having achieved a 
favourable decision in the Stake Net Cause. the river proprietors were not 
prepared, apart from the net & coble and toot nets, to allow the use of 
any type of net which would be effective in the conditions found in the 
firth. This attitude even applied to the crude and ineffective stage 
nets. which had been employed from time immemorial along the south shore 
of the estuary up to the second half of the eighteenth century40. 
Attempts to reintroduce them had been met with the threat of interdict41 , 
Of all the divisive forces apparent among those participating in·the 
Tay fisheries that between the river and estuarial proprietors was the 
strongest and the most damaging. Inevitably, this lack of agreement 
meant that no one person or group was able or prepared to take an 
overview of the interests of the Tay fisheries as a whole. In this 
instance. the lack of common purpose was not to the immediate detriment 
of the salmon stock, as has been suggested was the case with the 
competition among tacksmen. Indeed, by preventing effective fishing ·in 
the estuary, the salmon stock of the river was preserved to a greater 
extent than it would have been otherwise. But, by their attitude, the 
river proprietors had created a situation' in which there was a 
permanently aggrieved minority of proprietors, whose participation in the 
fisheries was kept to a minimum by constant vigilance and constant 
resort to the law. Thus the possibility of a consensus view emerging on 
any matter concerning the fisheries was the more remote. On the other 
hand, the controversies aroused by attempts to re-introduce stake nets 
did at least create an awareness of the dangers of over-fishing and of 
the need· for some degree of conservation. 
was strong enough to generate action. 
By the 1820s this awareness 
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IV - Poaching 
The one matter that apparently united the various witnesses 
appearing before the 1824 Committee was their concern at the prevalence 
of poaching and the ineffectiveness of the laws against it. However. as 
the evidence made clear. many of those who made complaint were 
themsel ves guilty of poaching. One of the matters which many of the 
witnesses were trying to establish in their evidence was that there had 
been a decline in the produce of the Tay fisheries and this was often 
ascribed by them to poaching and non-observance of ' the close-time. The 
distinction between these was a fine one. resting largely upon the status 
of the persons involved. If a tacksman. possibly in conjunction with 
some of his fellows. decided to extend the legally defined fishing season 
by "washing the nets" for a week or so at the fishings of which they 
were tacksmen. then this was non-observance of ·the close-time. If. 
however. a salmon fisher or some other person took a salmon without the 
proprietors' leave. in or out of the fishing season. then this was 
poaching. The lack of a right to fish at dDy time appears to have been 
the criteria for outright poaching. This general tendency to extend the 
netting season may be seen as yet another example of the pressure to 
intensify fishing by tacksmen. 
The part played by the fishing proprietors in all this is 
significant: it is difficult to imagine that a tacksman could carryon for 
a week or so "washing the nets". without this being observed by the 
proprietor or his factor. If no action were taken. as was apparently 
the case. this suggests at least tacit complicity. with the further 
pOSSibility· that the unofficial extension of the season had been allowed 
for in the rent. Where fish1ngs were of no commercial value (e.g. on the 
upper river beyond the mouth of the Isla). the proprietors appeared quite 
unconcerned who fished their waters or when. The virtual annihilation 
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of breeding fish on some of the upper spawning beds of the Tay by the 
use of both nets and leisters is an example of this attitude. 
The ineffectiveness of the law against poaching and the attitudes 
thus engendered, are explained by the penalties for the first two offences 
being too lenient, and the penalty for the third offence being too severe, 
because of this the law was not enforced. The fine for the first 
offence was believed to be l6d. or l8d. Scots (1.3d or 1.5d. sterling>, 
and the penalty for the third offence was variously described as 
"imprisonment", "banishment", or "death". The lack of unanimity was 
eloquent testimony to it never being imposed. George Little of Annan, 
was adamant that the law was ineffective against poaChing. He claimed 
that a night's poaching' could result in the poacher taking 50 or 60 
salmon, worth ~20 or t30, against which any fine was trifling. It was 
Little's case that it was the value of the salmon that provided the 
encouragement to poaching • 
•• ; since the fhh have been sent regularly to the London 
market frol Scotland, ••• salmon has become of great value 
even close to thl fisheries, The general establishment of 
coaches over the kingdom has likewise aided in rahing the 
price of lallon: forlerly we could only lit slllDon It a 
filhery, "' but now there is not I town in England, in which 
you cannot have fish as regularly as you can have it at any 
fishery", thus, the eoachel running over the kingdolD have 
added very Iiterially to the increase in the value of salmon, 
and it is an objet t nOIf for a man to go It night and get 
hilllSelf wet, in order to get a 1I1IIon; a IIhon is of IOU 
value, and killing forty or fifty lallDon is a considerable lum 
to I poor lin, and to be fi ned onl y the s ta ted pena lty is 
nothing at 111£3, 
Little's conclusion was that the law was deficient in protecting the 
breeding fish, partly because of the smallness of the penalties for the 
first and second offences, and partly because the penalty of death for 
the third offence was "too much again, that a man should forfeit his 
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life.1I43 The other particular legal shortcoming complained of was that 
there was no attempt to prosecute those dealing in salmon during the 
Kelts or "foul fish" were meant to be protected by the 
law but, as noted above, many of the tacksmen had allowed their employees 
to take the kelts as aperquisite4S • 
The generally cavalier . attitude towards the poaching laws is well 
illustrated by the case of James Gillies. G1llies was 36 years of age 
when he gave evidence to the Select Committee, and he had been a salmon 
fisher, l.e. an employee of tacksman, since the age of ten"''''. As an 
employee, his observations on poaching were from a different viewpoint. 
It was Gillies' opinion that, due to the lack of penalt1es, all and sundry 
took salmon when they pleased. He claimed to have seen 250 salmon 
lying in Alexander Campbell's cellar 1n the Kirkgate in Perth during 
September 1820, part of a regular trade in poached salmon. Be admitted 
to poaching h1mself during the close-time along with others who were 
salmon fishers during the season, "up to 50 fish per night." Be claimed 
there had been an increase in poaching due to the bad example set by the 
tacksmen in f1shing beyond the end of the season. The only person to 
take a stand against this fishing in close-time appeared to have been the 
proprietor, James Richardson of P1tfour who in 1821 had gone to 
Edinburgh to secure an interdict and have the fishing after the end of 
the season stopped. Asked by the Select Committee about agreements 
among the tacksmen to extend their fishing into close-time, Gillies 
stated that it was not widespread to fish before the official opening of 
the season, though it had been done for a number of years at the Linn of 
Campsie, but as to fishing after the end of the season, "all the companies 
in Perth agree to do the same.""'? Gillies had also been employed as a 
Watcher on the upper part of the Tay and Loch Tay during the close-time. 
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He described finding the local people blazing the water and spearing the 
spawning fish on the redds4 &. ' 
The evidence on poaching is a clear indictment of the river 
tacksmen, the salmon fishers, and by implication the river proprietors. 
For them all, the pressure to have more productive f1sh1ngs outwe1ghed 
their obligation to remain within the law, albeit laws discredited by 
desuetude. The only group who do not appear to have been guilty of 
poaching were the stake net tacksmen, who operated in the estuary between 
1797 and 1817. This may have been because they were all strictly law-
abiding, but it is relevant to point out that as the stake net fishing did 
not start until Xay, they could hardly fish before the start of the 
season. Also, the stake nets were prominent objects, impossible to hide. 
Thus a continuation of their use atter the end of the fishing season 
would have been a very public transgression of the law4 '. 
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Y - Prappsals tgr Legislatign 
During the first three decades of the nineteenth century the Tay 
salmon fisheries were at the centre of much" controversy. The stake nets 
had created sudden and unprecedented prosperity for the fishings of the 
estuarial proprietors, then the judgement of 1812 reversed this Situation, 
and the prosperity was transferred back to the river proprietors. The 
duration of this prosperity was, however, brief: by the 1820s it had 
apparently evaporated producing a catalogue of losses, the most serious 
being the bankruptcy of Berry & Bell. These losses arose from a 
combination of high rentals, excessive poaching that depleted the salmon 
stock, coastal stake nets, and the intermittent use of stake net 
substitutes in the firth. The two enduring features of the era were the 
dispersion of the fisheries among a growing number of tacksmen with 
increasing competition among them to secure a share of the produce on 
the one hand and, on the other, a battle by the estuarial proprietors and 
their tacksmen to avoid the interdicts of the river proprietors. The 
consequence of the first was to put pressure on tacksmen to look to the 
short-term maximisation of the return on" their tacks, and this in turn 
led-to forms of behaviour generally considered to be detrimental to the 
overall welfare of the fisheries, in particular, a general disregard of 
the law laying down the start of the annual close-time. The consequence 
of the second was a constant resort to the courts, and permanent division 
among proprietors. There was, however, one favourable outcome from these 
times: a growing realisation of the need' for conservation of the salmon 
stocks. 
The agitation for legislation to regulate the salmon fisheries 
ultimately bore fruit in the 1820s60 • The build-up to it began in 1822 
with an initiative by the riVer propdetors who promoted a Bill for 
regulating the fishings on the Tay& 1 • The initiative, which progressed 
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no further than a set of proposals, was called the B1ll far Regulat1ll8 
aDd lBprov1ll8 the Bahan F1sheries 1n the River Tay aDd the Rjvers and 
streaJIIs Ilumt1ll[f into the &u.e. The main proposals were: 
i that the close-time be altered to run from 5th September to 1st 
January (it was at the time from 26th August to 10th December); 
ii the buying and selling of salmon in close-time to be strictly 
prohibited; 
iii salmon spawn or "fry· not to be taken; 
iv no objects to be placed in the river to prevent the run of salmon; 
v boats and nets to be removed from the river during close-time; 
vi pot nets to be banned; 
vii leisters to be used only with a licence; 
viii water bailiffs to be appOinted (this would have legalised the status 
qua on the Tay): 
ix the costs of administering the legislation to be· born by a levy on 
the fishing proprietors52 • 
As a Bill promoted by the river proprietors, this was clearly a 
piece of legislation favourable to their interests, and it is of 
considerable significance to note that the clauses were clearly 
conservational in intent. Although not an outright admission that there 
was over-fishing by legitimate commercial methods <1.e. net & coble), here 
was a clear statement of concern that too great inroads were being made 
into the salmon stock. The proposals of 1822 went no further, and the 
legislation of ·1828 and evidence presented to the Select Committees of 
the House of Commons which led up to it will be discussed in the next 
chapter. 
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iBPEREICBS 
1. See p 106 ff. 
2. In 1807 the Seggieden fishing stations consisted of Claybrae, 
Thornie and Flukie. The disbursements for Claybrae included the 
following: 
4 men's wages ~ 14s. per week (for 28 weeks) 
11 bollsf of coals 
4 pairs of boots ~ lOs. per pair 
1 net with ropes 
12 new corks 
9 new net cloths ~ 3s. 8~d. each 
1 pair of oars' 
t s d 
78 8 
2 18 2 
2 
1 10 
1 
1 13 4~ 
5 
Other items included twine (9 2s. 6d. per quarter <28Ibs), ropes, wear 
and tear on two boats and "1 ancor lost or stole from bot" • 
• 1 boll = 212 11tres dry measure. 
The produce of Claybraewas as follows: 
st. lb. t s d 
February 7 salmon = 4 11 ~ 20s. per stone. 4 13 9 
March 31 = 29 9 ~ 16s.} 
April 32 = 26 11 ~ 16s.} 44 14 
May 23 = 18 14 ~ lOs. 9 8 9 
June 48 = 40 14 ~ 8s. 16 7 
July 85 = 81 9 ~ 6s. } 
August 6 = 4 15 ~ 6s.} 25 19 
119 grllse = 27 10 ~ 5s. § la lli 
t108 o 7~ 
Segg1eden, bundle 13. 
'The Scots stone remained equal to 16 1bs until the Act 5 Geo. IV. 
c. 74 of 1824, which established the uniformity of we1ghts and 
measures for the United Kingdom and reduced the stone to 14lbs. 
The Concise Scots Dictionary, P 817. 
3. Kinnoull, bundle 363. 
4. See Chapter One, note 78. 
5. It may be noted that the Council's objection was not framed in terms 
of damage to the ex1sting fishings, but rather the dang~r to 
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shipping. This was because, although their concern was with the 
potential damage to the produce of the Ships station, the Council 
had no powers to regulate fisheries. They were, however, 
·Conservators of the Tay· with the responsibility of keeping the 
channel free for navigation. It would thus have been easier for 
them to object to Lord Gray's developments in that capacity. 
PE 1/1/8,'p 245. 
6. PE 16, Bundle 664. 
1. The firm of Gray, Richardson & Company was formed in 1808 to 
operate as salmon tacksmen on the Tay. The partners were Andrew 
Gray and Patrick Richardson. There is no recorded connection 
between Patrick Richardson and the Richardsons of Pitfour. Over 
time the company extended its activities until it became one of the 
major tacksmen on the Tay. Robert Buist was at first an employee 
of the company, but subsequently became one of the partners. 
1826 it was known simply as Gray & Company. 
8. PE 51, bundle 288. 
After 
9. Thomas Proudfoot of Walnut Grove, sometime superintendent of the 
watchers (see Chapter Two, note 15 and bfra, note 48) was one of 
the more important tacksmen on the Tay during the early years of 
the nineteenth century. 
10. 1b1d. bundle 392. 
This was confirmed by another witness, Adam Taylor, who had worked 
for Rannie at Ladyhole during the 1833 season. There had been the 
usual ten men in the Ladyhole crew, but only five men and then a 
sixth at Langlaw. Taylor deponed that the Ladyhole fishers took 
consecutive shots because the Langlaw fishers could not keep up. 
Yet another witness, Peter Ferguson, noted that there was an added 
complication as the Ladyhole on the north shore was immediately 
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adjacent to the Venture station, probably within 100 yards. Being 
so close, Ladyhole and the Venture had to row off together, 
otherwise their nets would have become entangled. This reduced 
their flexibility vIs-a-vIs the station on the opposite shore. 
Rogers claimed that because the Langlaw fishers could not keep up. 
he had frequently seen the nets of all three stations in the water 
at the same time, something which "staff on land" was designed to 
avoid. 
11. The Rashbush station, one of the Pitfour fishings on the north shore 
below Cairnie pier, had a longer shot than the Carpow station 
opposite. The result was that Rashbush could not keep pace with 
Carpow. The former had two boats, two nets and two crews, but the 
latter used a third boat, net and men. The same applied at Cairnie 
and the Girnal, which were just above Rashbush and Carpow 
respectively. Because Cairnie had a longer tow, an extra boat was 
put on "when the fish were plenty" in order not to lose a shot. 
ibId. bundle 392. 
12. Other figures giving further losses during the 1830s and 1840s are 
also given in the document. 
PE 25, Bundle 54. 
Robert Buist (died 1868) played an important role in the Tay salmon 
fisheries during the first half of the nineteenth century. He is 
first mentioned as an employee of Gray, Richardson & Company, but 
he latterly became a partner in that company (supra note 7.). He 
was also a tacksman on his own account on the Tay and on the coast, 
he being the first person to use a stake net on the coast in 1821 
(1nfra note 19). As well as being a tacksman, Buist was also 
superintendent of the watchers on the Tay for some thirty years, a 
member of Perth Town Council and of the Glovers Incorporation. 
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After his retiral from superintendent of the watchers he was in 
charge of the Stormontfield Hatchery and published reports on the 
work there in The Field under the Dam de plUJIe "Peter of the Pools". 
He also published . a book Tbe Star7llODtfield Piscicultural 
lbcperuents. His brother, Andrew Buist, was also a tacksman. 
Death of Mr Robert Buist 
Dn Saturday last died, at the ripe old age of 82 years, 
Mr Robert Buist of Perth, Mr Buht, in company with lOll! 
others, at one time rented nearly the whole of the Tay 
fisheries, and, by keeping an accurate register of every 
salmon and grilse killed in the Tay for a number of years, the 
lass of evidence he collected in the shape of statistics hal 
formed a textbook for ulman legislation for a quarter of a 
century, The knowledge he acqui red of the habi h of the 
salmon, and his great activity combined with his sterling 
honesty, caused him to be appointed superintendent of the Tay 
fisheries about the year 1840, The services rendered by I'Ir 
Buist to the cause of natural history as regards the sallon 
were considerable, Following in the steps of Shaw and Young, 
he was able, in common with those associated with him in the 
Stormontfilld Ixperilents to make clear much of the hiltory of 
the young of saillon which was hitherto unsettled, The 
establishment of the Stormontfield ponds, and the luccels 
·which athnded them, were chiefly owing to his energy, On 
this great undertaking we need not particularise, as our 
readers have already had the fullest possible information 
respecting H, from time to tile, from the pen of Mr Buist 
himself, who for many years contributed to our columns under 
the modest no. de plume of 'Peter of the Pools', The deaths 
of Andrew Young, I'Ir Ffennell, and Mr Buist, with the 
retirement of I'Ir Eden frOID In active participation in the 
labour of our Iliion reformerl, has left a gap in their ranks 
which it will be hard indeed adequately even to fill up, 
The Field, 3rd October 1868. 
13. Venatar, Tbe FIeld, 18th October 1868. 
14.. In the name of John Bell, James Bell's son, with Bell senior as 
cautioner. 
As well as his son John, who was the nominal tacksman of the Burgh 
of Perth fishings in 1824, James Bell also had two sons in London 
"acting as his agents" (see Appendix IV, table IV/5, note 5), His 
clerk at Perth was called George Bell (see Appendix IV, table IV/4) , 
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though whether he was a relative is not stated. His foreman 
Wil11am Bell was not a relat1ve. The 1ce bought from Aberdeen (see 
Appendix IV tables IV /4 and IV 16) was from the firm of Alexander 
Bell, who became tacksman of the Burgh of Perth f1sh1ngs 1n 1830 by 
subsetting them from the f1rm of (Xathew) Bell & Dav1s. It was 
Bell & Davis who succeeded to the Burgh of Perth f1sh1ngs 1n 1825. 
It would be interesting to know what connections, if any, there were 
among this tribe of Bells, but nothing is known beyond James Bell's 
immediate family. 
15. PE 1/1/8, pp 366, 402, 410. 
16. In paying off the outstanding rents, W111iaIII Berry was apparently 
trying to end his association with James Bell and with Berry & 
Bell's activities on the River Tay. In a letter to the Town Council 
on his behalf, George Turnbull wrote, "Mr Berry has now no concern 
in the fishings of the Tay belonging to the City of Perth held by 
Ir John Bell and Mr James Bell as his cautioner, and the City will 
look to them alone for payment of their rents.'" The council were 
not, however, agreeable to this, being adamant that the tacksmen of 
their fishings remained the firm of Berry & Bell, no matter what 
Changes may have been made in the private arrangements between the 
partners, and that the tack had 'one more year to run, i.e. the 1824 
season. 
1. ibid. P 436. 
17. Ibid. P 468. 
18. P:1rst Report, p 19. 
19. Robert Buist was first to erect a coastal stake net at Dunninald 
oro 70 53) south of Montrose in 1821. A. Russel: Tbe Salmon, 
Edinburgh, 1864, p 189. 
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20. In these latter complaints, Bell showed considerable audacity, for in 
other evidence presented to the 1824 Committee, he was named as 
both buying and fishing for salmon in close-time. 
21. What appears to have been the final episode in the sequestration of 
Berry & Bell is contained in an item from the Perth Town Council 
minutes of 10th December 1828. It was noted that the Council had 
received a letter from George Turnbull offering £800 from the estate 
of the deceased William Berry in payment of the Town's claim 
against him. This was accepted by the Council. 
PE 1/1/9, P 364. 
22. PE 25, Bundle 91. 
A significant omission from Peddie's accounts is any reference to 
the kitting of salmon. The kitting of salmon must have continued 
beyond the beginning of the nineteenth century for it is known that 
Little & Company, the stake net tacksmen had built boiling houses 
about 1800. But at some time during the second decade of the 19th 
century kitting must have been superseded by preservation in ice, 
for the accounts indicate that the latter method was being used to 
preserve the fish right up to the end of the season. 
23. Where the proprietor owned the fishings only, and not the land to 
which the fishings were er adv~ then the lodge might be built on 
ground rented from another landowner. This was the case with 
Richardson of Pitfour who rented ground on the North Inch at Perth 
from Perth Town Council for a lodge for the Poldrait fishers. 
Perth Town Council in their turn rented land at Incherrat from Hay 
of Seggieden for the Incherrat fishers. 
24. An example is provided by the "Articles and Conditions of Roup and 
Let of Scotscraig Salmon Fishings 1821". The tacksman was obliged 
to: 
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takl and ricilvi thl wholl boat., nit., coblel, ltc, presently 
belonging to tht fishings and that a valuation to ba made by 
ho neutral IIIn, one to be chosen by the proprietor and the 
other by the tacksman, and the latter shall be obliged to pay 
the proprietor the value of the articles 50 appraised within 3 
months of the valuation; But declaring that at the expiry of 
the lease, the said Mr Dalgleish [the proprietor] '" shall be 
obliged to take and receive the said whole boats, nets, 
cobles, etc, at a valuation by two neutral men," 
Tayfield, box 41, bundle 1. 
25. Some idea of the economic impact following from the banning of 
26. 
stake nets 1n the parish of Balmer1no 1s given by James Campbell 
in his Babaer1110 IUJd 1ts Abbey. "In this Parish the loss 
sustained by the abolition [of stake nets] was estimated to amount 
to t1000 or t1200 annually to the proprietors, and t1000 in the 
shape of :fishermen'S wages." In the light of such sums, the 
desire on the part of the estuarial proprietors and their tacksmen 
to devise effective, but legal methods of catching salmon is easy 
to comprehend. 
James Campbell: Baher1110 IUJd 1ts Abbey, Edinburgh, 1899, 
pp 595-596. 
Both of these were anonymous. The first was, Dbservations 
RfWlU'd11ltI The SaJJ.01J F1shery of ScotllJIld. Especially ",lth 
RefereJJce to the stake-let Xode of F1shhJg; Tbe Regulati01J of the 
Close-Tae; alld the Necess1ty of a Leglslat1ve Rev1sal of the 
Alltiquated Scots Statutes at 1Tesent App11cable to Tbese Subjects, 
Edinburgh, 1824, the second was, All l11qu1ry 1Ilto the lTesellt state 
alld lfetUJs of u.prov11l8 the SaJJ.01J Fisher1es: I11Clud11ltI a DJ.sest of 
the Ev1dence taken by a Select CCDldttee of the Hause of Cam.llfOllS, 
London, 1827. 
27. PE 1/1/8, P 406. 
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28. This was called, BtateJJent Relative to the Fisheries in the River 
TaT, published in Edinburgh in 1824. It amounted to 36 pages of 
text, unoriginal in argument and assertion, with the exception of 
an acknowledgement of the case for the preservation of the species: 
·some bounds should be set to the rapacity of mankind in their [the 
salmon] destruction. If ingenuity were sufficiently exerted, no 
one can doubt the possibility of intercepting and destroying every 
single fish which may enter the river.· Both sides in the 
conflict over stake nets sought to associate their case with the 
preservation of salmon, but there is little doubt that the principal 
consideration in both cases was the protection of their income-
generating property. This was made clear in the pamphlet which 
suggested that, if Kennedy's Bill (a specific proposal to legalise 
stake nets) were successful, compensation should be paid to the 
river proprietors for the loss of rentals that this would entail. 
It cited as precedent the compensation paid to clan chiefs for the 
abolition of Heritable Jurisdictions after 1745 and that more 
recently paid to the proprietors of mills for the loss of thirlage. 
For the rest, the pamphlet restated the arguments made during the 
Stake Net Cause or before the Select Committee of the House of 
Commons in 1824, one of these being that the best measure of the 
worth of a fishing was the rent offered (see also Chapter Seven, 
II>. 
TBP I bundle 41. 
29. The arguments were largely as unoriginal as its title, statement as 
to the Bahan Fisheries of the River Tay. It was much more brief 
than the' 1824 pamphlet, and provided a succinct resUJII~ of the 
anti-stake net case. It did, however, touch on the matter of 
conservation by scorning the idea that the produce of the river 
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would necessarily be penaanently increased by the legal1sation of 
stake nets. This was a valid point, for although the stake nets 
had increased the produce of the Tay according to the statistics 
presented during the Stake Net Cause (see table 3.2, p 89, and 
figure 3.2b, P 90), the period of their use was relatively short, 
and the increase could not be claimed to be permanent on the 
evidence of so brief a time. Indeed, it could be argued that if 
the quantities of fish being caught during the stake net period 
amounted to over-f1shing, which would ult1mately have led to a 
reduction of the produce of the River Tay. The anonymous 
author(s) did not, however, proceed further to make the 
conservationist case for the protect1on of the species. 
A good proport1on of the text of this second pamphlet was 
devoted to the iniquities of transferring property from one group 
of proprietors to another, though why the property of one group 
should be sacrosanct was not explained. The preservation of 
vested interests is implicit in very negative arguments put 
forward. 
Even if the public were to benef U [frolll the 
reintroduction of the stake netsl, surely it were a departure 
frOIl the salutary rules hitherto acted on by Parlial'llent, to 
cut down the vested rights of private parties without 
lndemni fication; but lIuch lIore would U be an lC t of the 
greatest injustice to do this lerely to transfer these rights 
to a new class of speCUlators. 
Seggieden, bundle 28. 
30. PE 1/1/9, P 154. 
31. Buist's letters do not add much light to the debate, they rehearsed 
the assertions he was to make the following month in his evidence 
to The Committee on the Bill for the lore Effectual Preservation 
and Increase of the Breed of Salmon (1827 Committee). For 
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perusal by the general public, these were simplified to the 
argument that "the stake nets cannot furnish a greater or cheaper 
supply [of salmon] than is done by the present modes of fishing." 
As a tacksman, Buist was not concerned about conservation, but was 
intent to show that there had been no loss to the food. supply 
since the stake nets had been removed. Buist, as a member of 
Perth Town Council, showed its preoccupation when he wrote "were 
stake nets allowed, t10,OOO of yearly rent would be transferred 
from the upper to the lower heritors, and the Town of Dundee would 
thus obtain the greatest and perhaps the only object of their 
petition, the transference of t1000 a year from the City of Perth's 
to the Town of Dundee's revenue." 
PE 25, bundle 89. 
32. PE 16, bundle 57. 
His letter continued, "The Stakers are now enlisting the London 
Press in their favour, and have been moving heaven and earth to 
accomplish their purpose. Let us therefore strain every nerve and 
oppose them with all the anxiety of persons contending for their 
last Stakes." 
Buist clearly liked to have it both ways: in 1821 he was the one to 
first introduce stake nets to the coast (supra note 19), but in 
1827 he was fulminating against their re-introduction to the 
estuary. 
33. TBP, bundle 24. 
Second Division, 13th January 1829, PH 15, bundle 425. 
34. For further details on croys, see p 47. 
35. Second Division, 13th january 1829, PH 15, bundle 425. 
36. At the outer end, the net was turned back upon itself in a hook-
shape to which a floor of netting or "sole" was attached. To this 
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sole was further attached a netting door or apron. The sole net 
was worked by three men: one in a coble (the sight boat) at the 
outer end to watch for fish entering the chamber; another nearer 
the shore on the upstream side of the net in another coble (the 
haul boat), to close the door at a signal from the watcher; and a 
third on the shore to pull a rope that opened the door after the 
trapped fish had been removed. 
37. Second Division, 13th January 1829, PE 15, bundle 425. 
38. Outer House, 14th June 1832; TBP, bundle 34. 
39. PE 51, bundle 288. See also supra pp 129-130. 
40. See p 48. 
41. First Report, p 43. 
42. 1bId. pp 117-118. 
43. 1bId. P 119. 
44. See also Chapter Six, note 25. 
45. See p 173. 
46. Gillies' involvement with Thomas Proudfoot at the Duppl1n cruive 
has already been noted, Chapter Two, note 15. 
47. First Report, p 134. 
48. Gillies' own poaching had been done nearer to Perth. Asked if he 
had ever been involved in taking salmon in close-time for Thomas 
Proudfoot, he replied that he had. 
He came to me one night lany years ago, and took me out of Iy 
bed, and Slid he understood there WIS I number of salmon in 
the louth of the Almond; and I said there was a good deal 
leaping about it; he said thd if I would go along and fish 
with hil, that he would lanufacture the fish and send the I to 
Edinburgh, ••• we went about two liles for another man, and we 
took a net, and all we got was only four trouts, 
Had that part of the river been fished before? 
It was fished the night before, 
Were you one of the people that fished the night before? 
I was one of them, 
How many did you get the night before? 
I dare lay upwards of a hundred. 
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Then Mr Proudfoot was very disappointed? 
He was at the t1me. 
1I.B. this is the same Thomas Proudfoot who was appointed the first 
superintendent of the watchers, a literal example of the poacher 
turned gamekeeper. 
Flrst Report, pp 137. 
Dr Fleming of Flisk, whose evidence was mainly on the natural 
history of the saID on , did not have much to sayan the subject of 
poaching, but in his description of the mating behaviour of salmon 
he noted that if the male salDon of a Dating pair were killed, then 
another male would come forward to take its place. "It is well 
known to poachers, that if in the act of spawning they destroy the 
male fish, the female fish leaves the bed, and in the deep pools 
endeavours to find another mate. In that way, the poachers, by 
attending to the operation of one female, may succeed in capturing 
many males," 
Seccmd Report, p 66. 
49. It is worth noting that the poaching of salmon in Scotland at this 
time was free froD the social division and bitter struggles of the 
"poaching wars" in England •• This was partly because the salmon 
on the River Tay was a commercial fish, and not yet a sporting 
one; but partly also because all classes were guilty of poaching or 
of condoning poaching. The situation deteriorated in the second 
half of the century • 
• See for example, H. Hopkins: The LcmtI Affray, London, 1986. 
50. The Tay proprietors and tacksmen had forestalled the legislation 
by forming in 1816 an ASSOCiation of Fishing Proprietors to take 
action to protect salmon in the close-time. This was financed by 
a levy of 3d. in the pound (114%) on all fishing rentals; half paid 
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by the proprietors and half by the tacksmen 1 • The scheme was in 
operation by 1816, though it had first been mooted in 1806. In 
the latter year James Bell had written to the Provost of Perth 
seeking the support of the Town Council for measures to prevent 
the killing of salmon and kelts in close-time.' The letter 
contained a proposed advertisement to be inserted in the 
newspapers. 
Notice 11 hereby given that I society hu been forud 
and I subscription entered into for raising a Fund to be 
applied in prosecuting III persons who may be found guilty of 
killing and destroying salaon Ind black fish in forbidden-tile 
and positive directions have been lodged with Mr Ross, 
Procurltor Fiscil for the County of Perth diligently to 
enforce the law and to levy such fines as may be inflicted and 
this intimation is made that none may pretend ignorance. 
Persons are appointed on the different rivers to look 
after the offenders and a hands ole reward will be given to 
informers and the informers names concealed2 • 
Although the advertisement reads as if the society were in 
operation, . this was either not the case or it did not continue so 
for long. In 1812 Perth Town Council was being asked to give its 
support to a proposed association of river proprietors for the 
protection salmon fry and prosecuting those taking fish in the 
close-time:il. 
A further development prior to actual legislation had been a 
JleIIlOTandlD1l from the proprietors of the river fishings, proposing 
the appointment of a river superintendent. The first such 
appointment had been Thomas Proudfoot of Walnut Grove in 1823. 
The appOintment was for the close-time only, and so could be 
combined quite conveniently with the occupation of tacksman. An 
example of Proudfoot's work as river superintendent is provided by 
an incident in October 1825, when he petitioned the Sheriff of 
Perthshire against James Fenwick of Oudinard (near Bridge of Earn). 
51. 
52. 
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Part of the superintendent's work was to prevent fishing in close-
time, however, the latter was impracticable as long as the cobles 
and nets of legitimate tacksmen were allowed to remain in position 
after the end of the fishing season. Proudfoot took the view that 
leaving the gear 1n s1tu was a deliberate encouragement to improper 
use being made of it. To discourage this, the watchers had taken 
it upon themselves to remove the gear if the owners would not do 
so. This had been done with Fenwick's gear, and it had been taken 
to Perth, and Fenwick informed he could collect it if he cared. 
Fenwick had subsequently sued Proudfoot for t5, the value of the 
gear, hence Proudfoot's petition to the Sheriff (cf. Proudfoot and 
the Earl of Kinnoull, Chapter 2, note 15). 
1. PE 1/1/7, 2nd September 1816 
2. PE 15, bundle 31. 
3. PE 1/1/7, 7th September 1812. 
PE 1/1/8, P 300 
PE 51, bundle 363. 
CHAPTER Sll 
PARLIAMENTARY INTERVENTION 
I - Wuml BtstDX1 
By the third decade of the nineteenth century the concerns and 
controversies among the participants in the salmon fisheries of the River 
Tay. and on other salmon rivers in the United Kingdom. had become 
sufficiently serious to attract parl1amentary attention. As is evident 
from the XbJutes of Evidence presented to the parliamentary· inquiries of 
1824 and 1827. the matter of greatest concern was over-fishing'. In 
their investigations into this problem the Committees collected evidence 
on a number of possible contributive causes - the l1fe-cycle of the 
salmon. the timing and dUration of the fishing season. the extent and 
effects of poaching and. above all. the relative effects on the salmon 
stock of the net & coble and stake net modes of fishing. On these 
matters the Committees were confronted by a welter of conflicting 
evidence and opinion. the view put by witnesses (with a few honourable 
exceptions) being that which served the witness's own best interests. 
The various interpretations of the life-cycle of the salmon provide a 
good example of these conflicts. 
It was generally accepted by those testifying before the Committees 
that the salmon was a migratory fish. spawning in freshwater but whose 
adult development was in salt-water. In most other matters. however. 
there was controversy. The protagonists in these disputes took their 
attitudes from that part of the river where their interests lay and the 
principal divide was between river and estuary. One matter of Concern 
was an explanation for salmon entering rivers at all times of the year. 
when it was known that breeding took place only in the late autumn. If. 
for example. it could be demonstrated that salmon entering rivers at 
times apart from the breeding seaSOn were -non-breeders-. then there 
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would be no reason to restrict access to them. No real answer was 
forthcoming to this question, but in order to absolve their own 
activities, the estuarial interest claimed that a proportion of those 
salmon entering the estuary were intent to ascend no further before 
returning to the sea, and thus catching such fish represented no threat 
to the river fisheries. On the other hand the river proprietors and 
tacksmen asserted that all salmon coming to the estuary were intent on 
ascending the river and the stake nets prevented this, either by catching 
them, or by turning them back2. 
The Reverend Dr John Fleming, minister at Flisk and an 
acknowledged expert on salmon and other fish, gave extensive evidence to 
the 1824 Committee3 • Fleming's evidence is of particular interest as it 
shows the extent of contemporary understanding of the natural history of 
the salmon. Asked directly if salmon entered rivers for any purpose 
other than spawning, Dr Fleming's opinion was that they did not. 
However, he made a distinction between the river and the estuary, stating 
that once committed to freshwater, salmon would not return to the sea 
until they had spawned, but this did not preclude them from lingering in 
the estuaries if -the river is not in a fit state for them, or they are 
not in a fit state for the river;-·. While in the estuary he thought 
salmon should be considered inhabitants of the sea coast, subject to the 
ebb and flow of the tide and not necessarily intent upon ascending the 
river. Thus when the stake nets were present in the Firth of Tay they 
caught fish moving according to the influence of the tide, which Fleming 
took as an indication of lack of intention to ascend further. He did 
not subscribe to the generally held belief that salmon entered freshwater 
merely to rid thE!lllselves of sea-lice, as he had observed that other 
species of fish affected by sea-lice did not enter freshWater. Asked if 
the presence of stake nets in an estuary helped or hindered the 
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destruction of salmon by their natural predators, Dr Fleming's opinion 
was that they assisted preservation by tending to discourage predators. 
He also agreed with the observation that if the salmon were not caught 
by stake nets in the estuary, then they would fall prey to the seals and 
grampuses, a point taken as favourable to the stake net case. Dr 
Fleming made his opinion on these matters quite unambiguous by agreeing 
-that considerable numbers of salmon... frequent estuaries and the sea 
coast, which are not seeking the river, and which would not be caught by 
the river nets, although they escape the nets in the estuaries and upon 
the sea coast."6 Thus Dr Fleming's interpretation of the natural history 
of the salmon was one that envisaged the stake nets catching salmon that 
were (largely> not part of the potential catch of the river fisheries and, 
furthermore, diverting to human consumption fish that would otherwise 
have fallen prey to natural predators. 
It was another man of science, Sir George S. Mackenzie, Bart. of 
Caul, who took Dr Fleming's arguments to their logical conclusion and, 
thereby, reversed their generally favourable conclusions on the stake 
nets. Mackenzie noted that all salmon originated from some river or 
other, thus any salmon intercepted before its return to the river to 
spawn - whether by stake nets or by natural predators - would be a loss 
to that river. Moreover, stake nets did not take fish that would 
otherwise have been eaten by predators, they took them :bl adcUt1cm, 
ensuring a greater reduction in . the salmon stock than otherwise&, 
Mackenzie's view was shared, though not diSinterestedly, by the river 
proprietors who argued that salmon entered firths and rivers solely to 
spawn and so stake nets acted as a barrier to turn back those salmon 
which they did not catch?, 
Among those whose interest in the Tay fisheries was more 
practical, the differences of opinion were more obviously derived from 
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where they saw their personal advantage to be. Robert Buist. who was 
identified with the river interest. claimed that the stake nets were 
proved to be detrimental to the river fisheries by the revival in river 
catches after their withdrawal beginning in 1812 (see tables 4.2. 4.3 and 
5.3. pp 121. 123 and 136 respectively). In contrast. John Halliday& a 
stake net tacksman. gave it as his opinion that the produce of the river 
fisheries might have fallen off a little. but not to any greater extent 
than they had done before or since due to the natural annual variations. 
He thought that any reduction in the produce of the river fisheries could 
be as easily ascribed to the destruction of parent fish and fry due to 
the close-time being inappropriate and not being observed. Questioned 
about the reduction in rentals of river fisheries during the period of the 
stake nets (see tables 4.2. 4.3 and 5.3). which could have been taken as 
evidence of falling catches. Halliday stated that for at least some of the 
time the nominally competing firms of John Richardson & Company and 
Berry & Bell had acted conjunctly and. because "there was no one to 
oppose them". the rents had been bid down'. ieither of these arguments 
contain outright falsehoods. but the way in which they are presented 
makes clear the bias of the protagonists. 
There was general agreement about the necessity to preserve the 
breeding stock of salmon. but as salmon were only visi.bly in breeding 
condition from late August to .ovember. the case of the estuarial interest 
was that for the rest of the year the salmon were not breeders. and the 
need for their conservation was irrelevant. Tacksmen who operated 
estuarial stake nets could see no reason for any restraint on catches or 
methods of fishing out of the breeding season. Indeed. to such men the 
removal of stake nets was both discrimination i th aga nst emselvea and an 
unnecessary reduction in the salmon catch. On the other hand. the river 
interest claimed (correctly) that all salmon entering the estuary were 
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destined for the river, ultimately to breed, and so any impediment to 
them in the estuaries was detrimental to the breeding stock. 
On the question of the size of the salmon stock there was common 
error in the evidence of both parties. It was favourable to the case of 
the estuarial group to suggest that numbers of salmon were so large that 
over-fishing was not a serious threat. To the river group it was in a 
sense irrelevant what the number of salmon was, their case being that 
whatever the number, salmon had patently not ascended the rivers during 
the operation of the stake nets. Thus their preoccupation was with the 
depredations of the stake nets, rather than the size of the salmon stock. 
However, the evidence of all parties on this matter was flawed by an 
erroneous understanding of the life-cycle and survival rates of the 
salmon which led to a very considerable overestimation of the size of the 
salmon stock. The number of eggs produced by the female was estimated 
at an average of 18,000, a not unreasonable figure10• But, instead of 
allowing for a period of two to three years in freshwater before the 
young salmon were sufficiently mature to descend to the sea, it was 
assumed by all those testifying before the 1824 Committee that young 
salmon, or "fry", descended to the sea in the same season as they 
emerged from the redds 1 1 • Dr Fleming noted that the "fry" made their 
appearance from the gravel during Xarch, April and Kay and then 
descended the'river to the open sea12 • Because beliefs about the 
freshwater development of the' species telescoped its duration, failing 
completely to distinguish between the alevin, fry, parr and smolt stages, 
the survival rate was assumed to be very much higher than it actually 
was. Furthermore, there appeared to be little recognition of natural 
predators affecting the "fry·, apart from man. It was consequently 
assumed that the number of "fry· getting to the sea and returning as 
adult fish was vastly in excess of what is now known to be the easel a. 
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It was further believed that the grllse that came to the rivers from 
early summer were the same "fry" that had descended to the sea but a few 
weeks earlier. These beliefs gave rise to confident statements such as: 
-accordingly, it almost exceeds the power of numbers to express the 
myriads of salmon which exist."' .... Why the immature fish should not be 
vulnerable to depredation was not explained, but given the assumption of 
-myriads of salmon", the conclusion was that "the proportion that falls to 
the share of man, after the utmost stretch of his ingenuity and exertions 
sinks into insignificance when compared with what is consumed by the 
largest marine animals"l •• This led to the comfortable conclusion that, 
except for the breeding stock (confined to the autumn months) , 
conservation was irrelevant. If any additional conservation was 
necessary, it could be best effected by a reduction in the numbers of 
grampuses, porpoises and seals. This interpretation was particularly 
favoured by the estuarial interest, though the river interest did not 
dispute it, concentrating instead (as noted) on the effects of the stake 
nets lA • 
The need to preserve "fry" and kelts had led Dr Fleming to put 
forward a further argument in favour of stake nets. He, and others, 
testified that while descending the rivers "fry" and kelts kept to the 
edge of the stream, "apparently because the margin is easy water, aud 
consequently best fitted for their young and weal!: state." This made it 
more likely for them to be caught in the small-mesh sweep nets. But, 
·when they reach the estuary or tide-way, then the margin of the water 
being there most disturbed, the fry avoid the margin and betake 
themselves to the deepest parts of the channel, disappear from 
observation and capture, and so go out to sea •• 17 The case was similar 
for kelts. Thus if either had evaded capture in the sweep nets during 
their descent from the redds, their return to the sea via the deep 
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channel would not be threatened by stake nets. Both river and estuarial 
groups were agreed on the importance of preserving "fry", and each 
accused the other of destroying them. In fact, the small-meshed sweep 
nets must have caught many parr and smolts, the latter being difficult 
to distinguish from trout, and as the salmon fishers were allowed to keep 
trout and other small fish as a perquisite, this would have encouraged 
the use of small-mesh nets18• 
It will clarify matters if a distinction is drawn between those 
errors in the interpretation of the natural history of the salmon which 
were genuine and those which derived from partiality. The most 
significant genuine misunderstanding was shortening the freshwater 
component of the salmon's life cycle. This allowed the belief that a 
very large number of "fry" descended unscathed to salt-water. It was 
not stated outright that they were not subject to depredation while in 
the sea, but it was only known for sure that they were harried by natural 
predators when they returned to the estuaries. This gave rise to the 
beliefs about "myriads of salmon". Of a more partial nature was the 
identification of a stock of "non-breeding" salmon which remained in the 
sea and venturing occasionally into the estuaries. If the "myriads of 
salmon" were accepted, then it followed that this "non-breeding" stock 
could be drawn upon ad l1b1tum with no detrimental effects upon the river 
fisheries. This case was put by the estuarial faction and was disputed 
by the river faction who, in particular, jibbed at salmon entering the 
estuary with no intention' of ascending the river. The difficulty for the 
river interest was to make credible, for fish not Visibly in spawning 
condition, their assertion that all salmon were heading for the river to 
breed. The partiality of the estuarial witnesses was most apparent on 
whether the stake nets were or were not a barrier to ascending fish, and 
on the evidence about the effects of the stake nets on the river 
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fisheries. In both these cases they sought to contradict some very 
persuasive statistics <see figure 4.1, P 105). Both -parties were agreed 
on the need to protect NfryN and kelts. The stake nets were a threat to 
neither, but as parr and smolts were not at the time <probably quite 
genuinely) recognised as being the young of the salmon, they were 
captured in the sweep nets as a perquisite of the salmon fishers. In 
spite of claims to the contrary, kelts were another perquisite of the 
salmon fishers at the net & coble fishing. Thus the activities of sweep 
nets must have had a considerably adverse effect on parr, smolts and 
kelts. 
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II - The Close=tilae 
The extent to which all parties on the Tay had become concerned 
about conservation of the salmon stock is illustrated by the attitudes 
displayed in their evidence about the beginning, close and duration of the 
fishing season, though here too attitudes were biased by adherence to 
sectional viewpoints. According to its terms of reference, the 1824 
Select Committee was required to investigate the annual close-time, 
otherwise known as the "fence-months" or "forbidden-time", i.e. that 
period of the year during which fishing for salmon by both net and rod. 
was illegal. Prior to the Act of 1828, the annual close-time had been 
fixed by an Act of the Scottish Parliament of 1425 (and possibly from 
before then) as from "the Feast of the Assumption of our Ladie quhill the 
Feast of St Andrew in Winter", that is from 15th August to 30th November, 
new style. These dates were not, however, strictly adhered to as, quite 
apart from poaching, local variations were observed according to whether 
a river was regarded as "late" or "early". For example, the close-time 
on the River Tay prior to 1828 was from 26th August to 10th December. 
The lateness or earliness of a river was purported to be a reference to 
the time of spawning on that river, though the 1824 Committee found no 
evidence to suggest that there was such variation between rivers. The 
Committee's opinion was that the distinction between an "early" and a 
"late" river was not the time of spawning, but the time of year when 
"clean" fish again entered the river18, and this concern derived from the 
"natural rapacity of mankind"20,' Proprietors observing clean run fish 
entering their river at a relatively early time would claim theirs was 
an "early" river in order to have access to these fish. The Report cited 
the example of the Tay in this respect: at those few stations 
strategically placed for catching early spring fish the very high prices 
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which they could command ·in the market made the expense of an early 
start to the season more than worthwhile. 
The conflict between the estuarial and river parties in relation to 
the close-time concerned both the starting and closing dates. While 
clean fish could be caught in the upper river from January onward, the 
estuarial fishings were not worth fishing until about the month of :Kay 
when the grilse arrived. On the other hand, at the end of the season, 
while there were few fish worth catching in the river, some of the 
following year's spawners would be in the estuary waiting for the "Lammas 
Floods" to allow them access to the river. Thus it was in the interest 
of the river tacksmen and proprietors to start the season in say January 
and close at the end of July, while those in the estuaries would seek an 
opening to the season in Jilay and a close nearer to September. :Kaking 
the case for the stake net tacksmen, John Halliday argued that because 
the season started too early "immense numbers" of kelts wers caught 
during February and :Karch, "in the upper parts of the Tay there must be 
thousands taken annually. -a 1 Kelts were not saleable as salmon per Be, 
though they could be processed to make them acceptable in certain 
markets=-ta. Halliday's point was that if such fish were allowed to 
return to salt-water they would revive and perhaps return in future 
seasons. He thought that the end of the close-time should be extended 
to the beginning of April and the beginning of the close-time be 10th 
September, a recommendation based on the belief that there would be a 
sufficient supply of breeding fish left in the rivers after that t1me:a~. 
Xuch the same testimony was given by George Little, of the Little & 
Companya .. , who claimed that the situation was exacerbated by tacksmen 
allowing their employees to take kelts as a perquisite, which they then 
sold to persons in Perth who specialised in dealing in foul fisha-. 
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A contrary opinion was put by Robert Buist in his evidence to the 
1827 Committee. Questioned about the productiveness of the ri ver 
fisheries at the start of the season, Buist stated that in "December and 
January it is not productivej it just a little more than pays the 
wages."2- However, he thought that the fish taken during these months 
were of better quality than those taken in March or April, and commanded 
a higher price27 • It was Buist's opinion that the end of the close-time 
should be moved to the middle of January. If this were done, Buist 
recognised that such an extension would mean that those fishings which 
could catch early spring fish would lose, but this "sacrifice" would bring 
a "permanent advantage to the fishery". He also thought that the close-
time should remain different for different rivers, as in the Tay there 
were fine fish in December and January, while the South Esk which had 
none until February. 
A less partisan view of matters concerning the close-time is to be 
found in Dr Fleming's evidence. He thought that the 10th of December 
was too early to start the fishing season as at that time the sweep nets 
could still disturb the spawning beds and interrupt the kelts and "fry" 
during their progress to the sea. As a naturalist, and bearing in mind 
the conditions that would produce the greatest quantity of !ish, he 
thought that the close-time should be from the 1st August to the 1st lay. 
By limiting the fishing season to three months only ()ay, June and July>, 
he thought that because of the greater protection of the species there 
would be a much greater quantity caught. Dr Fleming admitted that other 
economic considerations might lead to a recommendation for a longer 
season. If that were to be the case, he thought the alteration should be 
at the beginning of the netting season rather than starting the close-
time later than 1st !ugust2Q. 
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The associated matter of the weekly close-time or IISaturday slap" 
was also discussed by Buist. In 1827 the legal slap was from midnight 
Saturday to midnight Sunday, though Buist stated that his company never 
fished after 22.00 hours on the Saturday. A suggestion by the Committee 
that the slap might commence at 20.00 hours on the Saturday was not 
favoured by Buist on the grounds that it would damage the valuable river 
fisheries in the tideway. He claimed that such a restriction could 
result in a whole "tidell being lost, and as it was possible for a shoal of 
salmon to pass completely through the tideway within the space of one 
-tide", such shoals would be lost to the fisheries2S1 • The division 
between the river and estuarial interests is again evident in the matter 
. of the close-time. Both sought an alteration, but an alteration that 
would suit best their own interests. The natural history deployed in 
evidence was carefully selected to make a particular case rather than to 
produce general enlightenment. 
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III - The Igdee Of Fishing 
The greatest area of conflict among the views expressed to the two 
Committees concerned the relative effects of net & coble and stake net 
modes of catching salmon, and each side was concerned to condemn the 
mode used by the other. According to the stake net tacksmen, in the 
early part of the year the ground rope of the sweep net damaged the 
spawn of the salmon on the redds, seriously threatening the progeny. 
John Halliday in his evidence to the 1824 Committee claimed that he had 
observed the net being dragged over a redd and causing a great 
destruction of the spawn:ilo. The evidence given by Robert Buist was, 
needless to say, not in accord with the stake net proponents. He did 
not see how the ground rope could disturb the redds, and all attempts by 
the members of the Select Committee to get him to admit that the ground 
rope, however weighted, might disturb the redds were to no avaipl. 
The case for the stake nets was made at length in the two 
anonymous polemics referred to in Chapter Five:il.a. The hlquJry of 1827 
summarised the arguments in favour as follows: 
i. stake nets allowed fishing to be carried out at locations, 
including the sea coasts, where catching salmon would otherwise be 
impossible. 
ii. There would be a great increase in the number of salmon coming to 
the market each year if stake,nets were allowed. 
11i. The use of stake nets in estuaries could be extended to many more 
places than were tried prior to 1812 <e.g. on the Tay), and there 
was scope to improve their efficiency. 
iv. Using the "myriads" of salmon assertion, it was stated that "the 
fish taken by stake nets, in the salt-water, are almost wholly a 
direct gain to the publiCi and are not fish which would necessarily 
go to the rivers and be there taken for the use of man.":il3 
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v. By their location in the firth they could not affect the spawning 
beds, as did the ground rope of the sweep nets, nor did they detain 
the "fry" when they descend to the sea. 
These were commercial arguments concentrating on the increase in the 
salmon catch to be gained by employing stake nets. On the other hand, 
the stake net proponents were aware of the case made by their opponents 
which claimed that through the efficiency of the stake nets, the salmon 
stock might be reduced by over-fishing. Their answer was that if this 
possibility arose, it would be up to the legislature to take protective 
measures, and these should apply to all modes of fishing. "In the view 
of the legislature, all classes are the same; none is entitled to favour 
at the cost of another. If, therefore, there be a danger of over-capture, 
let all classes be part1ally restrained34." The estuarial interest, 
however, sought to detract from any admission that there might be over-
fishing by deploying the "myriads of salmon" argument35 • 
A more telling criticism of the net & coble mode was made by Sir 
George S. Xackenzie of Coull, though he was not referring specifically to 
the Tay:.il-. 'It was his opinion that the most destructive factor to the 
breed, was killing the spawning fish. He suggested that the ground rope 
of the sweep net should not be weighted until after the "fry" and kelts 
were clear of the rivers. He had also observed that the sweep nets were 
worked 24 hours II. day "with several nets overlapping each other, and one 
left to hang in the water", in effect presenting an impenetrable barrier 
to the ascending salmon. His remedy to this was that no netting should 
take place between sunset and sunrise, and that at the end of one shot 
another should not be rowed within 100 yards til t t un wen y minutes had 
elapsed. To avoid catching "fry" the mesh of th e sweep nets should be 
at least two inches from knot to knot. Where one proprietor owned both 
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banks of a river, the sweep net should not be longer than three-quarters 
the width of the river; and where he owned only one bank, the length 
should be not more than two-thirds the width of the river37 • 
Xackenzie's case was stronger because it was not entirely negative, but 
set out remedies to the perceived faults. 
Xackenzie was even-handed in his criticisms of the two rival modes 
of fishing. He thought the stake net undoubtedly injurious to the 
salmon -fry" at the mouths of narrow rivers (not the Tay), but, if the net 
was kept properly stretched, there was no reason why the "fry· should be 
caught. Also, if the stake nets were not permitted to be erected until 
lay, then most of the "fry" would have left the river. Xackenzie 
subscribed to the concept of salmon -belonging· to a particular river, 
meaning that each would ultimately return to its natal river to breed. 
Thus each and every fish taken in a stake net was ·lost" to the river. 
He underlined his disagreement with the -myriads· case by stating quite 
categorically that he thought the fisheries would be ruined by 
overfishing if the stake nets were extended to all places round the 
coasts suitable for them. However, some extension of the coastal 
netting would be acceptable, provided that the policing of the rivers was 
made efficient3Q • Xackenzie's evidence is unique in its commonsense and 
freedom from partisanship. 
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IV - PAr11aDen~ Conclusions 
The conclusions of the 1624 Committee were set down in the form of 
a number of Resolutions submitted to the House of Commons on 30th larch 
1625. In summary, the resolutions are as follows: 
i that the produce of the salmon fisheries of the United Kingdom had 
been decreasing rapidly for many years and, would continue to do 
so unless remedial action were taken promptly. 
ii That the annual close-time should be extended and should be 
uniform throughout the United Kingdom. 
iii That the possession of, or sale of salmon during the close-time 
should be an offence. 
iv That the weekly close-time should be extended so that it ran from 
sunset on Saturday until sunrise on Monday. 
v That there should be a penalty for the molestation of salmon on 
the redds during the annual close-time. 
vi That mill lades should have protective gratings to prevent fish 
getting into the machinery. 
vii That no noxious effluents be allowed to enter rivers or streams. 
viii That "burning the water" be made illegal. 
ix That mesh sizes be regulated. 
x That each river system should have a body of watchers to see that 
the law was, enforced. 
and tacksmen. 
These to be paid for by the proprietors 
xi That the process of law be changed to allow the summary conviction 
of offenders. 
xii That a Bill containing these resolutions be prepared for submission 
to Parliament. 
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The Committee's· opinion on what was happening to the stock of 
salmon was made quite clear in their first resolution, and it is equally 
clear that they were convinced of the need to take positive steps to halt 
the perceived deoline. Among the specific resolutions, the majority 
followed naturally from the evidence submitted, and were 1n the general 
interest. However, numbers six and seven implied that interests outside 
the salmon fisheries might be adversely affected, l.e. those of 1ndustry. 
The more controversial recommendations affecting industry were returned 
to in the 8ecoDd Report, published on 3rd June 1825. Compar1ng the 1824 
Committee's resolutions with the Bill for the River Tay promoted by the 
river proprietors in 1823 (supnil p 152), it is evident that the spirit of 
the two sets of proposals was very similar, as central to both was a 
concern for the salmon stock. One difference was that whereas the Tay 
Bill had specific proposals for the dates of the annual close-time, the 
parliamentary proposals went no further than uniformity of (unspecified) 
dates throughout the United Kingdom. However, the river proprietors 
would have had little to complain of had the parliamentary proposals been 
enacted as mooted. 
A particular matter mentioned in the Committee's Second Report was 
the need to do something for the interests of the upper river 
proprietors. It . was thought that unless those proprietors were allowed 
to take, "some proport1on of the countless multitudes of fish tfh1ch their 
care and protect1on 1/IJJy brbW to life (my italios) I it is in vain to 
expeot that suoh care will be exerCised, or any protection will be 
given," ... •. In other words I the upper proprietors had to be offered a 
qu1d pro qua to gain their co-operation in the protection of the breed. 
This is the f1rst recorded instance of recognition of a tripartite 
division of the Tay. 
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The crucial matter of modes of fishing was not mentioned in the 
First Report, and no opinions were expressed in the Second Report beyond 
a hope that the matter might be taken up in future sessions of 
Parliament. The stake net controversy was thus left unsettled. As 
this was, for the T8;y, the central controversy from which most of the 
others sprang, this was a serious omission. It was perhaps a conflict 
incapable of being resolved at the time, as the interests of the river 
and estuarial groups were almost diametrically opposed. If, as Sir 
George S Xackenzie suggested, all fish taken in the stake nets were a 
loss to the river fisheries, then the implacable attitude of the river 
proprietors to stake nets is understandable. But the Hall or nothingH 
outcome of the Stake Jet Cause had left the estuarial group with a sense 
of grievance which had in no way abated prior to the inquiries of the 
1824 Committee, and which their Report did nothing to allay. A solution 
would have involved a compromise between the two groups, for example the 
legalising of some effective form of netting in the estuary, with a 
balance between the river and estuarial fisheries maintained by a 
representative body. Such an idea had been put forward by Xackenzie 
when he suggested a central board of commissioners at national level, but 
the 1824 Committee in their Report fell well short of this40. In spite 
of recognising the need to offer a qU1d pro qua to the upper river 
proprietors, the conclusions of both the 1824 and 1827 Committees failed 
entirely to give practical recognition to the emergence of the third 
group of interested parties formed by the upper river proprietors. It 
is thus clear that the resolutions put forward by the 1624 Comml ttee 
would not have solved all the problems facing the salmon fisheries of the 
River Tay, though they would have done much good had they been enacted 
as proposed. 
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As things turned out, the failure to resolve the split between the 
upper and lower heri tors proved disastrous for the passage of the Bill 
through Parliament. The conflict waged between the estuarial and river 
interests during the various readings wrecked the Bill almost completely. 
A description of events prior to the 1828 Act from the point of view of 
the river interest explained that: 
the Itake net proprietorl railed luch a pother about the 
natural advantagel that would result in the Ihape of an 
immensely increased take of salmon, from the stake nets being 
planted in the estuaries of rivers, that a parliamentary 
inquiry on the subject was the consequence: and in 1827 a Bill 
was actually introduced with the object of legalising them, 
but it wu thrown out, In 1828 I'Ir Horne Drummond's Bll1 for 
the protection of the river fisheries became law, But here 
again the evil influence of the stake net interest was felt, 
The Bill would not have been allowed to pass at all, unlesl "r 
Home Drummond had consented to extend the period of net 
fishing '" an extension which proved lost detrimental to 
the lay, already sufficiently prejudiced by the existence of 
the stake nets on the coast,·' 
Because of the parliamentary infighting, what finally appeared on 
the Statute Books was but a tattered remnant of the proposals made by 
the two Committees. The Sau.OIJ Fisheries (ScotlaJJd) Act, 1828, (9 Geo. 
IV. c. 39), commonly called the Ha.e lJnDaJaOIJd Ac1;4:Z, dealt with nothing 
more than the close-time, formal powers to establish a force of watchers, 
and penalties for poaching. The most positive result was that the new 
penalties for poaching were such that the courts would enforce them, and 
this allowed proprietors to procure successful prosecutions with their 
legaliSed force of watchers. But the alteration in the annual close-time 
was less successful. The annual close-time was altered to run from 14th 
September to 1st February, the Saturday slap staying the same. This 
meant that the duration of the close-time was increased from 107 to 139 
days, but the time was added at the end of the fishing season when the 
run of spawners to the rivers was at its greatest, and taken away from 
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the beginning of the season when the number of fish in the rivers was 
much less. This was more damaging to the salmon stock than the status 
quo ante as it allowed more fish to be taken. It gave no concessions to 
the upper river proprietors. such as an extension to rod fishing after 
the end of net fishing. and so there was no inducement for them to take 
more steps to protect the spawners on the redds. From the outset. the 
HC11IIe ~01ld Act was regarded as unsatisfactory by all parties. but 
another thirty years were to pass before there was further legislation 
affecting the salmon fisheries. In terms of the River Tay in particular. 
the BC11IIe ~01ld Act solved nothing. There were no grounds for 
compromise between the different factions. and the fisheries as a whole 
continued to be subject to increasing pressures. an opportunity had been 
lost. The blame for this parliamentary fiasco must be laid at the door 
of the warring factions. Had there not been dissension among the 
interested parties. there would not have been rival Bills. and the 
proposals of the 1824 and 1827 Committees might have entered the Statute 
Books to form worthwhile legislation. 
have allowed a better Bill. 
Rather less intransigence would 
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RElERBlCHS 
1. The first of these was The Select Committee on the Salmon 
Fisheries of the United Kingdom (1824 Committee). Evidence was 
taken by this body during 1824. and its Report was published in 
three parts: the F1rst Report on 17th June 1824. the Secrmd Report 
on 30th larch 1825. and the Thlrd Report on 3rd June 1825. The 
recommendations of the 1824 Committee gave rise to a Bill. but 
prior to its enactment. The Committee on the Bill for the Kore 
Effectual Preservation and Increase of the Breed of Salmon. and for 
Regulating the Salmon fisheries. Throughout Great Britain and 
Ireland (1827 Committee) also heard evidence and issued a Report 
on 31st May 1827. 
2. Present day understanding of the habits of salmon would be 
favourable to the river tacksmen's case. Though the salmon might 
linger for considerable periods in the estuary, moving up and down 
with the tides, yet whatever the time of year, they would be 
ultimately intent upon ascending the river system to breed at the 
appropriate season. 
See Chapter 4. note 28. 
3. The Reverend Dr John Fleming <1785-1857) was minister of the 
Parish of Flisk in the County of Fife. to which charge he had been 
appointed in 1611. He had previously conducted a mineralogical 
survey of the Northern isles on behalf of Sir John Sinclair and his 
Bcollmdcal XineralD8Y of the OrbJey and ZetlaJJd Islands, was 
published in 1807. about the same time he was appointed minister 
at Bressay in the Shetland Islands. His interest in fish preceded 
his move to the banks of the Tay. for while at the University of 
Edinburgh he had studied the Ichthyology of the River Forth and 
had written an article on Ichthyology at the request of Dr Brewster 
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for inclusion in the Ed1Dburgh Encyclopedia. After his 
translation to Flisk "many papers on local natural history and 
cognate topics were written for the learned societies, and Fleming 
soon became known as the first zoologist in Scotland." In 1822 
he published his Tbe Phll0s0pby of Zoolosy, which gave an account 
of the structure of animals, methods of classifying animals, and 
the laws which regulated the habits of animals. This was 
followed in 1828 by Britlsh AnJ.a1s. In 1832 he was presented to 
the parish of Clackmannan by Lord Dundas and in 1834 he was 
appointed to the Chair of Natural Philosophy in the King's College, 
Aberdeen University. When the Disruption occurred in 1843 he 
joined the Free Church and thereafter accepted the Chair of Natural 
Sciences at Free Church College, Edinburgh. 
The Select Committee were given to understand, and appeared to 
have accepted that Dr Fleming testified; ·solely as a naturalist, 
and as a disinterested individual," l.e. he did not represent either 
the estuarial or the river interest, though his evidence does 
appear to favour the estuarial case. 
Seccmd Report, p 63. Dill. 
4. Beccmd Report, p 70. 
5. 1bId. P 81. 
6. 
From ~ha~ 1 have Itltld 1 havi no lannlr of doubt 
~hatlver, tha~ IVlry lallon found in the lea, whether in 
I.tuaril. or in the oc.an, bllongs to loml riv.r or oth.r, '" 
Th. conclusion ii, that Itakl or other nttl in the Ita deprive 
10llle river or riv.rs of IS many fish as they take, It, It has 
been said that stake netl intercept but very few lalmon that 
would go into I r iVlr: that 1II0St of those taken would have 
been devoured by porpoiles and seals, or have gone out to sea 
again, and been lOlt, 6nnting the first allegation to be 
true, it is not an argument in favour of Itakl neh, but a 
powerful one against thel; for it il absurd to suppose, that 
because seals Ind porpoises are deprived of what they would 
hlv. Iltln, they would rlfrain from pursuing 1111110n, They Irl 
only driven by this deprivation to devour what ~ould have 
escaped them had the stake nets been out of the wav: and thus 
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111 the IIllon taken in I ltake net Ire I clear loS!! to the 
riverl, which clnnot lake it up II the IIall and porpoiles do, 
With rupec t to the other Illegation, that the stake neh 
cltch only such fish II would go out to SII Ind not enter the 
rivers, I do not believe it, It is attempted to be proved by 
fish being ClugM both during the flolf Ind the ebb of the 
Ude, ThiS, however, proves nothing; because the ulman do 
not III make directly in I Itraight line, for the river, but 
Sillil in 111 parts of the estuary indifferently, If they did 
not, but kept to the Ilin channel, they would never co.e to 
the stake net It Ill, '" Ind wh.n they do enter I river they 
will not hive H, if they be not removed, until Ifter they 
hlv. depolited their spawn, 
1bId. Appendix 3, p 23, 
Sir George Steuart Mackenzie of Coul (1780-1848), is mainly 
remembered as a mineralogist, He first CaJlle to notice in the 
scientific world in 1800 when he obtained "a decisive proof of the 
identity of diamond with carbon." In 1810 he travelled to Iceland 
with the purpose of studying the mineralogy and geology, and 1811 
published 1hIve1s 1n lcelaJJd, of which he was joint author along 
with Sir Henry Holland and Dr Richard Bright. "AI though the 
scientific portions of the book have long been superseded, it 
contains much information of permanent interest on the social and 
economic condition of Iceland." Xackenzie also wrote a General 
VIe" of the Agr1culture of Ross and ero.arty, published in 1813, 
and many articles on a wide range of subjects. He was elected 
FRS and FRSB. 
DJ.B. 
7. First Report, P 28. 
8, John Halliday in 1824 was a salmon tacksman with over forty years 
experience in places like the Solway, the Forth and the Tay. He 
also had coastal fishings near St Cyrus, as well as other fisheries 
in England and Ireland. He had come to the Tay in 1797 where he 
had taken tacks in cOnjunction with the Little & Company as well 
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as on his' own account. His house was on the north shore of the 
Tay. He had conducted a survey of the salmon fishing around most 
of the coast of Ireland, "in that particular year in which Lord 
Kllwarden was taken out of his carriage in the streets of Dublin, 
and killed." (1803). After being excluded from the estuaries, he, 
with two of the 11 ttle brothers had done a survey of the east 
coast of Scotland, north as far as the Dornoch Frith, and south as 
far as the River Coquet in Northumberland looking for alternative 
locations to set up stake nets. 
9. F1rst Report. P 71. 
10. 
11. 
Fecundity in terl' of numberl of egg. per lb weight of 
parental hlllie is now only ulld to provide an approximate 
estimate of egg production. Fork length is nOIll considered a 
lore suitable criterion and fonulae have been calculated to 
estimate egg production of hulas on a nUliber of ScoUish 
rivers - the Tay, however, is not included. 
If you wish to UII weight as the critlrion, then a range 
of SOO-800 eggs per Ib of female lallon would be rlasonable 
although we do have evidence of figurel both greater and 
lesler than that range. 
Private communication from Gordon Struthers, Esq., Freshwater 
Fisheries Laboratory, Pitlochry, 29th November 1987. 
Froll Itudiel of 1I110n 1II01t. and adultl on the River 
Tay IYltlll, the laJority of Iioltl are 2 or 3 yearl old, with 
the younger group malt numeroul. AI you light Ixpect, age 
cOlllpolition varhl frail year to year and, indeed, there are 
1110 likely to be differencil between tributaries, and betwlln 
the tributarils and the lain rivlr. 
The lain Iiolt ligration into the estuary occurl lainly 
in "ay and June by which tile the young lallon will have put 
on current Ylar'l growth. As the prlcile 'birth date' 
[hatching] of the young lalmon 1n the wild il unknown, it il 
iIIpollible to state the actual age of a IIIOlt in tens of 
years, lonths and days - however, at the the of emigration, 
it would be realonable to suggest that the laJority of Iiolts 
in the lay would be of the order of 26 lonths 
[2 year + IIIIOltl] Ind 36 lonths [3 Ylar + II01tl] of age. 
Gordon Struthers, Esq., ibid. 
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12. Second Report, P 67. 
13. The number of sma Its returning to their natal river is estimated to 
be in the region of 0.06%, see p 15. 
14. AD IDquiry :llJto the JTese.ut state aDd llealJS of mpravlnR the 
Sa1.JsDlJ F1sher1es: IDc1ud1nS a D:J.tIest of the Ev1dence ta..Cen by a 
Select Cmu1ttee of the House of CoIutDlJS, London, 1827,Chapter 1, 
section 5. 
15. 1b1d. 
16. An example of this mode of thinking is provided by John Halliday 
the stake net tacksman. He was of the opinion that there would 
still be plenty of fish left for breeding purposes "even after the 
15th of September" (one of the proposed starting dates for the 
annual close-time), provided that this date was observed. This 
was because, he estimated, an average of 18,000 fish came to the 
London market (illegally> each year after the 15th of September. 
If each pair of fish produced progeny amounting to 12,000, "which 
is making a very great allowance for what might not come to 
perfection," then this would increase the number of salmon and 
grllse about 108 or 110 million. 
F1rst Report, p 81. 
17. Seccmd Report, p 67. 
Thefollow1ng extract is a more modern description of the 
behaviour of descending smolts. 
Captyre of $molt, 
III the laxilum intensity of lallon siolt migration was 
in the fifth week tIlth to 16th Mayl, III 
Migration factor, 
The descending smolts hang at certain ascertained points 
before running down to the salt water; the arrival at, and 
departure from the higher waiting points il lore gradual than 
with those in the lower reaches, where I shorter halt is made, 
The halts do not seem to be largely influenced by variations' 
of current veloc lty, and temperature gradation 11 the 
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suggested governing factor for the selection of any general 
zone, the actual pOint at which smolts hang being governed by 
the local physiographica1 conditions. 
Subject to the conditions of temperature being no longer 
adverse, stor. appear. to be a favourable factor for smoU 
descent, ••• 
John Berry: Report of aD IDvestiJIat10D of the X18rat1DD of S.olts 
1D the R1ver Tay dur1D& Spr1Dg 1931, H){SO, 1932. 
18. See also the evidence of Sime and Shepherd, Chapter Four, note 14. 
Asked about the fisherman keeping foul fish, Buist said that for 
the previous (to 1827) five or six years there had been an 
agreement with the salmon fishers that all foul fish were to be 
thrown back, otherwise the men were to be dismissed. This was of 
course an admission that foul fish bad been kept before that. 
Buist was of the opinion that. -nature pointed out the first of 
September- as the date to commence the close-time. 
1827 Committee, p 8. 
19. A McleanM salmon is one that has recently entered fresh water and 
has not lost the Silvery sheen on its scales. A clean fish 
entering the river in January or February would not spawn until the 
subsequent spawning season. 
20. AD IDqu1zy, P 48. 
2!. F1rst Report, p 83. 
22. See 1D1ra note 25. 
24. In 1824, George Little's address was given as; Coleraine, Ireland. 
At the time he was tacksman of the River Bush in Ireland, and part 
of the nth in Dumfries-shire. As a salmon tacksman he had 
worked on the Solway and the rivers lith, Annan and Esk that run 
into the Solway. On the east coast, the rivers Tweed, Forth, Tay 
and Spey. In England the River Lune in Lancashire and the River 
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Eden in Cumberland. He had also fished many rivers in Ireland. 
25. One of the witnesses in the Stake let Cause had been a Xl'S Bell(e) 
Hood, Perth, wife of Charles Alexander of the 42nd Regiment, dealer 
in kelts and foul salmon. 
1610 Evidence, p 65. 
On the subject of foul fish, John Johnstone of Balmerino explained 
that they were "generally kippered, sometimes salted, or sold fresh 
in the country wherever they could be sold; sometimes they are put 
into kits and sent to London." 
First Report, p 55. 
26. 1627 Committee, p 3. 
27. Buist quoted the following prices to illustrate the latter p01nt: 
February, 2s. 6d. to 3s. per Ib 
Xarch, ls. 6d. to 2s. per lb 
April, ls. to ls. 6d. per Ib 
Ibid. P 8. 
The London fish salesman, Henry Goter, commenting on the 
variations in the quality of salmon throughout the season, 
considered that the quality of the winter fish was very good, 
particularly those caught in February. He thought salmon in 
season (1.e. saleable) until September, but the quality fell off 
after March. The-number of salmon he received kept on increasing 
from the beginning of the season until the month of July. 
1bId. pp 9-10. 
26. SecaDd Report, pp 76-76. 
29. 1627 Committee, p 20. 
30. 1827 Committee, p 6. 
He explained that the sweep nets were constructed so that the 
ground rope was about a fathom and a half (9 feet) shorter than 
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the top rope. Thus when tension was applied to the net the 
ground rope pressed forward, acting as a dredge. Halliday also 
claimed to have seen MfryM caught in sweep net. 
First Report, p 66. 
31. 1827 Committee, p 6 .. 
32. Chapter Five, note 26. 
33. .All lDquJ.ry, 1827, P 123. 
34. ibid. P 159. 
35. 
The truth ii, however, thlt there il no hazard of over-
filhing, although all the powerl of Ian be exerted, provided 
only that the fishing be confined to the proper season, and 
that the breeders and the spawn be protected, 
To those ignorant of the natural history of the salmon, 
it lIy at fint sight be alarlling to conhmplate the allost 
boundless extent of fishery which is promised by the use of 
stlke nets, But when the extrlordinary productive powers of 
the fish are considered, the veriest alarmist lust be 
satisfied that all the efforts of un, in proper sellon, cln 
have no perceptable effect upon the stock, " , When it is 
considered that the roe of a lingle lallon yhlds 18,000 o Vi, 
all of which are deposited in the gravel, half insignificant 
does the produce of all our fhheries Ippear when COlllpared 
with the nUlbers which must be produced I How miny thousands 
of spawning fish are annually depositing their spawn in every 
considerable river I What Iyr iads of young f ish are seen to 
descend every springl 
No doubt, the vas t nUllbers of f hh, both ina young 
Itlte Ind when full grown, are destroyed by IIlrine Inilill Ind 
by the recklessnen of man, But that very fact deaonstnhs 
the folly of conteMpllting with dreld the consequences od Iny 
extent of fishery within hUlln power, A very few parent fish, 
if their spawn Ind their young brood were protected, would 
yhld more thin III that un cln ever destroy, His share 
btlrs a proportion IllloSt ilperuptabh to the .yriads which 
Ire produced; 1 
Relating these conclusions quite specifically to the River Tay, the 
lDquJ.ry concluded: 
It appelrs Iccordingly, to be very doubtful, whether there ~" 
any considerable diminution even in the river TIY, Ilthough so 
great I quantHy of fish were tlken in the estuary of the 
river, , " There appean 11 t tte reason to doubt tha t the 
river fisheries in the Tay, during the tile of the ~tlke nits 
on that estuary, clught nelrly III the salmon they would have 
caught Ilthough no such net had ever been erected, '" tllil 
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producI of thl st,kl nIt fishing is Illost ~holly, , positivI 
g,in to the pubJic,2 
1. 1b1d. pp 161-162. 
2. 1b1d. pp 144-149. 
36. ~ackenzie was a proprietor of river f1shings in Easter Ross, but he 
also had property on the coast of Wester Ross wh1ch was reputed to 
be suitable for stake nets, though they had not been tried there. 
He assured the Select Committee that his opinions were formed 
before he knew of the potential for stake nets on his property. 
37. Mackenzie thought too that watchers should be employed during the 
close-time, financed partly by an assessment on rentals, partly by 
a duty on salmon brought to the markets, and partly from the 
public purse. He further thought that the regulation of salmon 
fisheries should be put in the hands of a central board of 
commissioners with powers to enforce the laws, appo1nt watchers, 
and make local regulations. 
38. Seccmd Report. Appendix 3. 
39. 1bid. P 4. 
40. See supra note 37. 
U. Ve.rJatar, ")fates on the Tay Salmon Fisheries", The F1eld. 
17th October 1868. 
Also: 
It is difficul~ for us now to concliv. what led to 
dissatisfaction with the close-tile that had subsisted for 400 
years, and to the adoption of what turned out to be a perfect 
revolution in th. salmon fishing of th. Tay, and succeeded in 
reducing the rental below £8,000, It hal been said that the 
provisions in the Bill for establishing a police force for 
protection of the river could not have been agreed to unless 
there were the concession to some people who wanted an 
extension of the autumn fishing to 14th September, '" 
John Dickson: JCeJllarandwa, no. 3, p 2. Ley b dl 191 6, un e • 
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42. Henry Home Drummond <1783-1867> was M.P. for Stirl1ngshire 
1821-1831 and for Perthshire 1840-1852. He was the son of George 
Home Drummond and the grandson of Henry Home, Lord Kames. He 
was called to the Scottish Bar and was a director of the Royal 
Bank: of Scotland. NA Conservative, but in favour of free trade." 
¥he's V,be of Br1t1sb. X~bers of Parl.1aJaent, vol. 1, 1832-1885, 
Sussex, 1976. 
CHAPTER SEVEI 
Increas~ng Pressures 
I - Improving the Javigation 
Deepening the River Tay in order to increase the size and number 
of vessels using Perth harbour cannot be regarded as a matter of primary 
concern to a study of the Tay salmon fisheries. However, the operations 
undertaken to improve the navigation inevitably had an effect upon all 
river interests and the activities of the Navigation Commissioners (also 
called the Harbour Commissioners) will be examined to the extent that 
they affected the salmon fisheries. Although over twenty miles from the 
sea, Perth had always been a significant port. The shallowness of the 
Tay, however, was a problem, one which became more serious from the 
beginning of nineteenth century with the advent of larger ships. 
Additionally at that time, the port of Perth came under threat from new 
harbour facilities at Dundee and, slightly later, the Dundee and Newtyle 
Railway which opened in 1832. These offered the traditional hinterland 
from which Perth harbour drew its trade, the agricultural area of 
Strathmore, an alternative outlet to the sea'. 
The shallows occurred in two places: the sandbanks in the firth 
(though the scouring action of the current at low water always ensured at 
least one navigable channel, albeit one that frequently changed its 
location): and more seriously the fords and other obstructions in the 
ri ver between Mugdrum Island and Perth. Perth Town Council were both 
aware of and concerned about these barriers to Shipping, and as early as 
1819 had commissioned a report on the subject of the "fords"2. From 
this Report it is clear that there were two aspects to improving the 
navigation on the Tay: first to deepen th h 1 b e c anne y scouring or 
dredging, and second to remove obstructions such as fishing cairns and 
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dykes, requirements that immediately suggest conflict between improvement 
to the navigation and the interests of the fisheries3 • 
The Council's mounting concern with the navigation was shown 
during 1821 when they sought advice from counsel on what legal action 
they might take to stop the practice of building cairns by tacksmen 
seeking to improve their fishings4 • Concern with the navigation 
extended further than the Council Chamber, for in the same year the 
Council received a letter from Lord Wemyss' agent suggesting that 
Balhepburn Island should be joined to the south shore, "to the benefit of 
both the navigation and the salmon fishing."s It is not clear why 
joining Balhepburn to the shore would have improved the fishings, but the 
navigation would have benefited from narrowing the river by blocking off 
one channel and increasing the scour of the current in the other, a 
principle successfully employed on the River Clyde since the 1770s", 
The pressure for action was maintained in the following year when the 
Council received a petition . from merchants and Shipmasters requesting an 
improvement in the navigation, in particular the removal of the Weel Ford 
at Perth which had an average depth of only eighteen inches at low 
water 7. 
The Town', Council's enthusiasm for improvement' to the navigation 
was, however, tempered by doubts 'as to the effect such works might have 
on the salmon fishings and, in particular, the reaction of the fishing 
proprietors. In 1825,for example; the Council noted that Lord Gray's 
fishings were adjacent to where the channel would be deepened, and were 
concerned that if these fishings were injured a case for damages might 
result. "Anxious as they are for the prosperity of the Burgh and 
improvements of the navigation, the hazards of encountering such claims 
1s so great that they will be under the necessity of relinquishing their 
intentions, in case they cannot carry their operations into effect'without 
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the chance of trouble on the part of the fishing proprietors."1ii The 
Town Council's disquiet about the response of the fishing proprietors was 
quite justified given their generally unco-operative attitudes on previous 
occasions when their fishings had been affected in any way. Thus in 
spite of Lord Wemyss' suggestions about Balhepburn, the reaction of the 
fishing proprietors to the proposals for deepening the river was in 
general antipathetic9 • The Town Council rehearsed its case against the 
objections in a XeJIlortHJdWII as to DbJectI01ls to Perth NavI8ation BIll and 
evidence required to meet the 5lJ1Ile: while recognising that there would be 
problems with regard to the fishings, the final opinion of the XemarandWII 
was that the difficulties were not insurmountable and, in fact none were 
sufficient to stop the impetus for improvement 1 0, 
The initiative continued with the issue of a document entitled 
SufIlIestions as to the Course Pmperto be Adopted by the XalIlstrates .t 
TOItD Council of the City of Perth, in ExercisinG Tbeir Powers ill Regard 
to the l1av1satiOll of the River Tay, and CbeckiDII EncroacJments OIl Tbeir 
Vested Rllfbts in RelatiOll Tbereto, 1833, in which the Town Council 
continued to express concern about the difficulties of navigation in the 
Tay. this made clear that the Council considered the right of free 
navigation to be paramount" over the" r1sbts of fisbiDII proprietors (my 
italics) , 1 • The right of free navigation, the· Council insisted, "may be 
exercised without proViding indemnification for any consequential injury 
such fishings may thereby sustain."' a Despite this statement, the 
8uRgestiOlls continued thereafter in a more placatory vein observing that 
there might, however, be a moral duty to observe the interests of others. 
Although required to maintain the navigation as an obligation of its 
grant of Free Port, Harbour and Navigation, the Town Council recognised 
that this should not be detrimental to the general interest. Within the 
limits of the Town's jurisdiction, the prosperity of the salmon fisheries 
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should not be adversely affected as this would be contrary to the 
prosperity of the Burgh. The salmon fisheries added to the prosperity 
of the shipowners, as well as providing local employment, and the Burgh 
owned salmon fisheries from which they derived one-fifth of its annual 
revenue. For these reasons, the Susgeatlons accepted that it was best 
to proceed with the concurrence of all parties13 The Town Council was 
in reality a body with a foot in both camps, a fact which helps to 
explain the ambivalence of its public statements: while it was interested 
in having the navigation of the Tay improved with as little opposition 
and impediment as possible, it also recognised that the interests of the 
Burgh and of the community at large, to say nothing of a group of very 
influential landowners, depended to a considerable extent upon the 
prosperity of the salmon fisheries, and there was little point in 
improving the navigation to the detriment of the fisheries. 
Having set down the parameters within which the Council hoped to 
operate, the Su!fEIeStlons proceeded to list various actions to be carried 
out, during which the Council would adopt as their motto, suavlter In 
lIIodo sed fortiter In re <gentle in manner but resolute in deed)1". One 
novelty was the intention to employ a steam dredger for deepening the 
river, a method which, it was believed, would be quicker, would scare the 
fish less, could work at states of the tide when the fisheries could not 
be fished, and would be cheaper1". Inquiries had revealed that the 
fishings, rather than being damaged by the dredging operations, might 
instead be materially improved. Evidence to this effect was provided in 
letters from John Gibb, Engineer to Aberdeen Town CounCil, and John 
Clark, Superintendent of the Clyde NaVigation, both of whom testified that 
dredging would not harm the fish 1e. Thus the Town Council and 
subsequently the Navigation Commissioners (fourteen of whom were members 
of the Town Council> were at pains to see that the interests of the 
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salmon fisheries were· looked after during the dredging operations. 
Their spirit of obligation, if that 1s what it was, was not returned by 
the fishing proprietors. 
The first piece of legislation designed to improve navigation on 
the Tay was passed in 1830, but it suffered from the considerable 
controversy that had surrounded its passage through Parliament and was 
as a result largely ineffectivel7 • 
unfortunately, the bill was so defective, that the 
operations under it were confined beheen the Fr iarton-hole, 
and an iaaginary line, drawn 450 yards below the County-
buildings [roughly the length of Moncrieffe Island], without 
any reference to the fords below; although it was well known 
that these fords had become an almost insuperable bar to the 
navigation of the river, During the progress of the bill in 
Parliament, in consequence of the numerous objections that 
were started, and the opposition given by each party to their 
antagonists' vien, as well as frol those connected by the 
fishings, or otherwise with the river, an immense expense was 
incurred,l. 
The 1834 Act was more practicable, though Penny noted: 
This bill met with muth opposition from the proprietors of the 
fhhings, during its progress through the House of Commons, 
which involved the [Navigation] com.issioners in much expense, 
A comprolise which they were obliged to lake with the fishing 
proprietors [see in/ril, has been the source of luch delay and 
expense; and, in addition to these difficulUu, they have 
been dreadfully annoyed and subjected to great expense, by the 
litigious conduct of the trustees on the estate of 
l'Ioncritff,l. 
This latter Act authorised the Commissioners appointed under the 1830 
Act to extend their activities to include building a dock or docks at 
Perth and to improve navigation on the Tay by joining the islands of 
Sleepless, Darry and Balhepburn to the mainland and by remOVing all 
obstructions in the main channel of the river as far down as the south 
deep between Kugdrum Island and the Newburgh shore. 
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The 1834 Act, like its forerunner, allowed for compensation to be 
paid to proprietors or tacksmen of fishings adversely affected by the 
operations authorised by the Navigation Commissioners. This 
compensation was the means by which the opposition of fishing 
proprietors had ultimately been "bought off". There were two forms of 
compensation payment: one was to be paid annually during those years 
when the works were in operation for any loss due to the work in 
progress: the second was for any permanent loss and was not to be 
awarded until five years after the works had been finished. The formula 
for awarding compensation was rather complicated. The produce of the 
fishings belonging to anyone proprietor was expressed as a proportion 
of the produce of the entire fishings of the River Tay from the mouth of 
the Isla to the sea (for details see table 7.1), both of these 
calculations based upon the average of the five years preceding 
commencement of the works (1830-1834). If the proportion of the 
produce of any proprietor's fishings fell below this benchmark during the 
years the works were in operation, then that proprietor was compensated 
for that year (see tables 7.2 and 7.3, pp 205 and 207), The rate of 
compensation was to be the average price of Tay salmon and gri1se in the 
London market during the particular season, this figure to be provided by 
some of the local tacksmen. The same principle was to apply to 
permanent loss: 1f the average produce of a proprietor's fishings over the 
five years succeeding the completion of the works fell below that for the 
five years preceding the works, then he was deemed to have suffered a 
permanent loss and compensation was to be paid20 • The 1834 Act also 
increased the permitted borrowing by the NaVigation Commissioners by a 
further ~34,000 in addition to the t16,000 authorised under the 1830 Act. 
Both these sums were ultimately guaranteed by the community of Perth. 
Then in a clause that gave a significant hostage to fortune (described by 
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Table 7.1 
Estates and Proprietors Submitting Returns to the lavlgat1an 
Cammtsslaners 183Q-1846 
Upper River 
Xelkleour Estate, Parish of Caputh, Lady Keith and Nairne. 
Stobhall Estate, Parish of Cargill, Lord Willoughby DOEresby. 
Bellymore Fishings, Parish of Kinclaven, John, Earl of Dunmore. 
Ballathie Estate, Parish of Kinclaven, John Richardson. 
Burnmouth Fishings, Parishes of Stanley and Kinclaven, Duke of Atholl. 
Stanley Fishings, Parish of Stanley, The Stanley Company. 
Balgowan Estate, Parish of Redgorton, Lord Lynedoch. 
Xansfield Estate, Parishes of Scone and St Martins, Earl of Xansfield. 
i1nI: 
Kinnoull Fishings, Parishes of Kinnoull and Perth, Earl of Kinnoull. 
fFriarton Fi6hings, Parish of Rhynd, Sir Thomas Monerieffe. 
fBurgh of Perth Fishings. Parishes of Perth, Kinfauns, and Rhynd. 
fI1nfauns Estate, Parishes of Kinfauns and Rhynd, Lord Gray. 
fSeggieden Estate, Parish of Kinfauns, J.R. Hay of Seggieden. 
fElcho Fishings, Parish of Rhynd, Earl of Wemyss. 
flnchyra Estate, Parish of Kinnoull and St Madoes, R. Crystal of Inchyra. 
fCarpow Estate, Parish of Abernethy, Peter Hay Paterson of Carpow. 
fPitfour Fishlngs, Parishes of Perth, Kinfauns and St Madoes, Sir John S. 
Richardson of Pitfour. 
fXugdrum Estate, Parishes of Newburgh and Abernethy, David Balfour Hay of 
Xugdrum. 
Murie F1shings, Parish of Errol, Miss Yeaman of Murie. 
EstuaQ' 
Errol Estate, Parish of Errol, J. Lee Allan of Errol. 
Balmbreich Estate, Parishes of Dunbog and Fl1sk, Lord Dundas. 
Balmerino Fishings, Parish of Balmerino, Hon. A. Stewart. 
Birthill Estate, Parish of Balmerino, A. Wedderburn. 
Jaughton Estate, Parish of Balmerino, Xl'S Morison of Naughton. 
Voodhaven Fishings, Parish of Forgan, A.C. Stewart of St Fort. 
Douglas Estate Fishings, Parish of Dundee, Lord Douglas. 
Burgh of Dundee Fishings. 
General Hunter. 
Col. Fotheringham of Powrie. 
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Scotscraig Estate, Parish of Ferryport-on-Craig, J(r Dougall. 
Hunter of Blackness. 
Panmure Estate, Parish of Konifieth, Lord Panmure. 
Seaside Estate, Parish of Errol, Mr Hunter of Seaside. 
River Barn 
Carie Fishings, Parish of Abernethy, Mr Ritchie of Carie. 
Dunbarney Estate, Parish of Dunbarney, Mr George Clerk Craigie. 
Freeland Estate, Parish of Forgandenny, Lord Ruthven. 
Condie Estate, Parish of Forgandenny, Mr Laurence Oliphant. 
Dupplin Estate, Parish of Aberdalgie, Earl of Kinnoull. 
Elcho Estate, Parish of Rhynd, Earl of Wemyss. 
Xoncrieffe Fishings, Parish of Rhynd, Sir Thomas Moncrieffe. 
Kinmonth Estate, Parish of Dunbarney, David P. Small Keir of Kinmonth. 
Carpow Estate, Parish of Abernethy, Peter Hay Paterson of Carpow. 
'Estates affected by the operations of the Navigation Commissioners and 
eligible to receive compensation from them. 
Source: documents entitled, state CcmpariDlf the ReturDs far (date) with 
the Avert1[Ie for the Five Seasons precedl1J[f 1835, PE 25, various bundles. 
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Table 7.2 
Produce Above and Below the Average Of 1830-1834 CB1'gjhle Estates) 
1a3:l 183Q 183Z 
Salmon Grllse Salmon GrUse Salmon GrUse 
Xoncrleffe -135 1048 32 257 -292 -347 
Burgh of Perth -861 -1621 63 -246 51 -868 
Kinfauns 1076 2109 2237 1920 671 2273 
Seggleden 189 94-4 178 341 116 410 
Elcho -116 -858 -351 -465 364 2172 
Inchyra 747 1920 608 977 809 1789 
Carpow 146 203 34 14 37 -42 
Pltfour 53 969 -334 -710 -124 -185 
Xugdrum 368 613 86 33 170 384 
Annual Total 1467 5327 2553 2121 1802 5586 
1a36 1839 18iQ 
Salmon GrUse Salmon GrUse Salmon GrUse 
Xoncr1effe -255 -433 -78 174 -63 -146 
Burgh of Perth 61 -457 -78 -44-6 -97 -230 
Kinfauns 1290 1516 2661 2432 1238 3455 
Seggleden 133 294- -237 -212 99 173 
Elcho 275 105 761 657 -144- -158 
Inchyra 891 1592 673 742 517 970 
Carpow -19 -188 -95 -178 252 532 
Pltfour -787 -2333 -280 -607 46 11 
){ugdrum 96 -127 137 60 -48 -151 
Annual Total 1685 -31 3464 2622 1830 4456 
11HZ lei3 leU 
Salmon Gr1lse Salmon GrUse Salmon GrUse ){oncrleffe 
-683 -1571 -961 -670 -412 -525 
Burgh of Perth 195 -720 642 -115 179 -625 
Unfauns 2049 5878 3019 3194 1658 1815 
Seggleden 386 228 234 13 116 77 
Elcho 599 4813 1324 3186 2050 2337 
Inchyra 762 3750 1409 2241 1144 1907 
Carpow 
-309 -1323 -260 -480 -96 -238 
P1tfour 104 -649 -678 -2308 -675 -1596 ){ugdrum 642 2258 1025 1189 1236 1261 
Annual Total 3745 12664 5754 6250 5200 4413 
[over 
Xoncrieffe 
Burgh of Perth 
Kinfauns 
Seggieden 
Elcho 
Inchyra 
Carpow 
Pitfour 
Xugdrum 
Annual Total 
1845 
Salmon 
-645 
-435 
813 
338 
1938 
686 
-103 
-651 
799 
2740 
Gr-ilse 
>-1071 
-1115 
1866 
482 
4297 
1945 
-501 
-2084 
2003 
5822 
Source: PE 25, various bundles 
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Total 1835-1845 
Salmon Grilse 
-3492 -3284 
-280 -6443 
16712 26458 
1552 2750 
6730 16086 
8246 17833 
-413 -2201 
-3326 -9492 
4511 7523 
(ami tUng 1841) 
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Table 7.3 
CDmpe~aat1cD Pa1d bJ the la~1gat1cD Commjsa1c~eDS tc B11g1ble Elsh1~g 
Prcprietcns 1835-1845 (Omitting 1841) 
All salmon and grilse prices taken to the nearest eighth of a pound. 
1835 183S 1831 
Sal Gri Sal Gri Sal Gri 
Rate per 9 •• 9d. 2s. 4d. 12 •• 9'4d. 3s. 4d. lOs. 71td. 2s. 91ld. 
fish (£0.5) (£0.125) (£0.625) (£0.125) (£0.5) (£0.125) 
"oncrieffe £H6.00 £43.00 
Burgh of 
Perth £431.00 £203.00 *£9.00 *£83.00 
Pitfour £209.00 £89.00 £62.00 £23.00 
Others £58.00 £107.00 £219.00 £58.00 *£13.00 
Total £489.00 £310.00 £428.00 £156.00 £291.00 £79.00 
Combined total £799.00 £584.00 £370.00 
1838 183~ IUQ 
Sal Gri Sal Gri Sal Gri 
Rate per 12 •• 4'4d. 3s. 41td. 13s. 2'4d. 31. S\d. 12s. 101ld. 2s. lI~d. 
fish (£0.625) (£0.125) (£0.625) (£0.125) (£0.625) (£0.125) 
"oncrleffe £159.00 £54.00 *£27.00 £39.00 £18.00 
Burgh of 
Perth *£19.00 U9.00 £56.00 £61.00 £29.00 
Pi tfour £492.00 £292.00 £175.00 £76.00 
Others *£44.00 £208.00 £49.00 £101.00 £39.00 
Total £695.00 £365.00 £459.00 £181.00 £201.00 £86.00 
Combined total £1,060.00 £640.00 £287.00 
IU2 ISU ISU 
Sal Gri Sal Gri Sal Sri 
Rate per lOs. 4d. 21. 21td. 8s. lid. 2s. 51td. 95. 9'4d. 2s. 2~d. 
fish (£0.5) (£0.125) (£O.S) (£0.125) (£0.5) (£0.125) 
"oner llfft £342.00 £196.00 £481.00 £84.00 £206.00 £66.00 
Burgh of 
Perth *£8.00 *£307.00 *£11.00 
Pitfour U29.00 £339.00 £289.00 £338.00 £200.00 Otherl £155.00 £165.00 £130.00 £60.00 £48.00 £30.00 
Total £505.00 £390.00 £1,257.00 £433.00 £603.00 £296.00 Combined Total £895.00 £1,690.00 £899.00 
'balance only, where an estate had a surplus of one kind of fish and a 
deficit of the other in the same year, only the deficit balance, if any, was 
paid. Thus in 1835 Moncrieffe had -135 salmon (~ 9s. 9d. = t65 8s. 3d.> and 
+1,048 grilse (~ 2s. 4d. = t122 13s. 4d.>, thus no compensation was paid. 
[over 
la~5 
Sal 
Rate per lOs. ld. 
fish (£0.5) 
Xoncrieffe £32~.00 
Burgh of 
Perth £218.00 
Pitfour £325.00 
Others £52.00 
Total £917.00 
Combined total 
Gri 
2s. 4d. 
(£0.125) 
£134.00 
t139.00 
£261. 00 
£63.00 
£597.00 
£1,514.00 
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Totals 
All fish 
£1,623.00 
£3,199.00 
£1,599.00 
£8,738.00 
£8,738.00 
Thus the total amount of compensation paid by the Navigation 
Commissioners (less that paid out in 1841 for which there are no figures) was 
£8,738. 
Sources: numbers of fish from table 7.2 and prices from ·Statement of the City 
of Perth Fishing averages, as fixed by Decreet Arbitral of Hugh BarClay 
Esquire, Sheriff Substitute of Perthshire." PE 25, bundle 175. 
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Penny as "a compromise"), the Navigation Commissioners were constrained 
from spending more than ~15,000 above that already spent until 
compensation had been paid to the proprietors of fishings for any losses 
sustained up to that time. 
Work on the improvements to the navigation began in July 1835 
under the direction of Robert Stevenson & Son, civil engineers21 . 
Almost as soon as it commenced there was trouble from the fishing 
proprietors, disturbed to learn that the Navigation Commissioners were 
planning to undertake the whole work simultaneously instead of in stages 
as had been originally intended, and determined to ensure that the clause 
in the Act which did not allow expenditure to exceed t15,OOO until 
compensation had been paid to them would be adhered t022 • As a result 
of this intervention by the fishing proprietors there was every 
possibility that the Commissioners would reach their spending limit with 
the works incomplete and no possibility of earning income. In the face 
of this opposition, the Navigation Commissioners, on the advice of Robert 
Stevenson, decided to revert to their original intention of completing the 
work in stages23 • In 1839 a third Act was passed extending the time 
over which the NaVigation Commissioners could carry out their operations 
and increasing to ~21,000 the expenditure they could incur before paying 
compensation to the proprietors of fishings24 At the General Meeting of 
the Navigation Commissioners in July 1839, the Stevensons were able to 
report that the "most hurtful" of the fishing cairns as well as many 
large boulders had been removed from the river. Experiments were being 
conducted with rafts to see if they could be substituted for cairns2S • 
Generally, the disruption to the fisheries caused by dredging was 
less than had been anticipated. In no year during or after the dredging 
operations over the period 1835-1845 (omitting 1841 for which the 
figures are missing) did the produce of the fishings eligible to receive 
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compensation fall below the average for 1830-1834, with the single 
exception of grl1se in 1838 (see table 7.2). Under the 1839 Act the 
annual compensation paid during the course of the works was extended for 
a further five years after the works were completed (the amounts of 
compensation paid are summarised in table 7.3). After these five years 
had elapsed, it was found that the fishings of Xoncrieffe, Burgh of Perth, 
Carpow and Pitfour had overall deficits in their produce for which they 
received further compensation. The dispute which arose over the 
compensation paid to Richardson of Pitfour gives an insight to the 
changing prosperity of the fisheries. Initially, the permanent loss to 
the Pitfour fishings had been assessed at 547 salmon and 1,498 grilse per 
BnnUJlf valued at t436 19s. 512d. This assessment had been disputed by 
the Navigation Commissioners and the case had gone to the Court of 
Session where Richardson had been awarded t4,665 in permanent settlement, 
i.e. just over ten years purchase of the value of the average number of 
fish lost, this amount being equated with the loss of rent. Richardson 
claimed that he had still lost, for although his rentals had returned to 
more or less their level prior to the improvements, they had formerly 
been about one-seventh of the total rentals of the Tay whereas 
subsequently they were only one-tenth. He contended that the recovery 
in his rental income was not due to a restoration of the nlmber of 
salmon caught, but was the result of and increase in prices due to the 
introduction of rail transport to the London market26 • 
The operations of the Navigation Commissioners ceased in 1841. 
In spite of the acrimony emanating from the fishing proprietors both 
before and during their activities, the improvements to the navigation 
had little ultimate effect upon the salmon fisheries. Table 7.4 shows 
the produce of the river over the period 1834-1846. Catches do appear 
to dip somewhat over the period, but not excessively so, and a recovery 
Produce 
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Table 1.4 
Produce af the Cgmmercial Fisheries af the Tar Basin, 183Q-1845 
Part I - All Fisheries 
lU~~I: Ia~ E1~~I: Ea;rn Ic:tal:;! Total 
Salmon Grllse Salmon Grllse Salmon Grllse Fish 
1830 27,658 53,249 902 2,655 28,560 55,904 84,464 
1831 19,827 38,754 523 1,765 20,350 40,519 60,869 
1832 25,898 53,085 766 2,638 26,664 55,723 82,387 
1833 20,556 50,612 773 2,240 21,329 52,852 74,181 
1834 28,045 47,469 733 1,685 20,778 49,154 69,932 
1835 32,964 60,953 1,214 3,394 34,178 64,347 98,525 
1836 27,623 32,572 867 1,657 28,490 34,229 62,719 
1837 23,871 54,069 685 2,630 24,556 56,699 81,255 
1838 21,492 41,936 710 2,506 22,202 44,442 66,644 
1839 23,981 21,754 766 1,512 24,747 23,266 48,013 
1840 12,650 30,162 447 1,334 13,097 31,496 44,593 
1841 24,373 39,563 
1842 26,779 80,539 789 2,994 27,568 83,533 111,101 
1843 35,126 43,617 692 1,666 35,818 45,283 81,101 
1844 31,213 31,353 858 1,239 32,071 32,592 64,663 
1845 21,316 44,541 602 1,778 21,918 46,319 68,237 
1846 33,807 28,954 
Part II 
- River Tar an1r 
lIpp~I: E1~eI: EheI: E:;!:tlJaI:~ 
Salmon Grllse Salmon Grllse Salmon Grllse 
1830 3,444 5,726 19,220 36,560 4,994 10,963 
1831 1,494 1,217 12,454 28,073 5,879 9.467 
1832 1,424 1,293 18,912 40,108 5,562 11,684 
1833 1,473 1,460 12,237 32,349 6,846 16,803 
1834 1,825 1,636 19,423 35,088 6,817 10,745 
1835 2,042 2,111 23,434 48,785 7,488 10,057 
1836 2,272 1,875 20,900 25,054 4,451 5,643 
1837 1,683 2,152 17,556 43,687 4,622 8,230 
1838 1,660 2,406 16,096 29,776 3,739 9,554 
1839 1,653 1,348 19,319 17,763 3,009 2,643 
1840 782 1,337 10,467 25,964 1,401 2,861 
1841 
1842 1,776 3,558 21,476 68,631 3,527 8,350 
1843 2,381 2,205 28,861 36,805 3,884 4,607 
1844 1,345 843 25,737 26,372 4,131 4,138 
1845 1,069 1,399 16,887 37,095 3,360 6,047 
Upper River above Perth Bridge <Mansfield to Meikleour estates), River from 
Perth Bridge to the foot of Mugdrum Island <Kinnoull to Hurie estates), 
Estuary from Xugdrum to the sea (Errol to Panmure estates), for details see 
table 7.1. 
[over 
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Part III - SolIE Prcpartions 
Salmon and Grilse River Earn as a 
as a proportion proportion of the 
cf :the :tctal ~~l :tc:ta.l ~~l 
Salmon Grilse Salmon Grilse 
1830 33.81 66.19 1. 07 3.14 
1831 33.43 66.57 0.86 2.90 
1832 32.36 67.63 0.93 3.20 
1833 28.75 71.24 1. 04 3.02 
1834 29.71 70.29 1. 05 2.41 
1835 34.69 65.31 1. 23 3.44 
1836 45.42 54.58 1.38 2.64 
1837 30.22 68.78 0.84 3.24 
1838 33.31 66.69 1. 07 3.76 
1839 51.54 48.46 1. 60 3.15 
1840 29.37 70.63 1. 00 2.99 
1841 
1842 24.81 75.19 0.71 2.69 
1843 44.16 55.84 0.85 2.05 
1844 49.60 50.40 1. 33 1.92 
1845 32.12 67.88 0.88 2.61 
River Ta,. Cnl,. {%l 
IIppe:r: R17e:r: R1Ye:r: Es:tl.la.:r:~ 
Salmon Grilse Salmon Grilse Salmon Grilse 
1830 12.45 10.75 69.49 68.66 18.06 20.59 
1831 7.54 3.14 62.81 72.44 29.65 24.43 
1832 5.50 2.44 73.02 75.55 21. 48 22.01 
1833 7.17 2.88 59.53 63.92 33.30 33.20 
1834 6.51 3.45 69.26 73.92 24.30 22.64 
1835 6.19 3.46 71.09 80.04 22.72 16.50 
1836 8.23 5.76 75.67 76.92 16.11 17.32 
1837 7.05 3.98 73.55 80.80 19.36 15.22 
1838 7.72 5.74 74.89 71.00 17.40 22.78 
1839 6.89 6.20 80.56 81.65 12.55 12.25 
1840 6.18 4.43 82.74 86.08 11.08 9.49 
1841 
1842 6.63 4.42 80.20 85.21 13.17 10.37 
1843 6.78 5.06 82.16 84.38 11.06 10.56 
1844 4.31 2.69 82.46 84.11 13.23 13.20 
1845 5.02 3.14 79.22 83.28 15.76 13.58 
Sources: series of documents entitled State CODpar1nG the Returns for (date) 
with the Averase for the F1ve Seasons PrecedinG 1835, PH 25, various bundles. 
10 document found for the year 1841. Identical figures for the River Tay 
only, but including the years 1841 and 1846, also given in V.L. Calderwood: 
The Sa11l1On R1vers and Lochs of Scotland, London, 1909, p 57. 
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after 1841 is quite marked. Figures, 7.1a for the Tay, and 7.1 b for the 
Earn, show much the same trends, though there was no dredging at all on 
the Earn, suggesting that at least some of the variation was part of a 
natural cycle. In the case of an individual fishing like Kinfauns, 
table 4.3 <pp. 123-124) shows that catches were no worse and probably 
marginally better after the improvement to the navigation than before. 
The improvement of beaches and hailings by the deposition of gravel from 
the dredger may well have had a favourable effect. Asked by the 1842 
Committee if the fisheries had increased or decreased as a result of the 
dredging, Sir John Richardson of Pitfour replied that, although individual 
proprietors had suffered, "as a whole the fish continue much the same, 
because if they are not taken in one place they are taken in another. 11:27 
Opinions expressed to the 1860 Committee were generally favourable. 
Admiral ){aitland Dougall of Scotscraig believed that some fishings had 
been damaged, but not all:2oa. The tacksman, John Dunn, took a more 
favourable view stating that the improvements to the navigation had 
benefited all the fishing stations where the work was carried out:2So. 
Another commentator, writing in 1868 noted that: 
, 
'" the effect of the deepening operations, '" was not a 
general injury to the fishings, but rather a considerable 
transference of property - that is to say it injured certain 
fishings, and greaUy enhanced the value of others, 
The dredging lachine removed from the channel many large 
boulder., behind which the fish were accustomed to shelhr 
themselves during the rapid ebb of the tide, and were 
afterwards easily taken; but noll' they have no such resting 
place, and therefore go down at once with the receding 
waters,30 
The most adverse circumstance resulting from the deepening of the 
Tay was the bankruptcy of the Navigation Commissioners. In 1847 the 
Perth to Dundee railway was opened and this had an immediate and 
devastating effect on the shipping traffic on the Tay. In 1848 the 
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Dundee. Perth and London Shipping Company withdrew its lighter service 
from Dundee to Perth as it was cheaper to unload cargoes destined for 
Perth at Dundee and send them .the rest of the way by rail. In addition 
to these commercial reverses. the demands of the fishing proprietors for 
compensation were another major factor in the Navigation Commissioners' 
ultimate bankruptcy in 1854 with debts of t86,OOO. The Burgh of Perth 
as guarantor had the misfortune to end up by having to take on the 
entire debt::a1. Venatar commented, "this important episode in the 
history of the Tay forms a strong warning against. hasty. crude and 
chimerical schemes on the part of public bodies."::a2 Arguably he was too 
severe in his jUdgement. The advantages of the improvement to 
navigation may have been slow to come. but eventually they came to 
fruition. With particular regard to the salmon fisheries. the most 
adverse effect was that attention was diverted from the more fundamental 
problems of the fisheries. While the fishing proprietors indulged their 
taste for dispute with others and among themselves. the problems of over-
fishing were endlessly discussed but not acted on. Furthermore, by 
devoting their attention to what was happening to individual fisheries. 
the proprietors failed to notice that. according to the statistics 
collected for the payment of compensation. the average annual produce of 
the Tay over the period 1830-1845 was greater than it had been during 
the time of the stake nets. a matter of potential significance for the 
future of the salmon stock. 
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II - The lTe-occupation with Over-Fishing 
Concern that the salmon stock of the Tay was being reduced to 
dangerously low levels was widespread before the BD1Je Drummond Act, 
1828. With the benefit of both hindsight and reference to more 
sophisticated methods of investigation33 it can be seen that the 
information available at the time was insufficient for such a view to be 
either sustained or refuted, but lack of evidence has never been a reason 
preventing people from holding strong beliefs, certainly not the 
partiCipants in the Tay fisheries. The particular importance of this 
concern was the way in which it influenced the behaviour of groups 
associated with the Tay salmon fisheries to be even more protective of 
their own perceived interests. The BDlJIe Drwuland Act in no way 
alleviated these concerns: for example, prior to 1828 "non-observance of 
the c1ose-time"34 had been seen as detrimental to the salmon stock by 
condoning the netting of fish at the end of August and into September, 
but the BDlJIe Drul1ll1lond Act extended the netting season from 26th August 
to the 15th September. An extension of 21 days was a significant time 
in itself (15~ of the total post-1828 close-time of 138 days, or 20~ of 
the pre-1828 close-time of 107 days), but as the last week in August and 
the first two in September frequently coincided with the runs of salmon 
associated with the "Lammas Floods", then the number of fish caught was 
disproportionately large~&. The possibility that the legally prOlonged 
season might permanently damage the salmon stock was a matter of 
concern from 1828 onwards. Fears about the effects of the extended 
season were augmented by knowledge of the increased numbers of coastal 
nets3 &. 
One of the factors which fuelled the disqUiet about over-fishing 
was that the produce of individual fishings was seen to be falling. 
This was a typically narrow view of the situation, for a more significant 
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statistic would have been that for the aggregate produce of the Tay 
fisheries, in which case the danger signal would have been for the annual 
figure to have been rising (see supra p 214), Apart, however, for the 
period before, during and after the work of the Navigation Commissioners, 
no attempt was made to keep records of the produce of the fisheries as a 
whole. In truth, the participants were concerned only with their own 
fishings and wished, not so much to preserve the salmon stock per se, as 
to increase or at least maintain their share of the produce. Thus 
contemporary ideas on conservation were equated with reducing or 
removing altogether access by others to the salmon stock. 
Although the belief that a fall in the produce of the fishings was 
widespread, there are few statistics to verify this. The longest series 
on produce are those for the Kinnoull fishings shown in table 5.3 
(pp 136-137) and figure 7.2. If these are typical then the fall in the 
produce of individual fishings is well marked, however one incomplete 
series is not sufficient verification. The data on rentals are more 
extensive over time and they appear to confirm the decline. However, if 
they are to shed any light on the produce of the fisheries some 
connection between produce and rentals needs to be established. There 
is of course an intuitive connection: it is not difficult to assume that 
tacksmen would offer lower rents if they thought the produce of a fishing 
was or would be lower'"'7. Tables 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 (pp 257-261> 
investigate the extent of the statistical correlation between produce and 
rentals. The results are rather inconclusive, the coefficients of 
correlation ranging from 0.796 for the Kinnoull fishings to -0.154 for 
the Kin fauns fishings. The similarity in trend between produce and 
rentals for the Kinnoull fisheries is visually apparent (see rentals 
figures 7.3a, 7.3b, and produce figure 7.2, P 217) I though the changes in 
the rentals lag two or three years behind the changes in produce. This 
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latter point can be explained by tacks being for periods of up to three 
years, and so adjustments to the perceived worth of the fishings lagged 
behind adjustments to the produce. The Kinnoull rentals show a further 
decline during the 1650s (table 5.3, p 136 and figure 7 .3b), by which time 
they were a mere 5" of what they had been in the 1820s, indicating, if 
the correlation is sustained, further falls in the produce. The 
relatively weak statistical correlation shown in the Burgh of Perth 
fishings (R = 0.4) and the lack of any positive correlation in the other 
examples does not remove the possibility of a connection between rentals 
and produce. Taking all these matters into account it seems not 
unreasonable to conclude that during the f1rst half of the n1neteenth 
century reductions in rentals, (broadly) albeit imperfectly, tended to 
reflect reduct10ns in the produce. This being so, the rental data appear 
to conf1rm that the produce of ind1v1dual fisher1es was 1n decline over 
the period. 
The reason for the fall 1n the produce of individual fish1ngs can 
be ascribed to the longer netting season, coastal nets and more 
intensive fish1ng by tacksmen. The pract1cal evidence for the latter 1s 
dealt with in III of this chapter. However, before looking at the 
practical aspects, there is also the matter of prof1tability. Such 
evidence as there is indicates that losses were common on the Tay 
fisheries during the second quarter of the nineteenth century. As noted 
in Chapter Five, II, accumulated losses by various tacksmen totalled 
t40,432 from 1819 to 1630, and on particular fishings, t1,200 1n 1839-40 
and t524 1n 1841-46~·. Further confirmation of losses is contained 1n 
the detailed accounts available for some of the Burgh of Perth stations 
at the beg1nning of the 1850s. In 1850 the Sleepless and Cally stations 
remained unlet and Andrew Buist managed them on behalf of the Town 
Council. On this occasion revenues totalled t856 176. 5d. and 
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expenditures were t853 6s. 3~d., exclusive of rent. To the small surplus 
on trading of t3 11s. 11M. was added the value of the inventory of gear 
and various other sums to give an overall contribution to rent of 
t111 4s. 4~d., just over one-half of the nominal rent of t200.39. In 
1851 George Pitcaithly took the tack of the Burgh's Incherrat fishings at 
a rent of t602, a sum offered in the belief that there would be a great 
demand in the London market because of the Great Exhibition that year. 
By the end of the season, however, Pitcaithly claimed that he, in common 
with almost all the other tacksmen on the Tay, had suffered great losses 
and they were looking for a rebate on their rents40 • However, the 
losses of the early 1850s mark the end of the period of unprofitability, 
thereafter the coming of the railways restored the Tay salmon fisheries 
to profitability41. 
The significance of the losses is that they would certainly not 
encourage tacksmen to pay high rents, which helps to explain the fall in 
rentals, but more important to the point at issue, they could also have 
been a contributory factor to the fall in the produce of individual 
fishings. If losses caused the tacksmen to fish their tacks more 
intensively and this was accompanied by proprietors opening more 
stations, then the produce of mcb flsblD8 would tend to fall as greater 
inroads were made into the (relatively fixed) salmon stock4::.l. It thus 
follows that the fall in the produce at fishings could have been a 
consequence of tacksmen working more tacks more intensively to try and 
recoup losses. With regard to the overall situation, which was ignored 
at the time, a fall in the produce of individual fishings is not 
inconsistent with a rise in the aggregate produce if more stations were 
being worked over a longer netting season. The period 1830-1845 is too 
short to conclusively demonstrate that the aggregate produce had 
increased permanently, but an inspection of tables 3.2 (p 89) and 7.4 
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(pp 211-212) ,shows that in by far the greater number of years the 
produce of· the Tay was higher from 1830-1846 than it was from 
1788-1809. An extended comparison is made in figure 7.4 in which three 
sequences of eleven years are shown. There is no sign1ficance in the 
chronological order of the figures. but they show that the produce 
1830-1840 was greater than that for 1788-1798 and 1799-1809, except for 
two years43 • 
Although the available data is insufficient to justify conclusively 
the contemporary fears about over-fishing, nonetheless, such data as are 
available on produce. rentals and profits all point to less salmon at the 
fishings. and it is not surprising that such data were used to support 
the then current opinions. The contemporary pre-occupation with what 
was happening at individual fishings may have masked an increase in 
aggregate catches. as suggested by the figures for 1830-1845 (table 7.4, 
p 211), though this too cannot be sustained on the available evidence. 
If there were such an increase. then it may be seen as a manifestation of 
the same problem: more stations being worked more intensively for a 
longer season giving lower catches per station. but a higher aggregate 
catch for the Tay fisheries. 
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III - Practical Evidence of Dver=Fishing 
In a practical context, there were three factors which were seen as 
being causes of over-fishing during the second, third and fourth decades 
of ·the nineteenth century. One was the lengthening of the fishing 
season in 1828 as a result of the HQ11Ie DnnImond Act, the second was the 
increased use of coastal nets and the third was the greater intensity of 
fishing within the river over the entire fishing season. The first of 
these has been dealt with .... , and the second may be dealt with relatively 
briefly. After being finally removed from the Tay in 1817, stake nets 
were soon re-established on the coast. Their use at coastal sites 
increased over the years and the basic stake net was augmented by the 
bag net which was not so restricted as the stake net in the locations at 
which it could be used"s • Although at the time there was controversy as 
to whether fish caught in the coastal nets were thus "lost" to some river, 
there is now no doubt that this was so. Salmon in coastal waters are 
intent upon entering their natal river, thus the coastal nets were an 
additional inroad into the salmon stock. In terms of a single river 
like the Tay it is not possible to identify which coastal nets were 
catching fish specifically destined for the Tay, though it seems not 
unreasonable to assume that the coastal nets nearest to the mouth of the 
river would be the ones catching the highest proportion. That there 
were stake nets both north and south of the entrance to the Firth of Tay 
would strongly suggest that the salmon stock of the Tay was depleted for 
this reason. 
Evidence based upon fishing practices that pOint to an increase in the 
intensity of fishing has already been referred to up to and including the 
1830s4 ,", but it is necessary to establish that this continued to mid-
century and beyond. In this context it is important to bear in mind 
that over-fishing was not necessarily the result of the introduction ~of 
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new modes of fishing, but usually more intensive use of existing 
legitimate modes. The practitioners in the salmon fisheries had an 
ambivalent attitude toward innovation, tending to oppose any deviation 
from the status quo on the part of others, but not averse to adopting new 
methods themselves, particularly if these gave them a unique advantage. 
It was implicit in the legislation affecting salmon fisheries that all 
those with a legal title to participate in the fisheries should have equal 
access to the fish. . Although this principle did not and could not work 
in practice <e.g. the dearth of fish in the upper river made the idea of 
equal access quite ludicrous), it was nonetheless used to stifle any 
innovation that might give an advantage to a particular proprietor or one 
of his tacksmen47 • As a commentator from later in the century noted: 
It is a peculiarity of fishery property that it cannot be used 
II Ibsolutely at the owner's disposal, to 'makl the best of' 
like SOMe other kinds of property, "' But a Illn who 
exercises ingenuity and 'industry to take as many fish as 
possible out of hit fishery, these fish being travellers, and 
neither natives nor residents, makes a proportionate deduction 
frOM the share falling to his neighbours, It is a 
necessity "' that the In can per.it only uniforM IIIchinery 
or a lilited degree of efficiency,·· 
But if the law discouraged any man from fishing more intensively than 
his neighbour, it remained possible that all men could increase the 
intensity of their fishing, and this is what seems to have occurred. An 
article in The Fjeld in 1868 noted that 
'" the Itations were placed fir too closely, so thlt the nets 
were incessantly plied, The fishermen on opposite banks could 
only work by turns, owing to the comparative narrowness of the 
river; and as soon as one boat touched the land, the other was 
launched, Stations were multiplied everywhere,.' 
A court case in 1845 exemplified the efforts made by tacksmen to 
maximise the returns from their fishings and illustrates also the courts' 
attitude to one tacksman taking an advantage denied to another. The 
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case involved two tacksmen at the adjacent f1shings of West Xuirton 
(Kinnoull> and' Thummie (Xansfield). The defendants had anchored a boat 
downstream from their fishings in order to observe any fish approaching, 
thus allowing them to prepare the nets in advance of the arrival of the 
fish. To improve their chance of seeing fish, they had tipped a load of 
broken 'white china into the river, over which the fish were likely to 
pass. This was successfully objected to and an interdict granted by the 
Sheriff, who noted that the illegality of the practice derived from it 
enabling the tenant to "take more [fishl than he otherwise would in the 
usual mode of fishing. "SO 
When, however, circumstances did change, proprietors and their 
tacksmen were not slow to take advantage of the situation. An example 
of this is provided by what became known as the -Bermony Boat Case" 
which aroused considerable interest at the timeS 1 • This involved the 
Burgh of Perth at their Incherrat station and Kiss Charlotte Elizabeth 
Hay of Seggieden, whose Flukie station was immediately downstream (east) 
from Incherratli:2. The Seggieden case was summarised in a XeBortllJdUJ1l 
prepared ,in July 185953 • AI though the erstwhile island of Darry 
belonged to Seggieden, the fishings around it - the stations of Incherrat, 
Killhurst and Darry - had since 1600 belonged to the Burgh of Perth. 
After the island was joined to the north shore, the Darry station in the 
former north channel became inoperative, as did the two Seggieden 
stations of Claybrae and Thornie on the opposite north shore. This left 
the Burgh of Perth with two stations <Incherrat and Killhurst) and 
Seggieden with one (Flukie). It was the practice of the fishers at 
F1ukie to row their shot from a point on the north shore out into the 
river as close to the east end of Darry Island as possible and then 
beyond into the mainstream of the river. At the time of the Navigation 
Commissioner's dredging activities the Incherrat hailing was about 100 
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yards upstream from the end of the island which meant that there was no 
overlap between the two stations. Xuch of the dredged material from 
this reach of the river was used to improve the hail1ngs and tow paths 
at Incherrat, and the same was done at Flukie by way of compensation for 
the loss to the Seggieden estate of the Claybrae and Thornie stations. 
Had this been all that happened, there would have been no reason 
for a dispute, but two additional factors brought about the strife. The 
first problem derived from the threat posed to the finances of the 
Javigation Commissioners by the opening of the Perth to Dundee railway 
in 1847. It soon became apparent that insolvency of the llavigation 
Commissioners was inev1table and the Xe.arandUD for Kiss Hay claimed 
that, as the interests of the Burgh of Perth and the llav1gation 
Commissioners had always been largely co1ncidental because of their 
mutual f1nanc1al arrangements and because many Town Councillors were 
also lav1gat1on Commissioners <fourteen out of twenty-e1ght), every 
effort had been made by the Commiss1oners to ·save or improve the Town's 
property in its fish1ngs at the expense of the other proprietors.· 
Furthermore, when it became evident that the Navigation Commissioners 
would have no resources to pay any claims outstanding against them, 
including any that might have been paid to the Burgh, the Town Council 
redoubled their efforts to use the activit1es of the llavigat10n 
Commissioners as payment in' kind,. i.e. improving the Burgh fishings by 
dredging and the deposition of gravel, but· "preventing and attempting to 
prevent all repair and improvement by any other proprietor .... , a 
perceived case of discrimination by the Councillors and CommiSSioners 
aga1nst the 1nterests of other propr1etors of fishings. 
The second factor was a spate wh1ch deposited a bank of gravel at 
the east end of Incherrat, extend1ng the end of the erstwh1le 1sland into 
the waters oppos1te the Flukie station. This interfered with the Flukie 
· J 
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shot, and the Flukie fishers sought to alleviate this by augmenting the 
gravel bank and turnIng it· into a proper tow path, as they were entitled 
to do by the custom of the river"". By occupying the new bank the 
Flukie fishers would have moved their shot further out into the 
mainstream of the river and, more important, would have moved closer to 
the Incherrat station thus making it more likely that they would 
intercept fish heading for Incherrat. Fortunately for the Town Council, 
the new bank was across the mouth of the backwater formed by joining 
Darry Island to the north shore, called the Back Lake, and in augmenting 
this, the Flukie fishers had cut off the backwater from the river. This 
gave the Perth Town Council the opportunity to object, not on the grounds 
of the Flukie fishers occupying the new bank, their actual concern, but on 
the grounds that they were interfering with the navigation of the river 
by blocking off the Back Lake. The Seggieden estate was forced to pay 
for the re-opening of the Back Lake and the Incherrat station was moved 
downstream to take advantage of the new bank, access to which was denied 
the Flukie fishers by the re-opened channel to the Back Lake. It was to 
counteract this last development that the Seggieden tacksmen. had adopted 
the Bermony boats •• 
The Bermony boat was an aid to the net & coble fishing that had 
been developed on the Tay some twenty years previously"". The purpose 
of the Bermony was to extend· the sweep of ·the net by extending the 
length of the tow. Two stakes were erected, one on the shore the other 
in the river itself and a rope attached to both. On the Bermony boat 
there were two sets of rollers through which the rope passed allowing the 
boat to travel the distance between the stakes by means of a man in the 
boat pulling along the rope. The coble with the net and the Bermony 
boat would come together at the river stake, similar to coble and towman 
at the shot head. Thereafter the coble would row the shot and the·"" 
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Bermony would return to the shore with the tow rope, either directly to 
the hailing or to some point, short of it, after which the towman would 
walk . to the hailing where the two ends of the net would again come 
together. Thus the basic net & coble practice, which confined the 
towman to the < bank, was extended so that· the tow could start at some 
point only accessible by boat. As· 'the evidence noted, -by this 
contrivance, the proprietors of salmon-fishings are enabled to get into 
deep water, where the salmon generally are, at places where it would be 
impossible otherwise to obtain this advantage.A57 
Contrary to what happened with other innovations, the Bermony boat 
was not. been challenged for some time after its introduction. It 
remained in use at Rashbush only until 1832 when it was used at.another 
station called Sir LawaI' The KnightSioIiil • The effect of the use of the 
Bermony boat was described as ·very remarkable". It was estimated that 
Lord Wemyss would have lost ~l,OOO out of his total rentals of ~1,818 if 
the Bermony had been withdrawn from his stations and similar claims were 
made for the Inchyra and Mugdrum fishingsu • It was the introduction 
of the Bermony boat at Flukie in 1843 that Perth Town Council objected 
to, claiming that it intercepted and frightened off fish heading for the 
Incherrat station60 , and in June 1855 Perth Town Council raised an action 
of Declarator against the Hays to prevent the further use of the Bermony 
boat'"'. The case came to court on 13th February 1856 and on 27th May 
1856 the Court of Session found in favour of the Council and against 
lUss Hay of Seggieden&"'. The defendant's case was that the Bermony 
boat was not a fixed engine (as was claimed) because it was not designed 
to catch fish, being rather a device to allow fish to be caught by the 
legitimate net & coble method. The pursuer's case involved the 
restatement of the prinCiple set down at the beginning of this section, 
namely, that all participants in the fisheries should have equal access .to 
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the salmon. Observing that Miss Hay's lawyers had asserted that it 
made no difference to the fish whom they were caught by, and that it was 
correct that she should pursue her own interests to the best of her 
(tacksmens') abilities, the counter-argument made was that -"hat 1s her 
(!a1n 1s another's loss, [my italics] and that the assertion of the rights 
of property in a common object is restrained by rules which she totally 
overlooks, in the pursuit of her own interest." While it was not certain 
that fish not caught at Seggieden tfOUld be caught on the pursuer's 
fishings, nevertheless "the more fish she destroys the less must 
necessarily be destroyed by those who have the second chance;". She 
must thus confine the practices at her fishings to what was "fair and 
legi timate" .... 3 Turning to the more practical outcomes of the adoption 
of the Bermony boat, various tacksmen attested to the dire results for 
the fishings above those where Bermony boats were employed. Alexander 
Speedie summed up this case as follows: "it would be something 11ke the 
stake nets. We need not care whether we fished up here or not, we would 
get few or no fish."OS4 The case went to appeal in October 18576 & and 
Perth Town Council were again successful at the termination of the appeal 
in June 1860, but further legal activity followed culminating in an appeal 
to the House of Lords in 1862 which reversed the verdict of the lower 
courts and pronounced that the Bermony boats were legal....... The Bermony 
Boat Case is a prime example of the enduring attitudes of self-interest 
displayed by the majority of the participants in the Tay Salmon 
Fisheries. The fate of the salmon stock played little part in their 
calculations. 
other changes in methods that increased the efficiency of the net & 
coble mode included the introduction in 1824 of windlasses for wi~ding in 
the head rope of the net, though they were not in widespread use until 
183067 • As part of the evidence submitted in the Bermony Boat Case made 
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clear, some windlasses were fixed, while others were on wheels, a 
development introduced in the mid-1840s~Q. Longer nets became general 
in the 1840s. William Semple, a tacksman, stated that the longest tow 
(rope) he had used was 80 fathoms (480 feet) and he had used a net of 
similar length. "I am on the Darry [Incherrat] fishings this season 
[1862] ... In the filling [flood] tide we stand sometimes at the east 
point of the island. If we used net and tow of the above lengths we 
would be out 160 fathoms [960 feet] from the island."';;" Semple went on 
to observe that the tows and nets were all of different lengths according 
to circumstances. David Pitcaithly, who was foreman at Flukie and who 
had 39 years experience at that station, recalled how introducing heavier 
nets had improved the catches. "We had four classes of nets, called 
Donalds, heavy halflins, light halflins, and strakes, which we used at 
different states of the water • The result was that we got more fish 
•••• 70 
In addition to improvements in the fishing gear, the pressure to 
increase or maintain a share of the produce led to the opening of yet 
more stations by the fishing proprietors. As early as 1816, the Burgh 
of Perth had created the Vennels station. In 1850 it was noted that the 
Earl of Wemyss had created no less than five completely new stations on 
his Elcho estate over the previous twelve years. In 1842, Lord Gray of 
Kinfauns created three additional stations, including that at Blacklug 
opposite to the Ships station?'. This meant that the Ships station had 
to take shot about with Blacklug, to the detriment of the catches at 
Ships. At other times, Sir Thomas Xoncrieffe created two new stations, 
as did Xr Christal of Inchyra, and Sir John Stewart Richardson of Pitfour 
added an additional shot at the North Inch (Poldrait) station, though he 
had given up fishing at the Diddledan and probably had an extra fishing 
cairn at Cairnie?2. Yet another example is mentioned in a letter among 
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the Town Clerk's Papers on how the Burgh fishings might be improved. 
This pOinted out that the most valuable flshings were those at bends in 
the river "favoured with the water running rappidest upon the opposite 
side which makes the net go well". There was one such bend at the 
Burgh fishing of Sleepless, but the shallows called the Bow Heads <Ox 
Rocks or Oaks) prevented its proper exploitation. It was strongly 
recommended that this be dredged and the fishing improved. An 
additional station below the existing Burgh station of Girdom was also 
suggested, the shot head to be the Girdom hailing73. 
There was also a revolution taking place in the transportation of 
salmon which almost certainly made the trade more profitable from 
mid-century onwards. As early as the 1830s, one London fiShmonger in 
his evidence to the 1836 Committee, commented on the favourable effects 
of the introduction of steam vessels. Whereas the supply of Scotch 
salmon prior to then had been subject to considerable fluctuation 
according to the direction of the wind, since the introduction of steam 
the supply was very regular and the time taken for the journey was such 
that the ice in which the salmon were packed was never entirely melted 
away, making a more acceptable product74. By the 18405, according to 
the New Statistical Account, "all fish taken in the river above Newburgh 
are shipped from Perth by lighters for the Dundee steam ships."76 Dodd 
in his The Food of LoIJdon, published in 1856 noted that though the 
railways were bringing salmon to London by that time, about half the 
Scotch salmon still came by steamer76 • The earliest record of Tay 
salmon being sent to London by rail occurred in 1850 when Andrew Swan, 
tacksman, stated this as part of his evidence in a court case7 . In 
1851-1852 Robert Buist stated that "towards the end of the season the 
prices were much higher than before the days of the railways which now 
even in the heat of summer take fish to the market in excellent 
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condition. _7& At the end of the 1850s another London fishmonger 
attributed the rise in the average price of salmon over the previous six 
or seven years to the superior quality of the fish arriving by rail79 • 
Another aspect of the growing pressures on the salmon stock was 
the increase of l~ltimate activity in the estuary. The general 
unsuitability of the estuary for the net & coble mode of fishing and the 
various permuations of fixed engines devised by the estuarial proprietors 
and their tacksmen to get round the prohibition on fixed engines have 
been described elsewhereeo • The constant succession of interdicts 
imposed by the courts at the behest of the river proprietors had by the 
1840s temporarily exhausted the ingenuity of the estuarial interest and 
they were forced, for the time being, to make the most of what was 
sanctioned by the law, l.e. the toot net and the sweep netel • In spite 
of its general ineffectiveness, there were certain 'states of the tide at 
which a sweep net could be operated at places in the estuary. When the 
tide was high and the sandbanks were covered the use of net & coble was 
quite impossible, however, as the tide receded and the river flowed in 
channels among the banks, it was possible to fish with a sweep net from 
those banks that shelved relatively steeply. It was a mode of operation 
very restricted in time. 
When they [I~eep netll are used, they Ire used II ~uch It low 
wlter as at any other tile, They are not used at high water, 
They generally go on to fish at the estuary after the tide has 
run fully half back, Ind then they filh perhaps an hour in the 
flow again with the sweep net, '" The len who are down on 
the banks are tide fishers, '" Suppose they go on at nine 
o'clock in the morning and that the tide was probably half run 
back, they would fish perhaps until one o'clock, when it would 
be one hour's flood, or about that, '" The sweep net will 
not be in actual operation, 1 Ihould lay, for lore than eight 
hours out of the twenty-four, "' 1 n some places they would 
not have [Le, row] lore than ho shots in the hour, They 
could not take I shot in eight minutes do~n there; it is 
further up where they can take the. so frequently as that, 1 
reter to Pyeroad at Kinfauns, which 11 1I0ng the smartest 
stations on the river8Z , 
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Not only was fishing by net & coble restricted to about eight 
hours per day, but the season on the lower river was later in starting. 
The bank fishing below Newburgh did not begin until after the Newburgh 
Market, which was the third Saturday in June. Despite these 
shortcomings, activity on the banks spread further down the river during 
the 1830s. The banks round the island of Xugdrum had always been 
worked, it was those below that began to be colonised. This involved 
the fishings of the Seaside, Kinnaird and Castle Huntly estates in 
particular. In 1833 the Carthagena Bank belonging to Seaside was first 
let for net & coble fishing. By 1849 activity had reached as far down 
as Powgavie (Kinnaird) , and about the same time Patterson of Castle 
Huntly laid claim to the Channel Bank which no one had fished beforeEll3 • 
The increase in activity on the banks is attested by the increase in 
fishing rentals for the Seaside and Castle Huntly estates. In the 
1855/56 season the rent paid for Seaside was t36. By the season 
1865/66 it had risen to t202, at which point, after a. court case, some of 
the stations were transferred to the ownership of Lord Zetland 
(Balmbreich) on the south shore. Between 1856/57 and 1864/64 the rent 
of Castle Huntly fishings rose from t13 to t150&l4. 
/ 
The daily and seasonal time restrictions imposed upon the bank 
fishers, considerable though they were, were not the only difficulties 
they encountered. The nature of the banks themselves meant that they 
were constantly shifting, appearing and disappearing. Thus a bank worth 
only a few shillings rent one year might be worth tl00 in the next. 
The Haggis station had only existed for a few years prior to 1864, but in 
that year it was rented for t195. Another bank called Eppie's Taes gave 
rise to a great deal of trouble by gradually shifting toward the south 
shore until it was claimed as part of the Balmbreich fishings, though it 
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had started out as belonging to the Seaside estate on the north shore. 
The inevitable court case followed (see Appendix VI)9-. 
At other places in the estuary the traditional toot net continued 
in use. In his evidence to the 1860 Committee, for example, Admiral 
Maitland Dougall of Scots craig told of the practices on his estate. On 
the coastal stretch he employed stake nets and bag nets, while in the 
estuary he used the stell (toot) net. Maitland Dougall tried to make the 
case that the sweep net and the toot net were the same, apart from the 
toot net being smaller: "the difference being that the salmon are not 
moving about in such quantities where the stell net is used; it is found 
useless continually sweeping with no fish. There is a boat that holds 
the outer end of the stell net; when a fish is seen by the man who is 
watChing near, he calls out 'haul', and the net is drawn, ... the outer end 
being held is the difference.""". 
In his book The Bahan, published in 1864, Alexander Russel, editor 
of The 8cotsJ1tlUl, was quite clear that over-fishing was "the grand cause 
of the general decrease" in the Scotch salmon fisheries. He ascribed 
this to two causes: first, over-fishing by net & coble, the efficiency of 
which increased with demand, price, population and improved transport; 
and second, the coastal nets. The statistical evidence presented in the 
second part of this chapter, and the study of fishing practices in this 
third part would be sufficient to confirm the contemporary fears about 
over-fishing. Moreover, the intensity of the fishing in all parts of the 
Tay salmon fisheries continued to increase as proprietors and tacksmen 
engaged in a constant game of "Deil take the hindmost" jockeying for the 
most favourable conditions to apply at their fisheries. Improvements to 
the gear in the form of superior nets, "patent" windlasses and Bermony 
boats all made the process of fishing more efficient. And these 
efficient methods were conducted at a greater number of stations in both 
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the river and the estuary. though the estuar1al f1sh1ngs remained at a 
considerable disadvantageIiil7 •. It can thus be appreciated why there was 
concern that the salmon stock was being depleted. 
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REFERRICES 
1. See Bruce Lenman: FIUJII'Esk to heed, Glasgow, 1975, pp 82-83. 
2. The Report was undertaken by George Alexander, Surveyor of the 
Town's Works, and he identified no less than nineteen obstructions, 
as follows: 
1. The Town's Ford (or Ford of Kinnoull) at the head of 
Moncrieff Island. 
2. Weel Ford at the Weel of the West fishing station 
(NO 121223). 
3. The ford opposi te the farmhouse on Moncrieff Island 
(NO 121217), 
4. The ford between Friarton Hole and Orchardneuk. 
5. Sleepless Ford at the top of Sleepless Inch. 
6. The Oaks, also called the Ox Rocks, or Bow Heads, "an 
interruption of large stones" opposite Kinfauns Castle. 
7. Mlllhurst (Xllnhurst) Ford (hurst or hirst means a ford), at 
the the top (west end) of Darry <Darien or Incherrat) Island. 
8. Flooke (Flukie) Ford at Seggieden. 
9. "! cairn of stones laid down in the tideway for a fishing 
law a little below Inchyra pier." Probably the Hurlecairn 
fishing station (NO 185201). 
10. "Two cairns of stones laid down in the tideway for fishing 
laws opposite Pitfour Castle, commonly called the Rhynd 
Cairns." (10 194189) 
11. "Two smaller cairns of stones laid down in the tideway near 
the west Rhind cairn." 
12. "Scott's Cairn [possibly the Wemyss Cairnl, near the mouth of 
the Earn, said to be the property of the Earl of Wemyss." 
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13. "Two cairns of stones in the tideway below the mouth of the 
Earn upon the Carpow property." 
14. "Another cairn of stones upon· Carpow property, laid in deep 
water." 
15. "Another cairn of stones in the tideway on the east side 
opposite 14, called the Rash Bush Cairn, distant from the 
tideway." 
16. "A stone dyke erected by Carpow to gain land [lro 202186], 
about 100 yards into the tideway, but still distant from the 
shipping." 
17. Carwhingle (Kirwhinnel> Ford, which extended from the north 
end of Mugdrum Island to the south shore. 
18. "Cairn of stones in the tideway at the corner of Kugdrum 
Island." This would be the Isle of Peat fishing station 
OTO 215185). 
19. There was a further dyke below Newburgh extending 407 feet 
into the tideway from Lord Dundas' ground (Balmbreich) on 
the south shore. This was considered to be a danger to 
shipping. 
PE 1/1/8, P 127. 
. Of the obstructions to shipping listed, numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
7, 8, and 17 were genuine fords in the sense of crOSSing places. 
Lenman suggests that some were artificial, while others were 
natural dykes of rock running across the river'. No doubt the 
latter would have been augmented with additional depOSits of 
rubble. 
boulders. 
The Oaks (no. 6) was another natural obstruction of 
On Ritson's 1833 Survey of the R1ver Tar, the Oaks is 
called the ·Ox Rocks" • There would be a similari ty " in 
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pronunciation of the words "oaks" and "ox" in the local dialect, 
which perhaps explains the alternative names. 
The fishing cairns (or laws) were all artificial. Ritson's 
SUrvey shows no less than five cairns near the south shore 
immediately above the mouth of the Earn, which correspond to 
numbers 10, 11 and 12 in Alexander's Report. These would be part 
of the Earl of Wemyss' fishings, and would include the Rhynd Cairn 
and'the Girnal fishing stations. On the same side below the 
mouth of the Earn, Ritson shows another four cairns which would be 
part of the Carpow fishings. On the north shore, above and below 
CairDie pier, Ritson shows another six fishing cairns, these would 
be divided between the Inchyra fishings and the Pitfour fishings, 
and would include Rashbush. Rashbush and the other cairns on the 
north shore became incorporated into the shore when a new 
embankment was built at Cairnie. This embankment also 
incorporated what had previously been Nethermains Island (the name 
"Nethermains" remains in use at Nether Xains farm (NO 203198). 
The dykes listed as numbers 16 and 19 were examples of a common 
feature of the firth up as far as the mouth of the Earn. The 
dykes were led out into the river at right angles to the shore 
creating slack water on either side according to whether the tide 
was ebbing or flowing. The slack water caused the deposition of 
silt, and thus an extension of the land. It was the danger to 
shipping which these represented with which the report was 
principally concerned. 
1. Lenman, op. cit. pp 28-29. 
2. Survey of the River Tay from Perth to InveIJjOWTie and 
BaberiIJo in reference to the ~proveme1Jt of its Xavlsatian and 
the ExteIJsian of the Harbour of Perth by means of a Vet Dock, 
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surveyed under the d1rectjon of Robert stevensan and Alan 
Stevenson, Cjvll Enlf1neers, Ed1nbul1fh, 1833, Jw.es Rltson, Surveyor. 
3. It was believed that the fish ran in the deep water, thus an 
artificial promontory or a cairn standing separate from the shore 
would be an aid to the fishing. 
See also the use of Bermony boats, p 222 ff. 
4. PH 1/1/8, P 254. 
5. ibld. P 291. 
6. See J.F. Riddell: Clyde 'avjsation, Edinburgh, 1979. 
7. PH 1/1/8, P 328. 
8. ][eJI1or1al dated Edinburgh, 17th May 1825. 
PH 15, bundle 66B. 
9. Lord Gray's (Francis, 14th Lord Gray> opinion was qUite emphatic: 
I nOli beg to state that I will give the inhnded Bill 
Ivery opposition in Iy power on the score that J conceive 
these plans ~hile executing, will completely ruin Iy fishings, 
and when completed would lake such an alteration in the course 
of the river, as more than probable would have a shilar 
effect, 
There are only tliO ways in which I think the Town could 
get the better of my opposition the first is, let them take a 
long lease of Iy fi shi ngs, the second let thea pur chase them 
if this can be arranged. 
PH 25, bundle 124. 
10. PE 15, bundle 74. For example: 
1. Deepening the river would cause a stronger current which would 
endanger the Perth Bridge and the embanklllents below Perth. The 
answer to this was that because of the windings of the river, the 
increase in the speed of the current would not be excessive. 
2. That any compensation paid to fishing proprietors would be 
from harbour revenues and these were hypothetical. In reply it 
was argued that this was inevitable as any payments were in the 
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future, but the extent of the trade through the harbour at Perth in 
previous years was available for inspection from existing records. 
3. That the operation of a dredging machine would be prejudicial 
to the fishings by muddying the water. The answer to this was 
that the bed of the river where dredging was to take place 
consisted of clean gravel which would not produce such an effect. 
It was also expected that the work of dredging could be 
accomplished during the close-time. 
11. PE 15, bundle 90. 
12. Suggestions, p 2. 
13. ibid. pp 3-5. 
14. ibid. pp 5-7. 
15. ibid. pp 8-9. 
16. ibid. pp 9-12. 
A further letter from Glasgow gives more detail on this matter. 
61asgow 19 April 1834 
Dear Sirs 
No attempt us ever made on the part of the proprietors of 
fishings on the Clyde to prevent the passing of the Acts of 
Parliament under which the navigation of the River has been 
and is nOIll being improved on pretext of injury which the 
prOjected operations would occasion to their fishings. But 
within these felll years the proprietors of cerhin fhhings 
have brought small claims against the Trustees for i.provelent 
of the Navigation for the damage which certain spechl ach 
then performing by the Trustees was likely to occasion. The 
works complained of consisted of the steep bank or dyke by 
which the channel of the River was considerably narrollled, In 
one instance the Trustees sloped the embankment so as to 
afford the proprietor nearly the saMe f1cllUies in drawing 
hil neh IS he had previously enjoyed, And lIIith that we are 
inforud the proprietor was satisfied, In a second instance 
which occurred with the Town of Renfrew, the Trustees about 
ho years ago entered into a contract by which they bound 
themselves to uke good to the Town of Renfrew in all the 
cOling the average rent IIIhich the Town of Renfrew has derived 
from their fishings during the ten preceding years, 
Heretofore the fishings of the TOllln of Renfrew have been let 
at higher rents than what lIIere got for these fishings prior to 
the date of agreement, And the Trustees on the River have of 
course had nothing to pay under it. In the third rellaining 
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instance that of Govan fishings about two miles belo~ the City 
- the Trustees have in respect of their operation paid a small 
lUll of dange and in order to diMinish the c hil they have 
taken a lease of the fishings for three years and subset it at 
a small cost, 
So far as we can learn, the operations of deepening and 
confining the channel by embankments, as practised on the 
Clyde have not had the efhct of preventing the fhh frOI 
frequenting the rtver although the carrying the ubanklent 
across the shots where the nets were previously drawn has in 
the instances before referred to hpeded the fhhing of the 
River and rendered it lore difficult, It is very likely that 
a different systell of improvement may be adopted for the Tay 
than what has been adopted for the Clyde: that embanking Ilay 
be dispensed with altogether, and hence that the iMproveMents 
lay be carried on without any injury whatever to the fishings, 
The lass of poisonous matter which il introduced into the 
Clyde froll the public works upon its banks and in and around' 
61asgow are generally considered to be much more injurious to 
the fishings than the deepening and embanking of the River, 
In very dry seasons that poisonous utter which by means of 
the steall boat agitation is thoroughly Ilixed with the streall, 
prevents the fish froll ascending the River, We have seen the 
surface of the Ri ver sometimes covered with sllall fish ina 
dead or dying state frol this cause, And we are told that a 
great number of saiion have been occasionally found dead in 
the River from the forler cause, When a fresh, however, 
occurs in the River and the poisonous latter is thereby lore 
quickly carried off the salIIon we are told begin to ascend 
pretty freely, 
Mr James Oswald one of the Melbers for the City is we believe 
a principal proprietor of the Govan fishing and he should be 
able to give your London Solicitors every inforlation as to 
the effect produced by the improvements upon the fishings, "r 
James Ewing the other member was for a considerable tille 
previous to the ReforM connected with the Town Council and in 
this capacity a Trustee of the River, He lust also we think 
be able to afford sililar inforlation - particularly regarding 
the claims made upon the Trustees for the injury done to the 
fishings by the-improvements, 
Mr James Brown on. of the Trustees who has of late taken the 
principal lead in the improvements is Just now in London and 
will be there for some weeks on parliamentary business, He is 
we believe More conversant with details than any of the other 
gentlemen, He will be found at the Union Hohl, Cockspur 
Street, 
We are 
Dear Sirs 
Yours truly 
Mc6regor Murray Mc6regor 
21 April 
We retained the foregoing letter till this day that we light 
have an opportunity of speaking to the City Chamberlain whol 
we had no opportunity of seeing on Saturday, He confirms this 
inforutlon which We had otherwise obtained, He adds that of 
late years a number of dead salmon have been found floating In 
the River owing, as we have stated, to the poisonous latter 
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introduced to it, The rental of -the Clyde fishing, is so very 
sIa11 that we doubt if any inference can be drawn fro~ the~ in 
favour of your operations on the lay, The rental of the 
Renfrew fishings is only £230 - that paid by the Trustees for 
the Sovan fishings £120 - and the Govan fishings 15 subset by 
the Trustees for £90, The Tacksman of the Sovan fishings says 
it is a farce to call the SUIII he pays rent; as he considers 
the money given Just for the privilege which the lease of the 
Sovan fhhings enables hi. to exerche of introducing Irish 
salmon into the urket as Clyde salmon, Still it is the 
poisonous matter introduced into the River which we conceive 
depreCiates the fishing and not the ilprovements, 
Messrs, McGregor Murray McGregor 
17. The 1830 Act was, An Act for Enlarging, upruving, and Xalntaini:ng 
the Port and Harbour of .Fert.b. for upruvi:ng the lavigation of the 
River Tay to the sald Clty, and for other Purposes therelrf1th 
C01111ected, (Geo. IV/WiI. IV, cap. 121>. 
18. George Penny: TradltlO1Js of .Fert.b, Perth, 1836, (facsimile edition, 
1986) P 266. 
19. lbld. P 267. 
The second Act was, An Act to alter and aIJend an Act passed 1n the 
Eleventh year of the Re11Jll of His Late Xa,Jesty and First Year of 
the Re11Jll of Hls .fTesent Xajesty. 1ntltuled ~n Act for enlargl:ng. 
upruvl:ng, and 1M1ntaini:ng the Port and Harbour of .Fert.b, for 
uproving the NavIgation of the River Tay to the said Clty, and for 
other Purposes therelflth connected, (Wil. IV, cap. 67). 
20. Specifically, the compensation was to be based on: 
the average Proportion, Which the Saillon and Grilses taken 
upon the Fishing [or fishings] of each such 
Proprietor, during the Five Vears or Fishing Seasons, 
il.edtately preceding the Commencement of the said Operations, 
bears to the whole Salmon and Grilses hken during the sue 
Period of Five Vears, in the River lay", and this 
Average Proportion being so fixed and ascertained, the said 
Owners and Occupiers of Fishings, shall be entitled to have it 
ascertained, in like lIlanner, at the end of each Fishing 
season, '" during the continuance of the said operations 
in improving the Navigation '" and also during the Five 
Years or Fishing Seasons, immediately succeeding the 
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Tlrmination of such Operations ~hether there has been 
taken on the Fishing [or fishings] '" the same Proportion 
of Salmon and SrtIses '" which it was previously 
ascerhined, had been taken '" and in the Event " , 
[that U] shall fall under the Proportion , , , the said 
Commissioners '" shall be bound '" to make good and 
pay the Loss or Damage arising froll such Deficiency, 
to be ascertained at the Average of the selling price of Tay 
Salmon in the London Market, for each such Fishing Season, 
21. It is interesting to note that though the borrowing powers of the 
Navigation Commissioners were limited to t.50,OOO, Stevenson's 
original estimate was for t.54,314, made up as follows: 
Improvement of 
Tide-harbour 
Entrance lock 
Ship canal 
Wet-dock 
the naVigation 
t. s. d. 
5,600 14 3 
9,168 18 
10,343 8 8 
6,464 12 11 
22,737 4 4 
54,314 18 2 
Report on the lIavisatJon of the ray, and Ibctension of Perth 
Harbour, Robert Stevenson 81 Son, Civil Engineers, 22nd January 
1834. 
PE 1/4/18<1-2), 
22. "The Commissioners are deviating from the spirit and intention of 
the Act in so far as they propose to execute in whole and at once, 
a work which was intended to be executed progressively and in 
departments." Comment by Robert Stevenson. 
PE 1/4/1, P 232. 
23. 1bid. pp 231-232. 
One result of this was that the works were never completed to the 
extent originally planned. 
24. An Act to alter, BJlend, and enlarfIe the Powers and ProvisIons of 
rtfO several Acts of the Eleventh Year of the Re:/sD of KinS George 
the Fourth and F1rst Year of the Retsn of KiD/! Ifl11iaJJI the Fourth, 
and Fwrtb and Fifth Year of the Reisn of KinS Ifl11.1.lm the Fourtb, 
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for :f.16proving the Part. and Harbour of .furth, and the 'avigation of 
the River Tay to the said City, (2 & 3 Vict. cap. xxi>. 
The method for calculating the compensation was as follows, taking 
the Xoncrieffe fishings as an example. 
The gross annual take of salmon 
and grilse in Tay and Earn on 
an average of 5 years 
preceding 1835 was 
Of which the proportion taken on 
the Xoncrieffe Fishings in Tay 
was 
The gross take in Tay and Earn 
for 1835 was 
Of which the above ratio of 
1981:25,147 for salmon and 
3404:50,826 for grllses the 
Proportion effeiring to Moncrieffe 
Tay fishings would be 
But actual number taken was 
salmon 
25,147 
1,981 
34,178 
2,692 
grllse 
50,829 
3,347 
64,347 
4,309 
5,357 
Thus the Moncrieffe fishings were deficient of 135 salmon, but had 
an extra 1,048 grilse (see further table 7.2>. 
Source: PE 25, bundle 175. 
25. PE 1/4/2, P 273. 
The experiments with rafts were not successful. 
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26. Richardson's Aremarandum was printed as Appendix F to the Report of 
the 1860 Committee. 
The use of rail was from c. 1850. 
Where permanent damage did occur at fishings, this was chiefly at 
those (e.g. Moncrieffe) located at or near the new harbour, the 
construction of which was destructive to fishings in the immediate 
area. The same applied to a lesser extent to some of the Burgh of 
Perth fishings (e.g. Weel of the West and !4 Ships). As for the 
rest, the way in which the channel was deepened and the removal of 
large stones (see quote from Venator p 213) would have had a 
largely beneficial in levelling the bed of the river. 
In other ways, the activities controlled by the Navigation 
Commissioners were both a help and a hindrance to the fisheries. 
On the positive side, there were many requests for gravel for the 
repair of beaches at fishing stations and these appear to have 
been met in the majority of instances (c(. the claims of Kiss Hay's 
lawyers during the Bermony Boat Case, p 223). On the negative 
side, the Navigation Commissioners made strenuous efforts to have 
all fishing cairns either removed completely or resited on the 
adjacent shore. For example, the cairns erected on the Elcho and 
Carpow fishings at the mouth of the Earn. 
Th. dir.ction at which the River Earn meets the Tay hal 
produced a great bank between the Earn louth, Ind the top of 
l'Iugdrum Island, and the evil has been aggravated by the 
erectlon of several cli rns on the very verge of the fai rway, 
These combined obstructions have tended to send through the 
north channel at l'Iugdrum Island I great part of the water 
which would otherwise pass the quays at Newburgh, The removal 
of the cairns becomes I work of immediate and imperative 
necessity, and the only question which needs consideration 
regards the best method of affording the fishers a new sit~ 
for shooting their nets, so as to lessen the damages which may 
ultimately come on the CommiSSion, The cairns might either be 
shit ted back or removed altogether, and a new f hh! n9 bank 
formed in their place, That the latter plan is the lost 
advantageous for the navigation there cannot be doubted '" 
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PE 1/4/2, P 159. 
27. 1842 Committee, p 23. 
28. 1860 Committee, p 204. 
Admiral William Heriot Maitland Dougall, R.N. of Scotscraig 
<1819-1890), second son of James Maitland Heriot of Ramornie and 
nephew of Rear-Admiral Sir Frederick Lewis Maitland, R.N. of 
Lindores. Assumed the additional surname of Dougall in 1851 when 
he married Elizabeth Kinnear, heiress of William Stark Dougall of 
Scotscraig. 
&G. 
29. jbjd. P 307. 
30. Venatar-: "Notes on the Tay Salmon Fisheries", Tbe Fjeld, 21st 
November 1868, p 421 ff. 
31. Lenman, op. clt. pp 99-101. 
This transfer was formalised by legislation in 1856
'
• The extent 
to which the demands from the fishing proprietors for compensation 
led to the bankruptcy of the Harbour Commissioners may be judged 
from the following. The Navigation Commissioners Minutes are 
extremely coy about the final phase of their existence and and 
about the sums'of money owed by them. There is an equal dearth 
of information as to why the sums to the fishing proprietors were 
still outstanding at the beginning of the 1850s. But setting these 
mysteries aside, the estates of Moncrieffe, Pitfour and Carpow, and 
the the Burgh of Perth were all due to receive payment for 
permanent loss of produce due to the works on the river (see 
table 7.2, P 205). Richardson of Pit four declared to the 1860 
Committee that the sum he received was t4,665 (see 1860 Report, 
p444)' The amount of the award to Carpow was stated as t3,067 
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in August 1850, though the figure of t,3,705 was quoted in October 
of the same year as the total amount owing to Carpow2 • In 1851 
the Navigation Commissioners Minute Books declared the amount 
owing to Xoncrieffe and Pitfour was t,12,OOO in total, which makes 
Xoncrieffe's settlement (12,000-4,665 =) t,7,3353 • In a pamphlet 
printed in 1854 concerning the amount of compensation to pass to 
the Town Council from the Commissioners, the sum of £6,126 is 
given as the final amount owing, although one or two other small 
amounts were included in this. This made the grand total of 
compensation for permanent loss of produce in the region of 
£21,500, which was 25~ of the total amount owed by the Navigation 
Commissioners..... If the t,8,738 paid out as compensation prior to 
1845 is added (see table 7.3, P 207), then the grand total paid in 
compensation to fishing proprietors was something over £30,000. 
The proprietors in receipt of this compensation were those whose 
estates bordered the "throat of the river" and whose rentals were 
the highest on the river. This select group of proprietors did 
rather well out of the Navigation Commissioners, though the Burgh 
of Perth had the misfortune to end up by having to take on the 
entire debts. 
1. A.D Act to provlde far the ArTaDJfeJlle.Dt of the fl.Da.Dclal Affairs 
at' the Clty at' Perth; far the Xal.Dte.DaJlce of the lbrt and Harbour; 
and far other Purposes therew1th connected, (19 & 20 Vict. cap. 
cxxxv111.) 
2. PE 1/4/4, pp 152, 167. 
3. lbld. P 246. 
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4. This was made up as follows: 
P1tfour 
Moncrieffe 
Burgh of Perth 
Carpow 
4,665 
7,335 
6,126 
~ 
£21,831 
5. A document called Abstract State of the Affairs of the Clty of 
Perth, published 1n 1866 shows the Harbour Funds owing the Burgh 
no less than £101,204. 
32. Vena tor, op. clt. 
33. See Append1x VIII 
34. See Chapter F1ve, IV, passu. 
35. See further Chapter Ten, II, passlm. 
36. 
37. 
The salmon flshlngs were indeed for.erly confined to the 
river., and it is not Many years since the bag and stake net 
fllhingl ~ere established along the coastl al they now are '" 
There cannot be any reasonable doubt that, frOM this cause, 
the river flshings have been, and must continue to be, 
serlously lnjured, and their value reduced, 
James Thomson: The Value and Importance of the Scotch Flsherles, 
Aberdeen, 1849. P 14. 
This was certainly the opinion at the time. Admiral Maitland 
Dougall 1n his evidence to the 1860 Committee cons1stently equated 
catches with rentals, i.e. if rentals had increased he assumed that 
catches had 1ncreased. 
See James Bell's letter. Chapter Four. note 32, also Chapter Five, 
note 28. 
38. Losses on Tay flshl1J8S slnce 1819 to tihlch JCr Robert Bulst can 
speak. 
PE 25. bundle 54. 
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39. Abstract: Andrew Buist's Cash Transactions with City of Perth's 
Fishings, Season 1850. 
Charge 
Loudon sales, season 1850 
Home sales 
Incidents received 
Ice sold 
Cash from City Chamberlain 
Amount of charge 
I21~~haI:ge t s. d. £ s. 
Cash disbursement for wages etc. 428 16 
Cash disbursement for outfit 224 4 71i 
Deduct carried to repairs on 
fishing stations and lodges :30 
194 
Cash disbursement for repairs on 
fishing stations, etc. per 
Wm. Moir's Ale and sundries 50 5 6 
Add as above from Outfit Alc :30 
80 
Cash paid to City Chamberlain 150 
Amount of discharge 
Balance due to City of Perth by Andrew Buist 
4 
5 
d. 
2 
t s. d. 
550 4 
80 12 4 
3 6 
16 17 
2Q9 4 3 
856 17 5 
71i 
6 
853 6 31i 
3 11 11i 
Note: Under the head "outfit" is included all the materials for 
additions and repairs to fishing lodges, also extra tWine and 
cordage destroyed by the sharp stones in the bed of the ri ver 
where the net travelled over having been left in this ruinous state 
since the October Floods of 1847 until they were cleared out by the 
crane barge under· William Bell the overseer of Sleepless island 
fishings in 1850, and therefore £30 is deducted from the Outfit Alc 
and placed to the account of Repairs on Fishlngs and Lodges. 
Statement of Rent left for City of Perth's fishings on Sleepless 
Island and Cally shot, kept in their own hands. Season 185Q. 
Andrew Buist, Manager. 
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Amount of Inventory at 7th February 1851 per 
James Young's valuation 
Permanent repairs on fishing stations on 
Sleepless Island paid out of proceeds of sales 
of fish per Head no. 4 
Cash balance in Andrew Buist's hands 20th Sept. 
Deduct balance of monies received from and paid 
to Chamberlain as follows: 
Cash received from Chamberlain 209 4 3 
Cash paid to Chamberlain .. 15"'0"--__ 
Which falls to be deducted from the above 
Iote: 
t s. d. 
86 12 
80 5 6 
:3 11 1~ 
170 8 7~ 
59 4 3 
111 4 4~ 
Cally - that turned out very 111, not paying nearly the wages, 
materials and expenses. only about t70 worth of fish altogether. 
which had it not been fished would have left t50 more rent to 
Sleepless Island. 
The t80 5s. 6d. was chiefly for carrying gravel from upper Girdom 
to Lower or Little Girdom having to make it fishable as it had not 
been wrought for many years. and likewise for clearing Sleepless 
Shot of stones, it was in such a bad state of repair when the 
fishing commenced in March 1850. 
PE 15, bundle 130. 
40. Pitcaithly's grounds for a rebate were specifically: 
i "the unprecedented scarcity of fish", caused perhaps by the 
"gradual diminution and past extirpation of the species", but 
also by disease among the salmon and grilse; 
11 the exaction for the first time of shore dues at Perth 
harbour.by the Navigation Commissioners; 
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11i because of encroachment on the Incherrat fishings by Lord 
Wemyss' tenant at the Upper and Lower Mary stations 
opposite; 
tv because of the loss which he had sustained on the fishings: 
total revenue from the sale of fish was £624 14s. 6d., 
expenditure had been £312 2s. 6d., leaving a surplus of £312 
12s. towards a rent of £602'. 
Pitcaithly did not mention price as an adverse factor. 
1. 
578 salmon ~ 16s. 6d. 
845 grilse ~ 3s. 6d. 
Men's wages 
Coals, boats and windlasses 
Ropes and twine 
Ice and shore dues 
Leaving for rent 
I, s. d. 
476 17 
147 17 6 
210 12 
11 
65 10 6 
25 
PE 15, bundle 130, see also PE 1/1/13, pp 413-416. 
1,524 Us. 6d. 
£312 26, 6d. 
£312 12s. 
In 1848 the produce of Incherrat was 986 salmon and 2,701 grl1se 
and in 1849 1,162 salmon and 3,559 grl1se, and so Pitcaithly did 
have a case with regard to his first complaint. 
See ·Produce of Fishings occupied by the New IClnfauns Fishing Co., 
1848 and 1849." PE 25, bundle 87. 
41. See p 347. 
42. See 1ntra note 72. 
43. It may be noted also that the composition of the produce changed 
between the two periods. From 1784-1810 (table 3.2, p 89) the 
average annual catch of salmon was 35,626 and that for grl1se 
9,711. Over the period 1830-1845 (table 7.4, pp 211-212), 
however, the average annual catch of salmon was 25,488 and that 
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for grilse 47,757 (see also figures 7.1a and 7.1b for the 
proportions of salmon to grilse). 
44. See supra p 215, also Chapter Eight, III, passtlll. 
45. The bag net used on the coast was anchored in position, rather 
than being suspended from stakes, thus it was less restricted in 
the number of locations at which it could be used. 
See also pp 272-273. 
46. See Chapter Five, passtlll. 
47. It is appropriate to cite again the quotation: "If the Crown in 
granting rights of salmon fishing to its vassals along the banks 
of a river, intended to confer upon all of them a real and 
substantial benefit, ... laws were necessary to prevent one set of 
grantees from obtaining a monopoly at the expense of the rest, ... " 
1811 Evidence, p 14. 
48. A. Russel: The SahOIl, Edinburgh, 1864, p 142. 
49. Venator. op. cit., cf. Proudfoot and Rannie, pp 130-131. 
50. PE 51, bundles 530 and 534. 
51. Variously Bermoney, Bearmoney, Beardmoney, Bermoncy, etc. 
52. Charlotte Elizabeth Richardson Drummond-Hay of Seggieden 
(1834-1914), only surviving daughter and heiress of Captain James 
Richardson Hay of Seggieden, succeeded her father in 1854. In 
1859 she married Henry Maurice Drummond, youngest son of Admiral 
Sir Adam Drummond of Megginch and assumed the additional surname 
of Drummond. 
53. Seggieden, bundle 65, 
54. Fishers could fish from a bank deposited in the waters ex adverso 
to their station provided that they kept their backs to the 
original station, i.e. they kept to the side of the bank facing the 
main channel. 
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55. Seggieden. bundle 65. 
56. On the River Isla there was a village called Bermony <Boat of 
Bardmony NO 243448, is immediately adjacent to a bridge over the 
Isla) at which there was a ferry. The ferry crossed by means of 
a rope attached to each bank and passing over a wheel or rollers 
in the boat. In 1821 some salmon fishers at the Pitfour station 
of Rashbush who were aware of this method of propulsion employed 
it there for the first time. 
, 
57. PH 51, bundle 558/1. 
In more detail: 
Both partie. are substantially agreed in regard to the 
description of the systell of fishing by ber.oney boat, A 
stake or pin is fixed on the shore, or in the water near the 
shore, to which a rope is attached. The rope is then carried 
outwards into the river, and there fixed to another stake or 
anchor, in the tidal bed of the river, A boat, called the 
bermoney boat, runs along this rope, there being a wheel fixed 
and elevated in the boat, along which the boat runs, These 
wheels are generally in the top of uprights like low masts, A 
Ian in the bermoney boat impels it along by pulling the rope, 
and thus the bermoney boat is impelled from pin to pin without 
the use of oars. 
The use of this boat is to enable the fishing coble to 
depart upon its sweep from deep water, The coble containing 
the net leaves the outer pin, and the man in the berlloney boat 
takes hold of the tow rope of the net at that place, and 
returns with it in the bermoney boat to the shore, The coble 
in the meantime has gone upon its sweep, dropping the net in 
deep water, It returns to the shore with the other end of the 
net, and the haul is then made, 
By this contrivance, the proprietors of salmon fishings 
are enabled to get into deep water, where the salmon generally 
are, at places where it would be impossible otherwise to 
obtain this advantage. When the tide is back, the river is at 
certain plices very shallow near the banks, and in 
consequence, the salmon are not to be found there, If, 
therefore, the coble went froll the shore at these placet, 
there would be required such a length of tow rope, in order to 
get into deep water, as to render the net altogether 
unmanageable, and therefore the fishing in such circullstances 
in a low state of the tide is impracticable, It is necessary 
to start with the coble from deep water, and there are ho 
ways of doing this, Either, firs I, by making a roadway 
through the shallow water on to the deep channel by depositing 
earth and stones in the bed of the river; or 2ndly, by forming 
a roadway, or what serves the purpose of a roadway I by the 
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contrivance of the bermoney boat, The former of these courses 
has been pronounced illegal, '" 
58. Although thereafter widely adopted, there appeared always to have 
been some doubt as to the legality of the Bermony boat as it was 
customary for proprietors to insert a clause in their tacks to the 
effect that its use could not be guaranteed though the tacksman 
was at liberty to use it if he chose. 
A ·Statement" by Thomas Proudfoot dated 22nd August 1855 among the 
Town Clerk's Papers gives the use of Bermony boats as follows: 
Lord Wemyss (Elcho) 5 
Carpow 3 
Inchyra 2 
Seggieden 1 
Burgh of Perth 1 
Lord Gray <Kinfauns) -l 
13 
PE 16, bundle 664. 
59, The use of the Bermony boat was apparently unique to the River 
Tay. A letter from Andrew Young of Invershin who was in charge 
of the Duke of Sutherland's fishings, but who had worked on the Tay 
from 1814-1832, stated that during that time and at no time since 
on any other river had he come across ·such a fishing as this 
Bearmony .... nor does he believe there is such a mode in any other 
river in Scotland." It was Young's opinion that the Bermony was 
illegal. 
PE 1/1/14, P 722. 
60. The Council's attitude to the use of Bermony boats was ambivalent 
as their tacksman at the Cally station had been using one -for 
many years". See a letter to the Town Clerks of 1st July 1856 
from Andrew Buist who was the tacksman at Cally. 
PE 16, bundle 81. 
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The "Inventory of Nets, etc. belonging to the Town" (of Perth) of 
7th February 1851 includes "1 Bermony boat and chain", valued at 
t5 lOs. 
PE 25, bundle 89. 
61. PE 1/1/14, P 148. 
62. lbld. P 251. 
63. Respondent's Case, Hay v • .ferth TOtiD Counc1l, 1863, P 12. 
64. lbid. P 13. 
65. IHss Hay was perhaps encouraged to appeal by an agreement with 
other interested proprietors to share the costs according to a 
proportion based upon the rents of the stations where Bermony 
boats were used, at the time these were the Elcho, Kugdrum and 
Seggieden estates only (a rare case of co-operation among 
proprietors) . 
Seggieden, bundle 47. 
66. PE 1/1/15, P 264. 
67. Prior to the introduction of windlasses, "winches and capstans" had 
been used, but they were of a semi-permanent nature less suited for 
use on a beach over which the tide advanced and retreated. 
1824 Committee, p 66. 
In 1834 an improved "patent" windlass came into use. 
Leys, box 7, bundle 147, "Excerpts from Proof of Submission between 
Peter· Hay Paterson Esq. of Carpow and the Tay NaVigation 
Commissioners, 1849." 
68. Windlasses on cairns, covered by the tide at high water, had poles 
with "cows" of broom attached as a warning to vessels. 
PE 51, bundle 558/2. 
69. PE 51, bundle 534. 
70. HNC, P 73. 
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71. See also pp 128-129. 
In this considerably assistance had been provided by the 
Navigation Commissioners depositing gravel in Blacklug Bay. 
72. PE 16, bundle 664. 
"Memoranda and Hotes for Town" from Andrew Buist, December 1850. 
The details of the new stations were: 
Elcho Estate 
Sir Robert Peel 
Lower Mary 
Reform 
Muirhead 
Cock 
Kinfauns 
Blacklug 
Venture 
Ribneys (Desperation) 
Koncrieffe 
Little Weel 
Bells Point 
Inchyra 
Ford 
Hen 
Pitfour 
back shot of North Inch 
Cairnie 
less Diddledan 
An additional thirteen stations. 
73. PE 16, bundle 379, letter from Robert Powrie, Elcho Cottage to 
Andrew Buist, Barnhill Cottage, 12th August 1850. 
74. 1836 Committee, p 264, evidence of Robert Wilson, salmon factor, 
Lower Thames Street, London. 
75. New Stat1stical Account, Parish of Perth, p 92. 
76. George Dodd: Tbe Food of London, London, 1856, p 120. 
71. PE 25, bundle 74, Interlocuter, Perth Harbour CaDu.1ssioners v. 
Andrew Stian, 22nd May 1850. 
78. TBMB, 8th October 1852. 
79. 1860 Committee, testimony by George Ridpath of Forbes, Stewart & 
Company, p 121. 
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80. Chapter Five, III, pass1Jll. 
81. See further Chapter Eight, I, pass11ll. 
82. HIC, Pursuers' Proof. p 14, evidence of Alexander Lumsden, 
Superintendent of the River Watchers. 
A precise timetable of events on the banks about the head of 
Xugdrum island is contained among the Hay of Leys Papers. 
"Notes as to Fishing Stations, Thursday 26th June 1884". 
4.32 am 
6.36 am 
9.20 am 
9.50 am 
10.13 am 
10.15 am 
10.40 am 
high water Dundee 
high water Newburgh 
Wonder station, top of bank not seen. 
Carpow. top of bank seen, men at work in the water. 
Girnal. about 4ft. above water. 
Wemyss Cairn, about 5ft. above water. 
Reekit Lady, top of windlass seen. 
Carwhip, w1ndlass about clear. men at work. 
Wonder, 6 ins. of bank. 
G1rnal, fully 4ft. 
Wemyss Cairn, 50ft. (horizontally) of bank. 
Carwhip, gravel appearing. 
Reekit Lady. 2ft. of windlass. 
Little Bank, top of windlass barely clear. 
Crombie Point, bank 2ft. above water. 
Little Bank, top wheel of w1ndlass. 
Reekit Lady, top roller of windlass seen. 
Carpow. bank 1l!!ft. above water. 
Wonder, 1ft. above water. 
Carpow, bank clear. 
Isle of Peat. sand bank appeared. 
Reekit Lady. bank in Sight. 
10.50 am 
11.10 am 
11.30 am 
12.15 pm 
12.45 pm 
1.49 pm 
2.45 pm 
3.30 pm 
3.45 pm 
3.55 pm 
6.00 pm 
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Little Bank, windlass clear, men fishing. 
Lord Zetland's hailing appeared, but bank not above 
water. 
Reekit Lady, windlass clear. 
Reekit Lady, fishers went out. 
Wonder, bank beyond hailing seen. 
Carpow, greater part covered. 
Girnal, bank covered. 
Wemyss Cairn, small portions still dry. 
Low water. 
Low water Carpow. 
Reekit Lady, bank covered. 
Carpow, men off bank. 
Reekit Lady, windlass covered and men off bank. 
Wonder, bank covered to bottom of windlass. 
Carpow, bank covered to bottom of windlass. 
Wemyss Cairn, 4ft. of cairn above water. 
Girnal, 3ft. above water. 
High water. 
Notes: Wemyss Cairn shifted back about two years ago and raised 
higher. Men go on Girnal and cairns about 114 hours after high 
water. Men go on Carpow about an hour after Gimal - 2~ hours 
after high water. Wonder about three(?) shots after Carpow or 
about ~ hour, say 3 hours after high water. 
same time as Carpow. 
Leys, box 7, bundle 147. 
Abernethy goes on 
The times for the Reekit Lady station confirm Lumsden's statement 
about fishing on the banks being about four hours per tide. 
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83. Glovers, box 11, bundle 4. "Copy Precognitions as to Glover 
Fishings, 1872. 
84. Valuation Rolls. 
85. Glovers, box 11, bundle 1. "Remarks by Robert Buist on the Action 
between the Earl of Zetland and the Proprietors of the Estates of 
Errol and Seaside.", Perth, 11th August 1866. 
86. 1860 Committee, p 192. 
87. Admiral Maitland Dougall described the estuarial fisheries where 
they were restricted to toot nets only as "almost worthless". 
1860 Committee, p 202. 
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Burgh qf Perth Fishings - Cqrrelation between :roduce and Rentals 
Ye~r Rentals Produce'. 
18121121 
18~1 
1802 
.1803 
1.'304 
1805 
1806 
1807 
1805 
18121£' 
1310 
1811 
1812 
1813 
1814 
1830 
1831 
1832 
1833 
18·34 
1835 
18.36 
1e37 
1838 
1839 
1840 
1842 
1843 
1844 
1845 
y v .. 
112110 
1010 
1010 
1010 
1011.:' 
1010 
1010 
4687 
5:380 
30:35 
1543 
1970 
:3246 
72~ :3937 
501 1927 
5('11 1969 
502. 7e:38 
51211 6115 
1300 11393 
1305 7362 
1305 7894 
1305 6637 
1305 712140 
1:3(?t5 79134 
824 641~' 
824 7826 
824 6674 
1000 4.501 
1000 442121 
1000 11343 
1000 9064 
11210121 6333 
101210 5699 
y*y 
11212121100 
1020100 
10212111210 
11212121100 
11212121100 
11212011210 
102121100 
524176 
25101211 
:351001 
25101211 
251001 
16912101210 
171213025 
171213025 
17121312125 
1703025 
1703e·25 
678976 
678976 
678976 
1000000 
10121001210 
100000121 
1000000 
112100000 
100000e· 
XilX 
21967969 
27878400 
15405625 
238121,'349 
38312190121 
18948609 
5044516 
.~625969 
3713329 
3876961 
49392784 
37393225 
1298121121448 
5419912144 
62315236 
4412149769 
4956161210 
63425296 
41113744 
61246:376 
44542276 
2025912101 
1953641210 
128663648 
82156096 
4121106889 
3247861211 
Su:rn Y SUI:! X SUlL y*y Sum X*X 
1071963457 
1J = 27 
0.40 
26095 154542 
R = 121.4 
Using the formula: R = 
2691121933 
NtXY - UU 
X*Y 
4733870 
53328121121 
3964:35121 
155843121 
198971210 
439653121 
2268460 
2126388 
965427 
986469 
35210:3e. 
312163615 
1481091210 
9607410 
1121301670 
8661285 
91872121121 
1039302121 
52834e8 
6448624 
5499376 
4501000 
44201211210 
11343000 
9121641210121 
633312100 
5699000 
Sum X,*y 
156459940 
Where R = the Pearson product-mo~ent correlation coefficient 
H = the number of cases 
Source: table 4.2 
• 
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Panmure Fishings - Correlation between Produce and Rentals 
Year 
1830 
1831 
1832 
1833 
1834 
18.'35 
1 Q'=lP. V  ___ '~ 
1837 
183e 
1839 
1840 
1841 
1842 
1843 
1844 
1845 
Rentals Produce 
y X y*y X*X X*Y 
420 5957 176400 35485849 2501940 
660 3270 435600 10692900 2158200 
640 3118 409600 9731924 1995520 
525 4009 275625 16072081 2104735 
530 2229 280900 4968441 1181370 
'550 2070 303500 4284900 1138500 
'5'50 1810 302500 3276100 995500 
430 150<2, 184900 2250000 645000 
1.30 1729 184900 29.:39441 743470 
43e, 1005 184900 1010025 432150 
4.30 547 184900 299209 235210 
166 1999 27556 3996001 331834 
166 1233 27556 1520289 204678 
255 958 65025 917764 244290 
270 1158 72900 1340964 312660 
Sum Y Sum X Sum y,*y Sum X*X Sum X*Y 
6452 32592 3115762 98825888 15225047 
}J = 15 
0 
R = 0.391 
Using the formula: R = 
:n:xy - tUY 
SQRmn:x~ - <tX)"'J(NEY"" - (EY):<']) 
Where R = the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 
N = the number of cases 
Source: table 4.4 
... ~~";";:;L>-'~~6.:~~~~~':'~': ,:." 
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Table 7,7 
Xinfauns Fishings - Correlation hetweon Produce and Rentals 
Year 
1829 
1830 
'1831 
1832 
1833 
1834 
1835 
1836 
18.37 
1838 
1839 
1840 
1841 
1842 
1843 
1844 
1845 
1846 
1847 
1848 
1849 
Rentals Produce 
Y X y*y X"X X*Y 
4000 13419 1600000e, 180069560 53676000 
3600 16430 12960000 269944899 59148000 
4000 10054 16000000 101082915 40216000 
2000 15114 4000000 228432995 30228000 
2500 12688 6250000 160985344 31720000 
2700 16156 7290000 261016335 43621200 
2700 21467 7290000 460832086 57960900 
2700 15847 7290000 251127407 42786900 
2700 ~7993 7290000 .323748t?J47 48581100 
3700 15162 7290000 229886244 40937400 
2700 14065 7290000 197824224 37975500 
3000 12950 9000000 167702499 38850000 
3000 28458 9000000 809857762 85374000 
3000 21322 9000000 454627681 63966000 
3200 15547 10240000 241709208 49750400 
3000 ;15327 9000000 234916928 45981000 
2800 15280 7840000 233478400 42784000 
3000 10630 9000000 112996899 31890000 
3000 11189 9000000 125193720 33567000 
2570 12310 6604900 151536099 31636700 
Sum Y Sum X Sum Y*Y Sum X*X Sum X*Y 
58870 311408 177634899 5196969254 910650100 
N = 20 
R = -0.154 
Using the formula: R = 
ntxy - tXIY 
SQR ([NEF - <1:X)::"] [NEY';' - <EY)::::]) 
Where R = the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 
N = the number of cases 
Source: table 4.3 
' . 
.... 
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able 7.8 
KinnDyll Fishings - Correlation betWeen Produce and Rentals 
Year Rentals Produce 
Y X Y*Y X*X X*Y 
1800 300 1993 90000 3972049 597900 
1801 300 2002 90000 4008004 600600 
1802 300 1619 90000 2621161 485700 
·1803 300 1585 90000 2512225 475500 
1804 300 1591 90000 2531281 477300 
1805 300 2140 90000 4579600 642000 
1806 300 1058 90000 1119364 317400 
1814 1080 4582 1166400 20994724 4948560 
1815 1080 3765 1166400 14175225 4066200 
1816 1080 6993 1166400 48902049 7552440 
1817 1200 7073 1440000 50027329. 8487600 
1818 1200 4636 1440000 21492496 5563200 
1819 1200 3707 1440000 13741849 4448400 
1820 1200 3527 1440000 12439729 4232400 
1821 1200 2253 1440000 5076009 2703600 
1822 850 2279 722500 519384~ 1937150 
1823 700 2686 490000 7214596 1880200 
1824 600 2765 360000 7645225 1659000 
1825 750 2662 562500 7086244 1996500 
1828 500 2925 250000 8555625 1462500 
1830 485 3329 235225 11082241 1614565 
1831 525 1104 275625 1218816 579600 
1832 525 1326 275625 1758276 696150 
1833 525 1190 275625 1416100 624750 
1834 200 1516 40000 2298256 303200 
1835 200 1861 40000 3463321 372200 
1836 200 1199 40000 1437601 239800 
1837 220· 1105 48400 1221025 243100 
1838 220 946 48400 894916 208120 
1839 220 738 48400 544644 16236e· 
1840 255 1290 65025 1664100 32895e, 
1841 
1842 255 1573 65025 2474329 401115 
1843 255 1323 65025 1750329 337365 
1844 255 1004 65025 1008016 256020 
1845 255 1250 65025 1562500 318750 
1846 255 991 65025 982081 252705 
Sum Y Sum X Sum y*y Sum X*X Sum X*Y 
19590 83586 15431650 278665174 61472900 
N = 36 
R = 0.796 
Using the formula: R = 
nXl - ~XIY 
SQR{[N!P 
- (UF][NrY:~ - (LY>:;~J ) 
Where R = the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 
11" = the number of ca':3es Source: table 5.3 
, 
. . 
" ,~,." 
.. 
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Table 7,Q, 
lay Fisheries - Correlation between Prpduce and Rent3ls 
Year 
1:830 
1831 
1832 
1833 
1834 
1835 
1836 
1837 
1838 
1839 
1840 
1841 
1842 
1843 
1844 
1845 
Rentals Produce 
y X y.y X*X 
13747 84464 188980008 7134167252 
13874 60869 192487876 3705035156 
11629 82387 135233641 6787617728 
11577 74181 134026928 5502820728 
10908 69932 118984463 4890484592 
10857 98525 117874448 9707175572 
10312 62719 104284943 3933672934 
10150 81355 103022499 6602374984 
10285 66644 105781225 4441422738 
10498 48013 110208003 2305248152 
11058 44593 122279363 1988535654 
10236 111101 104775695 1. 23434321E10 
10512 81101 110502143 6577372156 
10387 64663 107889768 4181303560 
10752 68237 115605503 ... ''4~5e288144 
Sum Y Sum. X Sun:: y*y Sum. X*X 
166682 1098684 1871936508 8. 475695146E10 
N = 15 
R = -0.04 
Using the formula: R = 
llTXY - txn 
SQR([Nl:P - (H) 2] [Nl:Y'" - (1:1)2]) 
Where R = the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient 
N = the number of cases 
Source: table 5.2 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
FURTHER LEGISLATION 
I - The Continuing Agitation in Favour of Stake Jets 
Given the widespread disquiet about what was happening to the 
salmon stock of the Tay, why was nothing done? The answer is implicit 
in the events described in previous chapters and in what follows: any 
action to implement conservational remedies would have had to be joint 
action, but the primacy of self-interest and mutual antagonisms within 
the Tay fisheries preclude this. The enmity between river and estuarial 
interests, initiated during the Stake Net Cause, continued unabated, and 
by mid-century the once cohesive river and estuarial groups themselves 
were becoming increasingly fragmented!, though joint initiatives emerged 
when an issue of primary importance left no alternative. Because of 
their fragmentation, proprietors saw remedial action in terms of 
restrictions on the activities of others. Thus participants· first 
priority was to defend their own share of the salmon stock, and then seek 
curbs on the excesses of others. Regulation when it eventually came had 
to be imposed from Westminster, but this was a long time in coming 
because of struggle over the form legislation should take and which group 
it should favour. 
To give some idea of the nature of these delays and diversions, it 
is necessary to follow the course of the river/estuary conflict through 
the 1830s, 1840s and 1850s. Up to the time of the settlement of the 
Stake Net Cause in 1812, the conflict was analogous to a pitched battle 
with both sides seeking to impose their interpretation of the law upon 
the other. The river interest "won" the battle in that its 
interpretation was accepted by the courts and thereafter the struggle 
resembled a siege .with the estuarial faction seeking to dislodge the 
river faction from its entrenched position. From time to time,' ingenious 
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new forms of net were adopted by the estuarial proprietors in an attempt 
to undermine the defences of the river proprietors, but these were 
invariably dispatched by a well-directed interdict. Both sides also 
indulged in a propaganda battle, firing off pamphlets at one another, 
particularly when there was a parliamentary inquiry in the offing. 
During the 1830s the estuarial proprietors withdrew from the field of 
battle in the sense that they no longer directly involved tbemselves with 
new forms of net and the like, leaving the field to those tacksmen and 
fishers who were willing to act as irregulars and skirmishers. From 
then on the proprietors concentrated their energies exclusively on 
diplomacy and lobbying tactics. 
Their lobbying activities are chronicled in the Tayfield Papers as 
the Berry family were among the prime instigators of such activities. 
In March 1836, two letters from Christopher Kerr, a Dundee lawyer and 
legal representative of some of the estuarial proprietors, to William 
Berry of Tayfield told of a move to set up a Parliamentary Select 
Committee (the 1836 Committee) on the salmon fisheries. Kerr noted, 
"this will suit us perfectly, for under it we may raise the stake net 
question," However, in a second letter Kerr stated that those opposed to 
an inquiry had narrowed the terms of reference so that "stake nets do not 
directly fall under it ... and the committee named is evidently packed for 
a purpose."'" As a counter to the narrowing of the terms of reference, 
Kerr proposed "vigorous movement" when the Committee took evidence with 
as many petitions as possible in favour of stake nets, a pamphlet setting 
out the pro-stake net case, and "direct instruction" to the Committee"". 
Presumably as the result of these suggestions, William Berry of Tayfield 
organised a protest meeting in Dundee Town Hall in April 1836, and in 
June Kerr wrote to Berry enclosing a copy of a pamphlet. The pamphlet 
did not directly mention stake nets, but Kerr noted that "the whole tenor 
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of our argument goes far on the abstract right of the proprietor of a 
salmon fishing to take as many salmon as he can [implying by what means 
he chose], provided only he does not hurt the national interest and does 
not interfere with private rights."'" A letter to Berry in July 1836 from 
Sir Ronald C. Ferguson M.P. anticipated a Bill about stake nets to be 
introduced before the end of the parliamentary session, but no such Bill 
emergeds • 
Nothing daunted, William Berry was again active in the cause of the 
estuarial interests in 1838. At that time he was instrumental in having 
a further Bill promoted, and this initially involved the offices of Sir 
Robert Ferguson of Raith, M.P. <elder brother of Sir Ronald), and Campbell 
of Islay who jointly sponsored a Bill. However, Ferguson wrote to Berry 
on 11 th April 1838 telling him that the clauses affecting stake nets had 
been omitted'"'. On 22nd October in the same year Berry wrote to the Hon. 
Fox Maule, M.P., who owned the Panmure fishings, seeking his help "in 
relieving the salmon fisheries in the estuaries and along the sea coasts 
of Scotland of the oppressive and degrading restrictions under which ... 
they have been placed."? Berry wrote on this occasion in the capacity 
of "Convener of the Owners of Salmon Fisheries in the Estuary of the 
Tay". The letter continued, "various Parliamentary measures have been 
agitated at the instance of those interested in river fisheries, which 
under pretence of regulating and improving the Scotch salmon fisheries 
were evidently devised for more effectually annihilating the fisheries on 
the sea coast and securing a monopoly to the river proprietors."Q Berry 
sought Fox Maule's assistance in promoting a Bill to authorise the use of 
stake nets. However, Maule declined to help as "other parliamentary 
avocations will prevent my taking charge of any Bill."'" Maule's 
political links with Perth and Perthshire (1.e. the river as opposed to 
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the estuary> would explain his reluctance to align himself with the 
estuarial group' 0. 
While the propaganda campaign was sustained by the proprietors, 
matters were more direct on the river. A letter from Christopher Kerr 
to William Berry on the 23rd April 1846 summarised an unsatisfactory 
situation. According to Kerr, the river proprietors had gone so far as 
to seek to limit the use of net & coble in the estuary (most likely to be 
a reference to toot nets rather than net & coble per ~. 
It appears that the united body above make their attack 
on the tenants below, taking the several tenants tingly, and 
that the tenants are undefended and allow interdict to pus 
and so the upper heritors are gradually securing through 
successive interdicts a most injurious and oppressive 
restraint on the coble fishing below, while they are at the 
same time year by year enlarging their own machinery in the 
upper fishings" 
The purpose of Kerr's letter was seek to form (reform) an association of 
lower proprietors for the mutual defence of their interests. A meeting 
of the estuarial proprietors was held on the 9th June 1846. This 
meeting must have had some effect in stirring them to action, for on the 
8th August William Berry wrote to Wedderburn of Birkhill seeking his 
support to have stake nets in the firth legalised. During the decade in 
which the anti-corn law agitation finally led to the repeal of the Corn 
Laws, and foreign salmon were being allowed into the country with only 
nominal duties (see table 8.1), Berry clearly considered the time for such 
a move to be propitious 1 ::0: • Table 8.1 shows that the principal sources 
of foreign salmon were Holland and Norway. Though the quantities 
imported from these sources increased as the century progressed, they 
remained a smal1 proportion of the total coming to Billingsgate. In 
September Kerr was able to report to Berry that Dundee Town Council were 
to take the lead in "salmon fishery agitation" by circulating a paper on 
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Iable a.l 
lumbel:. ie1ght and Ialue af Baxe~ af Salmen Sent ta B1ll1ngsga te - la~H-1200 
(Average weight of each box 112lbs) 
Scotch Irish Dutch Norltle Engl ish Total Total Total 
-gian and Boxes Weight Value 
Welsh (tons) (£5) 
1834 30,650 350 31,000 1,550 217,000 
1835 42,330 470 42,800 2,140 303,392 
1836 24,570 430 25,000 1,250 148,936 
1837 32,300 400 32,700 1,653 194,809 
1838 21,400 900 22,300 1,115 134,280 
1839 15,340 2,500 18,840 942 113,445 
1840 15,160 4,570 19,734 986 122,789 
1841 28,500 3,760 32,260 1,613 186,243 
1842 39,417 4,490 43,907 2,180 261,573 
1843 30,300 4,644 595 103 40 35,682 1,784 232,348 
1844 28,178 4,248 269 269 32,964 1,648 212,182 
1845 31,062 3,803 913 215 46 36,039 1,801 243,154 
1846 25,510 5,214 849 100 41 31,714 1,585 211 ,426 
1847 20,112 6,052 330 74 72 26,640 1,332 162,157 
1848 22,525 4,373 1,148 67 48 28,161 1,408 173,298 
1849 23,690 4,388 692 50 28,820 1,441 187,665 
1850 13,940 2,135 105 54 72 16,306 815 112,732 
1851 11,593 4,141 203 212 40 16,198 809 110,559 
1852 13,044 3,602 176 306 20 17,149 857 120,043 
1853 19,485 5,052 401 1,208 20 26,166 1,308 152,634 
1854 23,194 6,333 345 128 30,000 1,500 154,128 
1855 18,197 4,101 227 59 22,584 1,129 113,937 
1856 15,438 6,568 68 5 200 22,279 1,113 114,461 
1857 18,654 4,904 622 220 24,400 1,220 125,358 
1858 21,564 6,429 913 19 499 29,481 1,474 166,778 
1859 15,823* 4,839 922 86 21,670 1,083 117,817 
1860 15,870 3,803 849 40 438 21,000 1,050 108,009 
1861 12,337 4,582 849 60 442 18,270 913 95,619 
1862 22,796 7,841 568 87 0454 31,746 1,587 174,291 
1863 24,297 8,183 1,227 180 663 34,550 1,727 195,434 
1864 22,603 8,344 1,204 837 752 33,740 1,687 190,853 
1865 19,009 6,858 1,479 1,069 868 29,283 1,464 174,583 
1866 21,725 9,326 1,772 1,632 1,563 36,018 1,801 191,685 
1867 23,006 5,411 1,203 1,296 2,405 33,321 1,666 201,701 
1868 28,020 3,487 1,725 807 407 34,446 1,732 224,119 
1869 20,474 8,800 1,843 637 696 32,450 1,622 210,324 
1870 20,648 9,211 3,120 626 852 34,457 1,722 213,059 
1871 23,390 7,379 2,953 516 1,037 35,275 1,764 207,480 
1872 24,404U 5,298 1,380 952 1,316 33,350 1,667 
1873 30,181U 8,995 1,471 1,165 811 42,623 2,131 
1874 32,180U 6,041 1,602 1,491 652 41,966 2,098 
1875 20,375U 5,734 1,284 2,899 978 31,270 1,563 
Source: figures 1834-1875 from Archibald Young: Salmon Fisheries. London, 1877, 
pp 298-299. 
The figures for 1834-1859 are also reproduced in the Report from the select 
COnmdttee on Salmon Fisheries, SCotland; 1860, p 126, from the evidence of 
George Ridpath of Forbes, Stewart & Co., fiShmongers, London. These are 
identical to Young's figures, apart from (f) 1859 which is given by Ridpath as 
15,630 boxes of Scotch salmon with total boxes 21,667. 
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The same figures are also given in the Elgin Report (1nfra) and are identical 
except for the years 1872-1875 (ff) as follows: 1872 = 23,028j 1873 = 28,317; 
1874 = 31,056; 1875 = 19,593. 
table 8.1 (continued) 
Scotch Value of 
Scotch 
only 
1876 24,655 
1877 28,198 
1878 26,465 
1879 13,929 
1880 17,457 
1881 23.905 
1882 22,968 
1883 34,506 
1884 27,219 
1885 30,362 
1886 23,417 
1887 26,907 
1888 22,859 
1889 21,101 
1890 18,931 
1891 25,889 
1892 21,889 
1893 18,903 
1894 15,488 
1895 25,364 
1896 22,435 
1897 16,284 
1898 14,174 
1899 15,410 
1900 tIS, 151 
(£) 
t222,923 
t296,319 
t133,470 
t128,543 
t173,646 
tUO,762 
t140,113 
t218,017 
t218,951 
Ir ish Dutch 
t7,072 t2,060 
7,396 547 
6,545 623 
4,132 911 
3,660 1,030 
4,265 584 
Norwegian English 
tl,240 
603 
898 
2,047 
1,391 
1,251 
t2,324 
2,706 
2,116 
1,904 
1,303 
1,692 
!Total 
Boxes 
t42,673 
36,902 
33,052 
25,794 
21,744 
23,435 
Total 
Weight 
(tons) 
2,134 
1,845 
1,653 
1,290 
1,087 
1,172 
Source: figures 1876-1899 from, Royal Co~ss1on on the salmon Fisheries (Elg1n 
Report), REPORT OF THE COJlJ(ISSIONERS OK SALXDK FISHERIES, PART III, Appendix-
Bection I, Cmnd. 1280, HMSO, London, 1902. Appendix VIII, "Documents handed 
in by Mr J. Wrench Tawse, Clerk to the Fishmongers' Company." 
Value columns indexed using the "animal products" column of the Rousseaux Price 
Indices, 1800-1913, average of 1865 and 1885 = 100. 
fratal of boxes in certain years includes additional salmon from some of the 
following countries: Sweden, France, Germany, Denmark and Canada. 
tFigures from the annual Reports to the Fishery BOard For SCotland, 1886-1900. 
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the subject to the Burghs and Counties, and that the County of Forfar was 
expected to take the matter up"~. In a further letter to Berry, Kerr 
claimed "our salmon fishing case is now fairly launched", and if the 
lower heri tors were prepared to "put their hands in their pockets and 
bear the cost of the works, and from their own personal exertions, I have 
considerable hope that the Government will be compelled to take up the 
case.·" .... Propaganda by the estuarial proprietors in favour of the 
legal1sation of stake nets in the Firth of Tay reached its peak in 
January 1847 with the publication of a pamphlet by a Committee appointed 
by the County of Fife to consider communications received from the 
Provost of Dundee and the County of ForfarH ,. The pamphlet quoted 
extensively from the evidence submitted to the 1824 Committee by the 
Rev. Dr John Fleming of Fl1sk on how the salmon catch in the Firth of 
Tay could be greatly increased by the use of stake nets 1 G and concluded 
by proposing action to have the law amended to legalise stake nets in 
estuaries. The pamphlet and the Phl1ooeJ1lDS letter reprinted wi thin it 
are as significant for what they omit as for what they mention. The use 
of current issues like food shortages and the increase in free trade to 
enhance the much older arguments about the misapplication of the ancient 
statutes was good propaganda, but there was no mention of the effect 
which an additional and efficient mode of fishing would have on the 
salmon stock. Over-fishing had emerged as a distinct issue from the 
1820s onwards, but the stake net proponents, like their adversaries the 
river proprietors, avoided any mention of this issue when it was 
embarrassing to their case. 
The river proprietors were not unaware of activities in the Urth. 
The Perth Town Council Minutes of 7th September 1846 record a complaint 
from Thomas Proudfoot, tacksman of the Burgh of Perth fishings, about the 
the use of fixed nets in the estuary. This pointed out one of the areas 
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of contention. Stake nets could nat be prohibited an the sea coasts, but 
at the time the boundary between the sea and the estuary had not been 
legally defined, and nat unnaturally the river and estuarial interests had 
different ideas as to where the estuary gave way to the sea 17. The 
reaction of the Town Council to Proudfoot's complaint was to pass a 
motion agreeing to co-operate with other river proprietors in having an 
Act of Parliament passed to make all fixed nets illegal1e . 
Al though the estuarial proprietors appear to have made all the 
running in the propaganda battle, their printed sallies an occasion drew 
return fire from the river proprietors. One such is commented on by the 
estuarial interest in an Article for I1Jsertio1J i1J the DU1Jdee Xewspapers 
:regardi1Jg Stake Nets, contained in the Tayfield papers. 
'" we were somewhat amused at the reasons, alleged by some of 
them [river proprietors] for a continuance of the present 
laws, The sum of their arguments seems to be that, as they 
have possessed a monopoly of the salmon under the existing 
law, the Legislature would be doing them a gross injustice to 
deprive them of what they have 50 long, in partnership with 
the seals and porpOises, exclusively enjoyed, 
The article went on to forecast the downfall of the river proprietors' 
monopoly because of the introduction to the British market of cheaper 
salmon from other countries where the fisheries were "exercised with all 
the improvements of modern times."19 In spite of these confident 
forecasts, the efforts of the lower proprietors to have the laws on stake 
nets in the estuaries changed were no mare successful in the 1840s than 
in the 1830s. 
The lack of success by the estuarial proprietors in having the law 
altered explains the continued illegal fishing in the estuary during the 
1840s. Robert Buist's Superintendent's (of watchers) Report for 1848-49 
gave a summary of events. 
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The proprietors of the lower fishings after a most expensive 
law suit in the Stake Net Case gave up the principle of using 
fixed machinery. A respectable grade of tenants afterwards 
tried it and were put down. Another less respectable class 
afterwards attempted the use of fixed nets, and having nothing 
to lose, they got one to succeed another as fast as they were 
interdicted. This was most expensive and annoying, and as the 
last resource, it was thought expedient to interdict the 
fishers who worked the fishlngs for these people. This was 
attended with the best effects as then the so called tenants 
could get no one to fish for them, and the consequence tIIS 
that not a bag or fixed net is to be found from the Buoy of 
Tay upward. 
Clearly as each rank in the estuarial army was overcome by interdicts, 
they were replaced by those from the ranks below, and so on until the 
lowest ranks of all - the salmon fishers - were ultimately defeated. 
Buist's triumphant conclusion to his 1848-49 Report was that the use of 
illegal nets was "completely put down."2o 
Included within Buist's comprehensive boast was yet another form 
of illegal fishing which had also been dealt with in the courts at this 
time21 • In addition to the salmon fisheries, there were also spirling 
(variously sparling or sperling> fisheries in the estuary of the Tay. 
The spirling, smelt or sprat is a small fish that had a limited local 
market. The spirling fisheries, which were not worked at the same 
season of the year as the salmon fishing, were let annually to local 
fishers who used a cone-shaped net of fine mesh to catch them. But in 
a case brought before the Sheriff by Robert Buist, two spirling fishermen 
had been found guilty of taking salmon at a known salmon station near 
ErrOl. The Sheriff found that "the net, first, by its sizej second, by 
its constructionj third, by its position in the waterj and, fourth, at the 
season of the year when it was detected was imminently calculated to 
take, and could not avoid taking salmon.H22 
However, if Robert Buist thought that there would be no further 
trouble with netting in the firth after these successful prosecutions, he 
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was sadly mistaken. It took a year or two for new illegal modes of 
fishing to emerge, but in his Report for 1852-53 he noted briefly "no 
trouble with fixed nets in the estuary, but some use of drift nets in the 
narrow parts of the rive~d. The adoption of the drift or hang net was 
not initially in the estuary and its implications were not confined to 
that part of the river, though latterly it was used most widely in the 
firth. It was first complained of when used by tacksmen at river 
fisheries to augment their use of the sweep net. Subsequently it was 
taken up by legal tenants in the estuary, and thereafter by poachers on 
all parts of the river. In 1856 the Protection Committee of the 
Proprietors of Salmon Fisheries were told that the tenant at the Cally 
station bad used a hang net in conjunction with a sweep net. The 
practice was to stretch the hang net across the breadth of the river, 
thus preventing fish from ascending further, and then use a sweep net 
immediately below where any salmon prevented from ascending would 
congregate. By 1859 Buist was reporting the use of hang nets below 
Newburgh and was authorised by the Protection Committee to employ extra 
watchers to stop this. By 1860 the situation had further deteriorated 
and the Protection Committee received complaints that there was a great 
deal of poaching about Mugdrum by means of hang nets. In 1862, which 
was the last year of the non-statutory "Association of The Proprietors of 
Salmon Fisheries in the Ri ver Tay", Robert Buist's successor as 
superintendent reported that for the latter part of the fishing season he 
had a crew of watchers "constantly cruising every tide up and down the 
river, from Inchyra to five miles below Newburgh.":24 The use of the 
hang net was to plague the river proprietors until the end of the 
century. 
In the same way as the prominence of the issues of free trade and 
food shortages appeared to act as catalysts to action by the lower 
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proprietors in the 1840s, so the appointment of Fox Maule, by then second 
Lord Panmure, to the post of Secretary for War in Palmerston's 
Administration in 1855 seems to have had a similar effect in the 1850s. 
As John Kirk noted in a letter to John Berry of rayfield, dated 20th 
April 1855, "it may be a long time before you find again a man in power 
so great, with a personal interest in the question so large as Lord 
Panmure has."::;:&; When approached, Panmure's response, expressed through 
his agent John Shiell on 31st May 1855, was to declare his readiness, "to 
support and promote any measure which may be brought into Parliament for 
repealing the law prOhibiting stake nets in Scotch estuaries." But he 
did not wish to be involved in any other way than as a member of the 
legiSlature - a reply indicative of something less than wholehearted 
enthusiasm. He suggested that Berry and Admiral Maitland Dougall of 
Scotscraig, as two of the main proponents of the stake net case, go to 
London to lobby some of the other Scottish M.P.s::;"". This Berry and 
Maitland Dougall duly did in June 1855, when they lobbied 27 Scottish 
X.P.s all of whom had river estuaries within their constituencies, and 
most of whom had been in favour of a change in the law on stake nets2? 
Also, on the advice of the Lord Advocate and Lord Duncan of the Treasury, 
they prepared a Bill for submission to the Government2~. If enterprise 
and energy had been sufficient to ensure success, the estuarial 
proprietors deserved to succeed. But their 1855 initiative was no more 
successful than any of their previous efforts and the Bill came to 
nought, though no doubt their sense of grievance was kept alive. 
The next initiative for the estuarial cause again involved Admiral 
Mai tland Dougall of Scotscraig, this time in his capacity as a witness 
before the 1860 Committee. The terms of reference of this Committee, in 
particular, required them to investigate the use of coastal nets and other 
fixed engines. Maitland Dougall explained that the coastal stake nets 
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were permanently in place, but because of the tidal variations fished for 
perhaps sixteen hours out of the twenty-four. Bag nets, which were set 
in deep water· could fish for the full twenty-four hours. Those at 
Scotscraig, however, were set for two hours in the flood and then a 
further two hours in the ebb, being removed entirely from the water in 
the interim2 $!. Unlike stake nets which were kept stretched and in place 
by the stakes embedded in the sand, the bag nets required no fixed 
wooden supports being suspended in the water from floats. The bag nets 
could be used on rocky coasts and other places unsuitable for stakes and 
were up to 120 yards in length. The bag or trap was at the seaward end 
with the remainder of the netting acting as leader. As they were set in 
deep water the fish remained alive and undamaged until removed by the 
fishers who rowed out to the bags in a coble. A further development 
was to attach bag nets to the seaward end of stake nets, thus greatly 
extending the barrier of netting presented to salmon swimming along the 
coast. The Scotscraig fishings consisted of six miles within the 
estuary fished by toot net and one mile on the coast fished by stake and 
bag nets. Mai tland Dougall was a firm believer in the benefits of the 
stake net, but his arguments had not advanced beyond those put to the 
1824 Committee. He thought that the most important part of the 
preservation of the species was to take care of the breeding fish and the 
-fry", but he did not equate fish caught in the estuary with "breeding 
fish" and thus believed that the use of bag and stake nets in the estuary 
would produce "an immense quantity more salmon for public food" with no 
harm to the young fish. In his view, banning coastal nets would result 
in a transfer of the Scotch salmon fishery to the Dutch and Norwegians 
(1.e. in the absence of the Scotch fishery the fish would be caught by 
others). Asked if it could be expected that upper river proprietors 
would protect breeding fish if the lower parts of the rivers were full of 
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-engines of destruction", he replied that "a large proportion" of the fish 
would pass through, though he did not explain how this would happen. 
Variations in the produce, he believed, were more to do with the natural 
cycles of the salmon than with variations in the intensity of netting30. 
Xaitland Dougall's case to the 1860 Committee was anachronistic in that 
it argued for the re-introduction of stake nets to the estuary on the 
grounds of natural history. Such arguments were notably lacking from 
the propaganda put out by the various lobbyists of previous years. This 
is quite understandable, for they presumably understood that there was 
but one salmon stock for each river and if they were allowed to re-
introduce the stake nets, then greater inroads would be made into that 
stock, not something they would draw attention to in their propaganda. 
Xaitland Dougall, however, did not equate fish caught in the estuary with 
breeding fish, a convenient but by 1860, outdated belief. If Kaitland 
Dougall was out of date in his understanding of the natural history of 
the salmon <perhaps he chose not to understand), he was quite clear about 
the adverse effects of net & coble as practised in the river at the time. 
In sharp contrast to the evidence presented by Maitland Dougall 
was that given by Alexander Speedie who at the time had the tack of the 
Burgh of Perth fishings and also coastal nets near Montrose. His 
perhaps more impartial and practical opinion was that coastal nets were 
more expensive to operate than net & coble, and that they undoubtedly 
reduced the amount of salmon entering the Tay. Speedie was of the 
opinion that there were less salmon taken in the Tay because of the 
coastal nets, and he attributed the recovery in the price of salmon to 
the introduction of rail transport31 • 
The findings of the 1860 Committee went against the re-
introduction of stake nets to the estuaries, and their detailed findings 
are returned to in IV of this chapter. For the present it is necessary 
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to close this section by drawing the conclusion to which all the evidence 
points. There was no chance of reconciliation between the river and 
estuarial interests as long as they conducted themselves in the ways 
described. The river proprietors were not prepared to abandon an inch 
of their position and thought purely in terms of undeviating defence. 
The sense of deprivation among the estuarial proprietors was thus kept at 
a high degree of intensity so that a great deal of time and effort was 
expended by them in trying to breach the defences of the upper heritors. 
These were not circumstances propitious for the parties to recognise 
mutual interests, let alone act together upon them. 
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II - Poaching 
The period prior to the HC1l1le Drwll1l1ond Act of 1828 was, according 
to the evidence, characterised by almost unlimited poaching by all and 
sundry,..2, and a considerable proportion of this unlawful activity had 
been fishing on into the close-time in August and September33. Thus the 
effect must have been similar to that created by the HC1l1le IJrvmJ.ond Act 
in 1828, 1.e. fear that the salmon stock was under threat from netting 
the late summer runs. There was irony in this for the only favourable 
outcome of the HC1l1le Drv.1ll.1llood Act had been to make prosecution for 
fishing offences worthwhile, but at the same time it legalised one of the 
more adverse fishing offences of the status quo ante by allowing the 
fishing season to continue until 15th September. But, in spite of the 
fears about the effect of the HC1l1le Dru.1II.1IIOlld Act on the salmon stock, it 
did have a favourable effect on the nature and extent of poaching for 
some twenty years after its enactment. Because the Act implemented 
reasonable and therefore effective sanctions against poachers, proprietors 
could proceed with prosecutions thereafter, confident that the courts 
would award punishment. This had the effect of persuading tacksmen and 
other legal occupants of river fisheries to observe the law, especially as 
the time previously devoted to "washing the nets" was wi thin the new 
netting season. There is more to this last change than is immediately 
apparent. When legitimate tacksmen were prepared to infringe the law 
themselves, they would not have been· constrained in purchaSing salmon 
poached by others who had no legitimate right to catch fish whatsoever34. 
But once they became law-abiding, then there would have been such 
constraints, and so with the withdrawal of tacksmen from illegal 
activities, the remaining poachers were denied an outlet for their booty. 
In particular, they were denied access to the boiling houses, ice houses 
and salmon smacks of the tacksmen which were the only means of 
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disposing of significant quantities of salmon. It may be concluded that 
the withdrawal of the "professionals" from infringing the law, and the 
denial of access to markets to the "amateurs" led to a decline in the 
quantity of fish poached on the river section of the Tay after 1828. 
This abeyance lasted only until the coming of the railways which allowed 
anyone to send salmon speed11y wherever the wished. There was access 
to the national rail network from Perth from about 1850 onwards. 
The proprietors on the Tay had had their own system of watchers 
since 18163 ., but after 1828 effective legal sanctions made the watchers' 
efforts more potent. Robert Buist had been appointed superintendent of 
the watchers immediately after the Heme Drummond Act was passed, and in 
his evidence to the 1836 Committee he noted the beneficial effect of the 
Act in permitting "prompt and easy" convictions3 ';. However, the case 
in the Firth of Tay was not so straightforward. Given the legal and 
topographical restrictions that applied there, and the continuing efforts 
by estuarial proprietors and tacksmen to surmount these restrictions, it 
was inevitable that many of the salmon and grilse taken in these waters 
would be taken by 11IethCJds of doubtful, if not outright illegal1tY::il7. In 
encouraging their tacksmen to devise methods of fishing that would be 
effective in the waters of the firth, the estuarial proprietors were 
clearly more concerned with' efficacy than with legal1 ty, the more so when 
they regarded the law as an instrument of discrimination against 
themselves. Thus 111egal methods of fishing were not unknown in the 
firth. Whether this amounted to poaching is another matter. However, 
there is no evidence to suggest that estuarial proprietors condoned 
fishing by anyone apart from their tacksmen, or allowed tacksmen to fish 
in close-time. Thus they did not allow poaching in these latter senses. 
That the estuarial proprietors continued to subscribe to the Association 
of Fishing Proprietors who financed the corps of watchers suggests that 
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their willingness to turn a blind eye to transgressions of the law was 
restricted to a narrow range of activities exclusively associated with 
methods of fishing. 
The activities of the Association of Proprietors are recorded from 
1843 onwards in their Sederunt BoakEP'ra. The Association was run by a 
committee of proprietors39 and its clerks were the firm of Peddie & 
Xackenzie. The Association was funded by an assessment on the rentals 
of all the proprietors of fisheries. In 184-2-4-3, for example, total 
rentals were t10,235 and the assessment of 3~ that year raised 
t307 1s. 6d., the cost of watching was t327 Os. 6d., including Robert 
Buist's salary of t40. The superintendent and his watchers were active 
only during close-time, which explains how it was possible for a 
tacksman such as Buist to devote time to such work. That part of the 
Tay from its confluence with the River Tummel down to Dunkeld was 
policed by the Duke of Atholl's own men, and the same applied to that 
part of the Tay flowing through the Earl of Breadalbane's estates, a 
service for which they were both paid a small sum by the Association40 . 
Most of the work of the superintendent was concerned with 
protecting the spawning fish in the upper parts of the Tay baSin, though 
Buist would deploy his men according to the location of the fish. His 
Report for 1845-46 gives a general idea of the work of the watchers. 
The Tay was, at the time, easiest· and cheapest to protect as the only 
method of poaching was by nets, and they were easy to detect. The Isla 
was much less troubled by poachers than formerly because there were many 
fewer fish since a dam dyke had been built41. On the Ericht there was 
great difficulty with the lades leading to the works about Blairgowrie 
which made it easy for the workpeople to poach and Buist employed two 
watchers full-time in this area. There was little poaching on the Lyon 
at the time as the proprietors, Breadalbane and Menzies of Chesthlll42 , 
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were active in suppressin~ it. Two years previously, some men from the 
area bad been imprisoned for using leisters and this had acted as a 
discouragement. The Earn was the most difficult of all to protect. 
·Xany of the people about Crieff and Auchterarder districts appear to be 
a loose and idle set and quite different from the Breadalbane 
highlanders." They operated in bands of eight or ten with blackened 
faces and had scouts to warn of the approach of the watchers4:i1. The 
Almond also gave difficulty with the mill workers at the dam dykes. It 
is implicit in Buist's reports that, although of nuisance value, poaching 
in the country districts and by workmen at lades was not considered a 
serious threat to the salmon stock as "washing the nets" had been. 
Buist's reports over the next few years are in a similar vein, with 
most of the poaching taking place on the Earn. However, in the 1850s 
disquiet again emerged with increased poaching activity on the Tay. The 
minutes of the proprietors' General Meeting on 9th October 1856 contain 
the copy of a petition received from some of the principal tacksmen on 
the Tay, indicating that they were not satisfied with the effectiveness of 
the watchers and suggesting that protection be provided during the 
fishing season in addition to the close-time. In particular, the 
petition noted that .:the breeding streams were not adequately protected 
and breedin~ fish and ke1ts were destroyed "in large quantities". During 
the fishing season there were; no police or watchers to act against the 
use of illegal nets, nor the use of net & coble during the Saturday slap. 
Particular mention was made of the illegal use of hang nets. The extent 
of the tacksmens' concern may be judged by their offer to augment the 
system of police by paying for an extra full-time watcher to operate 
during the fishing season, provided that the proprietors would also 
appoint a full-time watcher to act in conjunction with the one paid for 
by the tacksmen. Both watchers were to concentrate their efforts in; the 
, 
l 
i 
~ 
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lower Tay and Earn "particularly during the summer months." This 
suggestion by the tacksmen was agreed to by the proprietors. 
There was no further mention of the tacksmens' disquiet for a year 
or so, and in his Report for the years 1859-60 Buist's comments were 
distinctly self-congratulatory in tone44 • He noted that "the men on all 
the [watchers'] stations concurred in stating that they never saw the 
country people more quiet." With regard to expenditure on the watchers, 
the expense was greater due to the extension of the close-time 
(voluntarily in 1853, statutorily in 1858), and also because the extent of 
the rivers to be watched had increased4 &. However, because of the 
increases in rentals, the rate per cent for assessment had remained the 
Buist found this a "pleasing contrast" with the River Tweed 
which'had cost £2,280 to protect at the same time47 • 
Robert Buist's self-satisfaction almost immediately received a 
considerable rebuff. In his Report for 1860-61 he told of a matter 
·which has caused more vexation than anything that has happened during 
the 33 years I have had charge of the River police." This was an 
incident in which Thomas Rutherford, one of Buist's trusted lieutenants, 
had been found with other watchers netting salmon at the mouth of the 
Almond during the close-time. What made it worse was that Buist had 
apparently only taken aotion on Rutherford's poaohing when one of the 
tacksmen on the Tay, John Young, had publicly accused the watchers of the 
crime, and they, had been forced to take him to court for defamation, a 
case which the watchers had lost. At the close of the court case 
Rutherford and two others had been immediately dismissed4e • It appears 
that John Young in making his complaint against Rutherford had not been 
acting alone, but as a spokesman for other tacksmen, and their disquiet 
about the effectiveness of Buist and his watchers had been building up 
over a period of time49 • The disquiet of the tacksmen also encompassed 
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the abilities of the Association of proprietors whom they thought ill-
informed, " ... the tenants have better means of ascertaining what is going 
on than the proprietors and often have information which may never reach 
the proprietors - indeed in the case referred to [Rutherford] the leading 
facts were verbally reported about eight months ago, altho' no action was 
taken on the report for what reason the undersigned are not aware." The 
letter concluded with the hope that "the river police may become a 
thoroughly efficient body, and better suited for the object of its 
appointment than it has been heretofore."so 
A meeting of the Protection Committee on 18th November 1861 agreed 
to ask for Robert Buist's resignation, but he was to continue to receive 
t50 per annum as an advisor. George Gordon, who was Superintendent of 
the Perth County Police, was appointed his successor and was to cOlllbine 
the two posts for an initial period of one year. Gordon's first Report, 
presented on 15th October 1862, shows how hang nets were becoming more 
of a problem. Towards the end of the fishing season inspectors and 
watchers had been employed to prevent the use of hang nets in the lower 
river, then from the middle of August a boat with a crew had been 
employed in cruising between Inchyra and below Newburgh to watch for 
hang nets, and this was joined by a second boat and crew at the start of 
the close-time. These boats were continued until mid-October when the 
fish moved up from the estuary. At the start of the close-time 27 men 
were engaged as watchers, and this number was increased to 46 as the 
fish became more dispersed in the small spawning rivers~l. 
There seems little doubt that towards the end of Robert Buist's 
~lJtle as superintendent, watching had become rather lax and the extent 
of poaching greater than he cared to admit. Both Rutherford's blatant 
disregard for his position as a watcher, and the need to take greater 
measures to prevent the use of hang nets suggest that poaching had, with 
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the coming of the railways, again become a "commercial" proposition. 
There is, unfortunately, a dearth of evidence to confirm the connection 
between railways and the increase in poaching, and positive confirmation 
is not available until the end of the century. The (London) Fishmongers' 
Company had the right in England and Wales to seize salmon that had been 
illegally caught. This right did not extend to Scotland, though they 
could seize illegally caught Scotch salmon once it had been transported 
to England. In his evidence to the Elgin Commission in 1900, John 
Wrench Tawse, Clerk to the Fishmongers' Company, in describing a case of 
poaching (no date given) ex:plained that "the the greatest factor in its 
success was, as before, the co-operation, for a large portion of the 
profits, of the railway servants." The salmon had been packed in 
barrels consigned as "Scotch pickled herring". Sending poached salmon 
by rail was clearly a common practice that had been going on for some 
time, for Tawse gave a long list of the false designations that had been 
used on various occasions62 • A specifically local incident had occurred 
in October 1880 when George, John and James Dunn, tacksmen from 
Newburgh, were charged with being in possession of a box of sea trout 
(not salmon) at Newburgh Railways Station63 • In spite of the dearth of 
evidence, it is difficult not to accept that poachers wishing to send a 
perishable item such as salmon to the urban areas of the United Kingdom 
in the second half of the nineteenth century would not use the rail 
network. There would certainly not have been any alternative means of 
transport at the time, apart from local carriers and the coastal Shipping. 
Rail would have been the obvious way. 
Another factor that probably assisted in keeping poaching in check 
prior to the coming of the railways was low prices. Poaching revived in 
the 1860s, and comments about higher prices were current at that time. 
One from 1869 is worth quoting. "Does it ever strike our river 
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proprietors that the high price of salmon may have something to do in 
the way of encouraging poaching? For our own part we have a strong 
suspicion that it has - in short that it acts as a sort of premium to it 
poaching is a thriving profitable trade because salmon fetch an 
artificial price.MS4 
It may be concluded that poaching was not a major problem for the 
Tay salmon fisheries during the period from the passing of the H01Jle 
Drummond Act until the coming of the railways in the 1850s. This was 
largely the result of two factors: a lack of any effective distribution 
network for poached fish and low prices. The lack of pre-occupation 
with poaching is confirmed by the 1860 Committee which made no reference 
to it in its conclusions, apart from a reference to "night poaching"ss. 
The SalJDcm Fisheries (Scotland) Act, 1862 made only one specific 
reference to poaching in clause 27 which made three or more persons 
fishing at night a criminal rather than a civil offence. 
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III - The Close-Time 
The potentially damaging extension of the fishing season allowed 
by the HQ11le Drummond Act has been referred to in Chapter Seven, II, and 
elsewhere. This was recognised as soon as the Act became operative, and 
gave rise to agitation to have the fishing season reduced by starting the 
close-time earlier. In his evidence to the 1836 Committee Robert Buist 
stated his belief that the close-time could begin a month earlier on the 
Tay"". However, the 1836 Committee did not produce any legislative 
change, and at a General meeting of the Association of Proprietors in 
1845, Buist continued to report the ill effects of the extended netting 
season. The meeting resolved to approach Mr Home Drummond, then M.P. 
for Perthshire, to have the start of the close-time altered to the 26th 
August. Although nothing came of this resolution, the matter was still 
very much current in 1849, when in his Report for that year Buist noted 
the large number of fish in spawning condition <legally) killed between 
26th August and 14th SeptemberS? . Following discussions with James 
Wilson of the Fishery Board in Scotland, Buist made suggestions which 
might be incorporated in a new Bill: first, that the close-time to extend 
from 26th August to 15th January or 1st February: second, that the 
Saturday slap apply to all modes of fishing, a suggestion that was 
particularly directed at the coastal nets: and third, that the rod fishing 
season be extended for two or three weeks beyond the netting season as a 
qUid pro quo to get the co-operation of the upper river proprietors over 
protection. -
This last suggestion indicates that the upper proprietors were 
still very adversely affected by the nets in the throat of the river, and 
perhaps the "zeal" they had shown in protecting the spawning salmon 
immediately after the passing of the H(»Je Drummond Act was wearing 
It also indicated that the commercial value of upper· river 
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fishings was solely from rod fishing rentals. As things stood, there 
was no incentive for upper river proprietors co-operating to protect 
spawning fish when they had no opportunity to catch fish during the 
season - an extension of the rod fishing season would have been a means 
of securing this. A particular instance of the attitude of upper river 
proprietors concerned Butter'of Faskally and Sandeman of Bonskeld, whose 
estates were on the Tummell near Pitlochry69. Their properties bordered 
the Falls of Tummell, a natural barrier to salmon which they could only 
ascend under exceptional conditions of spate. As a result, the very 
extensive system of rivers and lochs beyond the falls, including lochs 
Tummell, Rannoch, Ericht, Laidon and Baa, were little used for spawning60 • 
It was thought that the Falls of Tummell could be made passable by a 
little judicious blasting of the rock, but the two proprietors sought to 
use the alteration to their property as a condition to have the intensity 
of the lower river netting reduced - a forlorn hope as it turned out. A 
similar attitude was displayed by the Duke of Atholl and the Earl of 
Breadalbane who still, in return for a modest some paid by the 
Association of Proprietors, allowed the use of their own men as watchers 
within their own extensive estates"!. However, by the early 1850s 
Buist noted a decrease in their willingness to co-operate in this way 
because their fishings were worth very little as a result of the over-
fishing by the lower river proprietors. 
In spite of- the' many suggestions for legislation, by 1852 there 
still had been no action on altering the close-time. Table 5.2 <p 134) 
and figure 5.2a (facing p 134) show that rentals were about to reach 
their nadir, a mere half of what they had been 25 years before. This 
crisis was sufficient to bring the river proprietors to joint action, for 
in that year those on the Tay above the confluence with the Earn 
voluntarily agreed to take off the nets on the 26th of August, an 
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agreement in which they were joined unasked by Maitland Dougall of 
Scotscraig"':2. This was a notable agreement for it represented the river 
proprietors for once taking positive joint action, albeit that they were 
under considerable pressure to do something about the continuing fall in 
their rentals. Whether the subsequent rise in rentals was the result of 
this action, or whether it was merely one among other factors such as the 
coming of the railways and higher prices is a moot point ... 3 • 
However, The contentious nature of the river proprietors was too 
strong for any agreement that was only voluntary. In 1855 the 
Association of Proprietors received a letter from Sir John Richardson of 
Pitfour suggesting that his fishing stations opposite to the Carpow 
fishings (just below the mouth of the Earn) should be fished from 26th 
August to 4th September, and that any profit be devoted to the protection 
of the river. The reason for this was that, as the Carpow estate was 
not party to the agreement to close the netting season on the 26th of 
August, nothing was gained as the Carp ow nets swept the waters in which 
the Pitfour nets would have operated. The Association successfully 
opposed this proposal, but they were less successful in persuading Perth 
Town Council to continue to be a party to the earlier closing. The 
Council had already come under pressure from its tacksman, Andrew Buist, 
to revert to the statutory 'netting season ...... , and at its meeting on 24th 
October 1855 passed a motion that although it supported the idea of 
legislation to close the season earlier it would not do so voluntarily 
unless all proprietors did the same. The situation remained unresolved 
during the 1856 season when some smaller estates allowed their tacksmen 
to fish until the 14th of September. In 1857 matters became worse when 
the Elcho fishings reverted to the statutory close-time. Accordingly in 
October that year, recogniSing the impossibility of maintaining voluntary 
joint action, the ASSOCiation agreed to promote a Private Bill to have the 
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netting season altered. Despite opposition from estuarial proprietors, 
the Tay Fisheries .Act became law in 1858, changing the start of the 
close-time to the 27th of August, but leaving the start of the netting 
season unaltered at 1st February6s. 
from 158 days to 168 days';;'';;'. 
The close-time was thus extended 
When dealing with the close-time, it is appropriate to make brief 
mention of the other controversy in this area. From the introduction of 
stake nets on the coasts in the 1820s, those operating the coastal nets 
had ignored the Saturday slap. Asked by the 1836 Committee about the 
behaviour of the coastal netsmen with regard to the Saturday slap, Robert 
Buist had replied that "the stake net people never take Sunday into 
account ...... 7 To the river proprietors, the coastal netsmen ignoring the 
Saturday slap was an additional source of annoyance. 
There can be no doubt that the Hame Drummond .Act by extending the 
netting season to mid-September added to contemporary fears about the 
erosion of the salmon stock. Thus Venatar' was convinced of its evil 
effects. "From 1828 to 1853 in which latter year a return was made to 
the 26th August by private agreement, the rental of the Tay underwent an 
alarming decline [see table 5.2, p 134] ... the lengthened fishing season 
and the stake nets combined must be held answerable for this."';;'8 
Writing of the Scotch salmon fisheries in general, the editor of The FIeld 
similarly argued that after the 1828 Act "during the next 30 years the 
fisheries grew worse and worse. The export of salmon to London fell off 
greatly ... " ...... Whether in fact it had the adverse effects claimed cannot 
be proved either way - if it did then they were not lasting. The 
particular interest in the matter is the contrast it points between 
widespread disquiet and the time that elapsed before action was taken to 
remove the disquiet: twenty years for the Tay, slightly longer for the 
rest of the United Kingdom. 
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According to their terms of reference, the close-time was one of 
the matters that the 1860 Committee were required to investigate. They 
concluded that close-time should run from 20th August to 1st February for 
all rivers, that no salmon should be sold after 1st September, and that 
the Saturday slap should be from 18.00 hours on the Saturday until 06.00 
hours on the Monday, to be observed by coastal as well as river tacksmen. 
These recommendations followed from the almost universally voiced opinion 
of the witnesses heard by the Committee. In 1862, with the passing of 
the Sa1.1llan Fisheries (Scotland) Act, the matter of close-time was 
resolved. The 1862 Act, closely following the recommendations of the 
1860 Committee and enacted that the annual close-time should last for 
168 days and the Saturday slap for 36 hours. The starting and closIng 
times for the Saturday slap could be varied by District Boards, provided 
it remained a full 36 hours. District Boards were also allowed to fix 
the beginning and end of the annual close-time in the best interests of 
their particular river, and the rod fishing was to be allowed an 
extension. 
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IV - Summary 
The 1860 Committee turned out to be one of the more significant 
of those set to investigate the salmon fisheries during the nineteenth 
century, for its findings gave rise to the BaaelJ Flsherles (ScotlalJd) 
Act, 186~o, by far~the most important piece of legislation to affect the 
Scotch salmon fisheries passed during that century. The Report of the 
1860 Committee, therefore, marks a suitable juncture at which to review 
events that affected the Tay salmon fisheries over the period from 1828. 
As remarked in Chapter Seven71 , contemporary unease about the 
manifest decline in the produce and rentals of individual fisheries was 
widespread, and this was the reason for the fishing season being reduced, 
for some estates after 1853, and for all estates after the Tay Act of 
1858 (by some twenty days). Among other matters causing concern were 
continuing complaints about the adverse effect of the coastal nets on the 
river fisheries. That both river and coastal nets were depleting the 
same stock of salmon is quite correct, and the activities of the coastal 
nets increased pressure on the salmon stock. The 1860 Committee showed 
concern over stake nets, and in the interests of conservation they 
initially recommended the abolition of all cruives and fixed engines, 
whether the latter were in rivers or on the coast, "or at least no new 
ones allowed."72 This was significant for it showed that they were 
convinced of the need to conserve, in spite of the lack of hard 
statistical information. Why they chose to curb stake nets only and 
exclude the river fisheries from restriction is not clear, though it 
suggests the work of· lobbyists. . It may be concluded, therefore, that 
there were three distinct forces seen as threatening to the produce of 
the Tay: first, the extension of the fishing season before and after 1828 
which allowed more fish to be caught: second, the introduction of coastal 
nets .which reduced the number of salmon coming· ·to the rivers:' th1rd".~a 
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greater intensity of fishing in the sense of more stations and mare 
efficient use of existing methods which decreased the catches at the 
individual fisheries. 
The 1860 Committee had much less to say about either poaching or 
the close-time. With regard to poaching, they recognised a situation 
that conformed to that on the Tay, where, apart from activities in the 
firth connected with variations of nets, poaching had not been a serious 
problem between 1828 and the 1850s. This was almost certainly because 
the Hame DrummDnd Act had dissuaded tacksmen from transgressing the law 
in the ways which they had prior to 1828. Without access to the means 
of preservation or distribution, such poaching as remained was limited in 
extent until the advent of the railways solved these problems from the 
1850s onwards. However, the form poaching was to take in the future 
had already revealed itself with the increasing use of the hang net from 
the 1850s. Though the matter of the start of the annual close-time had 
taken up a great deal of attention on the Tay, it had been "solved- by the 
Tay proprietors promoting their own legislation prior to 1860. It may 
also have been that the close-time was a less pressing matter on other 
rivers, whatever the case, the 1860 Committee were not greatly taken up 
with it, though their recommendations were enacted. 
As a result of the recommendations of the 1860 Committee two 
Salmon Bills came before Parliament during 1861, one each for Scotland 
and England. Both were principally directed against the use of fixed 
engines. However, the Scottish Bill was thrown out "chiefly owing to the 
opposition of interested part1es."?:;' This may be taken to be the stake 
net proponents who were intent to maintain the status quo round the 
coasts.,. ..... Thus the 1862 Act; made no reference to stake nets. Herein 
lies the great omission from th1s Act, for, like the preced1ng Hame 
Dru11l11lDlld Act, it failed to resolve the differences between estuarial and 
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river interests. Neither party had won the lobbying battles, and the 
entire fisheries lost by their continuing erunity. As a commentator on 
the Tay fisheries aptly observed in 1868: 
even to the most disinterested observer it must, I aM sure, be 
very apparent that a great deal of blame rests on the 
shoulders of an influenthl section of the proprietors 
themselves, who have scarcely ever been content to 'let well 
alone', The absurd jealousies, the utter want of harmony, 
between the proprietors, upper and lower, have unquestionably 
had much to do with the ruinous vicissitudes of the fisheries, 
Why should any section consider its interests essentially 
antagonistic to those of another, while in reality they are 
identical? , , , 
But the old feeling of jealousy was not allayed by 
the decision of 1814 [18121]. It was strong and active in 
1828: and it still crops out wherever opportunity offers,76 
Very similar sentiments were expressed by the editor of The Field in an 
editorial entitled "A plea for cheap salmon", published on 13th February 
1869. Although not specifically about the Tay, the editorial did not 
foresee any reduction in the price of salmon until fishing proprietors 
ceased "splitting into antagonistic sections, each striving with all its 
might to win the game of 'beggar my neighbour' ," and instead endeavoured 
"by a hearty mutual co-operation in improving their common property· to 
restore the fisheries to the condition in which they were formerly. 
This was the last occasion during the nineteenth century when attempts 
were made to alter the law affecting stake nets. They remained in use 
on the coasts, but were not allowed to return "to the estuaries. Russel's 
description of the parliamentary manoeuvring does not suggest that there 
were any grounds for reconciliation between the river and estuarial 
interests at the time, and so the great schism remained7G • 
There was one final matter which emerged during the hearings of 
the 1860 Committee. This came from Alexander Russel, though he was not 
the originator of the idea. It is an idea both striking in its 
simplicity and appealing in its apparent promise as a means to heal the 
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divisions among the participants in the ray salmon fisheries. 
that the existing proprietors might fish the river jointly. 
The· whole object of the law is to prevent the use of too 
effective an engine at anyone point, and the consequence Is 
there are great difficulties put in the way of each man 
fishing, in order that he may not Injure his neighbour 
but when you have got now by long use to ascertain the 
proportion that each fishery bears to the whole fishery of the 
river, [ •••• l, you ought to fish the river effectively with is 
few engines as pOSSible, of course taking security, either by 
limiting the time, or limiting the quantity, that a due 
proportion of fish get up to the upper waters. They might 
fish most rivers at a fifth or a tenth of the present 
expense. 77 
It was 
Russel set out this idea again in his book published in 1864, in which he 
specifically mentioned the idea of a joint-stock company using "engines" 
to fish the river in the most efficient way. Although he was not 
explicit on the matter, Russel implied that the legal insistence on net & 
coble to give all proprietors an equal chance of catching fish on their 
stretch of river might be relaxed if the river were fished jointly, as 
this reqUirement would then be irrelevant, and the most efficient engine 
could be employed. "No more machinery should be used than is necessary, 
or would be used if one man owned the whole river." According to Russel 
such an idea had been proposed for the Aberdeen River Dee in 18397e • 
As well as being sensible in purely commercial terms (the reduction 
in costs of having to operate fewer stations would have been 
conSiderable>, such a scheme would have allowed the Tay, or significant 
parts of it, to be run on an integrated basis, thus making it possible to 
take an overview of the extent of the exploitation. A situation much 
more likely to lead to proper conservation policies being employed. 
Russel had observed the benefits of single ownerShip in other rivers: 
We lIIay state generally that, ••. the decline in the Scottish 
fisheries WlS, ••• universal and alarllling , •. : although in 
one or two cases, such as the Spey and the rivers of 
Sutherland, where the fisheries are in the hands of one great 
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propr ietor I who has resorted to a wise modera tion I a great 
difference for the better was discernible,79 
But a return to a single company managing the 1ay as in the days of John 
Richardson & Company was still some forty years in the future90 , 
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produce of fisheries In foreign countries, from which, by a 
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bringing thu forward. In order that 1 few dozen fisherun 
may enjoy their otill" rllm dignitite [dignified leisure] [for 
apparently according to the present coble and net method there 
is abundance of both these commodi ties with a destitution of 
every other] an immense supply of most wholesome and excellent 
food Is to be destroyed, But even should these [1] 19ree,to 
sacrifice their ctJ/J1I/ at the altar of public food we are lilt 
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by a clencher frOM the Perth proprie~ors, Not so fast they 
say, "long ago bargatns have been entered 1nto and valuations 
ude 1n the faith of the existing laws· and tan you really 
lend your countenance to such injusUce as a proposal for a 
measure ·50 injurious to us upper proprietors, without [1] or 
any compensation whatsoever?" It latters not to us that these 
laws were aade in tiles of comparative ignorance, it matters 
not that what our worthy forefather! held to be an enachent 
ude expressly for the public good has now bean found an 
incubus on improvement and loss to the community, Such 
reasons however weighty and cogent lust at once give way to 
insupportable annoyance and inconceivable inconvenience which 
an amendment of these laws would occasion, Our bargains would 
require to be readjusted, our valuations to be reconsidered; 
1n short unless Lord John (Russell?] agrees to cOlpensate us 
for our trouble and indemnify us for our clerk's fees we lust 
[1] our decided veto on the measure and decree that like those 
of the Medes and the Persians, the Salmon Fishery Laws must be 
unchangeable, 
It seellS to be on the principles therefore of 1I0nopoly 
and class legislation that our Perth friends rest their 
opposition to the proposed public measure, Alas! they have 
yet to learn that views like those are numbered now amongst 
the things that were. 
20. This was the action complained of by Kerr. see p 265. 
Sederunt Ik:x:Jk no. 2. 
21. This was the subject matter of a pamphlet IlletIBl FlsblD[!, -
jJllportant declslO1l by the Sherlff-Substitute of Peribsblre, dated 
24th October 1849 
TBP, bundle 26. 
22. The pamphlet continued by setting this transgression of tbe law in 
the context of the various attempts to frustrate the ban on fixed 
nets in the firth. 
It appears that of late years, amids~ the recorded and 
notorious warfare upon the Tay against the sallon, a departure 
has been made from the ordinary and accustomed mode of fishing 
by net. and coble, and nets of every varied description have 
been introduced, IOd as soon as the arll of the law has put 
down one kind of net, another has been invented in its stead, 
It appears from the evidence, that of late years the sparling 
net has been thus -diverted from its prillitive purpose: instead 
of being, as they were, seven feet. in depth, seven or eight 
feet wide, and eight or helve yards in length, the one in 
question II of the enonous length of ninety-six feet, with 
the width and depth at the front of about twenty-one feet, and 
gradually decreasing until it reaches a point at the tail. 
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Such a net is neither more nor less than the interdicted 
bag-net, but greatly increased in dimensions, '" 
The salmon station at which the ostensible spirling fishers were 
operating was called "Sure as Death", well known as a place at 
which there was almost certain to be salmon. 
23. The drift or hang net was a much lighter net than the sweep net 
and was shot across the river at slack water where it hung irom a 
line of corks and gilled any salmon that swam into it. As it was 
not propelled through the water, it was strictly speaking a "fixed 
engine". 
The hang net was described in the evidence to the 1836 Committee. 
It is a net that is made of a very soft twine, and of a wide 
mesh: the fish run their heads into it: '" 
Large fish and small? 
Yes: they' are made of a different size of mesh, according to 
the season: during the grilse season the meshes are smaller 
than during the salmon season. 
The fish run into it? 
They run their heads into it, and are caught by the gills, 
1836 Committee, p 44. 
24. Sederunt IJoo1c nD. 2, George Gordon's Report, 15th October 1862. 
See also p 281. 
25. Tayfield, box 16, bundle 6. 
26. ibid. 
27. ibid. 
The deputation might have seen more M.P.s, but one had suggested 
that they widen the appeal of their Bill to include the angling and 
upper river interests, and so the deputation had returned to 
Scotland to canvas their supporters on these additional ideas. 
Berry and Maitland Dougall's subsequent Report concluded by 
suggesting the following additional matters for consideration: 
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i a 48 hour weekly slapj 
11 how to get the support of fishing proprietors on rivers 
other than the Tayj 
11i whether a move should be made in Parliament to have the 
produce of the various salmon fisheries reportedj 
tv how public opinion might be mobilised. 
28. The Bill contained six main proposals: 
i it should be lawful to fish for salmon with fixed netsj 
11 no net was to extend beyond the low-water mark of spring 
tides, and there was to be never less than three-quarters of 
a mile between the outer ends of nets on opposite shoresj 
iii the legislation was not to affect the Solway or the Tweedj 
iv meshes of fixed nets to be no smaller than those on existing 
nets; 
v there to be a Saturday slap on all fixed nets; 
vi close-time on the Tay to start on the 26th August. 
The fifth and sixth proposals can be seen as "sweeteners" to make 
the Bill more acceptable. Proprietors of river fisheries objected 
to the coastal stake nets not recognising the Saturday slap, the 
extension of the fishing season introduced by the HDIlle lJr'rm1llcmd 
Act was universally unpopular. 
Adam Duncan-Haldane, 2nd Earl of Camperdown (1812-1867), grandson 
of Admiral Duncan, 1st Viscount Camperdown. Liberal M.P. for 
Southampton, 1837-1841; for Bath, 1841-1852j for Forfarshire 
1854-1859j Lord of the Treasury 1855-1858. Cousin to Adam 
Alexander Morison Duncan of Naughton (see p 29). 
Complete Peera[Ie, BPB. 
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29. Three fishers were required to set a bag net and thereafter one 
was needed to watch it. Bag nets had first been introduced in 
1819 by John Halliday who employed them an the coast near the 
mouth of the Tay. In the 1820s and 1830s variations of the bag 
net, e.g. sale net, pock net, etc. were also tried within the 
estuary, but were all interdicted. 
See also Chapter Five, III, pass111l. 
30. 1860 Committee, pp 191-205. 
Maitland Dougall did not regard the toot net as used in the estuary 
as a distinct mode of fishing, but merely a variation of the net & 
coble (see p 231). He thought the sweep net as used in the river 
a "most scourging" method of fishing and the remedy to ita 
"perpetual slap" (1.e. gap> in mid-river to be achieved by no sweep 
net being longer than half the breadth of the river at the place 
where it was used. He admitted that those parts of his fishings 
where he was not allowed to use stake or bag nets, i.e. those 
fished by toot nets, were "almost worthless". He also believed 
that rentals reflected the size of the catch. In contradiction to 
all the evidence Maitland Dougall considered that "a good 
understanding" existed between the river and coastal proprietors, 
and he cited his seconding Sir J oho Richardson's motion to amend 
the close-time on the Tay as an example of this (see pp 285-286). 
31. ib1d. P 144 ff. 
32. See Chapter Five, IV, pass111l. 
33. ib1d. 
34. See the evidence of James Gillies, p 149. 
35. See Chapter Five, note 50. 
36. 1836 Committee, p 239. 
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Buist noted, in particular, that the upper river proprietors, the 
ill-served group within whose waters lay the spawning beds, were 
·zealous" in protecting the river during close-time, and Buist was 
of the opinion that "it is the countenance and assistance of those 
gentlemen in the upper parts of the river, more than the small 
police force we have on the river, that has tended to put it 
[poaching] down." 
37. See Chapter Five, III, pass11ll and I of this chapter. 
38. Sederunt Boolr nD. 2 commenced in 1843, nD. 1 is missing. 
The Association was officially called the "Proprietors of Salmon 
Fisheries in the River Tay". 
39. In 1843 these were: 4th Earl of Mansfield, 15th Lord Gray 
(K1nfauns), 10th Earl of Kinnoull, 21st Lord Willoughby D'Eresby 
(Stobhall), Sir John Stewart Richardson of Pitfour, the Lord 
Provost of Perth and Sir Thomas Moncrieffe of Moncrieffe. 
Sir Thomas Moncrieffe, 7th Bart., of Moncrieffe (1822-1879>. Sir 
Thomas married .<in 1843) Lady Louisa Hay, eldest daughter of the 
10th Earl of Kinnoull and they had no less than sixteen children. 
Of the eight daughters, four married into families which were 
connected with the Tay fisheries: Louisa married the 7th Duke of 
AthoU; Blanche married Charles Archibald Murray of Taymount, 
nephew of the Earl of Mansfieldi Frances Rose married Sir Alexander 
Muir Mackenzie, 3rd Bart., of Delvine; and Mary Katherine married 
Sir Basil Templer Graham-Montgomery, 5th Bart., who became a 
shareholder in the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company. 
BPB. 
40. One disadvantage of the new legislation was that poachers sent to 
gaol were treated as prisoners under the civil law and thus had to 
be aUmented (have their food provided) by those who prosecuted 
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them. This was an additional expense which increased the more 
successful the watchers were in getting poachers convicted. 
1836 Committee, p 236. 
John Campbell, 2nd Marquess and 5th Earl of Breadalbane 
(1796-1862) . Whig M.P. for Okehampton, 1820-1826j for Perthshire 
1832-1834j Lord Chamberlain of the Household, 1848-1852j Governor 
of the Bank of Scotland. 
Complete Peerage, BPB. 
41. There were dam dykes on the Isla at Milton of Ruthven (NO 293487) 
and Dullavaird (NO 296506). 
TBXB, Sederunt Book, no 2. 
42. John Stewart-Menzies of Chesth1l1 and Foss (1804-1867). His 
father, Joseph Stewart of Foss (1768-1835) had married Elizabeth, 
only daughter and heiress of Alexander Menzies of Chesthill. 
BLG. 
43. Buist gave the following account of an escapade on the Earn. 
On the night between the 2nd and 3rd of January [1946] 
seven of the water keepers followed bands during the whole 
night but repeatedly failed to get near them, They at last 
lay in ambush near to the bridge at Crierf and beheen four 
and five in the morning a party of three men lighted a blaze 
and killed a fish just below the! and after a desperate 
stuffle secured one of them who had struck and wounded one of 
the keepers. The other two men escaped by dashing across the 
river. The man who was taken was brought to erieff and as no 
officer could be got to bring hh to Perth, ••.• ho of the 
keepers proceeded wlth hill to Perth. At !'tethven he asked 
leave to go into a friend's house, and while the men stood at 
the door he bolt..ed out of a back window and escaped. A 
warrant was taken out against hill at the instance of the 
Fiscal for the assault on the keeper, and another warrant 
against him for poaching both of which were put into the hands 
of an off lcer for execution. He however fled frolll that part 
of the country 
1bld. 
, 
1 
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44. Buist reported that when watching first began "the cottagers on the 
banks of the Earn and other small rivers had salmon spears or 
leisters as common as spades or hoes ... and in winter you could 
almost trace the course of the river by blazes; now a blaze is 
rarely seen and leisters are comparatively scarce." Continuing in 
the same tone "it is with a feeling of gratification that the 
superintendent [Buist] reflects that the plan he made up for the 
protection of the river has with a few improvements ... wrought so 
well. He has been applied to by the owners of fishings in Ireland 
and Scotland to recommend men trained on the Tay ... " However, 
the final paragraph of the Report mentions a significant potential 
threat to the fisheries. Buist seeks the instructions of the 
proprietors on what to do about the discharge of manganese and 
chloride of lime into the Almond from the bleachworks at Cromwell 
Park {NO 05 26>. chemicals which could both do great damage to the 
salmon stock, especially the immature fish. 
TBMB, Sederunt 1JDo1c, no. 2. 
45. The dam dykes at Ruthven on the Isla had been removed allowing the 
fish to ascend as far as Airley Castle and also allowing the 
salmon to ascend a small spawning river called the Mel gun 
(Melgam> • The Almond at Buchanty Spout (NN 934284) had also been 
opened up allowing the fish to get up the Sma' Glen. 
46. The assessment was at 7%. which in 1860 raised £968 on a total 
rental of £13,828 (see table 5.2, p 134). 
47. Buist gives the figures for the River Tweed as follows: 
£ s. d. 
assessment on the rents @ 20% 1,318 5 2 
additional [ voluntary] assessment 437 1 10 
donations 442 9 4 
fines 1~5 a Q 
2,333 4 10 
less debt repayment ~2 12 1 
cost of protecting the Tweed 2,280 12 9 
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lbid. 
48. According to Buist's Report, "Rutherford was inspector for the 
district from Perth to Dunkeld and was confidentially employed 
during the fishing season. He is a clever, shrewd fellow, has had 
great experience and knew every sort of net in the river and sea 
... the late Lord President [of the Court of Session] Boyle had more 
than once complimented him for the way in which he proceeded in 
detecting the offender." Rutherford had been one of the witnesses 
from the Tay who had given evidence to the 1860 Committee (see 
Kinutes of Evidence, p 148 ff). 
1bid. 
49. Their opinion on the matter was conveyed to the Association of 
Proprietors in a letter of 29th October 1861, in which they asked 
that the following points be considered: 
i a review of all the present watchers to "ascertain that they 
are all persons who can be relied on ... ": 
11 that those watchers retained and any new ones appointed be 
deployed in areas "with which they are not locally connected, 
so as they may be able to act with more independence": 
iii that the person appointed in place of Buist be equivalent in 
ability and probity to "such a person as is usually appointed 
as superintendent of an efficient police force": 
iv that the principal tacksmen be involved in engaging the 
watchers to avoid appointing men of unsuitable Character. 
50. The letter was signed by Charles Powrie, George Pitcaithly, James 
Killer, Thomas Killer and John Young. 
51. Gordan noted a particular problem that year in that he thought he 
would need mare watchers an those rivers adjacent to the Inverness. 
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and Perth Junction Railway which was then under construction, and 
the workmen were "likely to be adepts in fish poaching." 
ibid. 
52. Elgin, p 6. 
'" Speaking generally ~ith regard to prosecutions, notice 
should be taken of the various ways adopted by parties dealing 
in illegal salraon, namely declarations that the fish were: 
butter [in boxes and firkinsl, game, poultry, groceries, 
provisions, rabbits, margarine [in firkins], coarse fish, etc. 
They have been consigned under urk of "fine", "mild", and 
'margarine", and the delivery notes forwarded by post to the 
shtion of destination, They have been put into packages of 
various descriptions particularly calculated to elude 
detection and avoid suspicion, such as carpet bags, tin hat, 
bonnet and travelling boxes, grocery boxes bearing various 
brands, boxes branded tinned salmon, poultry hampers, etc, 
They have been packed and concealed among 4 and 5 c~t, 
packages of poultry, rabbits, game and other fish, in boxes in 
the centre of bags of mussels, and in some cases that came to 
the knowledge of the Fishmongers' Company's inspectors, have 
been concealed in the centre of bundles of rags and various 
kinds of produce. They have been dealt in false names, both 
by letter and wire, so as to avoid detection, among which lay 
be named pheasants, peacocks, or other words by arrangement 50 
as to render the correspondence useless for evidence, 
1bid. 
53. TBXB, vol. 2, P 119. 
54. "A Plea for Cheap Salmon", Tbe FleUd, 13th February 1869. 
55. 1860 Committee, p xi ff. 
56. 1836 Committee, p 239. 
Buist was also of the opinion that there should be different close-
times for different rivers, a suggestion that he had previously 
made to the 1824 Committee, but which had been rejected by them'. 
The objection in 1824 was that poached salmon from a river that 
was closed might be passed off as being from a river still in 
season. Cross-examined about this, Buist argued that damage done 
to breeding fish by an inappropriate close-time was greater than 
possible damage caused by the easier sale of poached fish, adding 
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that poachers were always apprehended catching fish, not selling 
them:2. 
1. See p 177. 
2. 1836 Committee, p 243. 
57. In support of his case Buist quoted from a letter he had received 
from a London fishmonger to the effect that the quality of the Tay 
fish was very poor at the end of the season, "it is truly 
lamentable to think that fish are allowed by Act of Parliament to 
be taken in such a state." 
TBXB, Sederunt 1JcxJk, nD. 2. 
58. See supra note 36. 
59. Archibald Butter of Faskally (1805-1885), first son of Lieut.-Col. 
Archibald Butter (1769-1805) and his wife Vere, daughter of Sir 
Robert Menzies of Menzies, 5th Bart. Married (in 1834) Jemima, 
youngest daughter of James Richardson of Pitfour. He was a 
descendant of Henry Butter, factor to the Commission for the 
Annexed Forfeited Estates. 
60. See pp 9-10. 
61. In 1852/53, ~12 to Atho11 and L8 to Breada1bane. 
62. See also Admiral Maitland Dougall's evidence to the 1860 Committee, 
supra note 30. 
63. See Chapter 10, II, pass111l .. 
64. Buist claimed he had not allowed for the shortened season when he 
offered the rent. 
65. Tay Fisherles Act, 1858 (21 & 22 Vict. c. 26). 
66. The Tay Fisheries Act, 1858 cost ~537 148. 21M. and was paid for 
by a special assessment on the proprietors of 5~. 
67. 1836 Committee, p 238. 
68. The Field, 17th October 1868. 
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69. The Field, 13th February 1869. This article goes on to reproduce, 
by way of evidence, the figures shown in the "Scotch" column of 
table 8.1 (pp 266-267) from 1834 to 1859. 
70. The Salman Fisheries (Scotland) Act, 1862, (25 & 25 Vict. cap. 97) 
71. See Chapter Seven, II, passu. 
72. 1860 Committee, p xi. 
During the proceedings of previolls committees of inquiry, much time 
and many witnesses' evidence had been devoted to the natural 
history of the salmon, but this was much less so for the 1860 
Committee. There were, however, two eminent scientists who 
appeared before the Committee whose observations showed that 
serious misunderstanding of the life-cycle and habits of the salmon 
still remained. Professor John Quekettl believed that those 
salmon seen in the Arctic did not return to Scotland, and that the 
smolts remained in the sea for six weeks or more before returning 
as grilse2 • Professor Thomas Henry Huxley:3 thought the grllse 
was a fish some twelve or twenty months from the time the ova 
were deposited4 • William Joshua ffennell"'. one of the 
Commissioners of Fisheries in Ireland, provided an answer to 
Maitland Dougall's assertions about salmon caught in the estuary 
not affecting the breeding stock with this accurate and enlightened 
observation: 
With respect to the spawning operations, it appears strange at 
first that some fish should seek to make the fresh water their 
habitation for the whole of the summer, while other fish 
remain in the estuaries and the sea until within a few weeks 
of spawning, and come out of the sea quite ready to spawn. It 
presents i helf to my lIind as one of the wonderful 
arrangements of nature, that it is for the purpose of causing 
the fish to distribute themselves through the whole of the 
waters; that is their tendency, '" 1 think H is as clear 
as pOSSible, that the object of the law that governs the. is 
to cause the fish to distribute theMselves throughout' the 
whole length and breadth of the water,-
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1. John Thomas Quekett (1815-1861), histologist, showed an early 
interest in studying various natural history specimens under a 
microscope constructed by himself. He entered King's College, 
London and the London Hospital medical school, qualifying in 1840. 
DNB. 
He formed a mos~ extensive and valuable collec~ion of 
microscopic preparations, injected by himself, illustrating 
the tissues of plants and anil'lals in health and in disease, 
'" In November 1843 he was appointed by the College of 
Surgeons assistant conservator of the Hunterian Museum, under 
Professor (afterwards Sir) Richard Owen, Quekett's 
work as an histologist was remarkable for its originality and 
for its influence upon the anatomical studies of the medical 
profession in this country, 
2. 1860 Committee, pp 341-343, 
3. Thomas Henry HUXley (1825-1895) was one of the most eminent 
scientists of the nineteenth century, and also one of the principal 
advocates of Darwin's theories. 
Huxley produced over 150 research papers, dealing with an 
immensely wide range of subjects, mainly zoological and 
palaeontological, but also geological, anthropological, and 
botanical, He also produced ten scientific textbooks, each 
quite novel in approach as well as several books of essays 
and innumerable controve~slal articles on education, religion, 
etc, '" member of ten Royal and other Commissions: 
B1O[fraphlcal DlctioIJary ot'ScleIJUsts, London, 1974. 
4. 1860 Committee, pp 347-351. 
5. William Joshua ffennell (1799-1867), fishery reformer. 
He had a desultory education, and spent much time in hunting 
shooting, and fishing, He became especially expert in angling 
for salmon: and his attention was drawn to the decay of the 
fishing in the Suir and other [Irish] rivers, In 1824 he took 
a lease of Carrigataha, which adjoins Ballybrado on the Suir, 
After carefully studying the habits of the fish and making 
himself acquainted with the old Acts of Parliament he 
endeavoured to rouse public attention, with a vle~ to 
legislative reform, He had difficulties with the poachers in 
73. 
DNB 
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the upper waters, and with the proprietors of 'stake weirs' in 
the tideway, '" In 1837 a petition upon the Irish fisheries 
was presented to Parliament by the Earl of 61engall, a friend 
and neighbour of ffennell, who spoke upon the subject in the 
House of Lords, '" It was due to their exerUons that an 
Act was passed in 1842, embodying many of Ifennell's 
proposals, but unfortunately giving privileges to the stake 
weirs, which long hindered the development of the fishery, 
'" [In 1845] ffennell was appointed fishery inspector under 
the Board of Works, His office included the inspection of sea 
fisheries, and during the potato hmine he visited Scotland, 
examining the process of fish-curing, and tried to introduce 
it among the starving population of the west coast of Ireland. 
In 1848 the Act commonly called 'ffennell's Act' was passed. 
This is the initial Act of modern salmon legislation, which 
provides funds and machinery for carrying the law into 
practice,' by making the local administration of the salIIon 
Acts self-supporting, In 1853 he exhibited working 
'models of salmon passes at the Dublin exhibition of that year, 
which attracted general attention. His advice was frequently 
sought in England and Scotland: and in 1860 he was appointed 
one of the Royal Commissioners to examine the salmon fisheries 
of England and Wales. In 1862 he was appointed 
Commissioner of Fisheries for Scotland, '" In 1866 he 
started Land and Vater, in conjunction with his friend Francis 
T. Buckland, with a special eye to the fisheries, 
6. 1860 Committee, p 252. 
J.X. Leith: "Salmon Legislation in Scotland", p 131. 
D Herbert (ed.): Fish and Fisheries, Edinburgh, 1883. 
From 
74. Russel, who was not in favour of stake nets, tells how the clauses 
abolishing the stake nets were removed because "the stake net 
owners showed themselves united and energetic, and the river 
owners divided, apathetic and captious." 
In more detail: the Lord Advocate had brought in a law for Scotland 
based on the recommendations of the 1860 Committee. 
This excellent measure, however, met a sad fate by an unusual 
process. In an evil hour, and perhaps because the sons of 
Zeruiah* were too hard for him, the Lord Advocate consented to 
refer his Bill to a Select Committee of the House of Co~~ons 
the selection of which proceeded on a prinCiple quite 
different from, or rather opposite to, that usually acted on 
In the appOintment of tribunals '" The members were selected, 
not because they had any knowledge of the matter, but because 
one or more of their constituents had special interests in the 
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maHer: and the tribunal thus strangely selechd opened its 
door only once, to hear a single witness on one of the sides, 
and then sat down in private to tear the Bill to bits I II 
*And I am this day weak, though anointed king: and these men 
the sons of Zeruiah be too hard for me: the LORD shall reward 
the doer of evil according to his wickedness, 
2 Salll. 3,'39. 
A. Russel, Gp. cJ.t. pp 166, 168. 
75. Venatar, "The Field", 21st November 1868. 
76. other matters dealt with by the 1862 Act were recommendations for 
a central Scottish Board and District Boards to administer the 
salmon fisheries. The 1860 Committee had qUite specifically 
recommended a Central Board or Commission to regUlate the Scottish 
salmon fisheries, and the 1861 Bill proposed to set up such an 
authority. This was to be the existing Board of White Fisheries 
for Scotland to whose number an additional two surveyors would be 
added. However, after the failure of the 1861 Bill, the proposal 
for a Central Authority was dropped from the 1862 Bill. What was 
contained in the 1862 legislation was the appointment of three 
Commissioners with' powers to make rulings for all Scottish 
Districts on the boundaries between ri vers and estuaries, 
observance of the weekly close-time, the use of cruives, slaps in 
mill dams etc., and mesh sizes. These Commissioners were only 
appointed for a set time and the period over which they actually 
operated was relatively brief (1862-1865), though they were kept in 
existence from 1865-1882 by the ExpirinG Laws Continuance Act'. 
There had been an Association of Fishing Proprietors on the Tay 
since 1816 and so setting up a District Board did not make much 
Change. 
In fuller detail the Act covered the following matters2: 
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i Constituted each river, with its tributaries, lakes and 
estuary, and adjoining sea coast, into a district. 
ii Appointed Commissioners to fix boundaries between 
estuaries and sea, and between upper and lower proprietors 
on rivers, limits of districts, and of annual close-time, and 
to make general regulations regarding cruives and 
obstructions, meshes of nets, and due observance of weekly 
close-time. 
lii Fixed "an annual close-time of 168 days for every 
district, and a weekly close-time of 36 hours, with 
qualifications as to rod and 11ne, - the the annual close-
time being applicable to every mode of fishing in river, 
lake, estuary, and sea, except rod and line, during extension 
to be fixed by Commissioners. 
iv Imposed penalties, with forfeitures of articles used, for 
fishing during close-time, or with illegal mesh of netj for 
obstructing or impeding passage of fishj for selling fresh 
fish taken during annual close-timej for taking possession of 
foul or unseasonable salmon at any timej for fishing with 
l1ghts:for setting nets or traps to catch fish leaping at a 
fall; for using or selling salmon-roe for purpose of fishingj 
and for polluting waters. 
v Enjoined the Commissioners to make bye-laws on matters 
committed to them, which (after certain steps) should have 
all the force of law. 
vi Provided as to election, constitution, and powers of 
District Boards. 
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v11 Declared illegal fishing by three or more persons at 
night to be a criminal offence punishable by fine or 
imprisonment. 
vi11 Provided for persecutions, and recovery and application 
of penalties and expenses. 
The main provisions of the 1862 Act very largely reflected the 
recommendations of the 1860 Committee, the exception being the ban 
on stake nets which was not taken up. This Act was to remain the 
principal piece of legislation affecting the Scottish salmon 
fisheries for over 100 years. 
L ElgIn Report, p 416. 
2. J.M. Leith: "Salmon Legislation in Scotland", pp 131-132. 
From Herbert, op. cit. 
77. 1860 Committee, pp 85-98. 
78. A. Russel, op. cit. pp 229-234. 
A similar scheme had been proposed for the Tay in 1846 involving 
the principal fishing estates, this was at the instigation of 
Forbes, Stewart & Company, a firm of London fish salesmen who 
dealt extensively in Tay salmon.' 
We beg to observe that this is an important crisis to most of 
the principal landlords in the Tay and that they should remain 
unanimous taking advantage of the principal leases being out, 
in the Mutual protec tion of thei r proper ty I and the on1 y way 
of keeping up the value of the Tay fishings is to alalgamate 
the properties and the whole be fished by the one joint 
company or by one joint management, and the savings thereby of 
expense would produce a very handsome profit rent, If 
something is not done to prevent the Tay being so much divided 
into small holdings, the whole of that valuable property will 
gradually become of little value, The more the fishings are 
divided the greater the expense incurred in taking the sllRe 
quantity of fish and which will proportionably increase to 
such a degree as to leave nothing for rent', 
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The method of operating was to be: 
i ascertain the cost of fishing each proprietor's fishings if 
each were let the next year. 
11 Ascertain the value of fish caught according to the 
[Navigation] Commissioners averages. 
iii Ascertain the total expense of fishing under the new system of 
amalgamation. If the same quantity of fish be caught, then with 
less expensive methods of catching, there will be an increased 
profit divisible among the proprietors. 
iv Let each proprietor receive as before the value of fish caught 
during the last 5 years according to the averages, deducting the 
estimated expense of fishing, were each let separately. 
v The profit to be divided in proportion to the value of fish 
caught according to the Commissioners' tables. 
It was estimated at the time that the saving in the costs of 
operating the fishings would be in the region of t3,550 or 44% of 
the existing costs. However, at the time the full t3,550 would 
not in practice have been available for distribution to proprietors 
as,the tacksmen at the time had an aggregate loss of t600 per 
aDnUD which would have reduced the surplus to t2,950. The matter 
was not proceeded with at the time. partly because Forbes, Stewart 
& Co. offered a total rental of t9,100 for four years, but inserted 
a clause into the agreement allowing for a reduction in this amount 
in any year 1£ the produce fell "by any unforeseen or considerable 
amount", and partly because some proprietors put in rentals at too 
high a level. As Grant commented "the failure was to be 
regretted.":.l 
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A less extensive scheme had been suggested for the Tay in 1849 by 
Richardson of Pitfour who had written to Perth Town Council 
suggesting that all the fishings affected by the work of the 
Navigation Commissioners be operated on a joint basis with each 
proprietor holding shares in proportion to the the produce of their 
fishings as shown in "the states made out for the five seasons 
subsequent to the late dredging operations", [1.e. 1841-18451. The 
letter continued, "the value of the fishing property would be 
materially enhanced by diminishing the amount of labour if the 
whole reach of the river were to be fished for one interest, either 
by a company or for behoof of the proprietors."3 The princi pIe 
was identical to that suggested by Russel, though Richardson did 
not go so far as to suggest the substitution of an efficient 
"engine" to replace the sweep nets. 
1. TBP, bundle 19. Letter from Messr. Wm. Forbes Stewart & Co. 
to Messrs. Peddie & Mackenzie, 12th September 1846. 
2. Cost of fishing by separate tenants t8,100 
Estimated cost under amalgamation ~ 
Leaving a surplus of £3,550 
Xemarandu11I by John Grant, EsquJ.re of KI1graston, Cc111I11IIssicmer for 
the Rt. Han. Xargaret Ilaroness Gray, as to AmalgaJ1latlcm of Certain 
Salmcm FisherIes in the Tay; and Alteration of the Annual and 
Veekly Close times in the Tay District, 31st January 1871. 
PE 16, bundle 105. 
3. PE 1/1/13, P 157. 
The matter was raised again in 1871 by Buckland & Young. The Tay 
District Board was against the idea, but it was favoured by some 
of the proprietors. One suggested that, rather than involve all 
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proprietors, the scheme should be restricted to the lower river 
which represented seven-eighths of total rentals, but a relatively 
small number of proprietors. Shares could be allotted in 
proportion to the average rentals for the three years previous to 
the start of the scheme and these would be marketable in the same 
way as equities. A Board would represent tbe shareholders and 
the fisberies could either be leased or run by a manager. 
Buckland ct Young Report, Query XXXI. 
See Chapter Nine, I, passu.. 
79. A. Russel, Gp. cit. p 99. 
80. The Second Report by the CalIImittee Appointed by the Secretary of 
state for Scotland to inquire into Scottish Salmon aDd Trout 
Fisheries (The Hunter Committee), (Cmnd. 2691> was published in 
1965. Among its recommendations were: 
(17) The commercial catch of a river should be made at a single 
pOint, preferably by a trap, or failing that, by a concentrated net 
fishery associated wherever possible with a counting device. 
(20) Concentrated net fisheries should be regulated, at least 
initially, by some form of catch quota based on,catches of previous 
seasons. 
The recommendations of the Hunter Committee 'have not been 
implemented. 
CHAPTER IIIB 
ENDS AGAINST THE MIDDLE 
I - The Upper River versus the River 
What the Tay salmon fisheries lacked above all prior to the 1862 
legislation had been a sense of common purpose allIODg those who could 
influence the wellbeing of the river. This lack of common purpose came 
about because the preoccupation of the participants was with their own 
interests in the face of the perceived over-exploitation of the salmon 
stock - a situation which precluded anyone taking a wider or more long-
term overview of the fisheries. Unfortunately it soon became apparent 
that the BaaoD F1sherles GScotland) Act, 1862 was not the vehicle to 
bring about any reconciliation between the parties, indeed the Act 
provided yet more reasons for discord between the groups and reinforced 
the tripartition of the participants. 
One of the divisive aspects of the 1862 Act stemmed from the 
composition of the statutory District Salmon Fishery Board'. Under the 
legislation a Board was to be responsible for a district based upon a 
river baSin, though as the Tay already had such an organisation this was 
not a radical Change. The new Board ,consisted of a chairmaD, 
automatically tbe proprietor with the largest' rental in the Valuat10n 
Rolls, and three members each from the upper and lower river elected by 
their fellow upper or lower proprietors. 
deliberative as well as a casting vote. 
The chairman had a 
The problem for the Tay, 
inherent in the composition of the Board, was that it did not adequately 
represent the different interest groups aD the river and gave a permanent 
majority to one group. At mid-century there were three groups on the 
Tay: the river and estUarial sroups, both concerned with net fisheries 
though their interests were not identical, and the upper river group,by 
then almost exclusively concerned with rod fishing. 
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There were two ways in which the composition of the Tay District 
Board was inappropriate to the requirements of the river: first, the 
legislation assumed a bipartite division of interests, whereas the Tay 
had a tripartite division and, second, the composition of board members 
was such that the river interest had a built-in majority. As the 
fishings with the highest rentals were in the throat of the river, it was 
inevitable that one of the river proprietors would be chairman. This 
meant, on the basis of the two-way division, that five out of the maximum 
e1ght votes were held by those concerned with netting (chairnlan two 
votes, plus lower Proprietors tbree votes). The netting interest could, 
however, count on at least one additional vote if a proprietor elected to 
represent the'upper river, such as the Earl of Kansfield~, had an estate 
situated just above Perth Bridge, for on such estates netting was as 
important as below Perth Bridge. Thus the 1862 Act arbitrarily divided 
the proprietors into two groups with the netting interest enjoying six 
votes out of a possible eight. As ~was apparent at the time, the cause 
of this disproportion was Perth Bridge not being an appropriate dividing 
line between the netting and rod parts of the river, for netting remained 
significant up to Cargill· railway bridge some twelve ·miles above Perth 
Bridge,' Similarly, on 'the basis of a three-way division, the boundaries 
between the different parts of the river were Cargill railway bridge and 
lewburgh. which meant that proprietors', above the former bad two 
representatives and those below the latter one representative. Thus tbe 
proprietors of the river net fisbings, who bad dominated the Tay salmon 
fisheries since the Stake Net Cause, were confirmed in this dominance by 
the composition of the statutory Board, four or five out of seven members 
and five or six out of eight votes. Although the personnel of the Board 
changed from time to time, the river interest remained dominant for the 
rest of the nineteenth century. 
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The ray D:lstrict. Salmon Fishery Board met for the first time on 
10th August 1863, with Lord Gray's nominee in the chair:;'. Representing 
the (lower) river were the Lord Provost of Perth, Sir John Richardson of 
PitfolJr and Admiral Kaitland Dougall of Scotscraig, and representing the 
upper river were the Earl of Kansfield4 , Sir Robert Xenz:les .... and Butter 
of Faskally"'. The firm of Mackenzie & D:lckson cont.:Snued to act as 
clerks to the Board7 • In terms of conflict of interest; there was none 
between the estuarial and upper river groups sufficient to bring them 
into direct confrontation, but both these groups were in conflict with the 
third group, the river proprietors. Tbere were two issues dividing tbe 
river and upper river groups: the dates for beginning and ending the 
annual close-time and tbe claim of the upper group that insufficient fish 
were allowed to pass through the netted section of the river and reach 
upper waters. With regard to the first of these, it was in the interests 
of the river group that the close-time not start until towards the end of 
August so that they could have access to some of the late summer runs of 
salmonS. Given that the 1862 Act laid down a statutory 168 day c10se-
time, a later start meant a later finish in February, but as there were 
few fish in the lower river in February this was no disadvantage to the 
river fisheries. On the other hand, an earlier start to the (netting) 
close-time allowed a greater proportion of the summer runs to ascend to 
upper waters, either to spawn in due season, or be caught by the rod 
fishers who were allowed an extension of their season to 10th October 
under the 1862 Act.· An earlier start to the fishing season in February 
also favoured the upper river interest as this gave them access to the 
high quality "spring run" fish which were in the upper river at that time. 
It can thus be seen how, in connection with the start t.o the annual 
close-time, the interests of the two groups were opposed: the river group 
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favoured a "late" start and the upper river group favoured an "early" 
start. 
Dispute on the matter of the annual close-time arose as soon as the 
1862 Act became law. It was proposed that for the Tay the close-time 
should run from 16th August to 1st February (since the Tay Act, 1858 it 
had been 27th August to 1st February, 158 days), dates favourable to the 
upper river group. The river proprietors objected to the proposal and 
made represent.ations for 26th August to 10th February instead. The 
matter was ultimately arb1trated on by the Home Secretary who split the 
dUference and decided upon 21st August to 4th February, a decision not 
agreeable to the river interest'". There was no further mention of the 
matter of the close-time during the 1860s, but matters remained 
unsatisfactory as was revealed in the 1871 Report at the ~1 
CommIssIoners appo1nted to Enquire Into the Effect at Recent LEsls1atJDD 
tm the SalIaDD· FIsheries In ScotL'lDd (the Buckland ct YCR/1J8' Report) 1 o. 
The river proprietors complained to Buckland & Young that by terminating 
the fishing season on the 20th August "far too many fish get to the 
spawning grounds". This statement had to be reconciled with the widely 
claimed and manifest scarcity of fish in the upper river. This involved 
claims ,that an excessive number of males killed each· other as they fought 
over females, while an excessive number of females d1sturbed the gravel 
in the redds t.o t.he ext.ent. that the eggs once buried were dug up again, 
-so that the amount of reproduction 1s virtually less than with a much 
smaller number of spawners." Further, "the multitude of kelts thus 
produced causes the destruction of a large proport1on of the parr and 
smolts which they devour on their way to tbe sea.'tl1 There was no 
justification for these statements, which smack of very dubious 
propaganda, kelts do not eat anything, let alone Hfry", until and if they 
return to salt water. The idea of cock salmon fighting each other' to", 
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the death was equally mythical. It cannot be doubted that freshly 
deposited ova would be easily dislodged from the gravel. but if one lot 
were dislodged in the process of being replaced by another. this cannot 
be seen as particularly damaging. 
on Buckland & Young. 
The arguments had no apparent effect 
Though the upper river proprietors were satisfied with the dates of 
the annual close-time, they took the opportunity provided by t.he lJllc.tland 
.. YC1U1l8 Report to raise the second issue between them and the river 
proprietors - that insufficient fish were allowed to reach upper waters. 
Sir Robert Menzies wrote complaining that the nets below Perth Bridge 
presented an impassable barrier to the salmon and, apart from fish that 
ascended the river during the annual close-time, Man angler might as well 
fish in the Serpentine for salmon as Loch Tay." Menzies believed that 
the intention of the 1862 Act to give the upper river proprietors a 
greater share of the produce had been frustrated by the introduction of 
additional nets above Perth. The extended Saturday slap (from 24 hours 
to 36 hours) had been to allow salmon sufficient time to pass unhindered 
through the netted section of the river so that each week,there would be 
a proportion of salmon which reached the upper river. But these fish 
were in reality caught by' additional nets introduced above the point 
where the salmon could be expected to reach during the 36 hour weekly 
slap - roughly from above Perth Bridge. Menzies suggested that, rather 
than further lengthening the Saturday slap, which would merely have 
resulted in the nets being introduced yet further up the river, the upper 
and lower fisheries should fish week or fortnight about and thus 
distribute the produce of the river equitably between them. He based 
this suggestion on the legal premiss that if salmon were common property 
to which all riparian proprietors had access, and if the efficiency of the 
nets below Perth Bridge allowed no salmon to pass beyond Perth, then~the 
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period of access should be divided equally between the two. This was no 
doubt a valid legal point, though the principle of equal access had never 
operated in practice in terms of the river as compared to the upper 
river. Menzies identified an additional matter in which he saw the 
effect of the nets being detrimental to the upper river fisheries. He 
believed, qUite correctly, that salmon returning to the Tay at different 
times of the year colonised different parts of the river system, and fish 
heading for the rivers Lyon and Garry did not enter the Tay until May 
when the nets were in full ply which meant that these rivers were not 
fully stocked'::;:. Another upper river proprietor to submit evidence to 
Buckland & Young, J. Stewart Robertson of Edradynate (IN 885522)1~, 
suggested a different solution to the same problem. This was to ban all 
netting above the tideway. <roughly above Perth Bridge), allow rod fishing 
each day of the week apart from the Saturday slap, but allow net fishing 
for only three days per week. Robertson also proposed that stake nets 
be allowed back into the estuary, though they, like sweep nets, should be 
limited in number, size and distance from each other. Robertson's point, 
like that of Menzies, was tbat all proprietors, including upper and 
estuarial, should have access to' the salmon. 
Some idea of the extent of the antagonism between the parties, and 
the ,underlying cause, '- is provided' in John Grant of Kllgraston's 
submission to Buckland & Young'.. "In the enquiry you have undertaken, 
the information, as far as this river [the Tay1 :Is concerned, that is 
likely to be offered you by the proprietors of salmon fishings will be 
strongly embued <s1c) with self-interest." Grant argued that the 
Highland proprietors were seeking to deprive the river proprietors of the 
netting rights which they had held for hundreds of years. With 
commendable frankness, he made it quite plain that rental income was his 
concern. He observed that the differential in rentals between the upper 
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and lower proprietors, prior to 1862, had been a ratio of 8:1'10, "it 1s 
therefore reasonable to hope that if Parliament takes into consideration 
any change of the law on this subject, these pecuniary interests will be 
carefully attended to, the sole purpose of legislation must be the 
protection of salmon and not the redistribution of property. the 
Tay is a mercantile and not a sporting river"lS, Other evidence 
confirms the impression that preservation of rental income was at the 
heart of the river proprietors' case, though not a1) were as frank as 
Grant. 
The Buckl8.D.d a You1l/I Report gave rise to no legislation, and so its 
value in the context of of the rivalries of the Tay salmon fisheries is 
as a record of the uncompromising attitudes displayed by the 
participants. However, it may have acted as a catalyst to action, for 
within two years of its issue the upper proprietors were sufficiently 
exercised by their lack of access to salmon to issue a document, the 
Report of the Committee of Bona Fide Upper Prupr1etars of Sal.on 
F1sblD.fIS in the TaT'". This Report observed that, though the intention 
of the 1862 Act had been to improve the upper river fishings, the produce 
of the upper waters had fallen off very considerably since 186217 • The 
explanation given,as with Sir Robert Menzies, was that the legislation 
contained no clause which banned the use of nets in upper waters. As a 
result, fish allowed to pass the river nets and get beyond Perth Bridge 
during the extended Saturday slap were caught at new Or reinstated 
netting stations between Perth Bridge and the Cargill railway bridge. 
The effect had been "to transfer banefi ts which were intended for the 
general advantage of all, by taking them from one set of Proprietors, 
below Perth Bridge, and conferring them on another set of Proprietors, 
only' a small distance higher up the River.""- The tenor of the Report 
was that rather than making adjustment to the length of the" Saturday 
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slap, the remedy suggested by the river proprietors, all nets should be 
taken off above Perth Bridge, with restitution made to those proprietors 
affected (for details see table 9.1, column II. p 383)'·. Publication of 
the Report coincided with a meeting between tbe upper and lower 
proprietors held on 17th Kay 1873. At this meeting the Duke of Atholl, 
representing the upper proprietors, proposed that a Bill be promoted, but 
although Xinutes of this meeting state that further meetings between the 
parties were to be arranged, no fUrther action is recorded20 • 
Neither side made any move for the rest of the 18705, but in 1881 
there was an initiative by John Dickson, W.S., joint clerk to the Tay 
District Salmon Fishery Board. Dickson's suggestions were set out in 
three Kesaranda which were successively circulated among all the Tay 
proprietors21 • KesarsndU1ll 110. 1 printed in 1881, objected to the 
starting date of the annual close-time <21st August) on the grounds that 
it led to "an excess of old fish" in the 'river during the spawning 
season. Using statistics produced during the Stake Net Cause and by the 
Jl'avigation Commissioners for 1836-1845, Dickson sought to show that 
during the earlier of the two periods, when the close-time began in 
August, there had been a preponderance> of (older)' salmon over grUse 
<11 :2), while in the second instance when the close-time started in 
Septem ber, there had been a preponderance' of <younger) grilse over 
salmon (1:3) • This led him to' the conclusion that since 1862 the 
aggregate produce of ,the river had been reduced by an "excess of old fish 
in it [the river] during the close-time.", the "extravagant multiplication" 
of which "utterly ruined the produce of grilse and young salmon ... ". He 
thought t.he excess of "old" fish undesirable to the extent of commending 
poaching in the autumn as a means of "thinning out- the excess 
quantities. Although he thought the 21st August too early to start the 
close-time, Dickson did not recommend a return to the 15th September date 
"-' 
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set by the H011le Dru.mJllond Act in 1828, as that too, in his opinion, had 
been disastrous~~. Dickson's interpretation led him t.o suggest t.bat the 
close-time should be started somewhere between 21st August and 15th 
September. There is some merit in Dickson's argument, fish returning to 
the river at different times of the year may be distinguished in terms of 
·year classes" (see table 1.3, p 16) and are distinct in the sense that 
their progeny will also return at that time of year and breed in the same 
part of the river system - the point made by Sir Robert Menzies (supra 
P 322), Thus if such a sub-group were subject to excessive exploitation, 
their particular "slot" in terns of year class and location would suffer 
disproportionately, whether there might be too many of them is another 
matter2:J11. 
Dickson also argued that the attelDpt by the 1862 Act to improve 
rod fishing by extending its season to 10th October had produced 
undesirable results, since the "older" fish entering the river at such 
times were "not in a condition at that season to run smartly forwar'd 
(Le. ascend the river to the rod fishing stretches', or take a fly or any 
other bait if they have gone forward." Dickson regarded such autumn 
fish as "part of the harvest" of the commercial fisheries which they had 
been denied by the earlier start to the close-time .. His conclusion was 
that there was no advantage in the system implemented by the 1862 Ac~ 
while there wae no gain to the upper river proprietors as the rod fishers 
caught no extra salmon, there was ]OS8 t.o tbe river proprietors who were 
unable to net the autumn arrival of older fish that lingered below Perth. 
Getting to the beart of tbe matter, Dickson believed tbat tbe problem of 
allowing fish to get to the upper parts of tbe river could be solved by 
an extension of tbe weekly close-time, rather than abridging the netting 
season in the autumn - an argument directly contrary to tbat of the upper 
river proprietors themselves. Dickson added t.he C"aw:wt t.btlt addlt:1onal 
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nets should not be introduced in upper wat.ers to t.ake advantage of the 
increased numbers of salmon (but Dot the withdrawal of ez1sUDR nets 
from these locations>. Dickson thought the Saturday slap should be 
extended to 48 hours for the benefit of the rod fishing, and the netting 
season extended to 31st August, an extra ten days (ending 15th January> 
by way of compensation to the river proprietors for the loss of a further 
12 hours each week. He concluded by suggesting a private Bill for this 
purpose24 • 
Nothing positive resulted from Dickson's first initiative and he 
made a further attempt in 1882 to to reach some accommodat.:lon between 
the two parties. This time there was no attempt to dress up the 
arguments in terms of natural history, it was a straightforward 
commercial deal: if the upper river proprietors wished nets taken off 
above Perth Bridge and the Saturday slap extended'·"', then the lower 
proprietors demanded in return an extension of the netting season by' no 
less than 34 days (see table 9.1, column V). This was no more 
attractive than Dickson's previous proposals and t.be parties stuck t.o 
their entrenched positions, and so in 1883 Dickson issued his XtmaraDdw. 
'0. 3. Though still basically a case for the river proprietors, it was 
moreplacatory. ' Djckson acknowledged that the upper proprietors' 
interests had been adversely affected: first, because they got tew fish 
due to' the intenSity of tbe fishing below: and, second, because they were 
deprived by the 1862 Act of the best part of the season for catching the 
best quaUty salmon, i.e. the first ten days of February. However, his 
suggested remedies - to extend artificial propagation by which the 
progeny would be fed artificially:li:6, to extend the spawning areas of tbe 
Tay basin by remOVing all obstructions, and to eztend the netting season 
so that more of the mature fisb were killed off before the close-time .~ 
were no more appealing to the upper proprietors than those which had, 
,,-. "-., 
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preceded them. As joint clerk to the Tay Board, Dickson no doubt wished 
to appear impartial between the rival upper and river factions. but he 
ignored the arguments of the upper river proprietors about the adverse 
effect of reinstated nets above Perth Bridge""? and their protestations 
that extending the Saturday slap merely put more fish into these nets. 
Wh11e the rod fishing proprietors would have benefited from an earlier 
close to the netting season in August2Q • he actually proposed a later 
close to restore the "autumn harvest" to the river fisheries. which 
implied that in reality he was acting for the majority interest on tbe 
Board. 
In 1884 the clerks to the Tay District Board presented further 
proposals in an attempt to extract concessions from the upper river 
proprietors (for details see table 9.1, column VI>. In return for the 
introduction of a 48 hour Saturday slap and banning nets above the 
InnernyUe east march (about one mile below Cargill railway bridge, but a 
full eleven miles above Perth Bridge), the upper proprietors were required 
to agree to a two week extension of the netting season. These proposals 
too were rejected2s • Two years later the efforts by the Tay proprietors 
to alter the salmon legislation were upstaged by the Marquis of Huntly 
who introduced a Bill in the House of Lords intended' to affect all the 
Scotch salmon fisberies. Its proposals were similar to those put 
forward fortbe Tay (see table 9.1, column VII) which suggested' that the 
problems requiring remedy were widespread:3O. Huntly's Bill was wide-
ranging and comprebensive, and would have served many of the 
requirements of the Tay fisheries, but it failed to reach the statute 
book:3', 
In 1887' for reasons which are not recorded, the interest of the 
river proprietors at last prevailed and the Secretary of State for 
Scotland agreed to have the close-time for nets altered to runrfrom 27th 
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August to 10th February. This came into force in 1888, the rod fishing 
season was extended to 31st October (from 10th October). but there was 
• 
no other concession to the upper river proprietors.3.2, Agreement about 
taking off the nets in the upper waters did not come until 1893 (see 
table 9.1, column IX) when Campsie Linn was fixed on as the point above 
which nets would not be used33 • It was estimated that in a normal 
season about 1.200 additional fish would reach the upper waters as a 
result of withdrawing the nets34, In 1898 it was agreed to extend this 
arrangement for another five years~S 
It is clear that the 1862 Act, rather than bringing accord between 
the upper river and river proprietors, made their divisions yet more 
acrimonious. The first error in the legislation had been in fixing the 
boundary between the upper and lower proprietors too far down the river 
a t Perth Bridge, This was not of itself a seriOUS error, provided that 
the designation of the point at which the upper river started had been 
accompanied by a ban on netting above that point. But this was not 
done, and as Perth Bridge coincided with the point which salmon could 
reach during the 36 hour Saturday slap, the proprietors between Perth 
Bridge and the Cargill railway bridge. nominally upper proprietors. gained 
access by net to considerable quantities of salmon. which the 1862 Act 
had intended for rods and spawning in upper waters. Thus the number of 
fish reaching the upper waters remained as before. The proprietors 
above Perth Bridge who gained from this windfall were quite content to 
maintain the status quo and did not involve themselves jn any of the 
agitation for change, making themselves distinct from the bona f1de upper 
proprietors. The second error in the 1862 Act follOWed from the first 
and was the belief that the problem of allowing sufficient salmon to 
reach the upper waters could be solved exclusively by extending the 
Saturday slap. It SOon became Obvious that this was a necessary but not 
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a sufficient condition, and that in addition, there had to be a point on 
the river above which all nets were removed. Both interests came 
eventually to admit this, but the river proprietors would only give way 
on the point in return for an extension of the netting season in August. 
Dickson's XeJllaranda were justifications for this latter demand, couched 
initially in terms of the natural history of the salmon. It was the 
river proprietors who got their way first (1666), with very little by way 
of concession to the upper river interest, and when it was the turn of 
the upper river proprietors (1693) their gain was relatively modest. 
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II - The River versus the Rsttmry 
By mid-century the attempts by estuarial proprietors and their 
tacksmen to have the law on stake nets altered and to devise new IIlodes 
of fishing in order to ensure a share of of the salmon which passed 
through estuarial waters had begun to flag in the face of unremitting 
opposition from the river proprietors. Their efforts were revived, 
however, by the adoption of hang nets. One of the advantage of the hang 
net was that 1ts legality was uncertain and certain users were not always 
prosecuted. though others were. This inconsistency was particularly 
marked prior to 1879. The criteria for freedom from prosecution was 
whether or not the hang net was used by a tacksman, though this was not 
invariably the case::il,.. 
prosecuted for poaching. 
All other users, if caught, were liable to be 
This was a change of legal approach, for it 
implied that legality of the "engine" depended on the status of the person 
using 1t, which had not been the case in all t.be previous instances of 
new forms of net being introduced in the estuary, where it was the 
'engine" itself which was illegal. Certainly the hang net proved very 
popular in the estuary, and after mid-century it was widely adopted by 
legal and 1llegal users. Its particular attraction was that its 
efficiency as a means of catching salmon, compared· favourably with the 
toot net and even with the sweep net, which was restricted in the estuary 
to certain states of the tide. 
Illegal use of hang nets was the principal form of poaching and 
during the 1860s various measures were introduced to discourage its use. 
For example, the District Board fixed the maximum size of mesh at twelve 
inches (3"x3") in an attempt to ban large-meSh nets which hang nets were 
required to be (in order to gill the fish). Then in 1864 the assessment 
on fishing rentals which, among other things, covered the cost of 
watching was increased to 10% to raise it1,550 per allllUllr in an attempt to 
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increase combative action against poaching:'?, It was also decided to 
seek the assistance of the County Police, both to look out for poaching 
and to assist the watchers when necessary, this was agreed to by the 
Police Commissioners~a, In spite of these efforts. the extent of 
poaching in all its forms and the violence used by poachers increased. so 
that by 1870 the District Board was noting with concern that on the Tay 
and the Earn poaching was being undertaken by large gangs of men from 
Perth and Newburgh. In particular, they cited an encounter at the 
Legman station in which a poacher had lost his 11fe, and three of the 
watchers had been indicted for trial on a charge of culpable homicide. 
About the same time it was decided to increase the permanent force of 
watchers from ten to twelve men, five of whom were financed by the 
tacksmen::llSO, The violent incident in 1870 was not unique, for in 
December 1877 two watchers were tried for an assault perpetrated while 
apprehend:lng a poacber. and one was found gUilty, The Distdct. Board 
deplored this verdict, arguing "that when Winton [the watcher] was seized 
by the poacher with his teeth, he was perfectly justified, after having 
duly warned. him, in using his baton to cause the poacher [Pleming] to 
release his hold." The fine of 20s. imposed upon Winton was paid by the 
Board and a gratuity of £2 given to him40, The poachers too were 
prepared to wage legal battle, for in 1878 two watchers were Charged with 
perjury during the trial of two poachers. The Board paid for their 
defence and agreed to "resist these repeated attempts to bring discredit 
upon the force."4' 
A new superintendent of watchers, Alexander Lumsden, wbo had 
previously worked on the River Tweed was appOinted in 1878. During his 
first season on the Tay Lumsden employed a maximum of 36 watchers 
during the close-time who were paid from 12s. to 20s. per week"'::I. The 
extent and degree of organisation among the poaching fraternity, 
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particularly those about Newburgh, had become a considerable problem by 
the 1880s. The illegal use of hang nets, Le. by non-tackslIIen, and 
fishing during the Saturday slap was facilitated by using spirling smacks 
to collect the poached fish from various locations and land them at 
lewburgh, where attempts by the watchers to board the spirl1ng smacks 
had been frustrated by crowds of men up to 30 in number. The spirllng 
smacks were also used to collect fish poached by the same lIIethods during 
the annual close-time and the Tay Board decided to petition the Home 
Secretary on this latter transgression with the suggestion that a gunboat 
be employed on the Tay to check their activities44 • The Home Secretary 
concurred with the petition and the Admiralty sent a gunboat to the Tay 
at the close of the 1881 fishing season. Admiral Kait1and Dougall of 
Scotscraig commented that during the presence of the gunboat there had 
been no poaching in the firth and recommended that, in future years, the 
Admiralty be petitioned to station a gunboat on the Tay from the 18th 
August to the 10th October44. However, the gunboat did not stop the 
poaching in other parts of the river, nor in the firth when it was not 
present, and a gunboat was sent to the Tay on only two occasions. 
Any dUbiety about the use of the hang net by tacksmen was 
removed after 1879 when it was pronounced legal during a court case, the 
so called Porth ca~6, and this further encouraged the use of hang nets. 
During the 1883 season the Tay District Board received a letter of 
campIsi nt from the river tacksmen about the increase in hang netting 
below the mouth of the Earn. It was claimed that because of hang nets 
the river was being virtually closed off for three or four hours each 
tide. In a rather forlorn attempt to take action against their use by 
tacksmen, the Tay District Board requested the estUarial proprietors to 
insert a clause in their tacks prohibiting the use of hang nets as a 
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condition of the tack. This was apparently accepted by the estuarial 
proprietors, but does not seem to have had nuch effect4G. 
The increasing use of hang nets and, in particular, their illegal 
use by those other than tacksmen, is brought out in a series of letters, 
beginning in 1884, from Lord Zetland's <Balnbreich) law agents to the Tay 
District Board"?', They complained that since 1872 the watchers had 
done nothing about the use of hang net.s. When questioned about this, 
Lumsden pointed out that tacksnen had had the' right to use hang nets 
since the Fartb Case (1879), implying, though he did not say so, that the 
clause in tacks prohibiting the use of hang nets was useless4Q , 
However, the naln problem complained of was the use of hang nets by non-
tacksmen. For example, Zetland's tacksman in 1884 was Alexander Speedle 
of Perth, and he subset to "the Jilewburgh people", but, as Lunsden 
explained, these sub-tacksnen had been joined by other fishers of no 
legal status who also used hang nets. Lumsden told that this last group 
were not complained of by the sub-tacksmen "as they got their boats 
smashed and their nets cut'if they did." He further explained: 
the fact il that the SUbtenants such IS Dunn and Melville of 
Newburgh, who Ire fish salesmen, are so terrified of daaage in 
retaliation for interference by information or otherwise frOM 
these poachers, that they' tolerate their proceedings on 
condition of getting the fish caught by them [the poachers] at 
a loderate price, Ind it is ilposlible to get Iny a5s1stance 
either by way of Information Igainst such unauthorised, 
partles or personal co-operation to leize their .aterial or 
persons, and the tenants and poachers make common cause of the 
business·' • 
ihen the state of affairs was fully explained to then the District Board 
were nonplussed and thought in the circumstances they could do very 
little as long as the legitimate tacksnen were terrorised: " ... until the 
local tenants of the f1shings take courage to throw off the yoke under 
which they have been contented to suffer and groan. and range themselves 
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on the side of law and order, the Board can do little to help them ... "_':' 
Lumsden's account explained how the poachers disposed of their fish by 
selling them to the local fish salesmen" (e.g. Dunn and Melville)' -
showing again that commercially viable poaching depended upon l~ltl.ate 
outlets to the market. However, in 1885 matters began to improve when 
the law was directed against the illegitimate fishers, first four and then 
a further seven men from Newburgh were successfully prosecuted by the 
Tay Board for using hang nets "lthout the leave of the proprietors, a 
process which avoided involving the tacksmen. 
A legal setback of another kind occurred in 1885 when the District 
Board prosecuted John McGlashan of Newburgh for having salmon in his 
possession on the 12th September (i.e. during the close-time on the Tay). 
){cGlashan appealed on the grounds that the Tweed fisheries were still 
operating at that time (they closed on 14th September). He won his case 
and the Board had to pay ten guineas expenses and t4 15s. to }(cGlashan 
for the value of the fish confiscated!>l. The distinctly odd legal 
situation that this revealed was that until the close-time began on all 
Scottish rivers, possession of salmon - even when thought to be from a 
river that had started its close-time - was not illegal. This legal 
loophole was widely' taken advantage of: in October 1886.Lumsden reported 
to the Tay District Board that at the beginning of September some 40 
spirl1ng smacks had been active in the estuary and they could only have 
been poaching salmon or carrying poached salmon, as the spirling fishing 
season did not start until the middle of September. The ultimate proof 
of this was that all but four of the spjrling smacks bad'ceased operating 
on the 14th September, the start of the close-time on the river Tweed, 
the last of the Scottish rivers to close. Lumsden pointed out that the 
law did not allow him to prosecute for possession before tbe Tweed closed 
and all attempts "at a prosecution by searching the vessels, 'intercepting 
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the fish coming ashore or by observation have failed."s;;;' In 1887, on 
the advice of the Solicitor General, the District Board decided to 
interdict the owners of spirling smacks. As the result of a test case, 
the owner of a spirling smack was successfully interdicted after landing 
32 salmon at the Jock's Hole station. Wbatproved to be the culminating 
encounter in this particular campaign between the Newburgh fishers and 
the District Board came in September 1888 when there occurred the "Battle 
of the Gutter Hole". The record in the District Board Minute Books is 
as follows: 
The c1erkl [to the Diltrict BOlrd] Itlted that information had 
been received by thn on Tuesday morning 4th September and 
11so by I1r Lumsden that a fleet of spirling boats had started 
to work Ind they iMmediately instructed Mr Lumsden to proceed 
down the river to investigate. When he and his lIIen were 
proceeding on this errand they were involved in an encounter 
with poachers at Gutter Hole in which watcher I1cCurrach was 
seriously injured and two poachers are reported to have been 
drowned in endeavouring to escape by SWiMming. Four poachers 
were captured and handed over to the criminal authorities at 
Cupar who are investigating the latter."&3 
This tragic event, coming in addition to the successful interdiction of 
the skippers of the spirl1ng smacks, appears to have removed for some 
time the initiative for outright poaching in the estuary. 
However, if the problems of· non-tacksmen using bang nets and the 
use of spirl1ng smacks as vehicles for poaching and collecting poached 
salmon had been solved by 1888, there remained the fact that legitimate 
tacksmen were legally entitled to use hang nets, a matter of continuing 
disquiet to the river proprietors. The extent of the Use of hang nets 
is shown in table 9.2 (p 385>. According to the figures quoted, there 
were no less than 244 hang nets, 24 toot nets and 75 sweep nets being 
used on the Tay between Xugdrum Island and Ferry-Port-on-Tay (Tayport), 
though it is probable that not all were simultaneously 1n use. Though 
these methods of fishing were not as productive as stake nets had ,'been, 
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the river proprietors appeared to see in them a threat to the river 
fisheries of stake net proportions. 
In the years prior to 1897/98 various suggestions had been made to 
go to court in an attempt to have the decision in Forth Case reversed, 
but nothing had come of them. A joint petition in 1896 by proprietors 
from the Tay and the Forth to the Secretary of State for Scotland 
requesting that legislation be brought in to ban the use of hang nets was 
told that such legislation would be impossible that session64 , The Tay 
District Board tben resolved to bring a test case against the Glover 
Incorporation for allowing the use of hang nets at t.heir Seaside estate, 
This was to be a ,joint action on behalf of the river proprietors, rather 
than an action by the District Board wbich was not a legal entity for 
that purpose. A parallel action was to be taken against the use of 
toot nets--. At a special meeting of the Tay District Fisbery Board on 
7th Xarch 1899 it was conveyed to the meeting that the First Division of 
tbe Court of Session had found against the legality of toot nets, but 
affirmed the legality of hang nets. The District Board agreed to appeal 
to the House of Lords against the decision in the Hang Net Case, and the 
deCision was reversed in 190066 , Table 9.2 demonstrates the effect of 
the deciSion, for in 1903 tbere were no hang nets or toot nets being used 
in the Firth of Tay. 
Thus the century ended with the river proprietors triumphant, not 
only bad organised poaching been dealt a severe rebuff, but hang nets had 
been finally declared illegal and, as a bonus, the dubious but ineffective 
toot nets had also been pronounced 111egal. In regard to the upper 
river, they had been successful in having the netting season extended at 
no cost in terms of the weekly slap, and very little cost in terms of 
nets being taken off. Their dominance over both extremities of the 
river appeared unassailable after almost 100 years of confrontation. 
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The irony in the situation was that, unbeknown to the various parties, 
the artificial tripartite division of the river was about to be made 
irrelevant by the emergence of a single dominant tacksman in the form of 
the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company. 
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III - The Tacksmen 
Before looking at the events surrounding the formation of the Tay 
Salmon Fisheries Company it is appropriate to look at the tacksmen on 
the Tay in general, for their influence on matters connected with the Tay 
fisheries increased as the nineteenth century progressed. Tbe 
institution of the Valuation Rolls in 1856 makes it possible to identify 
the activities of individual tacksmen to a greater extent than was 
possible before that date6i7 • Three categories of tacksmen may be 
distinguished. First, there were those who combined salmon fishing as a 
summer occupation with a trade such as weaving carried on throughout the 
rest of the year. Such men would most often take employment as salmon 
fishers, but, t"hey would also at times take a small tack or sub-set from 
another tacksman. Second, there were entrepreneurs from outwith the TaV 
district, often fishmongers, who took tacks on the Tay as a form of 
business speculation or to ensure supplies of Tay salmon for their firms, 
Third, there were a number of local tacksmen who were "professionals· in 
the sense that their salmon businesses continued over considerable 
periods of time and were their main form of activity; they were usually 
also Wholesalers of salmon, selling to the urban markets, principally 
London. 
Within the first group there was a very high turnover, some names 
appearing but once or for a very few seasons. As their activities were 
largely confined to the summer months, the tacks they took were usually 
on the banks below Newburgh, which were not fished until Junes... The 
practice of sub-setting tacks disguised the true extent of the 
involvement of this type of tacksman, for a subset tack would be entered 
1n the Valuat10n Rolls in the name of the principal tacksman. The other 
occupations of such tacksmen were seldom mentioned in the Valuat10n 
Rolls, but when they were, that most frequently mentioned was salmon 
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fisher, implying that this was a man who had previously been an employee. 
The next most common designation was weaver - particularly those coming 
from Newburgh - but there were also cobblers, farmers, bakers, etc. The 
relative ease with which a man could become a tacksman has been referred 
toS9. There was apparently little capital outlay required as gear could 
be hired and rents were not paid in advance. The payment of wages 
could be avoided if a crew formed a partnership with some mut.lIally 
acceptable formula for sharing out the profits. These small tacksmen 
and partnerships, like the poachers, sold their produce to the larger 
tacksmen who had access to the southern markets'"o. Thus becoming a 
tacksman was not something debarred to men who had no capital, but it 
brought drawbacks for the preservation of the salmon stock as it meant 
that there were always men looking for tacks, which in turn ensured that 
the river was always netted to the fullest extent'"'. Table 10.2 (p 414) 
and Figure 10.5 (facing p 414) show how the number of active tenants 
doubled from the middle to the end of the nineteenth century. 
The second category consisted of entrepreneurs such as Beattie 
from Annan. Pearce from Cardiff, Tansley from Birmingham, Stanley from 
Xanchester and both the Andersons from Edinbllrgb";;2. For those who were 
fishmongers or gamedealers the reason for taking tacks on the Tay is 
obvious. It is more difficult to explain the motives of a printer from 
London, drapers. a joiner, a miller, two bakers, a millowner and a 
seedsman except in terms of entrepreneurial instincts, or a desire tor 
some form of risk-spreading diversification. None of the firms in this 
category involved themselves with the Tay fisheries for longer than 
sixteen successive years, and participation in terms of rentals paid was 
usually modest, though A.G. Anderson paid out over £3,500 :In rent.als for 
three successive years in the late 1660s. 
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The third category of tacksman was the most significant, partly 
because it rented the biggest proportion of the fishings and partly 
because it comprised wholly of local men whose interest jn the fisheries 
continued over a long period. The firm of tacksmen with the longest 
continuous association with the Tay was Joseph Johnston & Sons of 
:Kontrose which had tacks over the entire period recorded in table 9.3 
(see also figure 9.1a). Johnston & Sons, however, was not typical as it 
took tacks only in the estuary adjacent to the coastal nets which was 
(and is) the firm's speciaUty6:i1. Figure 9.1a shows that Johnston & 
Sons gradually increased the value of its tacks from 1856 onwards. The 
firm tended to take the same estuarial f1shings on long tacks, which 
explains the more regular appearance of the figure. Apparently Johnston 
& Sons did not involve itself directly with hang nets, for according to 
one of the witnesses in the Hang Net Case, the firm allowed its fishermen 
to use hang nets provided that the fish were sold exclusively to the 
firm. This right to fish with the hang net was apparently in lieu of 
wages..... The fall in the rentals paid by Johnston & Sons after 1905 
would be accounted for by the banning of hang nets which would have 
reduced the produce of 1.he:lr fishings, and also the Tay Salmon Fisheries 
Company taking over some of its tacks, e.g. Barry Links and Broughty 
Castle. 
:Kore typical tacksmen were the local dynasties drawn from the 
Dunn, Foote and Powrie families, together with individuals like George 
Pltcaithly and Alexander Speedie. The way in which the different 
tacksmen approached the matter of acquiring tacks is reflected in the 
tables and figures. The Foot Family and Alexander Speedie (table 9.3 and 
figures 9.1b and 9.1c respectively) both held much the same group of 
fishings over long periods of time. The Foote Family concentrated on 
flshings above Perth, Such as those at Kinclaven, and only infrequently 
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Table 9,3 
Total Annual Value of Tacks Paid by Selected Tacksmen 1856 1914 
A.G. Corson & Dunn & Foote Joseph 
Anderson Curr:le McVean Johnston 
& Son 
(£) (t.) (t) (£) (t.) 
1856 155 
1857 155 
1858 53 154 
1859 60 154 
1860 379 157 
1861 23 153 
1862 72 213 
1863 152 258 
1864 160 254 
1865 106 350 
1866 140 439 
1867 196 507 
1868 185 50'1 
1869 200 507 
1870 220 507 
1871 477 379 
1872 545 379 
1873 645 379 
1874 661 396 
1875 602 396 
1876 542 357 
1877 542 357 
1878 1,040 345 
1879 370 1,101' 345 
1880 691 1,090' 360 
1881 700 1,215' 455 
1882 390 ] , ]91' 522 
1883 502"" 417 1,151' 522 
1884 881"" 363 510 522 
1885 806 537 510 5~~~~ 
1886 572 580 700 520 522 
1887 3,608 544 850 580 407 
1888 3,629 160 H50 580 407 
1889 3,752 120 807 580 437 
1890 429 265 755 550 452 
1891 383 340 '796 470 440 
1892 255 1,246 470 440 
1893 100 2,244 470 470 
1894 100 1,432 130 648 
1895 500 74 653 
1896 40 623 
1897 40 623 
1898 40 623 
1899 40 623 
1900 623 
1901 703 
1902 683 
1903 648 
1904 648 
1905 663 
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Table 9.3 (continued) 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1. with Lawrence Christie. 
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2. with Greenhill. 
Joseph 
Johnston & Son 
(t) 
402 
313 
248 
248 
248 
233 
233 
233 
233 
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Table 9.3 (continued) 
George Powrie & A & D Charles James Robert 
Pitcaithly Pitcaithly Powrie Powr1e Powrie Powrie 
(t) (t) (t) (t) (t) (t.) 
1856 620 
1857 620 440 
1858 1,830 819 670 
1859 1,830 770 670 
1860 35 3,360 770 40 140 
1861 661 3,360 275 83 
1862 860 3,360 404 450 
1863 491 3,607 24 4417 400 
1864 671 3,955 260 
1865 723 3,969 310 
1866 52 700 583 
1867 135 700 
1868 115 700 785 
1869 345 850 400 309 
1870 435 856 
1871 396 800 241 
1872 926 1,831 661 201 
1873 883 2,005 629 
1874 925 2,254- 200 2fi 22 
1875 472 2,349 167 295 766 
1876 636 2,249 200 
1877 230 2,24-9 962 216 
1878 311 2,849 1,290 202 
1879 1,360 1,550 141 367 170 
1880 928 840 335 155 170 
1881 962 1,040 240 190 20 
1882 764- 1,084- 690 8516 
1883 180 2,266 564 51 320 35 
1884 220 1,010 548 320 
1885 2,777 920 320 
1886 3,426 302 320 
1887 1,359 1,350 488 
°1888 1,685 698 419.3 
1889 1,136 240 455.3 
1890 1,056& 255 736-- 140 
1891 671 477 2004 
1892 880 75 520· 
1893 1,307 75 600" 
1894- 1,164 75 
1895 755 355 
1896 160 251 
1897 242 353 
1898 120 374 
1899 429 
1900 150 
3. with Robert Powrie. 4. D Powrie and others. 5. sub-set. from Corson & 
Currie. 6. Robert, Charles and David Powrie. 7. with John Young, Perth. 
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Table 9,3 <continued) 
Alexander Tay Salmon George 
Speedie Fisheries Dunn 
Company Ltd. 
(l) (l) (l) 
1856 
1857 16 
1858 
1859 68 
1860 34 
1861 50 
1862 432 
1863 185 
1864 440 
1865 1,020 
1866 5,466 
1867 5,877'"' 
1868 5,476'"' 
1869 4,786e 
1870 5,11161 
1871 4,16661 
1872 4,513e 
1873 4,7418 
1874 5,248 
1875 8,477 915 
1876 8,685 1,870 
1877 5,750 2,414 
1878 4,825 1,963 
1879 5,175 36 
1880 5,511 36 
1881 5,0359 
1882 4,439 
1883 4,7999 37 
1884 4,592'0 318 
1885 4,602 372 
1886 4,745 386 
1887 3,591 225 
1888 3,566 453 '2 
1889 3,284 444 
1890 3,680 470 
1891 2,945 1,378'3 
1892 2,889 758 
1893 2,592 11 766 
1894 976
" 
2,507 
1895 950
" 
1,713 
1896 754 1,990 
1897 680 465 
1898 680 
1899 680 110 
1900 680 11,198 
1901 680 12,711 
1902 680 13,076 
1903 680 13,682 
1904 680 14,263 
1905 680 14,167 
1906 680 13,344 
1907 680 14,133 
George Pitcaithly, Tacks 1860-1898. 
Figure 9.lf 
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Table 9,3 (continued) 
Alexander Tay 
Speedie Salmon 
Fisheries 
Company Ltd. 
(t) (t) 
1908 680 14,280 
1909 680 14,280 
1910 680 14,807 
1911 680 14,733 
1912 680 14,733 
1913 680 14.768 
1914 680 14,768 
8. with William Semple. 9. with Alex Ramsay. 10. with Lawrence Chr:lstie. 
11. Alex Speedie's representatives. 12. with D Wallace. 
13. with Andrew Robertson. 
Source: Valuat10D Rolls. I am indebted to John Rogers Esq. for his generous 
assistance in preparing these figures. 
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took tacks below Perth Bridge. Alexander Speedie held a good proportion 
of the Pitfour fishings from 1866 to 1893~· and the coastal fishings at 
Tentsmuir and Earlshall from mid-century until he bought them outright 1n 
1869. These three fishings provided an irreducible minimum to which 
others were added on a more irregular basis. In the peak years of 1875 
and 1876 Speedie was paying out almost £9,000 per aZlZlUD in rentals. 
The policy of taking longer tacks explains the apparent regularity of 
figures 9.1a/b/c as compared to figures 9.1d/e/f. 
Powrie & Pftcaithly, A & D Powrie, and George PitcaHhly (table 9.3 
and figures 9.1d, 9.1e and 9.lf respectively) were milch more irregUlar in 
the value of their tacks in anyone year. This was because they were 
much less consistent in the tacks they held, in some years apparently 
taking none at all~~. A & D (Archibald & David) Powrie were father and 
son and were not simultaneously involved over the entire period 
1856-1900 (table 9.3 and figure 9.1e). The various permutations of 
tacks· held is partly explained by fishing proprietors sometimes letting 
their ftshings as a whole and sometimes as separate stations·7 • Thus 
the peak years for Powrie & Pitcaithly's rentals were 1858-65, 1872-78 
and 1885-86, when they had the majority of the Kinfauns, Mugdrum and 
Inchyra fishings. The same applied to Archibald Powrie in 1856-60 when 
he had the Mugdrum fishings. With the except10n of Pi tfour and 
Seggieden (the latter had only· one station), the significant estates 
bordering the throat of the river. Kinfauns. Elcho. Inchyra and Burgh of 
Perth were all prepared to let their fishings as separate stations, though 
whether this was deliberate policy or a lack of tacksmen with the 
resources or confidence to take on large commitments is not known. 
The point has been made above that the Tay salmon fisheries were, 
from the beginning of the nineteenth century, dispersed among an ever-
increasing number at cOlDpeting tacksmen, and that these .tacksmen,were 
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under more and more pressure to exploit their tacks to the maximumGoQ. 
It is implicit in these circumstances tbat tacksmen would not see 
themselves as having any direct COlli rol over or responsibility for the 
long-term conservation of tbe sah,on stock. The descri ption of the 
activities of the tacksmen identified above adds significance to this 
conclusion. If the majority of "professional" tacksmen were constantly 
moving between fishings, and this were combined with a high turnover 
among the "amateurs", then there would be little reason for either of 
these categories of tacksmen to have much regard for the fishings they 
held at any time. This effect would have been aggravated by the system 
whereby the tack went to the highest bidder who would then be 1ntent on 
maximising his return in anyone year. 
Of the prosperity of the tacksmen in the second half of the 
nineteenth century there can be little doubt. In his evidence to the 
1860 Committee, Alexander Speedie reported that in the previous year he 
had sent t6,OOO worth of salmon to the London market, of which balf bad 
been from fishings other than his own6S1 • 
that the railways take the salmon off. 
"There is a great demand now 
We scarcely ever get less than 
one shilling per pound •.. uo He was equally sanguine in his evidence to 
the Elgin Committee in 1900 to which he reported that "at present there 
is a boom in flshings, "71 ... Other evidence of Speedie's prosperity was 
his purchase outright of the Tentsmuir and Earlshall coastal fishings, 
one of the very few instances of a tacksman becoming a fishing 
proprietor7a , 
The history of the Powrie Family also demonstrates that dealing in 
salmon was a profitable business. John, Archibald, Charles, James and 
Robert Powrie were born between 1806 and 1817, the sons of Robert Powrie, 
weaver of Dyke of Lornie, Errol. From this modest. background. 
Archibald, Charles and James all became prosperous, owned substantial 
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houses and had their own farms. Robert was also active as a tacksman, 
but be emigrated to North America about 1855. Only John, the eldest 
brother was less active in the fisheries, though his son Robert was a 
tacksman. Archibald is recorded trading as A Powrie & Company, Errol in 
1843, and in 1847 he was appointed to the Committee of Tacksmen formed 
under the auspices of the Association of Proprielors73 • Archibald, 
Charles and· James Powrie with James Jack (brother-in-law). John Fisher 
(baker) and George· Piteaithly were partners :In the K:lnfsllns Fishing 
Company which traded during 1842-4874• Charles Powrie was thereafter 
partner with George Pitcaithly in Powrle & Pitcaithly and other 
partnerships of a more temporary nature followed (see table 9.3)7fi. 
As the prosperity and economic influence of the "professional" 
tacksmen increased during the course of the second half of the century.so 
their authority also grew. The first concrete evidence of recognition of 
their importance was the formation of the Committee of Tacksmen in 1847 
which acted as an advisory body to the Committee of Proprietors. The 
tacksmen also played a decisive role during l860-1B61 :In bringing Thomas 
Rutherford to trial and in the subsequent reorganisation of the 
watcbers7&. The Committee of Tacksmen did not survive the formation of 
the Tay District Salmon Fisheries Board in 1863. but their influence on 
the efficiency of the watchers remained significant, especially as they 
were willing to fund the employment of some of the full-time watchers. 
In 1899, the case put forward by a group of tacksmen (not all from the 
Tay> appears to have been the most influential factor in leading the 
Elgin Commission to conclude in favour of coastal nets77. 
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IV - Formation of the Tal Salmon F1sherj~om~ 
The final event to affect the Tay salmon fisheries before the 
nineteenth century ended - an event as significant in its way as any that 
had preceded it - was the reversion of control over the commercial 
fisheries to a single company. The Tay Salmon Fisheries Company was 
incorporated on 15th May 1899, though the process of its inception had 
begun sometime before?"', There is much about the formation of the Tay 
Salmon fisheries company that remains unknown. P.O. Malloch claimed 
that he had taken the initiative79, but John Moncrfef:t' and David and 
Henry Robb, three of the other shareholders, had also been taking joint 
tacks on the Tay during the 1890s""o, A loose grouping, referred to as 
the Tay SyndicateQ1 • had emerged towards the end of the decade which 
involved. among others. Moncrieff and the Robbs"'::;:. The idea was 
certainly not a new one. going back at least to the time of John 
Richardson & Company. and the benefits that would follow from some form 
of jOint ownership had been canvassed at various times during the 
nineteenth centuryQ3, Given that the strategy of the Tay Salmon 
Fisheries Company was to take all the tacks on the river by offering 
higher rentals than anyone else, then such a company would require 
considerable financial backing. The acquisition of the Lynedoch estate 
about this time by the Coats family of Paisley. perhaps brought to the 
Tay the financial resources necessary for Malloch's ideas to become 
practical. According to the information given in note 77. the three 
Coats shareholders had between them 51" of the shares. Vhatever the 
precise table of events may have been, within a short period the company 
became a virtual monopolist of the Tay salmon fisheries. There can be 
little doubt that "buying out" the opposition was the most effective 
strategy for the company to follow. Given the divisive nature of the 
partiCipants 1n the Tay salmon fisheries throughout the nineteenth, 
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century, any attempt at alliance or any other joint approach was doomed 
to failure. But as price had always been the sale factor in allocating 
tacks, then provided that the price was right and the company had 
sufficient resources, offering higher rentals was the most effective 
strategy. 
P.D. Malloch's description of the events leading to the foundation 
of the company are given in a letter to Captain Ewan Grant of 
Invermoriston, dated 9th September 1905. 
I therefore deviled a schelle whereby a nall cOlllpany could 
control the netting, and improve the river by reltoving the 
hang nels, curtailing the netting to the 20th August, allowing 
the fish frol tht weekly slap to escape the upptr nets; 
increasing the Itaff of watchers, killing pikt and lelll, and 
doing ev.rything we could to 1ncreu. the supply, and I III 
glad to lay we have succeeded, With one or two exceptions we 
control the whole of the netting, and are working harmonioully 
with tht upper and lower proprietors, the lay District Board, 
and all concerned, and 1 1liiy add we are utisfied with our 
dividend,8~ 
)lost of the fi6hings appear to have passed to the Company without 
diff1culty, an exception being the Burgh of Perth fishings. In October 
1897 Perth Town Council bad been approached by John Moncrieff, as a 
promoter of the Tay Syndicate, to find out if they would be prepared to 
let their entire fishings for a tack of ten years at a rental equal to the 
average of the prevjous ten years. Nothing further came of this 
proposal, but 1n 1898 the Burgh of Perth fishings were let to David Robb 
of Balhepburn, another promoter of the Syndicate, for £750as • Later in 
that same year the Town Council were approacbed by the Syndicate asking 
to let their fishings privately, rather than by the normal procedure of 
public roup, for the 1899 season and beyond for an extended tack at the 
prev10us year's rent (t750) , This was an apparently generolls oHer, for 
the total rental in 1897 bad been £516, and in 1896 only £440 ..... 
However, perhaps because of a concern about the effect on employment, 
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this approach was opposed by the Perth and District Trades and Labour 
Council which wrote to the Perth Town Council on 18th July 1898 
"disapproving of a proposal to let the [Burghl fishings ... for a period 
of nineteen years to the Tay Fishing Syndicate ... and recommending that 
these fishings be let yearly as they have been since they became the 
property of the Town."6il7. There followed a period dur:lng which t.he Town 
Council vacillated between the attractions of a h:lgh rental on a long 
lease, and pressure not to deviate from the status quo. The Town 
Council beld out aga1nst pressure from the Company until 1905QQ when it 
agreed to a five year lease of the Burgh of Perth fishings at tl,OOO per 
The effect of founding the Tay Salmon Fisberi es Company was 
to increase the rentals paid for commercial fishings, and the :Impact on 
total rentals may be judged from table 5.2 <p 134) and figure 5.2b 
(facing p 135)90. The total rentals paid out by tbe Tay Salmon 
Fisheries Company are shown 1n table 9.3 (pp 344-345), AI though the 
fishing proprietors benefited from the bigher rentals, tbere was no 
benefit to the other tacksmen who were almost entirely squeezed out of 
the Tay fisheries, see table 10.2 <p 414) and figure 10.5 (faCing p 414). 
Having gained control of the fisheries, the Company's strategy was 
to 1IIJUJa.8'e the Tay salmon f:l sheries as an ent1 ty. For example, though 
they held a majority of the tacks, they did not work all the stations, 
deliberately reducing the fishing effort jn any season91 , The result of 
outbidding the other tacksmen and taking long leases was that the 
Company made a loss in its first year, and so the next year it 
considerably reduced the number of fishing stations and voluntarily 
curtailed the fishing season in the autumn by eight full days'if2. No 
record of the Dumber of stations operated by the Company exists before 
1903, but in that year they operated 42 stations and fish1ngs9 :.:a. This 
contrasted with no less than 305 stations and f1sb1ngs being operated jn 
Produce 
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1897/98, though the latter figure involved stations using hang and toot 
nets which were illegal by 1903 ........ Table 9.2 shows that in 1903 the 
Xansfleld flshlngs were the only ones not ln the hands of the Company, 
apart from those operated by Johnston & Sons in the estuartPE,. The 
curtailment of the number of stations operated cost the Company £5,000 
in revenue, but the result was that many more fish reached the redds and 
the Company claimed to have almost made up the £5,000 by the followlng 
year. "Tbe result of all t.b:ts bas been a great increase of fish during 
every month of the season, and I have no hesitation in stating there are 
20 flsh in the river now for every 1 there was when we start.ed."·,.... The 
produce of the Tay Salmon Fisberies Company from 1903-191~ 1s shown in 
table 9,~ (pp 389-396) and figures 9.2a/b (pp 351-352), Xalloch in his 
letter of 190597 noted a recovery in the produce of the company after the 
flrst year of trading, but thls does not appear to have been sustained 
after 1905. Cat.ches of sea trout were not recorded in any of the 
previous produce f:lgures, but they were clearly significant for the 
Company over the period shown. The effect of this was to keep the 
DU11Ibers of fish within the range 40,000-60,000, and thus similar to the 
figures for 1788-1798 and 1799-1809 (see figure 9.3, facing p 353). But 
as the average weight of a sea trout is only two pounds, the produce by 
tIIe1gbt would almost certainly be less. Table 9.4 records "purchases" 
which would indicate tbat the remaining independent tacksmen on the Tay 
<e.g. those who had tacks of the Kansfleld fishlngs) mostly sold their 
fish to the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company. In a further leUer to 
Captain Grant, Kalloch explained that the company had no special 
arrangements with proprietors who were not shareholders in the company, 
but they had been sufficiently pleased with the results of the Company's 
policy to send a jOint letter of thanks9Q. 
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Proprietors of River Tay fishings harbouring thoughts of gratitude 
and sending letters of t.hanks was a novel development. Setting aside 
any exaggeration on Malloch's part, the effect of a single (generous) 
tacksman controlling the Tay fisheries appears to have been quickly and 
widely accepted (except by ousted tacksmen>. The Company was formed at 
a fortujtous time: the Hang and Toot Net Cases had just been concluded 
with decisions favourable to a company principally interested :In the 
river fisheries, and the upper proprjetors had fairly recently been 
mollified by nets being removed from above Campsie Linn. If peace had 
not broken out on the river, at least there was a truce. However, the 
Company improved further the relations among the participants by its 
poliCies. The st.rategy of paying high rentals, even to proprietors 
whose fishings were not worked, or were only partially worked, was one 
that was mutually acceptable and beneficial. The high rental policy, 
moreover, was quite justified on commercial groundS as, according to 
Malloch, the reduction in the number of stations worked, permitted the 
produce to revive, though this conclusion is perhaps a little optimistic 
in view of figure 9.2b. However, at the time of its inception, the 
combination of high rentals and the Company's manifest intent to manage 
the river as an entity must have struck a sympathetic chord with the 
proprietors jn general. 
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REFEREICES 
1. The District Salmon Fisheries Boards were financed by an 
assessment on proprietors based upon the value of their fisheries 
as entered in the Valuation Ralls1 and were subject to election 
every three years"'. The boundary between the upper and lower 
proprietors on the Tay was fixed at Perth Bridge and on the Earn 
at the "North British RaHway Bridge" (NO 117194). The eastern 
boundary of the District was extended to a line from Red Head 
(NO 704(73) north-east from Arbroath to Fife Ness (NO 638097) in 
the south. This extension brought in t.he coastal fisbings about 
Carnoustie and Arbroath as well as those at Tentsmuir, though not 
the River Eden~. 
1. This had always been the method of assessment on the Tay. 
2. See further, Charles Stewart: A Treatise on the La", af'Scotland 
Relating to Rights of' FishiDff, Edinburgh, 1869, pp 235-240. 
3. The additional proprietors were: 
The Earl of Northesk 
Fraser of Hospitalfield 
Burgh of St Andrews 
Burgh of Arbroath 
Tbe Crown 
Burgh of Carnoustie 
2. More so after the Hansfield estates acquired the Kinnoull fisbings 
in 1874. 
3. Lord Gray's Kinfauns rentals were the largest on the river at that 
time.' 
John Gray, 15th Lord Gray, (1798-1867), see further p 26. 
4. William David Hurray (1806-1898), fourth and third Earl of 
Mansfield and, Viscount Stormont, son of David William Murray 
(1777-1840), 3rd Earl of Kansfield (County of Middlesex) and 
Frederica Markham, daughter of Rev. William Karkham, Archbishop of 
York. Tory KP for Aldborough. 1830-1831j for Woodstock, 1831-32j 
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for Horwich, 1832-37; and for Perthshire, 1837-40; a Lord of the 
Treasury, 1834-35 (Sir Robert Peel's Administration). Succeeded 
his father as 4th Earl of Mansfield (County of Middlesex) 1n 1840, 
and h1s grandmother 
Nottingham) 1n 1843. 
8S 3rd Earl of Mansfield (County of 
Lord High Commissioner to the Church of 
Scotland, 1852, 1858 and 1859; Lord Lieutenant of Clackmannan from 
1852 to his death. 
In 1883 the Xansfield family estates consisted of 31,197 acres in 
Perthshlre, 14,342 in Dumfrlesshire, 1,704 in Clackmannan, 795 in 
Fife, 539 in Middlesex, 250 in Derbyshire, 224 in Cheshire and 22 
in Cumberland. Total 49,074 acres worth £42,968 per annUllr, 
"exclusive of coals rented at £1,886." Principal residences: Scone 
Palace, Perth: Comlongan Castle, Dumfriesshire; and Caen Wood 
(formerly Kenwood), Hampstead, Middlesex. 
Complete 1'eerafIe, 
5. Sir Robert Menzies, 7th Bart., (1817-1903), succeeded his father, 
Sir Neil Menzies, 6th Bart., in 1844. Sir Robert had about 98,300 
acres including Castle Menzies (HI 837497) near Aberfeldy which 
had fishing rights on the Tay. and at Rannach Lodge (HN 506573) at 
the west end of Loch· Rannach. He was a cousin by marr1age to 
Archibald Butter of Faskally (1805-1885) as his aunt Vere had 
married Archibald Butter of Faskally (1769-1805), see note 6. 
BPB, Jfha Jfas na, ·1897-1916. 
6. Archibald Butter, J.P. of Faskally, <1805-1885), he was a cousin by 
marriage to Sir Robert Menzies, 7th Baronet as his mother, Vere 
Menzies, was an aunt of said Sir Robert Menzies. 
Bight, note 59. 
BLG. 
See also Chapter 
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7. The same firm have acted as clerks to the Board in its different 
forms since its inception as the Association of Proprietors in 
1816. They were originally called Peddie & Mackenzie, then 
Mackenzie & Dickson and latterly Condie, Mackenzie & Co. 
8. It may seem surprising that the river proprietors were concerned 
to ensure access to the late summer runs of salmon when they had 
made such strenuous efforts prior to 1853 to have the beginning of 
the close-time brought back to avoid the excessive capture of such 
runs. However, they saw a preCise balance to be struck in this 
matter: a September closing date allowed too many fish to be taken, 
but a date before (say> 27th August allowed too few. To get the 
balance wrong in either direction would be to adversely affect 
their rental income - hence t.heir preoccupation with the start! ng 
date of the close-time. 
9. Dickson: lle:morandU1ll la. 1, Leys, bundle 191. 
10. Cmnd. 419. 1871. 
"Recent Legislation" was the Acts of 1862 and 1868. 
The 1868 Act was An Act to 8.JIIend the Law re1atI1l8 to Sabran 
FIsheries 1n Scotland, 31 & 32 Vict. c. 123, and it was intended to 
make the provisions of t.he 1862 Act more specific. 
Francis Trevelyan Buckland. 1826-1880. was the son of William 
Buckland, sometime dean of Westminster. He graduated B.A. from 
Oxford in 1B4B after which he devoted himself to medicine, 
especially anatomy. In 1854 he became assistant-surgeon to the 
2nd Ufe Guards which necessitated his staying London and allowed 
him to study "curious specimens of natural bistory" as described in 
his Cur1os1tIes of Katural Hlstary. He contributed to The Fleld 
after it was founded in 1856, and in 1865 he founded bis a weekly 
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journal ca]]ed Land and rfater in conjunction with his friend 
W.J. ffennell, see Chapter Eight, note 72. 
With much zeal he applied hilself to the many econoMical 
questions affecting the artificial supply of sallon, the 
length of the close season, the condition of the different 
salMon rivers of the kingdo., and sililar investigations, 
gradually becoming the highest authority on the subjects of 
pisciculture, In 1867 he was appointed an inspector of sallon 
fhheries, No lore congenhl post could have been offered 
hi., and thenceforth he devoted all his energies not lerely to 
the duties of hls office, but to the elucidation of every 
point connected with the history of sallon, and endeavoured in 
every way to ialprove the condition of the British f hherles 
and of fisher-folk in general, 
His publications included: Curios1ties of Natural HiStory, 4 vols., 
1857-1872; LDsboolr of a Fisherman and ZoolD81st, 1875; an edition 
of White's Natural History of Selbarne, with original notes, 1876; 
Natural History of Brit1sh Fishes, 1881; and Notes and JottlnlfS 
from An.Lma1 Life, 1882. 
Archibald Young, sometime Inspector of Fisheries for Scotland, 
Published Sablan Fisheries, London, 1877, 
11. Buckland & YaID/I Report, pp 57-58. 
12. cr. Dickson's ideas about salmon of different ages entering t.be 
river at different seasons of the year pp 324-325. See also p 18; 
!fennell, Chapter Eight, note 72; and Malloch et a1. in Chapter Ten, 
note 26. 
13. This branch of the Stewart family had owned land in Atholl since 
the fifteenth century. James Stewart Robertson of Edradvnate. 
1823-1896, inherited the estate from his father, also James Stewart 
Robertson of Edradynate, born 1783, who had assumed by direction 
the additional surname of Robertson. The family have since 
Changed their name to Stewart-Meiklejohn of Edradynate. 
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BLG. 
14. At the time of writing, November 1869, Grant was Cbairman of the 
Tay District Fishery Board as mandatory for his daughter. Margaret, 
Baroness Gray of Kinfauns. 
Margaret Grant, suo jure Baroness Gray (17th holder of the title), 
1821-1878, inherited the title :tn 1~69 from her aunt, Kadel1na Gray 
<16tb holder of the title). sua jure Baroness Gray. Kargaret 
Grant married Hon. David Henry Murray, 3rd son of William, 3rd Earl 
of Kansfield in 1840. 
Scots I'eera[fe; Ccmtplete PeeragE!. 
John Grant of Kllgraston and Pitkeathly, 1798-1873, son of Francis 
Grant of Kllgraston and P1tkeathly. Grant's uncle, also John Grant 
(died 1'193> bad been Chief Justice of Jamaica 1783-1790, and it 
was he who had bought the estates of Kilgraston and Pitkeathly on 
his return to tbe United Kingdom, be bad been succeeded by his 
brother Francis. In 1820 John Grant married Margaret, second 
daughter of Francis Lord Gray. 
Baroness Gray of Gray. 
BLG. 
Their only child was Margaret, 
15. Buckland & YCfUll/I Report. Appendix VI,pp 96-97. 
16. TBP, box 1, bundle 26. 
The use of the pbrase bema fide in the title was to distinguish 
those proprietors whose 'fishings were above Cargill railway bridge 
(10 149373) from the "upper proprietors" designated by the 18fJ2 
Act (Le. all those above Perth Bridge). This distinction was 
necessary as the proprietors between Perth Bridge and Cargill 
railway bridge were tbose whose nets had benefited from the 
extended weekly slap and who were quite content with the status 
qua. 
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17. The upper river proprietors had supported the Act in the belief 
that it would improve their fish1ngs. In particular the clauses 
which added twelve hours to the Saturday slap and extended the rod 
fishing season. 
18. Report. p 4. 
19. It was suggested that this charge be borne by all proprietors, both 
upper and lower. for although the upper proprietors would get the 
immediate benefit, the lower proprietors would ultimately gain by 
the greater number of breeding fish getting to the redds. 
20. 
21. 
The Report suggested a number of ways in which the sum of t1,500 
could be met. 
i The netting stations above Perth Bridge could be let for rod 
fishing "for as large a rent as they do at present·, or the 
stations could be rented from the proprietors at their 
present rent and sub-let for rod fishing. 
11 The netting season could be extended for a further three 
days which would produce a further t2,OOO in rents for the 
lower' proprietors from which they could pay those to be 
compensated. This would bave been con1.ntdJctoT'Y t.o the 
statement in the Report that the annual close-time should 
not be extended. 
11i The upper proprietors could undertake the watching in the 
upper river with their own men, and if the assessment were 
kept at the same level, the money saved could be used to pay 
-the compensation. 
iv An assessment might be made on the upper waters only. 
TBP, box 1, bundle 1. 
J(eJJIarBndUD to the Proprietors of Sa111100 FIsheries, in the ray 
DIstrIct. los. 1, 2, and 3. Leys, bundle 191. 
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22. Dickson: XemorandlJ11l, Iio. 1. 
23. 
1 referred to the Itrong presuMption that the fish that enter 
our rivers in spring, al compared to thole that enter later In 
the year, are of distinct race, and that the offspring of each 
class respond to the same habits as their parents. 
The point has considerable value in the economy of our 
salmon fisheries, since any regulaUve treatment which tells 
upon the stock of one seasonal class then necessarily affects 
the progeny of that clan. If in any river we persistently 
net out the spring fish by, say, allowing the open season to 
commence unduly early, we are preventing the upkeep of that 
class. If, on the other hand, we confine our netting to the 
late fish, we are benefiting the early fish. 
And again: 
Now by the eleven years of I.rking work carried out by Dr Rich 
and Dr HOles [in North Americal, It has been ascertained that 
the progeny of a run of fish tlhith have a definite Sluonal 
character hIp to thl same IIlSon In their return froll the 
sea, In other words, that spring fish breed Iprlng fish, and 
autumn fish breed autumn fish. 
W.L. Calderwood.: Sa1lllon and Sea Trout. London, 1930, pp 39, 54. 
Salmon returning to their river of origin In the early months 
of the year after Ipending two or more yea,s at lea are 
referred to as 'spring fish'. ... By late l1ay the run of 
summer fish begins with fish that have dwelt for more than two 
or three years at sea.,. SOBle rivers ••. have I run of 
'lite' or 'autumn', fish In October and Nove.bl'. These tlnd 
to be llrge [olderl, weighing ~ell Into double figures, •• 
Derek lUlls: Scotland's KiD8 of Fish, Edinburgh, 1980, pp 10-11. 
_William Leadbetter Calderwood. 1865-1950, son of Henry Calderwood, 
Professor of Moral Philosophy at the University of Edinburgh. 
Studied at· University of Edinburgh and 1n Naples and Germany; 
appOinted Naturalist on the staff of the Fishery Board for 
Scotland; Director of the Marine Biological Association's 
Laboratory. Plymouth, 1889-1898; Inspector of Salmon Fisheries for 
Scotland, 1898-1930j Fisheries Advjser to the North of Scotland 
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Hydro-Electric Board, 1943-1950. Prepared reports on salmon 
fisheries in Canada and Newfoundland: was also a portrait painter. 
Publications include: Salmon Rivers and Lochs of Scotland, 1909, 
2nd edition 1921 i Sahan and Sea Trout, 1930. 
Vbo Vas Vbo, 1!J41-1!J50. 
24 KemarandU11l, No.1. p 2. 
In 1881 the river proprietors petitioned the Home Secretary to have 
the start of the annual close-time altered from 21st August to 27th 
August, but the upper river proprietors requested that it remain 
the same. The Home Secretary offered a compromise date of 24th 
August, but the offer was not taken up (see table 9.1, col. IV). 
TBKS. Vol. 2, pp 122. 144, 145. 
25. There is no evidence to suggest that the upper proprietors 
actually wanted a Saturday slap of 46 hours. but this was included 
in the deal. 
Dickson's KemorandU11l, Ko. 2., expanded on his ideas about the age 
of salmon in relation to their return to tbe rivers. In t.bis be 
set down his theory of the "double" or "divided migration" of 
salmon. This observed that some smolts returned from the sea as 
grilse in the year following their migration from the river, while 
others did not return for two (or more) years, by which time tbey 
were salmon. Dickson was quite accurate in this observation, 
whether he was the first to make it is not clear, but in 
KemarandU11l. Ko. 3., he gives the names of various eminent persons 
who had commended his "divided migration theory", e.g. Professor 
William C. Kclntosh of the University of St Andrews' and Archibald 
Young of the Fishery Board for Scotland. Though quite sound on 
the divided migration theory, Dickson was less so when he failed to 
recognise that all salmon returned to the rivers to spawn, and 
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posed the question "what is the natural instinct that sends the 
clean 'non-breeding' fish into the river in spring and early 
summer?" 
1. William Carmichael McIntosh, M.D., F.R.S, F.R.S.B., LL.D., D.Se., 
etc., 1838-1931. Professor of Natural History in University of St 
Andrews, 1882-1917: D:lrector of the University Museum: Director of 
the Gatty Marine Laboratory; Scientific Member Fishery Board for 
Scotland; Member of the Commission on Irish Inland Fisheries, 1890. 
VlJo Vas VlJo, 1929-1940. 
26. See further Appendix VII 
27. Dickson did not suggest their reduction, merely that they should 
not be increased. 
26. Dickson's comment about such fish not being in condition to take a 
fly may be discounted. 
29. TBP, box 1, bundles 20 and 26. 
In more detail: 
25th Septelber 1884 
'" I most strongly obJect to the proposed Bill in itl present 
form and shall do all 1n Iy power to throw it out. 1 object 
to the netl beginning before the 5th February, though 1 should 
like to see the rod fishing open on 1st February, Secondly, 
I see no reason why 1 should be taxed for sa 1 ilion ladders, 
etc., and the taking off of nets, unless I was given the right 
'. to fhh for sallon frolll my lands on the banks of the Tummel, 
1 have lor. spawning ground than any other proprietor upon the 
Tay, and I think the lower proprIetors should remember that it 
is us upper proprietor. that breed the fish they cltch, The 
lower and ,iddle proprietors se •• to wish to get all they can 
out of the upper, without giving thelll anything 1n return, In 
the long run this can only have but one result, viz. the ruin 
of the fhhlng to all, and I fear the lower proprietors Illy 
find when too lah that the upper proprietors have becolfte 
tired of the expense and trouble of preserving the sallon 
fishing when they get no return for their exertions, 
30. In addition to the clauses summarised in column VII of table 9.1, 
the Huntly Bill contained the following: 
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i power to have the annual close-time extended by the 
Secretary of State on appl ication by a District Fishery 
Board; 
ii tacksmen to be eligible for election to District Fishery 
Boards in addition to proprietors; 
11i proprietors and tacksmen to provide annual statistical 
returns of their catcbes and District Fishery Boards to pass 
these to the Fishery Board for ScoU and: 
iv District Fishery Boards to have powers to prosecute those 
causing pollution and erecting illegal obstructions; 
v tbe only legal coastal nets to be the stake and bag nets, it 
to be laid down where these might be situated; 
vi District Fishery Boards to regulate mesh sizes and net sizes; 
vii it to be 1llegal to sell salmon after the end of the net 
season. 
TBP, box 1, bundle 2. 
31. An anonymous comment thereon among the Tay Board Papers noted 
that while the Huntly Bill allowed for two groups of proprietors, 
there were three groups on the Tay. :Kore important, the Huntly 
Bill lDadeno lDentlon of· banning sweep nets in the upper r~ver, 
though licensing nets might have been a way of limiting nets to 
specific parts of the river. The commentator did not think that 
the· Huntly's Bill would work. as it was his opinion that any 
extension of the weekly close-time 
would only give a valu. to a f.w additional mil •• of the river 
for nIt fhhing, II the Act of 1862 gave that value to ten 
lilts of the river above Perth. Without a limihUon as to 
n.tUng above the point of the river at present fished with 
n.tl, the additional tw.lve houri would be of not the 
Ilightelt avail to the upper angl.rs, 
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The comment suggested additional matters that might be dealt with 
by legislation, such as a 60 yard gap between sweep nets. 
Apparently on the Tay up to three nets were being used from the 
same shot head, each being rowed within a short interval of the 
other. Tacksmen thought this more effective for catching fish 
than having more stations. The omission of any mention of bang 
nets in the Huntly Bill was also a lost opportunity as they were 
most injurious. With regard to net size and mesh sjze, nets on 
the Tay were up to 169 yards long, but if limited to 144 yards 
they would be unable to sweep the enUre breadth of tbe river. 
Apparently over-fishing was to the same degree in 1886 as it had 
been prior to 1862. 
TBP, box 1, bundle 2. 
32. TBMB, vol. 2, pp 501, 520. 
In 1890, by order of the Secretary of State for Scotland, the start 
of the close-time for the rod fishing was brought back to 
15th October <opening on 15th January). 
33. Campsie Linn is about one mile below the Innernytie march, the 
highest suggested point in table 9.1, but about ten miles furtber 
up the river than the Perth Bridge, the lowest suggested point, and 
only one estate's (Stobhall) net fishings were affected. 
34. InclUded in the agreement was the w:lthdrawal of the nets from 
Lochs Dochart and Tay, Mr Place and the MarqUiS of Breadalbane 
respectively. 
TBMB. vol. 3 P 191. also TBP. box 1, bundle 20. 
Minutes of the meetings held by the upper proprietors on this 
subject are inserted in the Tay Board Minute Books. The first 
five year agreement ran from the 1894 season and the compensation 
was paid as follows: 
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Lord Ancaster. Stobhall 
Col. Richardson. Ballathie 
Lady Lansdowne. Xeikleour 
Sir Alexander Muir Mackenzie. Delvine 
Xr Guthrie Lornie. Kercock 
A further t30 for two seasons to 
Andrew Foote. tacksman at Stobhall 
for loss of profit 
t165 
160 
85 
40 
-1.0. 
£460 
.-3.Q. 
£490 
The Valuation Ralls show that there was no significant netting on 
any of these estates. apart from Stobhall. 
35. At the same time it was suggested that attempts should be made to 
have all nets removed as far down 89 the Perth Bridge. but the 
Earl of Mansfield intimated that he would not consider this for at 
least a further five years. though he would continue to cease 
netting at 18.00 hours on Fridays. 
The Scone neh, the only cOllllrc1l1 IIlmon nets operating on 
the lay above Perth, and owned by Viscount Storllont, Ion of 
lord Mansfhld, are to be relloved for an initial fhe-year 
period starting next leason, 
It's U~d~~I\ood lhat annual compensation of £8,000 will be 
pald to the Trustees of Viscount storMont during the initial 
five-year period by the tTay District] board, and that there 
may be an option to buy the. oul, 
The Cour1er and Advert1ser, 23rd April 1987. 
36. In 1856 the tacksman at the Cally station had been interdicted for 
using a hang net. 
TBIB. 5th September 1856. 
37. The cost of watChing in 1842-1843 had been only £327. see p 278. 
38. TBHB, Vol. 1, P 30. 
At the time, George Gordon. superintendent of the watchers was also 
superintendent of the Perthshire County Police. In 1866 it was 
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suggested that the two forces be combined. but the idea was not 
taken up. 
1b1d. 
39. ibid. P 238. 
FATAL ENCOUNTER BETWEEN 
RIVER WATCHERS AND POACHERS 
We know that poaching, both by land and water, is carried on 
to SOIlt extent in thh neighbourhood, II elullihert, '" 
But it is seldoM o. never that we have to record a scene of 
fighting Of bloodshed in connection with these casel, 
a lost disgraceful affair took place a short distance below 
Perth, at Legllin fishing statton, ft, A little after hleivi 
o'clock a party of watchers cUle upon a party of poachers, 
about equal in numbers, and a fatal fight ensued, 
., , 
It was while the men were drawing their lecond shot that the 
watchers came upon theil, After thil point the case il all 
contradiction, The watchers say they acted In self-defence, 
and that when the poachers were beaten and lade off, they then 
to their astonishment found a man lying dead The 
poachen '" aff 1 f. that they were attacked suddenly by the 
watchers, and, being quite defencelesl, were pelted with large 
stones, and beaten with sticks unMercifully", 
Thl greatest excitement prevailed In Perth on Friday on 
account of this disgraceful onset '" During the day the six 
watchers were apprehended, but one of them was liberated in 
the evening, Next day, two others '" wlra set at liberty, 
and the reulnlng thne .. , were comllUted for trial on a 
charge of culpable hOlliclde, but released on ball of £25 each, 
The deceased, Alexander lalont, who belonged to Newburgh, was 
about 24 years of age, and len a widow and one child. 
Deceased was inclined to follow after poaching, which has 
resulted In a premature death. 
Jerths.b1re Advertiser, 14th April 1870. 
40. TBXB. Vol. 2. P 45. 
41. ibid. pp 68. 79. 
42. Free accommodation for the watchers was provided in bothies 
located at Crieff. Ruthven Bridge. Airlie. Inchyra and Fl1sk. and a 
lodging allowance of ls. 6d. to 26. per week was paid. Lumsden 
thought some of the watchers too old and suggested that the 
younger ones could be encouraged by a higher wage of 216. per week. 
He also suggested two sergeants at 25s. or 26s. per week. one at 
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Perth and the other at Newburgh during the fishing season, the 
latter to move to Crieff during the close-time. He further 
suggested a pair of handcuffs and signal lamps for each watcbers 
station. 
43. The possibility of arming Lumsden and his men was also discussed 
at this time, but nothing resulted from this proposal. 
ibid. P 122. 
A similar suggestion that Lumsden and his men might carry 
revolvers was put to Sheriff Glaag in 1885, but he strongly 
disapproved. 
ibId. P 394. 
William Ellis Glaag, Lord Kincairney, 1828-1909. Called to the 
Scottish bar, 1853; Advocate Depute, 1874; Sber:lff of Perthshire, 
1885; raised to the bench as Lord Kincairney. 1889. 
Concise D.N.B. 
44. TBKB. Vol. 2, P 153. 
45. }(asters of Allan's llartification v. Bernard Thomson in which 
Thomson's use of a hang net on the Forth near TulUal1an was found 
to be legal. 
46. TBMB. Vol. 2. P 252. 
47. Zetland's law agents were H.G. & S. Dickson. Edinburgh. 
48. TBMB, Vol. 2. P 260. 
49. ibId. 
50. ibid. see also TBP, bundle 28. 
This conclusion did nothing to placate Zetland's agents who wrote 
further in the following terms: 
8th February 1884, letter from H.G. & S. Dickson, Edinburgh to 
Mackenzie & Dickson, Perth. 
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Inshad of indulging in high flown language about groaning 
under the yoke of village ruffians of the Irish type, and such 
like, it would have been mon nUsfactory if the Board hid 
given 10l1le Inswer to the reputed inquiry In our letters of 
October and NoveMber 1as\, nalely, whether on complaints being 
made to the watchers that people were fishing without leave in 
Lord Zethnd's waters, the watchers would take the requisite 
lteps with I view to having the of fenders prosecuted by the 
Boud under the Acts of l8U and 1868. To that inquiry no 
answer whatever is Made in the Minute by the Board. You SlY 
In your letter tha t you will see that the Board are quite 
ready to co-operate thro' such force as they havt. We are 
unable, hOWlver, to lie anything of the kind, So far hOIl 
anything being Slid about co-operation by the Board, they 
resolve -thlt it is the duty and business of the tenants and 
proprietors of fishing, to protect ehellJse/vl1s during the 
fishing ulIon.· We are further ruinded that the Police 
Force [watchers] at FUsk Point is only an auxiliary to the 
tenants of the fllhings, Our complalnt, however, was that 
they were of no aSlistance whatsoever. In our letter of 23rd 
October we IlenUoned that the wdchers had told our 
I'Ir S. Dickson "that they had orders frol the superintendent 
not to intlrfere with the partin in question, provided that 
they were not using nets with In illegal .esh, and that 
tenant. ~ou/d hiVI1 to prot,re the,sllve, against anyone 
filhing without perlission, LUMsden does not appear to have 
denied that these were his instructions to the watchers. We 
should like to know how the watchers cln bl considered as even 
an auxiliary force, when they had orders to do nothing. The 
l'Iinute bears that Lunden stahd that no complaint had ever 
been lade to hi. or hil .en by Iny of the sub-tenants of Lord 
Zetland's fishings, but what was the use of making complaints, 
when the watchers had made it known that they had orders not 
to interfere? 
TBP, bundle 28. 
51. 1'BKB, Vol. 2. P 402. ' 
52. 1b1d.p 423. 
53. 1bid. P 526. 
A more extended account is given by Calderwood: 
A battle of modern thn took place one dark night a short 
diltance above Newburgh. It is still spoken of IS the battle 
of the 6utter, Hole, Ind it may be .. ntioned here because it 
, WII of grnl MOunt, 1 believe in bringing about the end of 
estuary poaching on anything llke an extensive scale. The 
Gutter HoI, 11 the nllle of I fhhing shUon, and was the 
Icene of the encounter. Gangs of .en had for some time been 
working net. in spite of the watchers, and eDboldened by 
IUCCISS, and with steady additions to their numbers, were 
beginning to openly defy the river watchers even in daylight.. ~ ',' .,> 
The watchers finding themselves in a powerless Minority 
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quickly lought help from "r LUllden', fore. up the river, and, 
on a night appointed, ho boat crews, floated silently down 
the river. A large body of poachers were discovered with two 
boats busily at work. A skirmish, or perhaps lore properly a 
reconnailsance, accompanied by a deal of stone throwing on the 
poachers' part, enabled the party of water bailiffs to 
estimate the force they had to deal with. I1r LUll5den then 
drew off hil men, landed, and deployed till he wal able, 
unseen to approach from the hnd within striking dishnce. 
After waiUng till the law-breakers were busily engaged in 
hauling their nets the lignal for attack was given, and I 
determined HUle baUle ensued, "any crowns were cracked, 
and a good deal of duage was done on both lides, but the 
discomfiture of the poachers was complete, and many prisoners 
were secured. Two .en who hied to swil to l1ugdrul Island 
were drowned. Feeling ran high in Newburgh, and the pOlice 
scented Manslaughter to follow. Fortunately, however, the 
well-planned attack at the Gutter Hole had produced suffiCient 
impression, and the Courts wound up the proceedings wi thout 
any additional charges. The rllult in all conSCience WIS 
lerious enough. Doctors were busy 15 .. 11 15 lawyers; but 
open poaching was crushed. 
V.L. Calderwood: The Sahcm Rivers and Lochs of Scotland, London, 
1909, pp 56-57. 
54. TBMB, Vol. 2, P 269. 
55. ib1d. pp 276, 321. 
Details of the Hang Net Case are as follows. The development of 
the hang net was part of the many and varied attempts by the 
estuarial proprietors to devise nets which were both legal and 
effective in the estuary, which had been going on since tbe 
conclusion of-the Stake Net Cause in 1812. Hang nets (also called 
drift nete) had been in use since at least the 1860s, but before 
1880 their use had been largely clandestine. The great 
breakthrough had been 'The Forth Case of 1879. The pursuers 
described the hang nets as being 200 to 280 yards in length, 
twelve to fifteen feet in depth. weighted along the bottom, corks 
at the top. and a mesh three incbes square. They were employed 
at slack water, i.e. at the turn of the tide, when they would be run 
across the river and remain in position for up to three-quarters of 
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an hour. The net was designed to trap salmon by the gills, though 
sometimes they were caught by the teeth. The salmon fishers 
would watch the net while it was in the water looking for the 
bobbing corks that indicated wben a fisb had swum into the net. 
They would then row to the spot and remove the fish by me~ns of ~ 
long cleek or gaff. It was claimed by the pursuers that the hang 
nets effect1vely blocked the river when they were in position -at a 
time (slack water) specially favourable for the run of the fish-! 
It was also claimed that the hang nets acted as leaders to d1vert 
the fish towards toot nets at the shore. This last point was 
disputed as, strictly speaking, toot nets could not be operated at 
slack water for they required a current to keep them stretched 
open. However. evidence was produced which suggested that at such 
times the toot nets could be kept stretched by use of a -back guy" 
from the centre of the net to the shore. 
The defendants had to demonstrate that the bang net was not a 
fixed engine, and they argued that it could not be such as it did 
not remain motionless in the water. but moved with the currents 
and was not fixed to any post or anchor. They claimed that the 
hang net was a form of sweep net. The most favourable ~rt of 
the their case was that. the hang net had been found to be legal, 
both in the Forth Case and more recently in another case regarding 
their use on the Tay, Earl of tfemyss and others v. Earl of Zetland. 
18th November 1890, 28 S.L.R., 105. 
At one point in their case the defendants went beyond the legal to 
the (real) economiC basis of the dispute when they stated: "the 
present action is not raised in the interests of the public or of 
the breed of fish. It is truly a competition for the fish 
themselves between the heritors above and below Jewburgh.n::a, All 
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the witnesses agreed that the use of hang nets had greatly 
increased since 1880, and evidence was produced to show that at 
the time of the case there were no less than 244 hang nets in use 
between }(ugdrum Island and Ferry-Port-on-Craig. The hang nets 
were particularly used on north shore fishings where other forms 
of net were impossible. The Mylnefield fishings were a particular 
example, there had been no fishing rentals at all until the 1880s 
and nothing but those for hang nets thereafter. Like all other 
forms of fishing in the Firth, the hang nets were only employed 
later in the season, mainly in July and August. 
1. Condescendence for Pursuers. 
2. Respondents's Case. 
The Toot let Case of 1898 was part of the same initiative by 
the Tay District Board against "111egal" netting in the estuary. 
Although the toot net had always been of doubtful legality its use 
had been tolerated by the river proprietors as the number of Ush 
caught was negligible. In his evidence to the Court, Alexander 
Lumsden the superintendent of the watchers, quoted John Dickson, 
One of the clerks to the Tay Board, as having said that what the 
toot nets caught "are just what I call the crumbs from the rich 
men's tables; it is not legal, but we have always allowed :It."l 
The decision to cease this charity came about because the toot nets 
were "undoubted fixtures, which" had become much more serious 
factoI1> in injuring the regUlar Salmon Fishings, by so many fish 
being driven into them by the obstruction of the Hang Nets in the 
middle of the Estuary.""" 
The toot net (also called the toot and haul net or stell ;net) was 
described as being from 108 to 110 yards in length. .. The custom 
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at the time was to have a post or anchor some 60 or 70 yards out 
from the shore, so that when the toot net was to be set, rather 
than rowing from the bank, the fisher merely hauled himself to the 
stake by a fixed rope in the manner of a Bermony boat with the net 
paying out over the stern of the coble. The inefficiency of the 
method is illustrated by the fact that the net was drawn in and 
then reset each tlme flsh were observed to enter it. An even more 
telling comment was that by George Melville "I have been oui. for 
eight weeks (fishlng with the toot net) and have never seen 
(caught) a fish."'" The average number of times a toot net might 
be hauled in during a six: hour tide might be three or four, the 
greatest number of fish Melville had ever seen 1n the one haul was 
eleven.A According to Melville there was a difference between the 
toot net and the stell net. The mode of operation was identical, 
but the stell net was a sweep net not 1n any way adapted to the 
purpose of tooting-. 
1. Pursuers' Proof. 
2. Printed document, Pr1vate IJIJd ConfidentIal. Perth, 10th 
January, 1898. ,TBP, bundle 19. 
3. Pursuers' Proof. 
4. Ibid. 
5. Stell: to halt, bring to a standstill, make immobile, Concise 
Scots DJ.cticmary. 
56. The combined costs of the two court cases amounted ~l,100 which 
were paid for by a special assessment on proprietors, although 
those below Newburgh were not expected to contribute. 
TBKB, Vol. 3, pp 471, 478. 
57. All rentals, including those for salmon fish1ngs, were required to 
be entered in the annual ValuatfD12 Rolls. This reqUirement 
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followed from the Lands Valuation Act, 1854. "The fundamental 
idea of this statute is that the rent or lettable value 
shall form the basis of valuation for rating purposes." 
S.B. Armour: The Valuation of Property far Ratil1lf in Scotland, 
Edinburgh, 1892, P 205. 
58. See p 230. 
59. See p 140. 
60. See p 347 where half the fish sent by Alexander Speedie to the 
London market were from fishings other than his own. 
61. See, for example, Chapter Seven, III, passu.. 
62. Addresses of some Tacksmen: 
Andrew Greig Anderson 
106 George Street 
Edinburgh 
George Dunn 
llewburgh 
The Foote Family were: 
Andrew Foote 
Stanley 
Alexander Foote 
West Tofts 
Stanley 
Joseph Johnston & Sons 
America Street 
Xontrose 
Robert Powrie 
Orcbardneuk 
(also at Jamesfleld 
and Ferryfield) 
David Powrie 
62 Xethven Street 
Perth 
(also at Orchardneuk 
and Lair-well) 
Corson & Currie 
Howard Street 
Glasgow 
John HcVean 
Gamedealer 
Perth 
Peter Foote 
Burnside 
Cargill 
David Foote 
Craigend 
Perth 
George Pitcaithly 
:Rlebo Cottage 
Rhynd 
Archibald Powrie 
Old Manse 
Rhynd 
(also at Lairwell 
and Dealfleld, Abernethy) 
Charles Powrie 
Ross 
Glencarse 
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Tay Salmon Fisheries Co. 
Cornh1l1 Street 
Newburgh 
and 
St Leonard's Bank 
Perth 
Peter & John Haggart 
Drapers 
Stanley 
John A Beattie 
Salmon Fisher 
Newbie House 
Annan 
Harry T Pearce 
Charlton House 
Llandaff Road 
Cardiff 
William Matthewson 
Joiner 
Newport-on-Tay 
George Gordon 
Fish Dealer 
St Andrews 
Thomas Taylor 
Killer 
Balmerino Mill 
Balmer1no 
David Young 
Baker 
40 North Methven Street 
Perth 
John Shields 
Xi 11 owner 
Perth 
John Donaldson 
Vintner 
Jlewburgh 
William & Robert Goodall 
Builders 
Errol 
Robert Shaw 
Baker 
Perth 
Alexander Speedie 
3 Vater Vennel 
Perth 
William Tansley 
Dale End 
Birmingham 
David Lyell 
Gamedealer 
Ladybank 
FHe 
George Thorp Stanley 
Fishmonger 
OakJeigb 
Higher Crunlpsal] 
Xanchester 
John Anderson & Son 
Royal Fish Emporium 
29 Castle Street 
Edinburgh 
James Greenhill 
Abbey Road 
Stirling 
Alexander Robertson 
Gamedealer 
30 Union Street 
Dundee 
Robert Laurie 
Fruit Dealer 
Newburgh 
George Thomson Drummond 
Seedsman 
Stanley 
John Moir 
Spirit Dealer 
7 Balhousie Street 
Perth 
James Watson Lyall 
Printer & Publisher 
15 Pall Mall 
London 
Robert Lawrence 
Innkeeper 
Perth 
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63. Mr Joseph Johnston, manager of salmon fishings, Montrose had given 
evidence to the 1836 Committee as one of the proponents of coastal 
fishings. The firm of Joseph Johnston & Sons, America Street, 
Montrose is still concerned with coastal nets at the present time 
(1989) . 
64. HNC, evidence of James Gordon. 
65. 1866-1873 in partnership with William Semple. 
66. The ValuatiDD. Rolls cannot be taken as absolutely accurate in 
recording which tacksmen took which tacks, for there were many 
informal partnerships which lasted no longer than the duration of 
a tack. with the name of only one partner appearing in the 
Valuatio.D Rolls. Both Charles Powrie and George Pitcaithly 
continued to take tacks as individuals during the course of their 
partnership. 
67. The method was by public roup. usually with the fishings as a 
whole on offer in the first instance, but auctioned off as separate 
stations if an offer for the whole did no1. lIleet tbe reserve price. 
68. See, for example, Chapter Seven. III. passl:m. 
69. 1860 Committee, p 147. 
70. 1bid. 
71. B1si.D, II. P 520. 
By 1900 Speedie's 1nterest in the Tay fisheries was academic. as 
there were no 'tacks under his name in the Valuation Rolls (apart 
from his own fishings) after 1895 (see f1gure 9.1c). 
72. John Richardson had bought the f1shings of ~ Ships and Poldrait as 
well as those of the Pitfour estate in the eighteenth century. 
Speed1e lived at "Gowrie House", 42-52 Tay Street, Perth. a 
substantial property built between 1867-70. This was designed by 
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Andrew Heiton in the French Gothic style. The fish house and ice 
house were adjacent to this building in Vater Vennel. 
BKnow Your Perth", Perths.b1re Advertiser 4th November 1986. 
73. PE 25. bundle 39, and TBXB, September 1847. 
74. PE 25, bundle 87. 
75. TBXB, April 1870. 
I am indebted to Mrs' Ann Powrie. Barry Powrie Esq. and Krs June 
Robertson for additional information regarding the Powrie Family. 
76. See pp 280-281. 
77. See p 401. 
78. The following 1s from an <unidentified) newspaper cutting . 
••• the TIY Silmon Filhing (,ie) Co.plny, Li.i~.d, wal 
incorporl~.d on May 15th 1899, with I totll nORinll capital of 
£70,000 in shar.s of £1 .ach. All the shlr.s were issued, but 
only 61. WII plid on each. 
The Directors were:-
Archibald COlts, Woodside, Paisley. 
Peter M. Coats, Woodside, Paisley. 
P.D, Malloch, New Scott Street, Perth. 
Earl of Anclst.r, Drummond Castle, Crieff. 
The shareholders were:-
Archibald Coats', Woodside, Paisley. 
Peter M. Coats, WoodSide, Paisley. 
W.H. Coatl2 , Woodside, Paisley. 
P.O. Mallocha , fishing tackle Maker, Perth. 
J,S. Malloch, fishing tackle make" Perth. 
Andrew Anderson, clerk, New Scott Street, 
Perth. 
J.M. Malloch, teicher, Storlonth Cottage, 
Perth. 
> David Robb, manager, Klnclrrlthl. Crescent, 
Perth. 
Henry Robb, SecretlrYI' Kinclrrathie Crescent, 
Perth. 
John Moncri.ff, gllSI manuflcture" Rio, 
Perth. 
Han. Stuart Morton Sray· of Klnfluns Clstle, 
Perth. 
Earl of AnclsterA, Criett, Peer. 
Lord Blythlwood·, Renfrew, Peer. 
Earl Cairnl7 , Sherborne, Peer. 
Sir Basil Montgomery·, stockbroker, London. 
Executors of John Moncrieff, Perth. 
£26,000 
5,001 
5,000 
12,100 
400 
498 
1,000 
3,000 
1.001 
1,000 
SOO 
10,000 
300 
300 
600 
...3...QQD. 
£70,000 
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I am obliged to J. Bradley Thomas Esq. of Stanley for drawing my 
attention to this cutting. 
1. Archibald Coats (1840-1912), "Known as the Napoleon of the 
thread tradej immense profits were generated, making no less than 
11 members of the family millionaires." 
S. & O. Checkland: IIJdustry aIJd Ethos, London, 1984, p 29. 
2. William Hodge Coats (1868-1928), son of Archibald Coats and 
sometime chairman of J. & P. Coats Ltd. of Paisley. 
Vba Vas Vba, 1916-1928, 
3. P.D.Malloch was the first managing director of the Tay Salmon 
Fisheries Company. He also owned a fishing tackle shop in Perth 
and rented various rod fishings which he let to anglers. He had a 
reputation as an amateur naturalist, his opinions were quoted in 
the Reports of the F1shery Baard far Scotland and he gave evidence 
before the Elgin Commission. His book: L1fe-H1story and IIablts of 
the Salmon, Sea-Trout, Trout, and other Freshwater Fish, was 
published in 1910. 
4. Morton Gray Stuart Gray (1855-1930), third son of 10th Earl of 
Moray. Succeeded to the Kinfauns estate, but not to the Earldom 
of Moray which went to his next eldest brother <l6th EarD, on Ms 
eldest brother, 15th Earl's death in 1901. 
5. Gilbert Henry Heathcote-Drummond-Willoughby. Lord Willoughby de 
Eresby, Baron Aveland, 1830-1910, was created 1st Earl of Ancaster 
in 1892. Ancaster had been MP for Boston 1852-1856, and for 
Rutland 1856-1867; he succeeded his father as Baron Aveland in 
1867 and was Deputy (to his mother and her sister) in the office 
of Lord Great Chamberlain 1871-1888, then Joint Lord Great 
Chamberlain 1888-1901. His wife was Evelyn Elizabeth, second 
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daughter of the 10th Marquis of Huntly. 
The Heathcote estatel, belonging to Lord Aveland in 1883, 
eonlllttd of 17,637 ler .. on co, Lincoln; 13,633 1n Rutland, 
and 5 in cos, Derby and Huntingdon. Tot,l, 31,275 icres, 
worth £46,894 a year, Those at that date belonging to the 
Baroness Willoughby de Erelby, which, lince 18BB, have becoae 
united with the above, were 24,696 acres in co. Lincoln 
[derived frOM the f.li1y of Willoughby); 30,391 in co. 
Carnarvon, and 296 in co, Denbigh [both derived frol the 
falily of Wynn and estilated at £8,521 a year], besides 76,837 
in co, Perth [derived from the falily of Drummond, and 
estillated at £28,965 a yearl. Tot,l, 132,230 acres, worth 
£74,006 a year, The two totals together making 163,230 acres, 
worth £120,900 a year, '" 
The Earl of Ancaster is one of the hll noblemen who 
possess above 100,000 acres in the United Kingdom. 
The Complete Peerase. 
6. Archibald Campbell, 1st Baron Blythswood (1835-1908), 
scientist. Conservative M.P. for Renfrewshire 1873-1874, and for 
West Renfrewshire 1885-1892; made valuable researches in 
astronomical and physical science. 
Concise DNB. 
7. Herbert John Cairns, 3rd Earl Cairns (1763-1905), Partner in 
Elswick Ordnance Company. 
8. Sir Basil Templer Graham-Montgomery of Kinross, 5th Bart, 
<1852-1928) , His first wife was youngest daughter of Sir Thomas 
Moncrieffe of Moncrief!e. 7th Bart. 
79. See quotation, p 350. 
80. e.g. Balmbreich and Carpow. 
81. 
11 there a syndicate on the Tay for taking fishings? 
You IIY call it what you like, but there is a pretty strong 
body for that purpose, SOli of the tackllll!n thought these 
peopl! wen to put them out altogether I and the result was 
thlt there WIS great competition and the rentl ran uP. 
HHe, Pursuers' Proof (1897/98), evidence of David Powrie (of A & D 
Powrie), p 38. 
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82. David and Henry Robb were salmon tacksmen. as were the Moncrieffs 
(both John, father and son?), though the latter owned the North 
British Glassworks at Perth, and so were probably financially 
rather than practically involved. Harry Robb continued to take an 
acU ve part in the management of the fisheries as on occasions 
entries in the Valuatian Rolls read "Tay Salmon Fisheries Company, 
per Harry Robb, Newburgh". 
83. See. Chapter Eight. note 78. 
84. Malloch. box 2, bundle 12. 
85. PE 1/1/23. P 160. 
This is at variance with the figure given in the Valuation Rolls 
(t878). partly. but not wholly because the these latter figures have 
been indexed. 
86. Indexed figures. 
87. PE 1/1/24, P 104. 
The effect on employment was significant. see Intra note 95. 
88. With the Company getting the majorHy of the stations in the 
interim. 
69. PE 1/1/24. vol. I, pp ]22, ]30. 141, 145. 152, 160, 171, vol. 2, 148, 
151. 186, PE 1/1/29, pp 736, 816. 
90. The nominal totals rose from 1895 to 1904, though there is a 
decline in the indexed figures after 1899. 
91. See table 9.2. pp 385-388. 
92. 
In 1899 the Tay Salmon Fisherils Company was formed for the 
be~tlr control of netting, Its firlt and perhaps ~olt 
important change was to voluntarily petition the Secretary of 
State for Scotland to alter the Closing day of the neHing 
.lllon on the Tay frol 26th August to 20th August, a rlduction 
of six [working] days, The IIcrifle. of six of the ~olt 
prolific days of the s.ason was undoubtedly a lost ventureSOMe 
spiculation, but it is fitting to record that thl policy hiS 
beln Just1t ted, 
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William Malloch: "The Development of Freshwater Fisheries", (read 
3rd April 1925) from Transact1cms of the Perthsh1re Soc1ety of 
Katural Sc1ence, vol. VIII. Part II. pp 1-11. 
93. See also table 9.2, pp 385-388. 
94. 1b1d. 
95. According to the Tay Board Papers, in or about 1884 there were 101 
fishing stations on the lay, 14 on the coast and 10 on the Earn 
(total 125). These employed 576 men on the Tay, 86 on the coast 
and 29 on the Earn, and an additional 64 on the banks in the 
summer with 23 at Perth on Monday mornings (total 778). The 
average wage was 21s. 9d. per week. In 1904, however. there were 
only 277 men in 43 crews between Campsie Linn and the sea. 
Different parh of thl riv.r Irl fhhed It different tlmll, 
All netting is now between the Linn of Cupsie and the sea • 
• ,' The lower part of the estuary 11 not now muth fished, 
The Linn of Cuplie fishings art regullrly worked, Those 
i~mediately below Ire fished only in the spring, The 
extensive fishings of the TSF Co, in the neighbourhood of 
Newburgh yielded their maximum in July, 
TBP, bundle 19. 
96. Malloch, box 2, bundle 12, 
In full: 
P.D. Malloch to Captain Ewan Grant of Invermoriston, 9th September 
1905. 
You Isked Ie the advantage. of having the control of the 
filhings on the Tay, Ind 11.0 the advlntlges that would tlk. 
pllt' if the 11m. WIS done in your district, 
Six Ylar. ago I .aw thlt if IOMething WIS not done In 
the TIY Diltrict thlt it would be fished out Ind ruined, 
During the netUng season the fish were III cleaned out Ind 
none left to Ipawn: milel of the belt ground in winter had no 
fhh, The rent was down to Ih 10Wlst, Ilthough rentals of 
rod fishings had gone uP. 
We started by taking II lIany fhhlngs IS we could for 
one year with the option of continuing for a 1~ year lease, 
The firlt yelr WI had I big loss, The second year WI got IIOlt 
of the flshings reduted, the stations saved expense and IIlde 
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up our 1011, W. then curtailed the netting leason 8 daYI in 
the autumn, which 'In another loss to us of £5,000 a year, 
The result of thil wal that a Much greater number of fish got 
up, the greater number grilse, These went up, spawned, became 
kelts, returned to the IU, cue up II 18 and 20 Ib IIllllon, 
and ahost lade up the £5,0001011 the next year, besides 
leaving a large number of fry in the river, By curtailing the 
number of nets ItOre f hh got up at all Ullel dur ing the 
netUng season, 
The result of all this has been a great increase of fish 
during every Nonth of the season, and I have no hesitation In 
stating there art 20 fish in the river for 1 there was when we 
started, 
Besides all thil we put on a crew to shoot seals, kill 
pike, a larger staff of watcherl completely stopping poachers, 
We art continually reducing our netsl this season we took off 
£600 of stake and bag nets frail the coast, about £500 above 
Perth, and Ivery Friday night above Perth all the neh u. 
removed by arrangement with Lord Mansfield and ourselves, and 
It111 our incolle increases, The rental of the Tay is Iluch 
higher than it has ever been, and the value of the rod fishing 
to us and other people has been 100S [increased?]. 
97. See supra note 96. 
98. ibid. 
No date as the first page is indecipherable. In greater detail: 
To answer your first question, we have no arrangement 
with proprietors or leasees who are not Ilelbers of the 
Syndicate, Those that have retained their own or let their 
fhhings are not willing to pay for any illprovtllent. Their 
fishings increase in value the sal. al the onel we rent, but 1 
mUlt not forget to tell you that all those that lit or retain 
their fishings let last year for the purpose of drawing up a 
letter thanking the cOllpany for what they had done. Thh 
letter I have got which il very nice, Before the company WiS 
forlled I rentld about £3,000 worth of rod fishing, the leasts 
[of which] 1 handed over to the cOllpany. When we for.ed the 
tompany we tried to get other rod fishings that were let froN 
year to year and offend Much higher untl for a lease, but 
did not get a lingll addition to whit we had already got. The 
proprietorl and their agent I law that we would improve their 
fishing and they would loon get the increased rent thelselves 
which they have doni, some to the tune of 150%, which I have 
let for theN, and those that hive retlined their own flshings, 
their sport has increased from 100S to 200X. 
You put it as it should have been: 
Byt Who Ire willing to pay toward, 
the improvement of their rod fishing' 
The only proprietor who is a lember of our syndicate that lets 
his rod fishing to us 11 Lord Ancastlf. He gets part of the 
increned(?) value of his rod fhhing.(?) in thl shape of a 
larger dividend on his shares. In forming your Ichelle thil is 
a lost iMportant point for consideration. If we had got 
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control of the whole net and rod, by this time WI could have 
increased the rod rental at lealt 150S and another 301 to our 
dividends beside on the nets. 
Malloch, box 2, bundle 12. 
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Table 9.1 
Various Proposals to Alter the Conditions Affecting the Tay Fisheries 
Annual 
close-tiDe 
)"ets from 
to 
total 
Rod. from 
to 
extra 
Weekly 
close-time 
total 
Chairman of 
District 
Xembers 
Upperl 
Lower 
Divide 
)"etUng Ban 
Compensation 
for those 
los1ng nets 
Source 
Restriction 
I 
Under the 
1862 Act 
21st Aug. 
4th Feb. 
168 days 
10th Oct 
10th Feb 
44 days 
18.00 Sat. 
to 
06.00 Kon. 
36 hours 
largest 
rental 
3 upper 
3 lower 
elected 
Perth 
Bridge 
on net & coble 
Powers to 
reoove 
artificial 
obstructions 
Powers to 
buUd stairs 
at natural 
obstructions 
II 
BolUJ Fide 
Upper River 
Proprietors 
Pamphlet 
1873 
42 or 48 
Perth 
Bridge 
Upper 
Waters 
t1500 p.a. 
various 
suggestions 
yes 
yes 
III 
Keeting of 
Proprietors 
Kay 1873 
Upper Props. 
Proposals 
26th Aug 
21st Jan. 
140 days 
1st Oct. 
21st Jan. 
35 days 
Perth 
Bridge 
Upper 
Vaters 
assessment 
on all 
yes 
yes 
IV V 
Compromise Lower 
by Home Proprietors 
Secretary Proposals 
1881 1882 
24th Aug. 31st Aug 
7th Feb. 16th Jan. 
166 days 137 days 
10th Oct. 
20th Jan. 
66 days 
j 
Iable 9.1 (continued) 
VI 
Heads of 
Proposed 
Bill 
1884-
Annual 
close-time 
Hets from 28th Aug. 
to 27th Jan. 
total 153 days 
Rod from 10th Oct. 
to 28th Jan. 
erlra 42 days 
Yeekly 
close-tiDe 06.00 Sat. 
to 
06.00 Mon.' 
total 48 hours 
Chairmn of 
District 
)[embers 
Upper I Innernytie 
Lower east 
Divide march 
Ietting Ban Upper 
Waters 
Compensation £lHOO p.a. 
for those 
losing nets 
Source annual 
assessment 
Restriction 
on net & coble by 
Powers to 
rellDve 
artif1c:lal 
obstructions 
Powers to 
build stairs 
agreement 
below 
at natural 
obstructions yes 
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VII VIII IX 
Marquis of Secretary Upper 
Huntly's of State Proprietors 
Bill 1888 Proposals 
1886 1893 
not less 27th Aug. 
than 10th Feb. 
168 days 151 days 
31st October 
10th Feb. 
65 days 
not less 
than 
4ft bours 
elected 
3 upper 
3 lower 
elected 
Camps1e 
Linn 
Upper 
Waters 
~90 for 
5 years 
(renewed) 
" 
froll assessment 
~ from upper props. 
nets to be 
licenced, 
60 yards 
apart 
yes 
yes 
.suggested option 18.00 hOlJrs Saturday to 
18.00 bours Monday above Pertb Bridge. 
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Table 9,2 
lumber at Fishing Stat! ons in use on the River Tay 1897198 with number 
and type of net used (where known). and 1903 with taclrsllfln and 
stations worked 
St Obha 1 1 
Camps1e L1nn 
West Shot 
Others 
Athgll 
Burnmouth 
Stanley 
Lynedoch 
Hatton and Bether Bench1l 
Bertha 
Almondmouth 
Xansfield 
Above Woody Island 
Below Woody Island 
Parish of St Martins 
Bellymore 
)1u1rton 
Villowgate 
Burgh of Perth 
Incherrat 
)1111hurst 
Vennels§ 
Veal of the West§ 
Sleepless§ 
G1rdom 
14 Sh1ps 
Cally B. 
Bells Po1nU§ 
Friarton Sandsl§ 
Xoncriette 
Willowgate 
I1nfauns 
Glove 
R1bney and Dubslaw 
Tapp1e 
Pyeroad 
Stockgreen 
L1mehaugh 
Fancy§ 
Blacklug§ 
Upper Legmanl§ 
Lower Legman 1 § 
1897198 
Be 
BC 
Be 
BC 
Be 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
2NC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
2NC 
2NC 
NC 
BC 
NC 
2NC 
2NC 
3BC 
2NC 
31C 
2NC 
NC 
BC 
BC 
BC 
1903 
Iacksman 
TSF 
TSF 
TSF 
TSF 
Proprietor 
Banks 
Banks 
Banks 
Grieve 
Gr1eve 
TSP 
TSF 
TSP 
W 
W 
V 
V 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
w 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
W 
J 
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1897198 1903 
Ia~k~lllrJ.D. 
Langlaw 3NC W 
llldIl TSF 
Carfud 
Upper Mary 
Lower Mary 2NC 
Balhepburn 2NC 
Muirbead Crn.B. 2NC 
Rhynd Sands Crn.B. 2NC 
Cock B. 2NC W 
Rhynd caIrn Crn.B. 2NC 
Girnsl Crn.B. 2NC W 
IncllJI:11 TSF 
Hen'"' 
Xiddle Pow 2NC 
HurlcurP' B. 2NC 
Ford'" 2NC 
Venture and Ladyhole2 2NC W 
Segg1edeD TSF 
Flukle 3NC w 
fl:t!eux: TSF 
Korth Inch (Poldralt)~ NC W 
Chinglehead Crn.B. 2NC 
Rashbush 3NC W 
Calrnle 2NC 
Dadhead B. > 2NC 
~ Ships 
lugdrum TSF 
Reekit Lady Crn.B. 2NC W 
Lady 3NC W 
Carwhlp Crn.B. 2NC,2Hll 
Abernethy Crn.B. 2NC W 
Isle of Peat B. 2NC 
Wonder Crn. B. 2NC, 3 HI 
Gutterhole 31C W 
Bickerton 3HN 
Crombie PoInt 2HN 
Little Bank 2lIN 
Carpow Crn.B. 2NC 
Errel Estate TSF 
Beagle 2HN 
Gutter 
Jenny Lind 2HN 
Kerwhip 2HN 
Xclnnes' Bank 
Slerrlps 7HN 
Sure-as-Death 4HN 
flndex:lle Batl1te 
Clay Braes 2HN 
Gllderoy 3HN 
Pottie 
Balmbreich 
Back Beach 
Bell's Bank 
California 
Corbieden 
Dell-may-Care 
Dispute 
Dominie's Den 
Dovecot 
Durward's Scalp 
Fl1sk 
Haggis 
Hobby Horse 
Jock's Hole 
Peter's Gutter 
Powmouth 
Balmerina Estate 
Balmerina 
Horn 
laughtan Estate 
Jock's Hole 
Jlaughton Bank 
Peaseh1lls 
Birkhill Estate 
Blrkhlll 
Scroggle (Lang Craig) 
Vormit Bay 
Seaside Estate. 
Lower Carthagena 
Lower Needle 
Upper Carthagena 
Upper Needle 
Eppie's Taes 
Castle Huntly 
Channel Bank 
lJlnefteld Estate 
Klngoodie 
Dundee t Burgh of 
Craig (Harecralgs) 
Stanners 
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1897/98 
2HN 
6HN,lTl 
2HN 
3HN 
6RN,lTl 
6HN 
3HN 
3RN,lTl 
6RN 
7HN,lTI 
5HN,2TN 
3HN 
6HN 
6HN,lTl 
'lUI 
3HN 
6RN,lTN 
3RN,lTi 
4HN,lTl 
12HI 
4HN,lTll 
6HN,lTI 
2HN,lTN 
3HN, lTN 
6HN 
5HN 
6HN 
6HN 
4HN 
l2Hli 
10Hli",lTJ 
lOHI",lTW 
1903 
Tacksman 
TSF 
TSF 
TSF 
TSF 
TSF 
TSP 
TSP 
TSF 
Brougbt1 Ferry, Burgh Poltce Commissioners of TSF 
Broughty Castle 10HN4,lTN 
at Fort (Woodhayen) Estate. 
Woodhaven 6HN,lT1 
TSF 
v 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
Iayfield 
Tayfield 
ScQtscraig Estate 
Scotscraig 
Estate not JrnOlm. 
Pate 
Skin tbe Goat 
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1897/98 
20Hlf,6T1f 
3HN 
1903 
Tacksman 
TSF 
TSF 
TSF 
w 
w 
Totals for 1897/98: 90 sweep nets, 244 bang nets and 24 toot nets. 
Abbreviat1oru:l 
ern: fishing cairn 
B: Bermony boat 
IC: net & coble 
HI: hang net 
Tll: toot net 
TSF: all estate flsh1ngs let to Tay 
Salmon Fisberies Co. 
W: worked by tacksmen or proprietors. 
fFormerly belonging to Moncrieffe, but purchased by Perth Town Council 
after Sir Thomas Moncrlefte bad taken them to court over the effluent 
from Perth sewers damaging his f1shings (see Chapter Ten, note 16). 
§·The fishings were wrought about 4 hours on Monday mornings 
from about the middle of April to the end of the season. I consider 
this eqUivalent to 2 nets wrought for the entire week by 7 men." 
Comment by George Maxwell, senior. 
Sources 1897/98 column: ValuatIon Rolls, for the estates and stations 
above Perth. The Hang Net Case, No. 528 of Process, II "Names of 
Fishing Stations from Mugdrum Island to Ferry-Port-on-Tay - with 
numbers of HaIJ[jlfets and Toot-and-Haul-.ets used at each." The Hang 
Het Case, No. 540 of Process, III "Table of Fishing Stations on the 
Tay between Newburgh llnd Perth, produced by George Maxwell, senior." 
){axwell's table involves the number of stations for summer 1897 and 
spring 1898. There are eleven stations which are on the summer 1897 
list and not on the spring 1898 list, and one station (Ford) which is 
on the spring 1898 list llnd not on the summer 1897 list. As some 
stations habitually did not "go out" until the summer, there is no 
discrepancy between the two years apart from the Ford station, which 
has been included. 
1903 column: the Valuation Rolls, and table 9.4 
1. Let jointly by Kinfauns and Elcho. 
2. Let jOintly by Inchyra and KinfauDs. 
3. Almost certainly only worked on Monday morning similarly to 
Vennels, etc. 
4. The Stanners, the Craig and Broughty Castle are shown as having 
a combined total of 30 hang nets. 
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Table 9.4 
~~aduce of the IaJ SalmeD E1ahe~1ea CnDpaDJ. 1903-19U 
]903 ]904 1 ~Q5 
Sa lion Grill! Trout Sa lID on Gr llsl Trout Sallon Grilse Trout 
Lynn' 336 3 
Westy2 963 342 40 
Burnmouth 204 2 1 
Shnley 194 1,101 5 890 12 
Bench1l 339 5 
Hatton 26 22 22 
Almondllouth 272 184 246 84 109 69 129 
(North) Inch 322 86 367 *181 *80 *388 151 59 
Vennell 103 73 394 
lJul2 223 20 1,159 73 192 2,236 160 202 1,824 
Lyah· 29 10 56 26 17 49 8 4 10 
Stock green 1,065 530 162 578 696 381 932 715 986 
Pyerod- 2,702 1,612 1,471 1,152 1,604 1,785 2,286 2,121 2,192 
Girdoa 73 57 1 31 15 4 41 41 5 
hppie 19 5 1 338 331 304 13 21 23 
Fuddle- 6 1 
lncherrat 1,398 876 27 1,074 439 91 977 384 207 
l'Iary 26 22 2 90 163 269 506 611 950 
Flukie 2,860 1,526 148 1,825 1,304 914 2,330 1,580 1,340 
Venture 2,852 1,697 174 2,131 1,908 1,010 2,4U 1,531 2,143 
Langln 31 19 2 343 527 141 32 29 6 
Balhepburn 5 
Cock 521 382 139 U9 898 849 637 789 1,04.5 
Gi rnal 3S4 310 49 1 19 
Bush7 1,785 1,370 174 1,756 1,891 348 2,424 1,925 526 
Earnmouth 234 181 571 177 226 922 285 430 810 
Careyhole 34 50 282 44 78 363 55 118 328 
Abernethy (Bank) 242 387 236 287 515 570 390 599 400 
Gutterhole 261 365 723 217 304 1,361 334 438 849 
Reekit Lady 361 279 311 259 328 . 730 401 535 638 
Lady 14 6 1 
Skin- 214 236 709 251 254 1,307 339 342 859 
Jockshoh 185 199 707 177 180 1,292 298 368 612 
Sleerlps 165 76 1,217 125 142 1,377 
Dovecot 190 132 897 206 238 2,064 365 478 1,168 
0111' 186 107 513 221 227 1,249 421 447 521 
Duth'O 21 23 19 
Scaup" 188 111 948 191 174 1,208 346 429 568 
Taes Bank u 179 121 348 284 182 510 433 363 266 
Nudll 101 64 373 110 74 377 396 391 240 
Flhk Point 81 58 727 95 88 1,058 170 166 593 
Corbil Den 219 113 777 183 108 917 336 228 462 
Birkh111 434 192 404 318 180 617 392 252 287 
Blrkhl11 (lowlr) 53 40 22 37 27 6 
Scotscnig 501 233 119 372 395 64 
Barry 242 104 97 
Channel Bank 11 3 43 
Naughton (Bank) 9 7 8 2 
Hobbie '2 29 19 22 90 104 109 
Peter'l Guttlr 93 80 60 
Wonder 3 
Haggis 3 2 
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table 9.4 (continued) 
1~Q3 1~Q4 l~QS 
Sa lion Gr i lse Trout Sa lion Grilse Trout Sallon Grille Trout 
Flukie & Venture Lower Crew 2 4 5 
Trouting Crew(s) 91 94 2,197 587 635 3,030 
Fish Boat Crew 33 26 152 116 96 35 
Totall 20,645 H,594 20,291 
12,076 13,543 16,976 
14,260 27,195 23,801 
Sallon + Grilse 32,721 28,137 37,267 
Aggregate 46,981 55,332 61,068 
Number of 
fishlngs/stations 43 39 41 
fwi th Venne Is. 
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Iable 9.§. (continued) 
I~Q& I~QZ I~Qa 
Sa lion 6rll11 Trout Sallon Grilli Trout Sallon Grilse Trout 
Stanley 1,303 2 6 974 2 704 14 
Allllondiiouth 76 74 52 11 lS9 552 
(North) Inch 198 38 201 I 64 
Vennels 42 49 215 S3 22 liS 35 12 26 
Weal 148 337 1,482 72 18 1,481 80 83 1,321 
Lyra!e 60 11 lS8 100 62 502 162 230 427 
Stock green 781 635 429 842 400 265 637 3S7 517 
pyerod 1,743 2,047 1,146 1,981 1,045 261 1,185 923 962 
Girdol 69 67 8 U 36 5 23 11 8 
TIppie 64 176 21 17 2 14 9 5 
Incherrat 1,275 703 163 1,495 352 541 687 196 430 
l'Iary 152 323 U6 123 169 33 37 72 79 
Flukle 2,273 1,623 734 2,946 987 565 1,684 695 878 
Venture 1,991 1,376 1,047 2,662 985 956 1,388 626 1,158 
Langlaw 10 48 17 30 20 9 11 14 12 
Hurly" 30 29 12 
Cock 415 565 1,063 431 393 650 342 417 587 
Girnal 209 402 133 496 423 493 296 368 150 
Bush 1,616 1,481 342 2,098 1,122 377 1,112 819 593 
Earnmouth 321 338 415 296 231 978 133 138 380 
Careyhole 49 46 406 79 79 203 34 n 164 
Ab.rn.thy (Bank) 229 422 234 346 290 295 177 285 226 
Wonder 17 31 60 lU 104 1,946 
Gutterhole 272 328 965 96 105 321 
Reeklt Lady 285 363 604 299 226 461 198 228 434 
Skin 250 230 663 226 191 1,045 160 146 1,202 
Jockshole 193 141 621 97 101 208 36 42 26 
Sleerips 1 17 103 47 1,722 171 124 1,035 
Dovecot 82 66 1,343 238 154 1,468 192 217 517 
Haggis 26 16 352 34 25 325 
Deil 74 79 297 355 215 1,052 309 265 445 
Death 46 43 321 39 18 759 
Scaup 101 68 557 331 177 1,155 201 184 359 
Tlls Bank 262 200 278 294 149 756 188 122 211 
Carthiela 166 92 108 49 31 19 
Needle 202 151 276 283 110 1,068 240 120 673 
LHtle Needle 16 10 16 13 10 10 
Fllsk Point 38 37 635 8 6 229 
Corbie Den 170 132 715 292 110 882 197 112 420 
8i rkhi 11 339 244 500 S24 151 829 413 168 445 
Bl rkhll1 (lower) 47 14 2 
Sluhle 3 S 6 
1'1 ill hunt 3 1 2 
Carpow 6 14 5 
Scotscnig 364 270 84 123 136 79 34 27 11 
Channel Bank 1 2 
Hobbit 39 24 34S 
LeglUn 13 25 
Troutlng Crew(I' 98 96 1,835 136 146 3,838 
Fish Bolt Cr.w 45 20 19 36 2S 32 10 10 
Table 9,4 (continued) 
1906 
Sahon Grilli 
Totall 15,776 
13,272 
Salmon + Grilse 29,048 
Aggregate 47,594 
Number of 
fishings'stltions 45 
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1907 
Trout Salmon GrillI 
19,054 
18,546 
27,818 
41 
8,764 
50,846 
1908 
Trout Sahon 
11,516 
23,028 
18,786 
Gr i lie Trout 
7,270 
18,138 
36,924 
36 
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Iable 9.~ (continued) 
]909 1910 1911 
SalMon GrUse Trout Sa lion Grilse Trout Sahon Grilse Trout 
Lynn 113 12 183 1 139 
Bell Vlore 202 15 293 42 3 178 3 4 
Burnmouth 5 1 38 
Westshot 939 206 52 759 208 34 745 113 52 
Stanley 3 
Benchll 7 20 
Horsey 335 154 64 97 17 3 16 4S 35 
Almondllouth 101 13 252 210 57 3305 124 28 277 
Cleekull 535 190 802 355 129 22 243 68 240 
Vennell 6 21 53 
Weal 244 297 1,198 
Weal • LYlLie 200 47 530 554 364 1,365 
Stock green 1,160 681 509 533 43 328 
pyerod 2,240 2,219 1,216 2,500 1,654 679 1,740 1,295 1,402 
Gi rdoll 35 87 1 27 32 5 4 19 5 
Tappie 96 30 1 67 40 10 36 3 
lncheru\ 551 292 168 1,292 365 285 627 99 
l'Iary 198 329 296 169 157 179 342 339 777 
Flukie 2,494 1,458 645 3,597 1,716 527 2,231 838 751 
Venture 2,478 1,607 1,033 3,584 1,583 906 2,086 720 1,474 
Langlaw 16 22 21 26 42 4 5 13 15 
Cock 608 1,044 484 549 587 597 539 483 484 
Gi rnil 61 98 14 139 229 202 
Bush 893 1,351 293 860 999 180 358 645 143 
Earnllouth 342 381 543 252 243 516 239 217 593 
Careyhole 94 133 199 62 76 127 42 43 257 
Carpow 214 160 70 147 201 785 
Abernethy (Bank) 357 593 351 356 526 148 205 314 291 
Wonder 99 75 25 
GuHerhole 178 134 34 162 191 831 
Reeki\ Lady 452 550 740 395 467 285 253 345 518 
Skin 278 298 1,551 
Sleerips 12 
Dovecot 41 297 734 163 130 563 328 309 683 
Haggis 392 323 721 274 286 1,039 
Deil 622 426 679 US 92 467 378 276 361 
Death 34 38 50 85 86 258 
Domi nit I s Den 2 3 
Scaup 689 587 674 121 122 487 356 377 290 
Taes Bank 344 232 359 2H 191 230 261 207 334 
Carthit 113 85 58 17 9 95 90 98 140 
Needle 130 96 219 276 195 228 
Little Needle SO 38 9 
Flhk Poin~ 300 156 926 6 8 740 41 40 383 
Lower FI ilk 27 17 3 
Corbie Den 299 154 555 170 120 575 418 249 300 
Blrkhill 675 313 261 359 251 363 854 358 213 
Blrkhill (lower) 187 129 217 175 94 23 
Lowenhot 17 17 18 
Vnthank 49 48 64 
Troutlng Crew(l) 561 464 3,478 263 263 2,673 416 299 2,584 
Fhh Boat Crew 85 21 14 140 34 17 
Purchases 808 51 80 751 66 26 
table 9,4 (continued) 
1909 
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1910 
Salllon Grilli Trout Sallon GrUu 
Totall 17,969 
14,301 
Salmon + Grils. 32,270 
Aggregate 50,261 
Number of 
f15hings/stltions 39 
20,387 
17,991 
32,OSI 
37 
11 ,664 
45,481 
J 911 
Trout Sallon 
16,642 
13,430 
26,311 
Grilse Trout 
9,669 
18,836 
4S,U7 
42 
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Iable 9.~ (continued) 
1~IZ U13 1~14 
Salllon Grilli Trout Sal ilion Grille Trout Sallon Gr II Ie Trout 
Lynn 263 1 237 1 
BallYlore 441 11 2 370 327 1 
Burnllouth 18 177 16 
Wutshol 668 230 74 1,130 48 12 494 122 35 
Shnley 40 30 
Benchil 15 
Horsey 251 1 
Aliliondilouth 163 59 522 106 14 321 60 6 145 
Cleekull 344 95 248 132 25 67 220 86 467 
Vennels 3 26 56 10 12 41 
Weal 4 4 33 86 19 187 
LYllie 715 406 932 358 246 426 544 223 661 
Stock green 441 5 158 523 10 86 990 8 362 
Pyerod 2,145 1,279 930 1,788 911 445 2,322 940 1,142 
l'Iillhurst 16 12 91 
)ncherrat 629 102 76 1.307 110 110 890 9 107 
l'Iary 331 210 317 145 165 66 338 268 357 
Flukie 2,581 996 549 3,324 497 200 2,325 486 585 
Venture 2,540 811 763 3,266 540 391 2,269 482 967 
Cock 521 515 485 288 322 211 474 298 603 
Girnal 176 299 95 191 256 117 309 289 245 
Bush 460 633 151 1,179 506 141 770 571 307 
Cairnle 2 
Earnaouth 263 113 432 146 80 338 195 127 454 
Careyhole 49 39 224 45 34 lOG 53 23 147 
Carpow 247 220 299 181 147 270 224 125 542 
Abernethy (Bank) 173 262 164 192 163 112 174 147 123 
Wonder 3 4 
Gutterhole 181 151 223 147 104 179 
Reekit Lady 303 354 311 510 321 682 320 205 438 
Sleerips 53 32 135 401 193 860 198 62 950 
Dovecot 188 93 694 533 188 457 260 86 610 
Haggis 199 147 730 471 218 623 309 86 1,038 
Jockshole 15 22 124 26 24 184 
Deil 170 92 524 355 184 320 226 64 539 
Death 206 lOG 17G 97 27 342 
Scaup 179 110 470 331 162 266 213 72 551 
Scaup 11 60 30 13 
Taes Bank 147 96 294 238 89 247 108 33 278 
earthit 2 6 29 15 23 
Needle 251 149 138 
Flisk Point 12 16 761 99 32 539 SO 12 793 
Lower Fli sk SI 10 11 
Corbit Den 228 104 452 346 75 274 251 48 562 
Blrkhill 606 260 432 577 91 234 668 89 317 
Blrkhl11 (lower) 97 19 32 132 16 83 
Unthank 129 36 112 153 37 174 
Back Beach 84 55 49 
Crown 1 " 137 1,409 746 268 202 1 ,815 256 395 
Trouting Cr.w(l) 241 160 3,276 23 I 223 108 38 1,652 
Fish Boat Crew 124 55 32 71 9 13 58 5 12 
Purchull 665 88 701,145 11 241 1,098 18 180 
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Table 9.j ~!::cn:t1 nlJedJ 
1~1Z 1~13 l~U 
Salllon 6r111e Trout SallDon Gr i lse Trout Sallon Gr i lse Trout 
Totals 17,146 21,559 19,307 
8,192 6,359 5,U9 
16,395 9,409 16,571 
Salraon + GrOse 25,339 27,919 24,756 
Aggregate 41,733 37,327 41,327 
Number of 
fishings/ltations 37 45 37 
1. Campsie Linn. 2. West Shot. 3. Weal of the West. 4. L1mehaugh. 5. 
Pyeroad. 6. Carfud. 7. Deil-rna-Care. 8. Eppie's Taes. 9. Rashbush. 
10. Sure as Death. 11. Durward' a Scalp. 12. Sk1n the Goat. 13. Hobby 
Horae Bank. 14. Hurlcairn or Hurlcurle. 15. Carthagena Bank. 16. TSF 
ahared the tacks of the War Department' a fiahings at Broughty Castle and 
Buddon with Joseph Johnston & Sons, these are probably the fishings refered 
to. The Crown also owned the fishings of Powgavie and Unthank (see Valuation 
Rolls). 
N.B. "Trout" refera to sea trout. 
Source: Tay Salmon Fisheries Company's records, per Ian Mitchell, Esq. 
CHAPTHR THI' 
FULL CIRCLE 
I - The Elgin Commission 
The Elgin Commission was appointed on 17th March 1900 to consider 
the causes affecting the yield of the salmon fisheries in England, Vales 
and Scotland, the operation and influence of the present methods of 
fishing, the extent to which the fish had access to the upper waters, the 
protection of spawning fish and fry, the cultivation and protection of 
the stock, and whether any changes in the current laws relating to salmon 
fishing were desirable. The Commission's remit covered all of mainland 
Britain, but many of the matters it was concerned with were present on 
the Tay. The resulting ElEIln Report is timed very conveniently for any 
stUdy concerned with salmon fishing during the nineteenth century, coming 
as it does at the very end of that period, and its contents give an 
insight into the then current views regarding the salmon fisheries - both 
the problems and the perceived remedies1 • As the ray was one of the 
most important salmon rivers, a proportion of the evidence applied 
specifically to it. 
In his evidence to the Commission, W.L. Calderwood made it clear 
that disharmony within District Boards was not confined to the ray. 
Tht hiltory of 10.t Boardl leeml tvtn to Iho~ that becausl a 
proposal for tht illproveunt of the fish.ries .manates frOID 
one section of proprhtorl, the othlr Slction It onc. OppOSIS 
the proposal, believing it in lome way to be Idverse to their 
own inhrestl, a 
Calderwood saw the differences between groups of proprietors as being 
essentially artificial, emerging and becoming accentuated when the rentals 
of one group rose disproportionately above those of another. His 
solution was one in which the entire fisheries of a river were in the 
hands of one proprietor (or co-ordinated group). 
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In casel luch al thele the interests of the fllheries can be 
cOlllpletely, or IlmOlt cOlllpletely guarded, One method of 
fishing need not be carried on to the detrhent of another 
method; .. , the uount of fishing cln be regulated; If' 
It is worthy of re.ark, although not perhaps surprising, that 
rivers which are controlled by individual interests in thh 
way Ire III maintained in I high state of efficiency,a 
In terms of the Tay, Calderwood's observations were remarkably prescient, 
Accord1ng to Sir Robert Koncrieffe of Koncrieffe, dissension within 
District Salmon Fishery Boards was caused chiefly by the methods adopted 
for the election of members. 
Inlt.ld of having upper Ind low.r propri.torl, whol' interestl 
lIust be antagonistic, it would be far better if the Boards 
lrIere elected by the Secretary of State for Scotllnd, or in 
some other way - any way but the upper and 10lrler proprietors, 
so that the river could be treated for the fhh Ind not for 
the different interests IS it is done now, It 11 111 I 
question very much of upper and lower interestl, You never 
get thelll to see eye to eye,6 
As a further illustration of the unsatisfactory nature of the status quo, 
Xoncrieffe pointed out that from 1890 to 1899 the Chairman of the Tay 
District Board had been Edmund Paterson Balfour Hay of Mugdrum, who by 
virtue of owning both the Carpow and Mugdrum estates was then the 
proprietor with the largest rental. However, throughout that time 
Balfour Hay had been confined in a lunatic asylumS. 
The Commission's conclusion on the matter of the diversity of 
interest between upper and lower propr1etors was that this arose when 
the line between the two was inappropriately drawn, as it was on the Tay. 
'" the seplnte .lection of the ho parts of the Boudl 
divides into two districts, and it lIay be, hostile call1ps, and 
increlles the difficuHy of taking Iny stePI to lIIprove the 
condition of the rivlr, frolll the suspicion uHh which one 
lid. regards propollll emanating from the other,C 
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To blame dissension among the fishing proprietors solely on, for 
example, the composition of the Tay District Board Is, however, to 
oversimplify. While the composition of the Board certainly perpetuated 
dissension, it did not originate it. The origins of dissension on the 
Tay predated the formation of the Board and can be traced back to the 
tlme of the Stake Net Cause, which created two groups with opposed 
interests. The history of the Tay fisheries during the nineteenth 
century suggests that it mattered not that the 1862 Act divided river 
proprietors into two groups when there were three groups on the Tay, nor 
that the line between upper and lower was inappropriate, but rather that 
the Elgin Commission were seeking a chimera in thinking a forum could 
be devised wherein the conflicting interests would be reconciled. 
Reconciliation implies compromise, and compromise was not given 
consideration by any of the participants in the Tay salmon fisheries. 
In the light of these implacable attitudes, the differences between the 
participants were too great to be solved by any representat1ve body, 
which would either have been dominated by one group, as was the case on 
the Tay, or' have been in permanent stalemate if the groups had been 
evenly balanced. 
The solution to the discord was to make the differences that 
separated the groups, irrelevant, which is what the syndication of the 
fisheries ' achieved. The key to the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company's 
acceptance by proprietors was rentals, it became established because it 
offered rentals that were roughly double those offered previously? For 
the Company, the high rentals had two purposes: to ensure that the tacks 
came into its hands, but also to persuade proprietors to accept long 
leases - nineteen years appears to have been the normal period. Once 
the Company was established on these terms, then its virtual monopoly 
allowed decisive and effective un1lateral action. Its policies ,to, deal 
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with the widely perceived threat of over-fishing by reducing the length 
of the netting season and the number of stations fished, further enhanced 
its acceptance by the proprietors, because the proprietors too had been 
concerned over these matters. The Company's acceptance was no less 
because the shorter season and fewer fishing stations were introduced 
with no reduction in rentals. Within the commercial milieu of the times 
this was turning convention on its head for it meant substituting 
monopoly for competition. But the experience of the Tay salmon 
fisheries pointed to competitive exploitation of a renewable resource as 
being unsatisfactory for all concerned. The actions of a monopolist 
company, at least at -its inception, appeared to have been much more 
satisfactory for the prospects of that resource. 
Al though the conservational policies adopted by the Tay Salmon 
Fisheries Company were consonent with those advocated by the Elg1n 
Report. the Company was operating for two years before the Report was 
published. Thus the Elgin Re~ may be seen as endorsing the 
Company's policies rather than being their source. However, although the 
policies followed by the Company must be assumed to have been acceptable 
to the Elgin Commission, the Elg1n Re~ did not find in favour of river 
net fisheries. Previous Commissions and Reports had been unable to 
resolve the relative merits of net & coble and coastal nets. The Elg1n 
Report. however, grasped the nettle. It noted that on rivers such as the 
Forth and the Tay, net & coble fishing, particularly on the non-tidal 
stretches of the rivers, had been regarded as the prinCipal cause of a 
decline in produce. Indeed, they were of the opinion that the damage 
done by the river nets could not be overstated and that the main catch of 
fish for the market came from the coastal nets. While admitting that a 
large catch by river nets was not necessarily a sign of over-netting, the 
Report observed that if a proportion of each run of salmon were to be 
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allowed to ascend the river, and if the rod fishers were to be adequately 
provided for, then there would have to be a reduction in the river net 
fisheriesa • The Report summarised the case as follows: 
We think that there are undoubtedly rivers where the 
netting is carried on in the lanner at present pursued [which] 
is injurious to the fisheries II a whole, There are four 
points on whi ch we base thil cone lusion, viz.: 
1. A filling off in upper waters, In the absence of 
reliable statistics on which we have already commented, eXlct 
proof is Imponible, but the very positive shtements found 
throughout the evidence, Englhh Ind Scottish, clnnot III be 
explained away and Justify the cllim to consideration. 
2, A filling off in net fisheries, especially as evidenced 
by the decrease in the number of licences issued by cerhin 
boards in England and Wales, 
3, Evidence that fish have not IccelS to the upper waters 
until after the nets are Off. 
4, Evidence of the lmprovement which has occurred in the 
fisheries where regulations hive allowed of a portion of every 
run of fish to have accesl to the upper waters,· 
This pronouncement suggests that views such as those of W.L. Calderwood 
carried weight with the Commission. He thought "the practice in 
Scotland of catching salmon in the sea by means of fixed nets is without 
doubt the method of all others for supplying the market."lO Nor did he 
think the "reductions" adopted on, for example, the Tay above Campsie 
Linn, where groups of proprietors undertook not to let ,their net flshings 
in return for agreed compensation, satisfactory as it took but one 
proprietor not complying to nullify the desired effect. Instead, he 
suggested that powers be vested in District Boards to buy off netsll. 
The Commission were also influenced by the arguments in favour of the 
coastal nets provided in a Xe2IIartJlJdUJII submitted by nine "principal 
tacksmen"l:a. The gist of which was that not only did the coastal nets 
supply salmon in the best condition, but allowed salmon to reach the 
rivers in "large quantities", though they did not explain how this last 
desirable result came about.l:a 
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On the matter of natural obstructions, Calderwood in his evidence 
to the Elgin· Commission considered that the Fishery Board for Scotland 
or District Boards should have the power to remove these. He mentioned 
in particular the Falls of Tummel, which if altered to allow fish to pass 
would permit access to a further 30 miles of river and 20,000 acres of 
lochsl". The Tay District Board had been notably unsuccessful in 
dealing with obstructions to the passage of salmon, either natural or 
artificial. The Falls of Tummel remained unaltered and the Duppl1n 
cruive was still in existence, though it had been made passable for fish. 
In regard to the former, the EJ.s1n Report recommended that powers be 
vested in District Boards to have natural obstructions removed if the 
landowners involved were not prepared to take action, and in the latter 
case the construction of a fish pass should be mandatory. 
Other suggestions made in the EJ.s1n Report'" included the creation 
of a central authority for salmon fisheries to cover the United Kingdom, 
which, among other matters, would have had powers to collect statistics 
and initiate research into the natural history of the salmon: the 
adoption of a uniform annual close-time throughout the United Kingdom 
from 27th August to 10th February (the dates then applying on the Tay) 
and a 46 hour weekly slap from noon on Saturday until noon on Honday: 
and endorsement of a recommendation by the recent se~~ D1sposal 
Commission in favour of separate bodies under the aegis of a ·Supreme 
Rivers Authority· to deal with the problems of pollution1s • 
Apart from the innately controversial recommendation about 
reducing netting in rivers, most of the proposals of the E1R1n Report 
would have been acceptable to the various interests on the Tay, especially 
as they coincided to such an extent with the spirit of the policies being 
followed by the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company. However, it did not give 
rise to any legislation and its significance is as a record of opinions 
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and proposals about the salmon fisheries at the end of the nineteenth 
century. The reason for there being no legislation remains obscure. 
Those concerned with river net fisheries would be aware of the proposals 
by such influential persons as V.L. Calderwood which were contrary to 
their interests. Forewarned, it is not too difficult to imagine that a 
river lobby was mobilised to prevent legislation emerging, just as the 
coastal net interest had prevented legislation affecting them being 
incorporated in the 1862 Act. However, although it may have been river 
interests that frustrated legislation, it was a particular river interest 
in the form of the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company which initiated a ~ime 
more beneficial to the interests of the salmon fisheries than any which 
had preceded it during the previous 100 years. 
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II - The Salmon Stack 
The view that the salmon stock of the River Tay was under threat 
from over-fishing had been widespread for over one hundred years when 
the E~in Report was issued. This opinion was still widely, though not 
unanimously held, as the evidence made plain. As it had been such a 
consistent theme throughout the nineteenth century, it is necessary to 
return to it once more. Various witnesses from the Tay gave their 
opinions on the matter. A relatively independent view was that of 
Alexander Lumsden, superintendent of the watchers. He explained that he 
had no statistics about catches as tacksmen were frightened to let anyone 
know the size of their catches, "because they were afraid their rent 
might be put up." Each tacksman pretended that he got less than he 
actually caught "so that he might get his fishings cheaper the following 
season." Lumsden's own opinion was that the fall off in catches was 
more claimed than actual. 
'" every year except 1885 has been said to b. the worst year 
there has been. To hear the tacksilen speak you would think 
that every year was worse than all preceding years, If they 
have a good take they will say they had nothing the wtlk 
before, '" you cannot believe one word these fellows say. 
1 understand that you say that in your opinion the fishing has 
fallen off? 
That it ~ust based on thil, that everyone il tilling II' 10. 
Th.rl il any amount of lallon in the River Tay at the preslnt 
1I0ment, No one need say that it is understocked, SOllie 
Sllsonl are bettlr than otherl, but 1 think that as a general 
aVlrag. there il vlry little chang.,'7 
Commander Maitland Dougall, RN, of Scotscraig also thought that 
the supply of fish from the Tay was much as it had always been, though 
there was less from individual fisheries" •. He went on to observe that 
compared to fifty years before, the number of coastal nets had increased 
twelve-fold, and if the fish were caught on the coast "they probably 
won't be caught in the river." 1 9 Maitland Dougall was quite convinced 
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that there was nothing preventing sufficient salmon reaching the redds to 
spawn, and he quoted the evidence of Lumsden to the effect that "there 
are as many smolts in the upper river now as there ever had been."20 
Alexander Speedie, who had operated both coastal and river fishings:21, 
argued that for the Scotch salmon fisheries overall, there had been no 
decline in the catch of salmon. 
That fishermln [both rod fisherl Ind net filhers] coaplain of 
the III50n being bad il well known, but they have alwaYI done 
that since ever I knew what a rod or net was, '" Angling 
rents are about doubll what they wlrl on the Tay 20 yelrs ago, 
which proves at Iny rate that the fishing hal not fallen off, 
The City of Perth fishings were let lalt week [November 1900] 
at an increased rent, I believe at present there il a boo. in 
fl5hings, and those interested want the net fishing industry 
to look as bad is POll fble 1 The year before last the rod 
fishing on the Tay was one of the best that have been for 
years,zz 
A directly contrary view was put to the Elgin Commission by 
P .D. Malloch, managing director of the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company, 
though his attention was particularly directed at events since 1888. He 
believed that there had been a great decrease of salmon in the Tay for 
three reasons: (i) disease (unspecified), which had been virulent in 1882 
and 1883; (ii) the increased number of hang nets (these had been declared 
illegal just prior to the Elgin Commission beginning its work); and in 
particular, (111) the extension of the netting season in 1888 from 20th 
to 26th August. Malloch believed that the hang nets had increased in 
number until 1898, so that any fish in the estuary waiting for a spate to 
lead them up the river were caught before they could get further. Such 
fish as did avoid capture by the hang nets and ascended during the 
weekly slap could get no higher than the middle reaches of the river 
where they were caught on the Monday - this is recognisable as the 
opinion of someone connected with the upper river, as Malloch had been 
through his business of letting of rod fishings. However, the extension 
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of the netting season to 26th August in 1888 had, in Malloch's opinion, 
been the most damaging factor. 
Thil need not be wondered It, About the 20th August the 
great run of fish takes p11C11 I 1m under the mark when I SlY 
during the list six days of the season 8,000 fish have been 
clught each year. This has been the leans of decrelsing the 
number of spawning fllh, and Ilso curtailing the extent of 
spawning ground. aa 
Malloch provided some rental evidence to the Elgin Commission to back up 
his assertions. 
Slnc. leSe thl optn IIlIon for ntt fllhlng hll betn frOID 
11th February to 26th August. Whd has been the relult of 
this extension on the rental? In 1887 it was £22,143, in 1888 
£19,655. With the exception of 1893 it hal gone down, in 1897 
to £17,869, in 1895 to £17,090. This faillng off 11 the 
result of going back to the old tille. The rental of 1897, 
£17,869 clnnot be cOlpared with the 1897 rentll of £22,143, 
because the rod rentll during thlt time hid greltly increlsed, 
in sOle clses two or three hundred per cent., besidel numbers 
of unlet flshingl are now entered in the V,Ju,Uon RoJJ It I 
higher rent, which would bring the rental down to £14,000 
instead of £17,869 3s. 4d. - prlctically the sime II 1861 when 
the nets fished till the 26th August. a• 
Xalloch's conviction about the ill effects of the extension of the netting 
season was quite genuine, for he was instrumental in the Tay Salmon 
Fisheries Company's decision voluntarily to take six days off the netting 
season to preserve the salmon stock after it had gained control of the 
river2li. Malloch claimed that he had observed a great falling off in 
the number of fish on the redds, in the number of kelts, and in the 
number of fish caught, "more especially in spring and summer; up till the 
end of July the decrease has been enormous."2- He noted further 
contributory factors in improvements in the methods of fishing, increased 
pollution, and the abstraction of water by commerCial firms. 
A scientific view was put by Professor William McIntosh of the 
University of St Andrews. He said that he was very sceptical of the 
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various assertions that had been made about the salmon since the 
Committee of 1827, because it was in the nature of things that there 
should be considerable variations in catches at different times, and 
citing statistics about very large or very small quantities in isolation 
did not prove anything27. Professor McIntosh recommended that there 
should be an official collection of statistics about salmon catches: "how 
is the Government to get any reliable data without statistics? I have 
just mentioned already the hopeless confusion we are in when we depend 
upon the statements of witnesses concerning diminution or increase."2. 
The persons mentioned were not the only ones to give evidence to 
the Elgin Commission about the produce of the Tay, but they are 
sufficient to cover the range of opinion. The scientist, McIntosh, was 
not prepared to commit himself regarding changes in the salmon stock 
without any statistical evidence. Lumsden and Commander Maitland 
Dougall took matters at face value and concluded that things were much as 
they had been. Malloch's case is more interesting because he raised 
again the question of the length of the netting season, an issue almost 
unique in that, during the 1850s, it had exercised the river proprietors 
sufficiently for them take jOint action to extend the close-time. On 
this second occasion the concern was that the salmon were not being 
allowed to disseminate throughout the river system because of the effect 
of the nets at a particular time of the year - late August. In the 
1650s, when the extended netting season had been in operation for over 
twenty years, the concern was with the fall off in catches at the 
fisheries. However, these concerns are sequential, for less breeding 
salmon ultimately leads to less salmon being caught. A concern about 
the erosion of the salmon stock was clearly still present, although not 
so universally held as it had been in the past. The question of whether 
this concern was justified will be returned to in the next chapter. 
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Table 10,1 
Indexed Rentals of the River Tar Fisheries 1863 to 1900 - Some Propgrtigns 
Rentals Proportion Rentals Proportion Rentals Proportion 
above of Total between of Total between of Total 
Campsie Rentals Camps1e Rentals Newburgh Rentals 
Linn Linn and and Estuary 
Newburgh Limit 
(t> (%) (t) (%) (t) (%) 
1863 863 6,00 10,938 76,08 1,212 8,43 
1864 1,530 9.05 11,983 70.86 1,930 11.41 
1865 1,326 8.20 11,770 72,82 1,844 11. 41 
1866 1,243 8.11 11,275 73,60 1,632 10,66 
1867 1,332 8,38 12,058 75.84 1,346 8.46 
1868 1,387 8.50 11,809 72.39 1,531 9.38 
1869 1,381 8.55 11,344 70.23 1,746 10.81 
1870 1,318 8.27 11,338 71. 18 1,716 10,77 
1871 1,543 9.95 10,650 68.70 1,845 11. 90 
1872 1,414 9.98 9,576 67.57 1,587 11. 20 
1873 1,835 11. 52 10,556 66.28 1,736 10.90 
1874 1,814 10.63 11,378 66.67 1,923 11. 27 
1875 3,278 17.73 11,591 62.68 1,981 10.71 
1876 2,608 15.05 11,136 64.25 2,084 12.03 
1877 3,008 15.52 12,517 64.58 2,169 11.19 
1878 3,046 14.66 13,683 65.87 2,048 9.86 
1879 3,264 14.59 14,501 64.83 2,406 10.76 
1880 2,833 12.58 15,035 66.77 2,431 10.80 
1881 2,610 13.33 12,480 63.74 2,373 12.12 
1882 2,277 12.56 11,839 65.29 2,114 11.66 
1883 2,530 15.09 10,373 61. 87 2,041 12.17 
1884 2,694 13.43 13,060 65.11 2,304 11.49 
1885 2,770 12.35 14,960 66.68 2,418 10.78 
1886 3,220 12.00 18,207 67.85 2,811 10.47 
1887 3,559 12.70 18,432 65.76 3,029 10.81 
1888 3,747 15.44 15,075 62.13 2,670 11. 01 
1889 3,560 16.66 12,446 58.26 2,502 11.71 
1890 3,722 16.92 12,657 57.53 2,694 12.24 
1891 3,694 17.57 11,696 55.64 2,724 12.96 
1892 3,575 15.98 13,240 59.18 2,754 12.31 
1893 4,240 16.95 14,217 56.83 3,391 13.56 
1894 4,525 18.49 12,999 53,12 3,406 13.92 
1895 4,757 20.88 11,512 50.52 2,763 12.12 
1896 5,132 21,21 12,111 50.23 3,134 12.95 
1897 4,919 20.37 12,349 51.14 3,139 13.00 
1898 5,419 19.05 15,789 55,51 3,423 12,03 
1899 5,796 18.82 17,063 55.40 4,014 13.03 
1900 5,227 17.85 16,409 56.03 3,917 13.38 
[over 
Tay Rentals by Proportion 1882-1900. 
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Table 10.1 (continued) 
Rentals Proportion Rentals Proportion 
below of Total of Upper of Total 
Estuary Rentals Earn Rentals 
Limit 
(~) (%) (~) (%) 
1863 1,089 7.57 275 1.91 
1864 1,121 6.63 347 2.05 
1865 992 6.14 186 1.15 
1866 1,029 6.72 141 0.92 
1867 1,026 6.46 138 0.87 
1868 1,356 8.31 232 1. 42 
1869 1,444 8.94 235 1. 46 
1870 1,349 8.47 208 1. 31 
1871 1,391 8.98 173 1.12 
1872 1,368 9.66 226 1.60 
1873 1,587 9.97 213 1. 34 
1874 1,573 9.22 378 2.22 
1875 1,452 7.85 188 1. 02 
1876 1,303 7.52 210 1. 21 
1877 1,468 7.57 220 1.14 
1878 1,620 7.80 375 1. 81 
1879 1,832 8.20 366 1.64 
1880 1,854 8.23 365 1. 62 
1881 1,744 8.91 372 1. 90 
1882 1,520 8.38 384 2.12 
1883 1,468 8.75 396 2.36 
1884 1,601 7.98 400 1. 99 
1885 1,803 8.04 486 2.16 
1886 1,894 7.06 705 2.63 
1887 1,970 7.03 989 3.53 
1888 1,907 7.86 921 3.80 
1889 1,872 8.76 983 4.60 
1890 1,919 8.72 1,007 4.58 
1891 1,911 9.09 995 4.73 
1892 1,845 8.24 960 4.29 
1893 2,205 8.81 962 3.85 
1894 2,396 9.79 1,146 4.68 
1895 2,509 11. 01 1. 206 5.30 
1896 2,608 10.78 1,255 5.19 
1897 2,585 10.71 1,204 4.99 
1898 2,608 9.16 1,204 4.23 
1899 2,704 8.78 1,221 3.96 
1900 2,584 8.83 1,145 3.91 
Source: Royal Cazm1.SS1011 all Sal1lDn Flsherles (ElgIn Report), REPORT OF THE 
COHISSID6ERS OX SALlIDX FISHERIES, Part 111, AppendIx - Section II, Cmnd. 1281, 
HMBO, London 1902. Appendix XXI, Rental of Salmon Fishings in Tay District frOl 
1863 to 1900 inclusive. 
Indexed using the "animal products" column of the Rousseauz ~Ice l11dIces, 
1800-1913, average of 1865 and 1885 = 100. 
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Professor McIntosh's observations about the dearth of statistics 
are of fundamental importance, and all comments on the produce or over-
fishing can be no more than comments in the absence of statistics. The 
longest statistical series are the rentals, which in Chapter Seven, II, 
were taken to be indicative of movements in the produce of the fisheries 
up to the 1850s. They remain the principal statistical source to the 
end of the century. The rentals for the Tay Basin as a whole are shown 
in table 5.2 (p 134) and figures 5.2a and 5.2b (facing pp 134-135). 
They reached their nadir sometime about mid-century, but then had an 
irregular recovery peaking in the late-70s and late-80s, followed by the 
decline identified by Malloch (supra pp 405-406), which in turn was 
reversed by the upturn caused by the Tay Syndicate bidding up the tacks. 
If the correlation between rentals and produce suggested in Chapter 
Seven:21a continued into the second half of the century, then the general 
trend of rentals would suggest a revival of catches and perhaps of the 
salmon stock until the late 1880s. 
As table 10.1 shows, however, trends in rentals differed 
considerably in different parts of the river3°. On upper river fish1ngs 
rentals rose substantially, but these were rod fishing rentals31 (see 
figure 10.2). Since the number of fish caught by the rod was much less 
than that caught by the net, the increased rod fishing rentals cannot be 
associated with an increase in the produce3 :2. 
In the estuary rentals also increased, though less dramatically 
than in the upper r1ver (figure 10.3). The estuarial fishings were 
commercial net fisheries and, particularly after 1879 when hang nets were 
declared legal as a result of the Forth Case, the rise in rentals would 
have been an indication of more f1sh being caught~3. There is, however, 
nothing in these figures to suggest that there were more salmon available 
for catch1ng. Rather they suggest that the use of hang nets allowed 
J 
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more of the returning salmon to be caught in that part of the river, 
instead of further up. It may be concluded that neither the five-fold 
increase in upper river rentals nor the three-fold increase in estuarial 
rentals were associated with any increase in catches, beyond that arising 
from a restoration of effective modes of fishing in the estuary and 
increased popularity of angling. There are thus no grounds in terms of 
the upper river or the estuary for believing that the aggregate produce 
of the river was increasing because of an increase in the salmon stock, 
though that is what the rental evidence might suggest at first glance. 
The river between Campsie Linn and Newburgh contained the 
principal net fisheries. Although there were two periods during which 
rentals increased, 1n real terms, in 1897 the rentals of these fisheries 
were virtually the same as they had been thirty years previously, though 
they had fallen relative to total rentals from something over 70~ to just 
over 50~ (see figure 10.4). This suggests that the aggregate produce of 
the river fisheries was static over this time and the rise in rentals in 
the late-70s and mid-80s were aberrations. No explanation is available 
for the first of these rises, but it was probably the same as that for 
the late-80s, explained in the Seventh Allllual Report to the Fishery Board 
far ScotlalJd, 1888, as being caused by Mspeculative biddingM during the 
previous few years:'''''. Thus, as with the upper river and estuary, the 
rental evidence for the river does not suggest any increase in the salmon 
stock, at best a static situation with the possibility of a decline after 
the Forth case in 1679 and the lengthening of the netting season in 1688. 
Thus closer investigation of the individual sections of the river 
suggest a conclusion contrary to the first impression given from 
stUdying figure 5.2b in isolation. In none of the three sections of the 
river do the rental data give cause to assume an increase in the salmon 
stock in the sense of increased availability of salmon. The rise in 
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rentals was apparently the result of three factors: an increased demand 
for rod fishings - not in any way connected with the size of catches, 
more effective methods of netting in the firth (hang nets), and 
·speculative bidding" for river fishings. This last factor would in turn 
be the consequence of the increased prosperity noted in Chapter Nine, III. 
If the salmon stock was relatively stable during the second half of 
the nineteenth century, and there is insufficient evidence to do more than 
suggest that this might have been so, then this raises the question why 
there was during this time a continuing belief that it was being 
eroded~-. Part of the answer is, as during the first half of the 
century, that the intensity of f1shing continued to increase. The 
potential to develop additional fishing stations had been exhausted by 
mid-century, and so the number of stations in use in any year thereafter 
did not vary much. However, the number of tacksmen and sub-tacksmen 
who shared the stations between them continued to increase as the century 
progressed. The Valuat10ll Rolls record the names of the tacksmen in any 
year which makes it possible to count their number. Table 10.2 and 
figure 10.5 show the number of tacksmen per a1l1l1lm over the period 
1855-1914. Although the upward trend is not always consistent, the 
number of tacksmen almost exactly doubled from 1855 to 1896, which is a 
strong indication that the maximum number of stations was in use during 
any season. Kore and more competing tacksmen suggests also the 
greatest intensity of fishing effort, for example, up to three nets 
operating from a single shot head~s. It may be concluded that the pre-
occupation with over-fishing continued because most of the participants 
in the Tay salmon fisheries thought their collective behaviour amounted 
to just that. Kore efficient gear, more tacksmen, hang nets in the 
estuary, the evidence was all about them and they drew what they took to 
be the obvious conclusion. In the absence of a person or body to gather 
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Iahle 1Q.2 
lullher of lacksll¥!D on the la1 per annuli 1855 1914 
1855 30 1885 52 
1856 33 1886 50 
1857 36 1887 51 
1858 36 1888 53 
1859 44 1889 58 
1860 44 1890 64 
1861 44 1891 61 
1862 43 1892 57 
1863 42 1893 57 
1864 41 1894 59 
1865 44 1895 59 
1866 48 1896 59 
1867 46 1897 51 
1868 53 1898 34 
1869 51 1899 23 
1870 51 1900 22 
1871 45 1901 19 
1872 45 1902 16 
1873 39 1903 17 
1874 37 1904 16 
1875 42 1905 15 
1876 43 1906 15 
1877 45 1907 15 
1878 53 1908 15 
1879 52 1909 12 
1880 51 1910 12 
1881 53 1911 10 
1882 58 1912 9 
1883 52 1913 9 
1884 47 1914 9 
Source: Valuation Rolls. 
I am obliged to John Rogers Esq. for his generous assistance in 
preparing these figures. 
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accurate statistics, there was no way of coming to an accurate assessment 
of the situation. 
One final comment involves the four lines in figure 9.3 (facing 
p 353), which represent the total produce of the Tay during four separate 
periods of eleven years each: 1788-1798 when John Richardson & Company 
had the majority of the tacks' and there were no stake nets, 1799-1809 
when the stake nets were present, 1830-1840 during the operations of the 
Iavigat10n Commissioners and, finally 1903-1913. Of these "snapshots", 
that for 1830-1840 shows the highest level of produce37 • Thus, apart 
from 1830-1845, when the netting season was appreciably longer, table 9.3 
suggests that there was no great difference between the produce of the 
Tay fisheries at the end of the eighteenth and at the beginning of the 
twentieth centuries - both times during which the Tay salmon fisheries 
were controlled by one firm. 
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REFEREICES 
1. Royal Commission on Salmon Pisheries. 
Report of the CailUltiss1aner5; 1902 Cmnd. 1188 xiii. 1. 
Part II. Evidence and Indices; 1902 Cmnd. 1269 xiii 75. 
Part III. Append1z. Sect10n II (Scotland); Cmnd. 1281 xiv. 263. 
2. Elg1n, II, p 295. 
3. ibid. P 296. 
4. 1b1d. pp 324-325. 
5. 1b1d. P 330. 
Sir Robert Drummond Moncrieffe, 8th Bart. (1856-1931), second son 
of Sir Thomas Koncrieffe, 7th Bart. and Lady Louisa Hay, eldest 
daughter of Thomas Robert, 10th Earl of Kinnoull, succeeded his 
father in 1879. Sir Robert married Elizabeth Vane, eldest 
daughter of Colonel the Hon. Charles Rowley Hay-Drummond, neice of 
the 11th Earl of Kinnoull. Lieutenant Scots Guards, retired 1881; 
colonel 6th battalion Black Watch, 1893-1911, rejoined 1914 and saw 
active service (dispatches); director of a number of companies. 
BPB, ~a Vas ~a, 1929-1940. 
6. Elg1n, I, p 13. 
7. This reinforces the impression that underlying all the 
controversies among fishing proprietors was the pursuit of rental 
income. 
Por the Tay Salmon Pishery Company's acceptance by proprietors, 
see further P.D. Malloch's letter on this subject, Chapter Nine, 
note 98. 
B. See evidence of Malloch, et a1. 1nfra note 26. 
9. 1b1d. P 27, 
The Report tried to make clear that its attitude was 
-disinterested", 
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At the lale tile while we Ire willing to recognise the 
difficulties Irising out of conflic~ing interestl, Ind to .eet 
them II fir al pOlsible, we are bound to add that the prllary 
purpose of the Illlon llWI il the development of the 
productiveness of the fisheries, Ind not the regulation of the 
rights of proprhtors int" II, Ind in frilling our report on 
this broad principle, WI do so for the rllson given over and 
over again in the Scotch Statutes four hundred years ago, for 
putting down unseasonable fishing and fixed engines - such 
practices "destroy the breed of fish, and hurt the cOllllon 
profits of the realme," 
lbld. P 38. 
10. 1bld. P 301. 
Calderwood had already made his position on river and coastal 
netting clear in the r"e1fth Report to the Flshery Board far 
ScotlaDd, 1893. 
The value of thlll (coastll) fishings Iffords pOlitivl 
Ividence that Illlon not only can be, but are taken in large 
numbers while moving along the open lea coast, and shows 
further that the Ilarkeh alrlldy draw a grllt part of their 
supplies from waters lituated outside the lilits of the 
estuaries, and gives, therefore, additional force to the 
recommendation 1 ventured to submit in Iy Report on CroAln 
Unchlftered In/ind ",tIfS, viz,:- 'that the principal object 
to be aiud at in the public interest is to confine the 
commercial fisheries, as far as possible, to the tidal waters, 
and to afford the fish every possible protection when onc. 
they have reached the fresh waters,' The evidence I have 
already put forward in previous reports leeml to leave me no 
f.asonable doubt but that the salmon fishing Industry would b. 
vlry much developed, and would afford employment to lany lor. 
persons, if confined as far as possible to tidal lrIaters, In 
addition to the evldenc. already given, I would beg leave to 
point out that fishing In the open sea not only affordl spice 
for a greater nu.ber of fishers, but 11 capabl. of grllter 
control. For in the su 1I110n art constant! y MV I ng along 
the coast: there are no obstructions to delay th.ir progress, 
or to caus. the. to coll.ct in the sime locility for days Ind 
weeks) indeed, the only hindrlnces to their free puuge are 
the n.h uud for their clpture, If, therefore, luch n.h 
wire rnov.d for a certlln tilDe dur ing each week, it would 
ensure the protection of I proportion of Ivery run of fl sh 
provided thlt fishing in fresh wat.rs was restricted to fli; 
Ind 1egltlute Ing11ng for recreattve purpoSls only, The 
question of the development of the lei coast salmon fishlrles 
Icquires greater I.portanc. at the present time, '" in 
addition there was I llrge extlnt of coalt where fishing was 
not It present clrried on, It WiS Slid, hOlrlever, by onl of 
the CommiSSioners, that It might be assumed that all the sei 
I 
j 
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fishingl of the Crotin which could be profitably fished had 
been lold or let, and that the other places, either from their 
rocky charact.r or otherwise, were unsuited for fishing. 
Thh Illy be the cllie, but, in the hce of the experience I 
have had during the last ten years, I should hesitate to 
assume that it is 10. A sillilar statement till made to Ill! 
when I first took up the salmon fisheries in Norway, r.ferr.d 
to in my last annual report. I was informed, both by 
fisherllen and others, that every place where fishing could be 
carried on had been tried, and that it wal not found 
profitable to fish except at the places then in use. Indeed, 
it was further said that the fishing, even at many of these 
places, would be abandoned al soon as the netl tlere worn out, 
as three days' weekly close time, which had corae in force the 
previoul year, had rendered fishing unremunerative. It will 
be seen, however, by reference to Note 9, appended to this 
Report, how completely these forecasts tlere falsified. The 
provisions (I) of a weekly close time, which enabled a 
proportion of every run of fish to reach the fr.sh wat.rs, and 
(2) of their protection when there, were followed by an 
increased number of fish being caught. These fish, however, 
were not only caught at exhtlng litations, but new fishing 
stationl were ltarted, and uny of thu in places which had 
previously been found unprofitable. It will be leen, In the 
Note above referred to, that whereas only 76 nets were being 
fished on the sea COli tin 1883, they numbered 229 In 1892. 
There h further evidence to Ihow that fhhlng need not be 
restricted to the places at present in USI, fro. the fact that 
Ilany in Scotland, for.erly fished with profit, have lince been 
abandoned. Such evidence, taken collectively, showl that the 
conditions favourable to the development of the lea coast 
salmon fisheries are not so much the want of suitable fishing 
places as of a sufficient stock of fish; while evidence given 
In my last annual report and In my Report on Cro~n Unchlrterld 
In/Inti IIltlrs tends to show that the stock of fish lilY be 
Increased by prohibiting fishing in the confined wat.rs where 
fish collect. 
I venture, therefore, to submit that, in considering the 
best method of dealing with the Crown sea fisheries, the 
question of devising sorae means for compensating the owners of 
fishings In confined waters and suppressing their netl should 
first be carefully considered." 
pp 6-7. 
11. Elg1n, I, p 28. 
12. They were: A.G. Anderson (see table 9.3, p 341>i George DaVidson of 
George & William Davidson, salmon tacksmen, Aberdeeni Adam Gillan, 
Alec Hector, A.P. Hogarth of Aberdeen(?)i James Johnston of Joseph 
Johnston & Sons (see table 9.3 and figure 9.1a), chairman of the 
South Esk District Salmon Fishery Boardi David Powrie of A & D 
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Powrie, Perth (see table 9.3 and figure 9 .1e); and Alex Speedie of 
Perth (see table 9.3 and figure 9.1c). 
13. EJsl11, I, P 27. 
14. ib1d. P 302 
15. The following is a summary of the recommendations made by the 
Elgin Report: 
1. Central Authority. - Preferably for Great Britain ... and in 
charge of all fishery matters; but if this is not practicable, some 
rearrangement and strengthening of the existing maChinery as will 
create in each Department concerned an independent and efficient 
branch charged with fishery matters only, including the collection 
of statistics and the carrying out of investigations and 
experiments, and capable of exercising the increased power of 
control which we propose. 
Local Fishery Boards. - In Scotland we do not consider it 
necessary to introduce large changes, but we propose to modify and 
simplify the election of Boards, 
Finance. -
system. 
In Scotland we see no reason to alter the present 
2. Regulation of fishings:-
(a) Close Time. - Subject to certain modifications by bye-law to 
meet special cases, we recommend uniform close-times for Great 
Britain: 
the dates suggested for general application being as follows:-
Annual Close Time - for nets, August 27 to February 10; 
Annual Close Time - for rods, November 1 to February 1. 
Weekly Close Time - 48 hours, from noon on Saturday to noon on 
Monday. 
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We think that salmon should not be offered for sale after the 
netting season ends. and recommend its prohibition from September 
3 to February 10 inclusive. 
(b) Netting. - We are strongly in favour of a restriction of 
netting in narrow waters. considering it absolutely necessary for 
the preservation of the fisheries. We recommend that a small 
Executive Commission should determine the point in each river or 
district above which netting should be prohibited. 
(c) Sea Coast Fishing. - We are of opinion that we look to 
fishing in the sea for a SUbstantial increase in the supply of 
fish. and that for the development of commercial fishing in England 
and Wales it is necessary to remove the prohibition on fixed 
engines on the sea coast outside estuary lines. 
(d) Protection of Fisheries. - In addition to our recommendations 
for increasing the financial resources of the Local Fishery 
Boards. we submit for consideration their claim to be assisted by 
forces. under the control of Government or of Local Authorities. to 
put down violent or organised resistance to the law. and certain 
suggestions relating to the powers of bailiffs and other matters. 
We recommend the empowering of Local Fishery Boards to 
adopt bye-laws prohibiting the taking of fish of the salmon kind. 
under' seven inches in length; prohibiting or restricting the use 
of the gaff. and regulating the use of lures other than the 
artificial fly. 
3. Pollution. - We are satisfied that much injury 1s done to the 
fisheries by pollution of rivers. which might be prevented; and 
although some amendments of the law might be advisable. ... that a 
better administration of the law is all-important. We therefore 
concur in the recommendation of the Sewage Disposal Commission for 
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the creation of a Watersheds Board under a Supreme Rivers 
Authority in those waters, on the understanding that the 
recommendations of the Sewage Commission on the methods to be 
adopted for the purification of rivers and estuaries will cover the 
reqUirements of the fisheries, and that provision will be made for 
the protection of fishery interests by Watershed Boards. 
4. Volume of Yater in Rivers. - We consider it of primary 
importance to maintain the volume of water in rivers, 
5. Obstruction. - We recommend that the removal of obstructions 
should be facilitated: in the first place by improving the 
financial resources of Boards, and in the second place by so 
amending the law that in the case of all artificial obstructions 
the formation of an approved fish-pass should be compulsory, and 
in the case of natural obstructions Local Fishery Boards should 
have power to take action if the owners decline to do so. We 
also recommend that no fishing should be allowed within a 
reasonable distance of any obstruction. 
6. Artificial Cultivation. - After a careful review of the 
evidence we recommend further investigation of the questions 
bearing on the natural and artificial propagation of salmon before 
there is any public expenditure upon the establishment of 
hatcheries for supplying ova or young fish to the rivers of Great 
Britain. 
7. Bxperiment and Research. - We recommend, therefore, 
that a scheme of experiment and research, for the further 
investigation of the natural history of the salmon and the 
problems connected therewith, be instituted and carried on under 
the guidance and control of the Central Authority for Salmon 
Fisheries supported by a grant of public money. 
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8. We further recommend that the existing Salmon Fishery Acts 
of England and Scotland should be respectively consolidated and 
amended. 
10th July, 1902. 
Bl.ffIn, I, pp 61-64. 
16. In 1874 Sir Thomas MoncrieUe and his tacksman had complained to 
the Tay District Board about the sewage from Perth damaging the 
XoncrieUe fishings. The Board was doubtful of its authority to 
intervene and consulted Archibald Young, then Inspector of 
Fisheries for Scotland, who also doubted its authority. In 1886 
Xoncrieffe raised an action in the Court of Session to protect his 
fishings from further pollution and his case was successful. The 
Court found that it was not a sufficient defence for Perth Town 
Council to declare that they had been discharging sewage for many 
years previously. and they allowed interdict against any Increase 
in pollution. However. the matter came to an unsatisfactory 
conclusion when Perth Town Council bought outright the fishings 
affected <Bells Point and Friarton Sands) and nothing further was 
done. 
EVidence of George Alexander Xackenzie. Bl.ffln, II, p 311. 
The same problem was described by another witness, Alexander 
Ramsay, foreman at the the Pyeroad and Stockgreen stations, who 
gave evidence before the Elgin Commission. 
You think that the river il More polluted than it used to be? 
A great deal, '" 
You have what il called dirty tide wattr? 
Yes. 
What do you mean by that? 
At that [pastl time at the Pyeroad we never saw dirty water. 
Now, after a spate we will have clear water with the tide and 
in a month after there will be dirty water up from Newbur~h if 
thtr. il any tide It Ill, Thlt il a thing that never happened befort, 
What is the nature of the dirt in the water? 
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It 11 I floating yellow lubstlnce, and you do not get uny 
fllh at that time, 
They won't come into dirty water? 
No, 
, ... 
The dirty water il clrried up and down by the tide? 
Yes, 
Do you think that the fish turn back when they meet it? 
I am sure they do, 
The dirt il 10 bad that it Itickl on the netl? 
Yes, There is I slimy stuff that ltickl on them, and there 
are great complaintl about it sticking on the netl, 
What do you do? Do you wash the nets? 
No, we Just work away Ind put them in the river again. There 
Ire great compllintl about it, 
You think that 111 this pollution injures the fishing? 
Yes, 
And are you afraid that it light increale 10 much IS to shut 
the fish out of the river, al on the Clyde? 
Yes, 
1bId. pp 322-323. cf. the letter about pollution in the Clyde from 
XcGregor, Xurray & XcGregor, Glasgow, Chapter Seven, note 16. 
Ramsay's evidence also gives a clue as to what happened to the 
smaller tacksmen after the advent of the Tay Salmon Fisheries 
Company. He told the Commission that he had worked on the Tay 
for forty years, thirty of them as a tacksman, but he had since 
been employed by the company. 
17. 1bld. P 317. 
18. 
I think that there is a diminished catch everywhere, Ind I put 
that down to the flct thlt fishing hal become very luch more 
general of lite years, I have no doubt that It the time [there 
Wire] largl individual catch .. of fish many yearl ago [when] 
there were not 10 many ItiUonl fhhed, either inlide the 
river or on the coalt, Individually the cltches have 
decreased, but the total cltch of fish or the supply to the 
market today il II good II it ever hal been, 
Ibid. P 328. 
Commander William Maitland Dougall, R.N. of Scotscraig (born 1852), 
Eldest son of Admiral William Maitland Dougall, R.N. of Scotscra1g, 
succeeded his father in 1890. 
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19. ibid. 
Maitland Dougall produced six year averages for the Scotscraig 
fishings demonstrating that their produce had not fallen off: 
1880-1885 1886-1893. 
1,178 903 
.no records for 1888 or 1889. 
20. ibid. 
21. See pp 346. 
22. B18iD, II, P 520. 
23. BlfIiD, II, P 466. 
1894-1899 
1,361 
The so called LaJ/l11las Floods were traditionally associated with 
large runs of salmon in the rivers. Lammas, 1st of August, one of 
the Scottish Quarter Days. According to The Concise Scats 
Dictionary a LaJ/lmas.llran was a young salmon trout (sic) which began 
its journey up-river from the sea for the first time about the 
beginning of August. 
24. BlfIiD, II, P 467. 
See also table 5.2, p 134. 
25. See Chapter Nine. note 92. 
Colonel Richardson of Ballathie agreed with P.D. Malloch's point 
that the close-time should start on 20th August rather than the 
26th as the Lammas Floods very often occurred between the 18th and 
22nd of August giving rise toa large run of salmon, of which too 
many were caught. "The nets will be accountable for 5,000 or 
6,000 fish during these six days, and I think that that is putting 
it rather mildly." He thought that this made a great difference 
to the breeding stock of the river. 
B18in, II, pp 324-325 
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Edmund Robert Stewart Richardson, 1848-1917, 4th son of Sir John 
Stewart Richardson, 13th Bart., of Pitfour. Also of Dauntsey, 
Chippenham, Wiltshire; lieutenant-colonel North Stafford Regiment, 
han. colonel 4th battalion Sherwood Foresters. 
BPB. 
26. In more detail, Malloch's case with regard to the latter point was 
not connected with the effect of the hang nets as they were not in 
widespread use until the end of the season, but the l~th of time 
over which the sweep nets operated. He explained this by giving 
his account of how the salmon distributed themselves throughout 
the river system. From the end of October there were clean fish 
entering the river and these were destined for the highest parts of 
the river and would not spawn for a full twelve months, they 
travelled very slowly reaching Loch Tay and other pools, but not 
going any further until the water warmed after the winter. in May 
they would make their way to the headwaters. From the end of 
March until June, fish entering the river from the sea travelled 
very fast in the fresh water, but in July they travelled more 
slowly and "have neither the power nor the time to get to the 
higher reaches." Thus according to Malloch's scheme the winter 
fish ascended to the headwaters, the summer fish to the upper and 
middle reaches, and the autumn fish to the lower reaches. But 
these runs were interfered with by the intensity of the netting 
from the 11th February to the 26th August, particularly those fish 
that got up the river beyond Perth during the Saturday slap, but 
which were caught in the upper nets. His solution was to remove 
the upper nets so that fish could pass through during the weekly 
slap and get to the upper waters, l.e. remove them to a greater 
extent than that accomplished in 1893. Malloch pointed out that 
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this had been done on the Aberdeenshire Dee and the lower rentals 
had increased by 30% as a result. He was in no doubt that the 
most crucial factor for the salmon stock of the Tay was the start 
of the close-time in Autumn - the earlier it began the better - but 
he also considered it would be beneficial for all the nets to be 
removed above Perth, in conjunction with a 48 hour slap. "It 
would be a very much greater benefit than removing the nets in 
autumn, the fish would get distributed all over the Tay and its 
tributariesj this proposal would please both upper and lower 
proprietors." 
1bid. P 466. 
Malloch's thesis was supported by Dr James Dunlop who stressed the 
importance of preserving a proportion of every run of fish as each 
of these was destined for a different part of the river. Thus if 
an entire run were netted, then a part of the river system would 
have no breeding stock. Dunlop considered that netting in the 
river was the most destructive in this context. 
1bid. P 749. 
To lum up the evidence you have given, it would seIDl that 
where a proportion of every run of lallon hal been protected, 
it has been followed first by the flsherin yielding 1I0re 
filh; lecondly, by the emploYllent of a greater number of 
persons; thirdly by an increale in the value of exilting 
flsherin, both of the upper and IOtler waters; and fourthly, 
by the placel in which filhing can be exercil.d becoling 1I0re 
nUllllroul? 
All thou results have been recorded, 15 resulting frOM I 
change in the lode of fishing froll river netting to Iia 
netting, 
1bid. P 752. 
James Craufurd Dunlop, M.D., F .R.C.P" (died 1944) , sometime 
Registrar-General for Scotlandj Assistant Medical Adviser to Prison 
Commissioners, Scotlandj Inspector Inebriate (Scotland) Acts; 
27. 
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Member, Royal Commission on Care and Control of Feebleminded; 
Director of Statistics in Department of Surveyor General of Supply, 
War Office. 
ffba Vas Vha, 1941-1950. 
See also Sir Robert Menzies and John Dickson on the same subject, 
pp 324-325. 
For instance, to take a case in Scotland, viz, the Tay in 1885 
- 1 think in June or July no less than about 80 tons of salmon 
were caught daily during 11 days following each other in 
succession. Eighty tons of salmon were sent off each day 
from the river. 
That being much in excess of the ordinary? 
Yes, very much in excess - a very extraordinary capture • 
. .. 
Moreover it does not follow that a river in which Silmon 
will not takl the hook, or it may tscape capture by the net. -
it does not follow that the river is devoid of salmon. 
B1s1n, II, P 782. 
28. Ib1d: p 782. 
29. See p 217. 
30. The geographical division of the river used in table 10.1 is taken 
directly from the original in the BIg1n Report. "Rentals above 
Campsie Linn" is equivalent to the upper river, that part 
exclusively devoted to rod fishing; "rentals between Campsie Linn 
and Newburgh" 1s equivalent to the river, the principal net & coble 
fisheries including the lower Earni and "rentals between Newburgh 
and Estuary limit" is the estuarial fishings. "Rentals below 
Estuary limit" is the coastal netting within the Tay District Board 
area. 
31. From the 1860s there was only one significant net fishing 
(Stobhall) above Campsie Linn, which means that the rise in rentals 
shown in table 10.1 and figure 10.2 must have been largely the 
result of an increase in rod fishing rentals. The increase was 
32. 
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considerable, almost five-fold in real terms (from less than £1,000 
p.a. to over £5,000 p.a.) and three-fold in relative terms (from 6% 
of total rentals to over 18%). Angling at the time was a 
fashionable pastime and beats on the Tay, one of the premier 
sporting rivers, were much sought after. 
Col. Edmund R. Stewart Richardson of Ballathie in his appearance 
before the Elgin Commission was asked why the value of rentals of 
upper proprietors had increased "of late years", and whether the 
increase was due to the increased value of the rod fishings or to a 
greater number of fish being taken. He thought that it was due to 
the higher rentals paid by rod tenants and that fewer flsh were 
taken. He also noted that; "the upper proprietors' water is coming 
very near to the value of the lower proprietors' water, simply from 
the mania that there is for salmon fishing with the rod at the 
present time." 
EJsID, II, pp 326-327 
You don't think that the rental 11 a fair ltandard by 
which to compare the productivenesl of the filhings at 
different Liles, It 11 Hable to be influenced by other 
causes besides that of the quantity of fish taken? 
Ves, 
I suppole one of the.e cau.e. would be the illprovellint 
or falling off in the value of the rod fishing? 
VII, 
Evidence of George Alexander Mackenzie, jolnt clerk to the Tay 
District Board, BlsjIJ, II, P 316. 
Data on rod flshing catches were submitted to the Elgin Commission 
by Kr Fotheringham of Xurthly. These concerned the Xurthly 
beats: 
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1883 112 salmon 1889 229 salmon 1895 96 salmon 
1884 113 " 1890 166 " 1896 109 " 1885 121 " 1891 116 " 1897 69 " 
1886 135 " 1892 131 " 1898 68 " 
1887 111 " 1893 114 " 1899 110 " 
1888 80 " 1894 63 " 1900 100 " 
Blgin, III, Appendix XXII, p 39. 
There is no correlation between these figures for rod catches and 
the movement of the upper river rentals as shown in figure 10.2. 
33. Estuarial rentals rose three-fold in real terms and one-and-a-half 
times in relative terms. 
34. Seventh A.D1lual Report to the Fishery Board far Scotland, 1888, 
P viii. 
It was during this period that A.G. Anderson was most involved 
with tacks on the Tay, see table 9.3, p 341. 
35. See Chapter Nine, I and II, pass11ll. 
36. See Chapter Nine, note 31. 
37. The averages of the four periods are as follows: 
average 
1784-1798 40,565 
1799-1810 51,302 
1830-1845* 73,246 
1903-1914 46,668 
.not including 1841. 
Sources: tables 3.2, 7.4 and 9.4. 
CHAPTER RLHVEI 
CONCLUSION 
The greatest and most consistent pre-occupation among the 
participants in the Tay salmon fisheries during the nineteenth century 
was that the salmon stock was being eroded to a point where the 
fisheries would cease to be viable. This fear was not based on any 
systematic investigation, but grew from the participants' own subjective 
impressions which, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, gradually 
assumed the dimensions of a collective 1doo f1ze. Over-fishing had 
clearly been a problem in previous times, for the ancient Scottish salmon 
laws were largely designed to prevent it. However, it was not seen as 
a problem during the half century preceding 1800. This was because of 
two circumstances: first, during most of this time the Tay fisheries were 
controlled by John Richardson & Company, which firm husbanded the 
fisheries as an entity and, second, the net & coble mode of netting 
employed at the fishings was by its nature restricted to a relatively 
small portion of the river. 
The re-emergence of fears about over-fishing was caused by the 
introduction of stake nets in 1797. These were in addition to net & 
coble and extended the commercial fisheries over a further twenty mile 
stretch of the estuary. Stake nets were an efficient form of netting in 
estuaries and, from the outset, their produce was considerable. This 
raised a debate as to whether the increased catch was additional to that 
of the river fisheries, a view expressed by the estuarial interest, or 
whether, as in the view of the river interest, it was deducted from their 
catch. The increased catch raised the spectre of over-fishing which was 
quite correctly seen as the ultimate threat to the fisheries. In spite 
of frequent public expressions of concern about a threat to the wellbeing 
of the salmon as a species, there can be little doubt that it was the 
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threat to salmon as a commercial product that principally concerned the 
practi Uoners in the fisheries - for if the salmon stock were eroded to 
extinction, then the proprietors' fishing rentals and the tacks mens , 
livelihoods would have disappeared. 
Stake nets were initially operated on the Tay by fishermen from 
the Solway which effectively removed John Richardson & Company's 
monopoly. This commercial set back, in addition to the dearth of salmon 
in the river caused by the stake nets in the firth, was apparently 
sufficient by 1806 to cause Richardson & Company to withdraw completely 
from the Tay. The vacuum created in the river fisheries was quickly 
filled by an increasing number of competing tacksmen. Thus the 
immediate and direct effect of the introduction of stake nets was to 
increase the scope and efficiency of commercial netting, but in addition, 
within a decade, it had ended unified control of the Tay fisheries and 
substituted a competitive system in which all tacksmen sought to 
maximise their catches. 
Considerable expansion in the output of a commercial fishery within 
a brief space of time implies a market for its fish that is capable of 
absorbing larger catches. In order to fully appreciate how the Tay 
salmon fisheries were accommodated in this respect, it is necessary to 
look back to two developments that preceded the introduction of stake 
nets. These were the introduction of the kitting process, and the use of 
ice as a preservative, both of which allowed Tay salmon access to the 
southern English market for the entire fishing season instead of merely 
for the early part of the season. With both developments, it was the 
fact that salmon so preserved were acceptable to the English taste which 
allowed the Tay tacksmen to switch from their traditional "precarious" 
Continental markets to the burgeoning and increasingly affluent 
metropolitan population which took its supplies of fish through 
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Billingsgate. Kitting proved to be only an interim process, for although 
it solved the problem of preserving salmon in an edible condition 
throughout the summer months, kitted salmon were regarded as inferior to 
• fresh" salmon and did not command the same price or market segment. 
However, the use of ice kept the fish in a condi tion which, to the 
consumer, was indistinguishable from "fresh" salmon, enabling prices 
equivalent to those for new-caught fish to be charged. The buoyant 
domestic market ensured that the produce of the Tay fisheries was 
absorbed without any need to seek out additional markets, a circumstance 
that would have done nothing to allay fears about over-fishing. 
The perceived threat to the Tay fisheries from over-fishing was a 
sufficient problem in itself, but the possibility of remedial joint action 
became increasingly remote as antagonism grew between the river and 
estuarial interests. From the outset, the introduction of stake nets in 
the estuary had been resented by river proprietors who saw them taking 
fish that otherwise would have found their way to the river. Their 
public protestations were directed at the dangers posed to the species, 
but there is little doubt that their principal concern was for salmon as 
a commercial product and, most immediately, the transfer of rental income 
from river to estuary that stake nets gave rise to. It was an attempt 
to restore the status quo ante in rentals that led the river proprietors 
to initiate the Stake Jet Cause, and in so doing formalise the 
controversy between the two groups. The ultimate verdict of the courts 
was favourable to the river interest and stake nets were banned from the 
estuary. The verdict left the estuarial proprietors considerably 
aggrieved and determined either to have the ban on stake nets reversed or 
to devise some alternative legal mode of netting which would be effective 
in the firth, demonstrating that rental income was more important to them 
than preservation of the salmon stock. The river proprietors, on the 
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other hand. were equally determined to defend the verdict. The size of 
rental income in contention was sufficient for both parties to spend much 
of the rest of the nineteenth century expending considerable time and 
effort in pursuing their opposed objectives. 
Banning stake nets from the estuary removed the most obvious 
reason for the fears about over-fishing. However. a version of the 
stake net was introduced on the sea coast in 1819 and within a short 
time they were in widespread use both north and south of the Firth of 
Tay. In spite of attempts by river proprietors to have coastal nets 
banned. they remained in extensive use for the rest of the nineteenth 
century. Thus fears about stake nets being a threat to the salmon 
stock were alleviated for only a short time. Koreover. the estuarial 
proprietors and their tacksmen continued to devise forms of net which 
they hoped the courts would find acceptable. The most successful of 
these was the hang net which was increasingly used by poachers and 
legitimate tacksmen from mid-century onwards. especially after the FartlJ 
Case of 1879. The suppression of poaching in the .estuary after the 
·Batt1e of the Gutter Hole" in 1888 meant that the use of hang nets was 
thereafter confined to tacksmen. but this was still objected to by river 
proprietors who had hang nets legally suppressed in 1899. Thus 
although the amount of netting in the estuary varied over time. it 
remained a contentious issue between river and estuarial proprietors and. 
additionally. was in the eyes of the former a considerable contributory 
factor to over-fishing. 
Although both proprietors and tacksmen were involved in the 
controversies. the interests of the tacksmen were not fundamentally tied 
to any single part of the river for they could and did take tacks on all 
parts of the Tay and beyond. Thus the river/estuary and later upper 
river/river controversies were basically between proprietors. In many 
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instances, the landowning families along the banks of the Tay, and on 
other salmon rivers, had long traditions of service at Westminster. 
Thus, though the nineteenth century is generally regarded as a time of 
la1ssez-faire and minimal government, it was not uncharacteristic for 
such a group to see legislation as the solution to their disputes, 
especially so given the long history of the laws regulating the salmon 
fisheries and protecting the interests of fishing proprietors. The 
Select Committee of 1824 and similar bodies appOinted during the rest of 
the century were generally formed with legislation in mind, though in 
practice legislation did not always follow. It was the custom of such 
committees to take evidence from both scientists and those practically 
involved with the fisheries. The positive results were an increasingly 
accurate description of the life-cycle of the salmon and the methods by 
which the fisheries operated, allowing a better understanding of the 
threats to the species and how best it could be preserved. On the 
negative side, the various committees were subject to extensive 
propaganda and lobbying so that proposals contrary to the interests of 
one group were likely to be sabotaged by another to the point where no 
legislation or only ineffective legislation was enacted. 
additional effect of prolonging antagonism between parties. 
This had the 
Another matter which was seen as a threat to the fisheries was 
poaching. This was a problem of long-standing which, prior to 1828, was 
exacerbated by the derisory legal sanctions against poachers. As a 
result attitudes towards poaching and "non-observance of the close-time" 
were very lax. The situation worsened after the withdrawal of John 
Richardson & Company from the Tay, when increasing numbers of tacksmen 
and intensifying competition between them created yet more pressure to 
fish on into close-time and employ illegal modes of fishing. In 
addition, tacksmen augmented their catches by purchasing fish from 
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outright poachers, thus providing them with a -legitimate" outlet to 
commercial markets. However, the concern about over-fishing created by 
stake nets focused attention on other perceived threats to the salmon 
stock, not least poaching. Poaching and stake nets were the main 
concerns that led to the appointment of the Select Committees of 1824 
and 1827, and the consequent Hallie DrwItJllOIJd Act of 1828 Which, although 
ineffective in most respects, provided viable sanctions against poaching 
to the extent that legitimate tacksmen ceased "washing their nets- and no 
longer involved themselves with poached fish. However, this reduction 
in the extent of poaching lasted only until the coming of hang nets and 
railways about mid-century. 
Yet another reason for concern about over-fishing was tacksmen 
working their fishings more intensively. Although the Stake Net Cause 
resulted in a restoration of produce to the river fisheries, until mid-
century trading conditions were such that tacksmen frequently made 
losses, further reinforcing the tendency to work tacks more intensively, 
with, it must be said, the implicit consent of the proprietors. This 
took three forms: the introduction of 24 hour shifts during which 
stations were worked for as many hours in the day as the tide would 
permit - the full 24 on non-tidal parts of the river: an increase in the 
number of stations, particularly above Newburgh: and, below Newburgh, an 
increase in bank fishing. At the same time, in the 1840s, the work of 
the NaVigation Commissioners in deepening the river, quite fortuitously, 
resulted in many fishings becoming more efficient as the bed of the river 
was cleared of impediments allowing the sweep net to operate more 
effectively. In addition, throughout the course of the nineteenth 
century there were a series of small but cumulatively significant 
improvements in the efficiency of the gear used for net & coble 
operations, though there were no attempts to develop alternative forms of 
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net, except in the estuary. This was partly because net & coble 
remained the only legal mode, and partly because maintenance of the 
status quo ensured the existing proportionate distribution of produce and 
rentals among the river proprietors. Practical evidence of over-fishing 
may well have been accompanied by unease caused by the concept of 
·diminishing returns· which emerged during the first half of the 
nineteenth century. 
reduced yields that 
This was initially developed in terms of the 
resulted from bringing less fertile soil into 
cultivation causing decreased agricultural rents. However, it would not 
have required a great stretch of imagination to apply the concept to the 
effect of working fishings more intensivelyl. 
By mid-century, as a result of these changes, the produce of 
1nd1v1dual fishings had certainly fallen. The 1830-1845 produce figures 
show, however, that this is not necessarily inconsistent with an increase 
in the aggregate produce of the Tay fisheries2 • Nonetheless, at the time 
it was believed that the reduction in catches at individual fisheries 
applied to the fisheries as a whole. As rentals were seen to be a 
function of catches, fears about what was happening to the salmon stock 
were reinforced by rentals also falling. After much prevarication, 
action was initiated in 1853 to remove what was seen to be the princIpal 
cause of falling catches - the extension in 1826 of the end to the 
netting season from 26th August to 15th September. The voluntary 
curtailment of the netting season was at first unIlaterally undertaken by 
the river proprietors who did not attempt to impose the restriction on 
their opponents in the estuary, but their own cohesion was not sufficient 
for the voluntary agreement to last and they had to promote the Tay Act, 
1858 to ensure universal complIance. 
In spite of the many protestations by proprietors about the threat 
to the salmon stock posed by over-fishing, it is of considerable 
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significance that their concern was nat sufficient to induce them to 
modify in any way the practices they employed in connection with the 
salmon fisheries. For example, net fishings continued to be let by 
public roup, a procedure designed to bid up rentals as high as possible 
and thus maximise proprietors' rental income. But the tacksman who 
secured a tack by this method would be intent on working the fishing to 
the greatest extent in order that he too could IDaximise his revenues. 
There was in principle nothing to prevent proprietors taking joint or 
unilateral action to alter the IDethod of letting their fishings, or to 
reduce the nUIDber of stations operated, or in SOIDe other way restrict 
fishing effort, except that in so doing they would have reduced rental 
incoIDe, which is no doubt why there is no record of any having done so. 
The fears about over-fishing among the partiCipants in the Tay 
salmon fisheries were thus founded upon a number of factors: stake nets 
in the estuary and on the coast, the developIDent of stake net substitutes, 
poaching, increasing numbers of tacksmen maximising the return on their 
tacks by fishing theID as intensively and efficiently as the law would 
allow, the effects of "diIDinishing returns", a IDarket which was apparently 
capable of absorbing any voluIDe of output the Tay fisheries attained and 
divisions among the participants which prevented joint action being 
taken. These factors which derived iIDmediately from events on the Tay, 
were reinforced by the findings of the various Select Committees which 
invariably reported that the salIDon fisheries were under threat from 
over-fishing. That the Select COIDmittees' findings were usually 
concerned with salmon fisheries in general, rather than the Tay in 
particular did not prevent those associated with the Tay taking this as 
confirmation of their beliefs. 
The last attempt during the nineteenth century to resolve the 
problems of the fisheries was the Bahan Fisheries (Scotland) Act. J862. 
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This was notably unsuccessful as far as the River Tay was concerned. 
Measures intended to protect the salmon stock as a whole and allow more 
fish to ascend to the upper river were frustrated by proprietors abiding 
by the letter, but not the spirit of the law. The result was that the 
post-1862 situation was, if anything, more fraught with dissension than 
before, with river proprietors at odds with estuarial proprietors over 
hang nets and with upper river proprietors over the date for the start of 
the annual close-time. All parties continued to pay lip service to the 
necessity to preserve the salmon stock, but their actions belied their 
words. 
What finally "solved" the problem of over-fishing and made the 
attitudes of proprietors and tacksmen irrelevant was a return to the 
situation that had pertained during the latter half of the eighteenth 
century when the Tay fisheries had been in the hands of John Richardson 
& Company. On its formation in 1899, the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company 
took virtually all the commercial fishings into its own hands on long 
leases, thus simultaneously achieving the previously incompatible goals of 
carrying out conservational policies and making such policies acceptable 
to proprietors. The key to its acceptability and success was the 
capacity to offer rents at a considerable premium (double) over those 
previously paid. It is impossible to do more than speculate why a firm 
such as the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company emerged at the time it did. 
lTo doubt such a company could have emerged earlier in the century had 
the necessary conditions been met. In the event, the first managing 
director, P.D. Malloch had been involved on the Tay for some time before 
1899 and was a person possessed of sufficient entrepreneurial flair and 
understanding of the natural history of salmon to recognise the benefits 
that would follow from unified control of the Tay fisheries. However, 
Malloch's ideas were a necessary but not a sufficient condition, the other 
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concomitant was financial resources sufficient to double rental payments. 
The purchase of the Balgowan estate sometime in the late 1890s by a 
member of the Coats family from Paisley apparently allowed access to 
that family's considerable fortunes, for just over half of the company's 
capital came from three members of that family. 
Having reviewed what happened to the Tay salmon fisheries during 
the nineteenth century, it is necessary to suggest why it happened. A 
number of possible contributory factors may be distinguished, but only 
those seen to be of particular significance to the Tay will be mentioned. 
There was clearly a predominantly insular attitude among the partiCipants 
characterised by an unwillingness to co-operate with others. Those 
associated with the fisheries during the nineteenth century represented a 
spectrum of social classes from peers to salmon fishers. Though 
attitudes to class changed throughout the nineteenth century, it may be 
assumed that within that particular cross-section, stratification remained 
pronounced with little inter-class communication beyond that necessary 
for everyday instruction and information. Such a state of affairs would 
have conSiderably reduced any scope for co-operation::;,. Thus, although 
Joint action by those belonging to a single class was acceptable, joint 
action on an inter-class basis was (apparently> unacceptable. For 
example, during the second quarter of the nineteenth century, though both 
groups were specifically concerned with the protection of the Tay 
fisheries, the Protection Committee, representing proprietors, and the 
Committee of Tacksmen remained quite separate and distinct in pursuit of 
their common aim. Division within a single class as was the case with 
the tripartition of proprietors into estuarial, river and upper river 
groups further reduced the scope for co-operation. 
In a more general way there were other ideas current at the time 
about the role of the individual in SOCiety which enjoyed widespread 
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currency. Adam Smith's Vmltb of lIatlOIJs, published in 1776, effectively 
broke with the previous mercantilist tradition which put the needs of the 
state at the centre of economic decision-making. This was replaced by 
an emphasis on the individual and on self-interest as the principal 
economic motivator. Later in the nineteenth century, the radicals of the 
Xanchester-School campaigned for free trade as one element among others 
which they regarded as a precondition for freedom of the individual. 
The estuarial interest during the 1840s adopted such a "Reformist- stance 
in their arguments to have the stake net legalised·. It was influences 
such as these which created the ethos of laissez-faire and justified the 
primacy of the individual. The combination of a stratified SOCiety with 
a strong sense of individualism within each strata goes some way to 
explain the behaviour patterns characteristic of those connected with the 
Tay fisheries - most of all the proprietors. 
Another development that particularly focused the attention of 
proprietors on their personal interests was change in the objectives of 
estate management. There had been a time when an estate was a social 
unit kept in cohesion by various interlinked duties and obligations. 
However, during the course of the eighteenth century this had become less 
and less so as landowners came to regard their estates as sources of 
money income for their own and their immediate family's use. 
R.H. Campbell identifies the period 1760-1630 as being particularly 
significant in this respect for Scottish landowners-. In Chapter One, 
III, supra the Tay proprietors are divided between those whose interests 
and activities were national or London-based, and those whose interests 
and activities were local or Edinburgh-based. It was the titled 
proprietors with the greatest landholdings who were active in national 
affairs and this would have involved them in maintaining a life-style 
appropriate to such a station. Thus rental (Le. money> income would 
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have been important to them and any opportunity to increase rentals 
welcome. For example, the Earl of Wemyss created no less than five 
additional fishing stations on his Elcho estate prior to 1850 which, it 
was claimed, increased the annual rental from tBOO to t.1,800'". Among 
those proprietors more usually resident on their estates, all appeared to 
aspire to the "gentleman's life" which did not require them to follow any 
form of employment apart perhaps from military or naval service, both of 
which would normally require income in addition to the service salary. 
\ 
Thus the life-style of all proprietors was based on money income, which 
made important the 1Ifaz:lJ1l1satlDIJ of all forms of rental. 
On the other hand, to proprietors with these characteristics, the 
intrusion of some body to collect statistics for a proper scientific 
investigation of the levels of exploitation of the salmon stock would be 
seen as unwarranted in terms of the ethos of la1ssez-faire, particularly 
so when such an investigation would also have represented a threat to 
unrestricted exploitation, with inevitable consequences for rental income. 
In spite of an accompanying pre-occupation with over-fishing, it appears 
that proprietors preferred to worry in ignorance, but enjoy their rentals, 
rather than countenance a proper investigation of the matter. Thus 
individualism in the sense of economic self-interest is qUite apparent in 
the behaviour of proprietors. 
With regard to the strata in society occupied by tacksmen,7 most 
appear to have been self-made men in that they ended their careers 
owning property and having other signs of wealth rather than starting 
out with these advantages. An individualistic approach to affairs is 
not inconsistent wi th the conduct of self-made men and in this case 
individualism seems to have been characteristic. This was perhaps 
inevitable for tacksmen, even successful ones, conducted a precarious 
business in terms of continuity. Tacks were on a year-to-year basis 
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with no guarantee that the number of tacks held would remain constant'"'. 
Furthermore, letting tacks by public roup meant that tacksmen were rivals 
prior to tacks being allocated and the necessity to work fishings as 
intensively as possible meant that rivalry continued throughout the 
season. Complaints by tacksmen that others of their number were in 
some way encroaching on fishings were quite common. The evidence 
suggests that, for a number of reasons, all those concerned with the Tay 
fisheries looked first to those matters concerning themselves, rather 
than to matters affecting their collective interests. 
Another matter which would have affected attitudes to over-fishing 
and preservation of the salmon stock was opinion regarding natural 
resources which, coinCidently, were changing during the nineteenth 
This is of itself a large subject which will be mentioned 
only to the extent that it can be seen as influencing attitudes towards 
the salmon fisheries. It is not assumed that participants in the Tay 
fisheries had developed their own personal philosophy in this regard, but 
it may be assumed that they were not impervious to attitudes displayed 
by SOCiety as a whole. At the beginning of the nineteenth century 
within Scottish provinCial SOCiety, one of the important influences would 
have been the Christian religion and The Bible. At that time, the 
account of "The Creation" given in the IJook of Genesis was widely and 
unquestioningly accepted. This was to the effect that all species had 
been Simultaneously created and had survived since in a "balance of 
nature" maintained by a constantly supervising God. Genesis also puts 
man in a unique position vis-Jj-vis the rest of the animal kingdom and 
justifies a remarkably arrogant attitude towards it. 
And the flar of you and the dread of you shall be upon every 
belst of thl earth, and upon Ivery fowl of the atr, upon all 
that Ilovlth upon thl earth, and upon ill thl fllhes of the 
iell into your hands are they delivered, 
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Every moving thing that liveth shall be meat for you; even as 
the green herb have I given you all things, 
6snssis 9:3-4, 
The message is quite unambiguous. The fruits of nature are for the 
benefit of man and there is no suggestion that he should be restrained in 
their consumption. Though there were other traditions, such as that of 
the ancient Greeks who believed that nature was constant and harmonious, 
these were not influential in the place or at the time. 
The balance of nature concept had been subject to refinement over 
time. One of the more influential eighteenth century interpreters was 
Linnaeus who identified "propagation, preservation and destruction as the 
phenomena which maintained the economy of nature."10 The manner in 
which the evidence was presented during the Stake Net Cause suggests 
that some of those involved were aware of L1nnaean ideas. In 
particular, the pro-stake net witnesses laid great stress on the 
abundance of the food which stake nets could supply. This accords with 
Worster's interpretation of the Linnaean concept. 
The divine economy guarantees a full abundance to all; there 
are no scarcities in nature, '" It is the very charge of 
many speciel to strive to multiply beyond their present 
numbers '" Thus the Creator arranges a systu of 
differential reproduction rates ,by which the 'harmless and 
esculent animals' will safely reproduce more than the 
predators, thereby maintaining their oliln number. whi 11 
providing a livelihood for th.ir neighbours, '" 
According to Llnnaeus, un must vigorously pursue hh 
assigned work of utilising hi. fellow species to his own 
advantage, 11 
Worster further notes that the Linnaean naturalists were at one with the 
Anglo-American culture of the time in their attitude towards nature. 
"Almost everyone was sure that God intended for all His creation, and for 
man above all, to be happy on earthj and happiness, in this period, meant 
material comfort if it meant anything.H1::;;: It was recognised that 
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conservation was part of God's design, but "conservation was conveniently 
left to providence."'3 Thus at the beginning of the nineteenth century 
there was little in the Christian tradition or its interpretation 
suggesting that a natural resource, such as the salmon stock of the Tay, 
should be regarded as anything but a God-given gift to be exploited to 
the full. 
However, the Stake Net Cause also marks the time from which 
concern about over-fishing began, and the onset of such concern must have 
created a certain unease about received ideas. In the wider sphere, the 
way in which man had reduced the number of species, both flara and fauna, 
raised doubts about the "plenitude principle", and suggested that man 
might be an offender against God's order. Within scientific circles 
unease about the balance of nature concept became apparent as the century 
progressed. The discovery of the fossil remains of extinct animals was 
another factor which raised fundamental questions about the balance of 
nature. If the number of species wi thin the animal kingdom had been 
fixed since The Creation and their numbers were kept in balance by a 
"natural econolllY", how could anilllals have become extinct? One solution 
was put forward in 1830 by Sir Charles Lyell
'
·, who was a geologist, but 
whose work on fossils had caused him to seek explanations for animals 
becoming extinct. He "placed his emphasiS upon COlli petition (between 
species) as a leading cause of extinction."'A which raised the possibility 
that competition between (say) seals, porpoises, grampuses and man could 
bring about the extinction of salmon. Then in 1844 Robert Chambers 1 & 
anonymOUSly published his VestJ.ses of the Natural History of Creation 
which added the idea of evolution to other possible reasons for 
extinction. The concept of evolution is most widely associated with 
Charles Darwin's Tbe Dr1£rl1J of Species, published in 1859, in which 
Darwin introduced his ideas of natural selection and competition between 
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the species due to population pressure. Darwin ·came to realise that no 
one species can hold a particular place in the economy of nature 
forever.H17 He sought to show that the survival of all species is 
socially determined, for if none are independent, then all must to some 
degree be interdependent and vulnerable 1 &I. As the nineteenth century 
passed, the development of ideas was generally favourable to recognising 
that species could be vulnerable to over-exploitation, even to the point 
where they might require protection. It is not suggested that any of 
the participants in the Tay fisheries were students of this subject, 
though some might have been. But those involved did not exist in a 
vacuum and, in the course of events, they would to some extent have 
become aware of changes in the climate of opinion - hence the necessity 
to be aware of how that c11mate changed. Having noted a general 
tendency for attitudes more sympathetic to conservation to emerge among 
the men of science and ideas, and assuming that these attitudes were not 
unknown on the banks of the Tay, it must be admitted that practices in 
the fisheries remained remarkably resistant to these changes in ideas. 
Over-fishing and the need to conserve were much talked of but 11 ttle 
acted on, which further confirms the impression that rentals were 
regarded as more important than conservation. 
The final-factor selected for comment as being contributory to the 
state of the Tay fisheries is the one that most pervades this study: the 
fishing proprietors and their acolytes were a body divided against 
itself. The trait of individualism described above implies singularity 
of attitude, but behaviour on the Tay went beyond that. Proprietors, in 
particular, actively distrusted each other and were constant in their 
determination that no one of their number should gain any position more 
favourable than another. River proprietors regularly took their 
neighbours in the estuary to court to prevent them exploiting their 
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fishings, and on other occasions river proprietors took each other to 
courtlSll. They all lobbied Parliament in pursuit of their own interests 
and to the deliberate detriment of those who opposed them. They wrote 
pamphlets and articles in the press denigrating each other and testified 
against other proprietors before committees of inquiry. As Calderwood 
noted in his evidence to the Elgin Commission, a proposal emanating from 
one group was invariably sufficient for another to assume it was contrary 
to its interests~o. In general, if there was an advantage that might 
fall to one, then there was always another intent to prevent it being 
enjoyed. The result was a mire of misunderstanding, misinformation and 
mismanagement into which the fisheries inexorably settled as the century 
progressed. Rescue when it came was in the crudest form: proprietors 
were virtually bribed with high rents to pass control of the fisheries 
over to a commercial company, yet again confirming that income was the 
primary consideration. This showed that, given the right price, 
proprietors were prepared to relinquish the rights of interference and 
control they had hitherto so jealously guarded. It was the 
relinquishment of control to the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company which 
created the breathing space during which conservational action was at 
last instituted. 
It is now known that the problem of over-fishing was not the 
threat it was considered to be during the nineteenth century (see 
Appendix VIII) and the internecine strife was thus the result of of self-
perpetuated ignorance and mistrust. A precondition for proper 
conservation of a species is an understanding of its natural history 
through rigorous scientific study. At the beginning of the nineteenth 
century scientists were still getting to grips with the basic features of 
the salmon's life-cycle. By the end of the century, they were rather 
better informed, certainly about the freshwater stages, though much 
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remained and still remains to be understood. However, had the 
prescriptions of such as Calderwood or Dunlop been followed in the early 
1900s, then salmon conservation would have been set on a scientific 
footing:il. As it was, the opportunity offered by the E1s:tn Report was 
not taken up and no legislation was forthcoming. By default, 
conservation was left to market forces. This being the case, then a 
tacksman's monopoly was probably as effective a means for preserving the 
species in the early twentieth century as it had been in the eighteenth 
century. But the long haul through the nineteenth century has little to 
recommend it. 
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RBFEREICES 
1. During the Napoleonic Wars attempts to increase agricultural output 
had required the utilisation of less and less fertile land leading 
to decreasing yields per acre. It was observation of this 
phenomena that led lalthus, Ricardo and other of the ·Classical 
Economists" to formulate the "Law of Diminishing Returns". 
I. Blaug: Ectmmdc Theory 1n Retrospect, second edition, London, 
1970, p 81. 
2. See table 7.4, P 211. 
3. An explanation of the pronounced stratification of Scottish society 
is contained in the writings of the l1terati of the "Scottish 
Enlightenment" during the the second half of the eighteenth 
century. They identified property-ownership as the ultimate 
source of power and influence in society and thus it was from the 
ranks of the landowners that statesmen and legislators were drawn, 
with wealth and privilege being seen as being their natural 
prerogative. 
See A.C. Chitnis: The Scott1sh HllliJIhte:IlJeIJt" London, 1976, 
chapter 5, IV, passt.. 
4. See, for example, Appendix V. 
5. R.H. Campbell, "The Landed Classes", in T.M. Devine & R. Mitchison: 
People and SocIe1;y In Scotland, Volume I, 1760-1830, Edinburgh, 
1988, pp 100-102. 
6. See p 225, and Chapter Seven, notes 58 and 72. 
7. Some of the more notable among them are mentioned in Chapter Nine, 
III, passt.. 
8. See figures 9.1d, 9.1e and 9.lf. 
9. This section is largely based upon: 
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F.B. Egerton, "Changing Concepts of the Balance of Bature", Tbe 
Quarterly Revlew of Bla1CfIY, Vol. 48, Bo. 2, June 1972. 
John Passmore: Kan's Responslblllty for Nature, London, 1974. 
Donald Worster: lature's Ecc:mcmy, A Hlstory of EcolDfIlcal Ideas, 
Cambridge, 1985. 
I am obliged to Malcolm Bicolson Esq. of the Wellcome Institute for 
the History of Medicine for drawing my attention to these sources. 
10. Egerton, ope clt. p 336. 
Egerton quotes from Linnaeus: 
To perpetuate the eltabltshed coursl of nature tn I continued 
leries, the divine wisdom has thought fit, that 111 livtng 
creatures Ihould constantly be employed in producing 
indivtdual., that III natural things Ihould contrtbute Ind 
lend I helptng hand towards preserving every spectes, Ind 
lastly that death and destruction of one thing should always 
be subservient to the restitution of Inother. 
lbld. 
Carl Linnaeus (1707-1778), the son of a clergyman born at Rashult, 
Sweden, introduced the binomial system of naming species of plants 
and animals. 
Bl0EfT8pblcal Dlctlonary of Sclentlsts, London, 1974. 
11. Worster, ope clt. pp 35-36. 
12. lbld. P 52. 
13. lb1d. 
14. Sir Charles Lyell (1797-1875), born at Kinnordy, near Kirriemuir, 
established and interpreted the principles of geOlogy. His 
ETtnclples of GealCfIYwas published in three volumes 1830-1833. 
Blqgrapblcal Dlctlonary of Sclentlsts. He was acquainted with Sir 
George Mackenzie of Caul (Chapter Six, note 6). See Mackenzie's 
entry in DIB. 
15. Egerton, ope clt. p 339. 
16. 
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Robert Chambers (1802-1871). His Vestiges of the 'atural H1story 
of Creaticm was published anonymously. "For fear of charges of 
heterodoxy from the church, his authorship was kept secret until 
the twelfth edition of 1664: his instinct was sound, for his book 
created a huge fuss. But the church did not by this time have the 
strength or the procedures to attempt to contain the new ideas. 
The Kirk could thus exert no restraining hand on Scottish 
science." 
O. & S. Checkland: Industry and Ethos, Scotland 1832-1914, London, 
1984, pp 145-146. 
17. Worster, Gp. cit. pp 157-158. 
18. Charles Robert Darwin (1809-1882). His mother was a daughter of 
Josiah Wedgwood and his grandfather was Erasmus Darwin 
(1731-1602), physician, philosopher and poet. Naturalist on 
H.X.S. Beasle 1831-1836, Darwin first made his reputation as a 
geologist, but is best known for his Tbe DrJ.s1n of Species, 1859, 
in which he set out the ideas on evolution he had been working 
since his voyage on the IJeasle. 
BiDifT1lpb1cal Dict1cmary of Sc1entists. 
19. For example, the Bermony Boat Case. 
20. See p 397. 
21. See Chapter Ten, I, pass1 •• 
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APPEIDII I 
BURGH OF PERIH FISBIIGS IACKSIBI AID EBIIALS - 169718 tp 1848/9 
SeueD ShUeD I1~kIUD CauUeDn B~Dhl 
169718 to 1705/6 All shUons David Walker, 
Deacon of Baken 3,870 .arks (£210)1 
170617 t.o 1708/9 All shUons Patrick Reoch 
Deacon of Shoemaker. 1,135 larks (£63) 
1709/10 t.o 1711/12 All shUons Mark Woods 1,650 .Irks (£92) 
1712/13 t.o 1714/15 All shUons Patrick Reoch William Ferguson 1,260 .erks (£70) 
1715116 All shUons Willlam Duncan 
Mal tnan 1,160 .erks (£64) 
1716117 All shUons Thomas Boreland 1,100 merks (£61) 
1717/18 t.o 1718/19 All shUons Pat.rick Smith 
Flesher 1,405 .erks (£78) 
1719/20 to 1721/22 All shUons Patrick Schioch William Duncan 1,600 .erks (£89) 
1722/23 to 1724/25 All shUons William Duncan Robert ROil 
Vintner 1,340 .Irks (£74) 
1725/26 t.o 1727/28 All shUons Robert Robertson W i1l1lm Duncan 
Maltlln 1,605 .Irks (£89) 
1728/29 to 1730/31 All shUons Robert. Robertson W1111111 DUncan 
Maltlln 2,000 .erks (£111) 
1731/32 to 1733/34 All shUons Charles Adair Robert ROil 1,800 lerks (£100) 
1734/35 to 1736/37 All shUons Williu Duncan Tholill Young 
Vintner 1.360 lerks (£76) 
1737/38 t.o 1739/40 All shUons Will lam Duncan Provost. 
Vintner Robert Robertson 1,900 .erks (£106) 
1740/41 All shtions Thomas Richardson Jues Falchney 2,560 .erks (£142) 
1741/42 to 1743/44 Weel 
Backshot. 
6irdoll 
Loch 
i4 Ships David Imbr 11 
CraigencoU £2 
Sleepless 
Incherrat. 
Balhepburn 
Remainder Tholas Richardson Jun Faichney 3,000 .erks (£167) 
1744/45 to 1746/472 Weel 
Backshot. 
61 rdoll 
Loch . 
i4 Ships John Robert.son Williu Stewar t. U 
Sleepless 
Incherrat. 
Balhepburn 
Retial nder Jamas Duncln Snr. John Roberhon 4,400 .erks (£248) 
1747/48 t.o 1749/50 Weel 
Backshot. W1111111 6ray David Buchan £5 61 rdollS 
Loch 
~ Ships 
Sleepless 
Incherrat 
Balhepburn Robert. Robert.son John Stewart. £12 Remainder Thomll Young Will lam Gray £220 lOs. 
\ 
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SUSQO ShtlQO Iatksuo Ciut1QOe~ Beotal 
1750/51 to 1752/53 Weel 
Backshot 
61 rdoll 
Loch David Cameron Willilll Cr ie £103 lOs, 
.. Ships Thous Young Andrew Kippen Jnr, £19 Ss, 
Sleepless Thomas Young Patrick Coupar £106 
Incherrat South Robert Robertson John Stewart £51 lOs, 
Incherrat North 
Bllhepburn Williall Gray Robert Vallange(?) £81 lOs, 
Remainder Thomas Young William 6ray £220 lOs, 
1753/54 to 1755/56 Weel 
Back.hot 
Birdom 
Loch David Buchan Robert Robertson £154 
.. Ships Thomas Young Andrew Kippen UO 
Sleepless 
Incherrlt North 
Balhepburn John Ron Walter Keir £246 
Incherrat South Robert Robertson John Stewart £60 
1756/57 to 1758/59 Weel 
Backshot 
.. Ships James Duncan Snr, ThomlS Marshall £350 
6irdoll unlet 
Loch unlet 
Sleepless James Walker Patrick Johnston £181 
Incherrat South Walter Keir John Ross £100 
Inchernt North 
Balhepburn John Ross JUtS l1arshall £150 
1759/60 to 1761/62 Weel 
Backshot Thomas l1arshall Henry Fyffe £203 lOs, 
61rdom unlet 
Loch unlet 
.. Ships 
Inchernt North 
Balhepburn John Richardson Jalles Richardson £129 
Sleeple .. James Duncan Snr. John Ross £111 
IncheHat South James Duncan Snr, Thollas Marshall U2 
1762/63 to 1764/65 Weel 
Backshot 
.. Ships 
Incherrat South John Richardson David Young £262 
Sleeple .. John Richardson John Stewart £100 
61 rdom 
Loch Jamel Duncan Snr. Henry Fyffe £32 
Inchtrrat North James Duncan Snr. Thomas Marshall £36 
Balhepburn unlet 
1765/66 to 1767/68 Weel 
Back.hot John Richardson David Young £134 
6i rdoll· 
Loch James Duncan Snr. 
.. Ships 
Henry Fyffe £32 
Sleepless 
Incherrat 
Balhepburn John Richardson Patr ick Rintoul £332 1768/69 to 1770/71 Weel 
Back.hot John Richardson David Young £134 
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SUIIQC ShUcc bCtUiC ~luUQCe~ Rechl 
6irdom 
Loch 
" Ships 
Incherra t 
Balhepburn John Richardson Patrick Rintoul £US 10., 
Sleepless John Richardson John Stenrt £140 
1771/72 to 1773/74 Weel 
Backshot 
Incherrat South 
Balhepburn Alex Lawr ie David Henderson £537 
6irdom 
Loch 
" Ships 
Sleepless 
Incherrat North John Richardson Patrick Rintoul £374 lOs, 
1774175 Weal John Campbell Souter/Taylor £190 
Backshot Wi 11 tall Gibson 6eorge Craigie £1 6s, 
6irdom 
Loch 
Sleepless 
Incherrat South John Souter Cupbell/Taylor U36 
" Ships John Richardson Wi 11 ilm Stewart £30 
Incherrat North 
Balhepburn JUts Baluin 6eorge Faichney £135 
1775/76 to 1777/78 Wee1 
Backshot 
6i rdom 
Loch 
" Ships 
Sleepless 
Incherrat South John Richardson William Stewart Jnr £415 
Incherrat North 
Balhepburn James Balmain John Stewart £70 
1778/79 to 1780/81 All shUons John Richardson William Stewart Jnr £778 
1781/82 to 1783/84 Weel 
Backshot John Campbell Jne! KI tth £160 
6irdolll 
Loch George Rutherford JUe5 Rintoul £135 
" Ships John Ross John Young £31 
Sleepless 
Incherrat South John Campbell Jues Kel th £206 
Incherrat North 
Balhepburn John Richardson Willialll Stewart Jnr £72 
1784/85 to 1786/87 Weel 
8ackshot 
8irdom 
Loch 
" Ships 
Sleepless 
Incherrat North 
Balhepburn John Richardson William Stewart Jnr £527 
Inchernt south David Halket David Robertson £56 1787/88 to 1805/06 All shttons John Richardson £1,010 
1806/073 All shttons John Stevenson 
of Berwick £1,SOO 1807/08 All shttons Ballie Blair £I,SOO 
1808/09 to 1809/10 All shtions 6ray, Richardson a Co, £724 
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SUoSCO StaUcD Iacknao Cal.lUCOIH Reotal 
1810111 to 1812/13 All staUons Gray, Richardson 
I COllpany £501 
1813114 All stations Gray, Richardson 
I Company £501 (?) 
1814.15 to 1818/19 Not known Not known 
1819/20 to 1823/24 All stations James Bell' Not known 
1824125 All stations Bell I Davis 5 £1,228 
1825126 All stations Bell a Davis £1,231 
1826/27 to 1829/30 All stations Bell a Davis £1,300 
1830/31 to 1834/35 All stations Alex Bell of 
Aberdeen £1,305 
1835/36 All stations Thomas Jamieson 
a Company £779 
1836/37 to 1837/38 All stations Thomas Juieson 
I COllpany £824 
1838/39 to 1840/41 All shUons Robert Built £1,000 
1841/42 to 1845/46 All stations Thollas Proudfoot Will1am Forbes 
Stuart & Company 
London £1,000 
1846/47 to 1848/49 All stations Andrew Swann Willilll Forbes 
Stuart a Company £1,055 
1. Merks converted to sterling at the rates: 
1 merk = 13s. 4d. Scots and ~12 Scots = ~1 Sterling 
2. In November 1747 Perth Town Council allowed a rebate of 
30 guineas to the tacksmen for the interruption at the 
fisheries caused by the Rebellion. 
3. In December 1807 John Stevenson paid ~750 to Baillie Blair 
to be relieved of the tack. 
4. James Bell's f1rm, Berry & Bell were sequestrated in 1824, see 
Chapter Five, II, passn-o 
5. Mathew Bell and Hesketh Davis. 
Sources: Pert.b Town Cc:Juncll KiD-Utes, B59/16/11-14 and PE 11111-13. 
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APPEJDIX II 
RIVER TAT FISHIIGS HELD BY JOHI RICHARDSQI & COWIY 
Duke of A thoU's Fishings 
(Stanley, Burnmouth and Middle Benchill) 
1786/87 ~ 1,87 
1787/88 to 1805/06 @ 1,150 
Ballathie Fishings 
1780/81 to 1789/90 ~ £30 
Balmbre1ch F1sh1ngs , 
No details of years or rentals g1ven. 
Bellymore F1sh1ngs 
1786/87 to 1804/05 ~ 1,80 
Byres 
1785/86 ~ 1,5 
Carp ow F1sh1ngs 
1785/86 to 1789/90 ~ 1,90 
1790/91 to 1797/98 ~ t120 
Col1nshaugh 
1785/86 II! 1,25 
, 
Elcho (Wemyss) F1sh1ngs 
1793/94 to 1798/99 rental not known. 
1799/1800 to 1800/01 @ £325 
1801/02 to 1804/05 ~ 1,345 
Errol F1sh1ngs 
1787/88 to 1801/02 ~ 1,90 <reduced to £81 after 1794) 
Fordel 
1785/86 ~ l,l2 
Fr1arton (Xoncrieffe) Fish1ngs 
1775/76 to 1796/97 ~ 1,220 
1805/06 rental not known. 
Inchtuthel 
1785/86 ~ 1,5 
Inchyra F1shings 
1781/82 to 1792/93 @ t140 
1804/05 to 1805/06,rental not known. 
K1nclaven F1sh1ngs 
1787/88 to 1805/06 ~ 1,47 
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Kinfauns Fishings 
1781/82 to 1792/93 Q 1.1400 
1793/94 to 1805/06 rental not known 
Kinnoull Fishings 
1787/88 to 1793/94 rental not known. 
1794/95 to 1805/06 ~ tSOO 
Lynedoch (Balgowan) F1sh1ngs 
1782/83 to 1785/86 Q 1.65 
1786/87 to 1799/1800 ~ 1.100 
1802/03 to 1805/06 rental not known. 
Mansfield F1shings 
1787/88 to 1799/1800 rental not known. 
1800/011 to 1806/07 @ 1.350 
Mugdrum Fishings 
1789/90 to 1799/1800 ~ 1.195 
1800/01 to 1802/03 Q 1.260 
Murthly 
1785/86 @ 1.25 
Panmure 
1785/86 ~ 1.100 
Burgh of Perth Fish1ngs 
See Appendix I 
Poldra1t (John R1chardson) 
1780/81 to 1785/86 Q 1.250 
John Richardson's own fishings 
(P1tfour, and 3/4ths Sh1ps) 
1780/81 1.700 
Rone(?) of Dunderran(?) 
1786/87 ~ t5 5s. 
Segg1eden Fishings 
1785/86 to 1787/88 Q 1.135 
Stobhall F1shings 
1787/88 to 1802/03 Q 1.170 
1803/04 to 1809/10 Q 1.271 
Upper Aird 
1785/86 ~ 1.8 
Sources: state of Process of Declarator, Duke of Atholl .t others v. 
fllll1lll11 llaule .t Others, 2nd Division, 11th October 1810. 
llemarlal far llaule v. Duke of Atholl, 2nd Divis1on, 2nd January 1812. 
MS 20976, Sederunt Boolr of the fiJrtners 1JJ the Tay f1sh1lJff bus1lJeGS, 
1781-91. 
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APPEIDIX III 
John Richardson's -Thoughts upon a Xonopoly of the Salmon Trade-
As the word monopoly sounds harsh, let it be observed that I am of 
opinion [that] all monopolies are iniquitous whereby one man gets gain 
upon the distress and ruin of his fellow citizens or subjects - But if 
there is in a state any particular article of commerce which that state 
does not make use of itself, but sends to foreigners - A few merchants 
engrossing that article by giving to their fellow subjects at home a good 
price out of a view of rais1ng the commodity upon foreigners, this 
monopoly I apprehend is very commendable in politics and allowable in 
morals, and thereby by how much more money is brought into the State 
from what was returned formerly by the article by so much more is that 
State enriched and the engrossing merchants deserve the thanks of their 
fellow subjects - Such and no other would be a monopoly of salmon, I 
mean salted salmon - Just now, as that trade is carried on by a number 
of adventurers of separate interest and generally having the same advices 
from the several markets, all crowd where there is a good appearance of 
sale - by which means the market is overdone, the sale ruined, and the 
adventurer hurt - But the article being in the one company, each market 
would be supplied with its proper quantity, whereby it is apprehended 
more salmon could be consumed and a better price obtained. It 
frequently happens that when a market is overstocked that the merchant 
finds it his interest to send them elsewhere, now this great Charge of 
transporting would be saved - Again before the merchant buys his cargo 
and procures shipping for the distant market, the season is often spent 
before the cargo arrives so that they must lie over [a] year. But this 
could be prevented by sending off early to the places at greatest 
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distance. Further, the exporter, if this cargo arrives in time, is glad 
to accept this first moderate offer, lest others should arrive to hurt his 
sale. But in a monopoly, the quantity to each market being fixed, they 
fix their price also, and are not afraid of being disappointed - In short, 
the advantage accruing to the nation from a monopoly of this article are 
so many and the reasons so numerous, that it would be endless to repeat 
them - For carrying on the monopoly it will be necessary 
1. That it be undertaken by a company of men of extensive and undoubted 
credit. 
2. That [if] all or as many of the salmon as possible be secured under 
tack [then] the others would follow of course, because if they would not 
accept of reasonable terms from the monopolising merchants, it would be 
easy for them to hurt the separate adventure by sending largely and 
selling low to that market to which his go, and this tho' an immediate 
loss, they could bear because other markets would be the scrimper served 
and consequently give a better price, and it would deter separate 
adventurers for the future. 
3. It will be necessary to get information from every market of the 
quantity they could annually consume, and here it must be adverted not to 
reckon what they send to other seaports, but only what that place and its 
inland consumpt uses independent of other markets to avoid reckoning 
twice. Also what is the produce of the whole fishings, both in Scotland 
and Ireland, and then making allowance for the N Fland[ers?] salmon, it 
could be seen whether the consumpt exceed the quantity - no matter tho' 
some extraordinary years the quantity exceed the consumpt, the price 
would be let fall so as to vend the more, or a part kept at home till 
next season. 
4. After all necessary information being obtained, a reasonable price 
could be fixed, which I apprehend could be such as would tempt the 
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proprietors to let their fish tacks, as the undertakers could surely 
exceed the present currency, and it is hoped the proprietors of fishings 
would abate something in consideration of a fixed price and good 
merchants. 
5. Although it may be said all salmon caught in the flow of the tide are 
equally good in quality, yet certain it is that through bad management a 
great many of our salmon are spoiled. !low here is a fund of gain 
considerable of itself, for the undertakers bring all such fish under an 
equal good reputation by sending proper persons for the curing and 
packing them sufficiently - ... [?] would arise great profit from the Irish 
fish whereas at present through bad management they sell much under our 
salmon, so they could be bought very low and with proper care be made as 
good as the Scots salmon. 
Xs 20801, Letter lJoak. 1763. pp 137-138. 
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APPEIDII IV 
ACCOUUS OF TUB FORJIER a;nlPAIY, BERRY & BELL, AFTER ITS SEQURSTRAIIOJ 
II JULY 1824 
lilble III 111 llu:cgh cf fe:r:th E1ah1D~ 
Expenditure Income 
1824 I. s. d. I. s. d. 
June 26 Wages 70 15 416 
July 6 20 boxes salmon 108 6 3 
9 Wages 32 15 916 
12 ? boxes salmon 24 14 
12 18 .. .. 76 8 
16 13 II .. 47 16 
19 21 .. It 66 1 3 
20 23 .. .. 82 13 6 
23 Wages 27 18 5 
24 22 boxes salmon 78 7 6 
27 13 .. It 47 
Aug. 3 13 .. .. 40 11 5 
3 10 II .. 42 10 6 
6 Wages 28 18 
10 21 boxes salmon 73 11 
13 29 .. .. 94 6 
16 32 .. It 80 10 10 
17 ? .. .. 37 17 
20 Wages 31 3 9 
21 24 boxes salmon 58 18 3 
27 16 .. .. 42 17 
27 Wages 28 16 10 
28 18 boxes salmon 47 18 6 
Sept. 4 10 .. .. 26 12 
6 6 .. It 38 :3 0 
220 8 2 1115 2 6 
Source: PE 25, Bundle 91, p 12. 
lllM e IVllb frcpo:ct1cn cf Add1t1cnal Jc1nt Rxpend1 t urea 
I. s. d. 
5 4 
30 8 4 
1624 
July 3 
20 
26 
27 
Sept. 4 
5 
13 
25 
25 
27 
Thomas Pride, repairing boats, etc. 
Andrew Buick for twine 
Thomas Pride, repairing boats, etc. 
twine, etc. 
John fforbes for coals 
John McLauchlan for nails 
Mathew Leslie for twine 
proportion of Mr Bell's wages 
Mr Bell for watching nets 
proportion of Jacob Burn's wages 
Source: PE 25, Bundle 91, p 13. 
N.B. in the original the total given is 1.72 7 6~. 
1 11 
3 10 8 
4 16 716 
1 10 
1 17 7 
22 19 416 
12 1 
6 15 7~ 
72 17 6~ 
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Iable Iil2a Lc~d G~aJ'a 11nfauna E1ah1nga 
Expenditure Income 
1824 t s. d. t s. d. 
June 26 Wages 162 15 
July 6 40 boxes salmon 220 9 
6 15 II II 80 3 9 
9 Wages 76 5 1116 
12 20 boxes salmon 79 3 3 
12 27 II .. 115 1 6 
16 50 II II 184 7 6 
19 58 II II 186 2 3 
20 38 II II 134 19 6 
23 Wages 64 15 8 
24 ? boxes salmon 204 9 6 
27 51 II " 187 17 9 
Aug. 2 46 II 
" 
150 8 
2 32 II II 118 3 9 
2 50 " II 163 
6 Wages 66 16 4 
10 49 boxes salmon 191 11 
14 68 II II 196 15 8 
16 50 II .. 134 17 10 
16 33 II .. 84 18 6 
19 83 II .. 202 19 
20 Wages 71 14 
23 50 boxes salmon 125 1 
23 49 II " 118 14 
27 51 II .. 141 12 6 
27 Wages 61 2 7 
30 50 boxes salmon 131 3 6 
30 36 II .. 91 11 6 
Sept. 3 19 II .. 50 8 6 
7 28 " .. 126 a 6 
503 9 616 3,421 19 
R.B. in the original the income column total is given as 1,3,185 1 3. 
Source: PE 25, Bundle 91, p 16. 
Ia.ble IIl2b ~cpc~t1cn cf Add1t1cDal Jo1nt Rxpenaea 
1824 t s. d. 
July 3 Thomas Pride, repairing boats, etc. 1 2 6 
Aug. 20 Andrew Buick for twine 66 10 11 
26 Thomas Pride, repairing boats, etc. 5 8 
27 tWine, etc. 10 5 9 
Sept. 4 John fforbes for coals 5 5 216 
6 John McLauchlan for nails 4 10 
13 Mathew Leslie for twine 4 19 2 
25 proportion of Mr Bell's wages 47 13 10 
25 Mr Bell for watching nets 1 1a 1 
142 11 116 
Source: PH 25, Bundle 91, p 17. 
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Illble IIl:3a B1cha~dsan af f1t!au~'a I!1ah1nga 
Expenditure Income 
1824 I- s. d. l- s. d. 
June 26 Wages 62 3 616 
July 6 13 boxes salmon 71 11 
6 10 " " 53 3 4 
9 Wages 49 13 4 
12 ? boxes salmon 24 4 9 
12 15 " " 63 18 9 
16 21 " " 79 11 6 
19 31 " II 103 10 3 
20 22 " II 80 7 3 
23 Wages 43 7 2 
24 28 boxes salmon 100 11 
27 24 " II 86 15 3 
Aug. 3 42 " " 131 11 
3 18 " II 70 14 
6 Wages 41 17 2 
10 24 boxes salmon 92 9 3 
13 39 M " 126 15 3 
16 29 " " 72 12 
17 32 . " II 80 6 3 
20 Wages 40 11 
23 38 boxes salmon 91 4 
27 24 " " 69 9 11 
27 Wages 42 9 
30 34 boxes salmon 88 7 6 
Sept. 3 11 " " 30 14 
6 15 M " 71 9 3 
6 1 " " tl 
279 12 1116 1,589 13 6 
Source: PE 25, Bundle 91, p 18. 
Illble IIl:3b E~Dpc~t1an af Add1t1aDal Ja1nt ExpeDses 
1824 t, s. d. 
July 3 Thomas Pride, repairing boats, etc. 6 10 
Aug. 20 Andrew Buist for twine 42 
24 Thomas Pride, repairing boats, etc. 5 8 
27 tWine, etc. 4 9 5 
Sept. 4 John fforbes for coals 1 13 8 
6 John McLauchlan for nails 214 8 
13 Mathew Leslie for twine 1 15 2 
25 proportion of Xr Bell's wages 12 4 9 
27 proportion of Jacob Burn's wages 20 Z fI~ 
85 17 8X 
Source: PE 25, Bundle 91, p 19. 
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Table IV/! General Account - Expenditures 
1824 
June 26 
July 2 
3 
6 
9 
12 
12 
13 
16 
17 
19 
19 
20 
20 
24 
24 
24 
24 
27 
27 
27 
31 
31 
Aug. 2 
2 
3 
3 
7 
7 
10 
10 
12 
13 
13 
13 
14 
14 
16 
16 
16 
16 
17 
18 
18 
18 
19 
20 
20 
21 
21 
23 
23 
27 
27 
fish house wages 
James Scott, box covers 
fish house wages 
stamps 
fish house wages 
stamps 
II 
George Bell to account 
stamps 
fish house wages 
stamps 
George Bell to account 
stamps 
II 
II, 
fish house wages 
James Scott, box covers 
stamps 
II 
D McFarlane, 100 boxes 
George Bell to account 
fish house wages 
James Bell to account for ice 
stamps 
II 
II 
D Walker for pair of oars 
George Bell to account 
fish house wages 
stamps 
" 
James Scott, box covers 
stamps 
" 
D McFarlane, boxes 
stamps 
fish house wages 
stamps 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Alexander Bell for ice 
D McFarlane, boxes 
James Bell, freight of ice 
stamps 
James Pitcairn, boxes 
Andrew Buist for twine 
stamps 
fish house wages 
stamps 
" 
II 
" 
carried forward 
t, s. d. 
2 14 
342 
3 2 
8 6Yo! 
3 2 
5 
4 6Yo! 
5 Yo! 
6 Yo! 
3 8 
5 
6 Yo! 
4 6 Yo! 
4 6 Yo! 
5 Yo! 
3 8 
5 19 7 
4 6Yo! 
6 Yo! 
21 5 
5 
3 8 
6 
5 
5 Yo! 
4 Yo! 
5 Yo! 
8 
4 6 
4 6Yo! 
4 6Yo! 
3 1 10 
4 616 
3 616 
21 5 
4 
4 616 
4 616 
3 616 
3 616 
3 616 
4 616 
158 6 6 
21 5 
10 4 7 
5 Yo! 
40 8 4 
10 8 1 
3 616 
4 
9 1 
3 6Yo! 
4 616 
3 616 
359 16 516 
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t s. d. 
brought forward 359 16 5 If! 
Aug 27 stamps 2 616 
28 fish house wages 4 
28 stamps 2 616 
28 Gray, Richardson & Co. 130 boxes of 
ice @ lOs. 65 
30 stamps 3 4!6 
'30 " 8 1 
Sept 3 " 3 616 
3 " 3 616 
4 " 2 16 
6 " 4 6 If! 
9 John Pullar for cork: wood 16 4If! 
15 stamps ~ Ol1l 
431 7 5 
N.B. in the original the total is given as t431 3 316. 
Source: PE 25, Bundle 91, pp 14-15. 
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Table IV/5 Richardson Of Pitfour - Consignments to London 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
1824 boxes vessel consignee t s. d. 1824 
June 19 10 83 8 Defiance G Bell 53 3 4 July 6 
23 13 99 18 OsDlJburgh " 71 11 6 
26 6 45 10 Bridport " 24- 4- 9 12 30 15 100 34 Ld KinDlJird K Bell 63 18 9 12 
July 3 21 123 94 Perth " 79 11 6 16 
7 31 156 207 Union " 103 10 3 19 
10 22 110 164 Dundee .. 80 7 3 20 
14- 28 128 241 Defiance " 100 11 24 
17 24 103 200 OsDlJburgh G Bell 86 15 3 27 
21 42 163 443 Br1dport .. 131 11 Aug. 3 
24 18 60 210 Ld K1nDlJird .. 70 14 3 
28 24 74 279 Perth " 92 9 3 10 
31 39 125 420 Dundee K Bell 126 15 3 13 
Aug. 4 29 75 368 Un10n .. 72 12 16 
7 32 90 357 OsDlJburgh .. 80 6 3 17 
11 38 92 459 Br1dport H Goter 91 4 23 
14 24 67 254 Ld K1nDlJ1rd .. 69 911 27 
18 34 61 438 Perth .. 88 7 6 30 
21 11 28 127 Union " 30 14- Sept. 3 
25 15 35 175 Dundee G Bell 71 9 3 6 
28 1 19 Def1ance R Wilson a 
477 1817 4505 1,589 13 6 
Amount of produce as above 1,589 13 6 
Proportion of t4-0 7s. 4d. interest on 
money conSigned with Perth Bank 10 9 ~ 
t1,600 2 10 
Source: PE 25, Bundle 91, p 6. 
Ioie..5. 
1. The consignments of salmon in this table correspond to those given 
in the income 'column of the Richardson of Pitfour Fishing's income and 
expenditure accounts. 
2. The first date is that when the consignment was despatched, the 
second date was when payment was received. It is this second date 
that appears in the income an~ expenditure accounts. 
3. It is not clear what the figures in columns (2) and (3) represent. 
4. There were seven vessels engaged in carrying salmon to London. 
Over the period shown they follow each other in a sequence, except 
latterly the Defiance, and take something under four weeks for each 
round trip. 
5. The fish merchants O. Bell and K. Bell are the sons of James Bell 
of Berry & Bell. Henry Goter gave evidence to the Committee of the 
House of Commons in 1827 (1827 Comndttee, p 9). 
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Table IY/O General ~Abstract (Trading Account) 
Revenue 
t. s. d. t s. d. 
Produce - Kinfauns 
Pitfour 
Burgh of Perth 
Sale of boats and nets - Kinfauns 
3,421 19 
1,589 13 6 
1,115 2 6 
Burgh of Perth 
66 5 
32 9 
From Mr Proudfoot for ice 
Boxes sold for general behoof 
from Perth Bank 
" " 
Expenditure 
Aberdeen ice, etc. 
Other creditors for ice 
Creditors for boxes 
General expenditures 
Wages - Kinfauns 
Pitfour 
Burgh of Perth 
Twine (Buist and Leslie> - Kinfauns 
Pitfour 
Burgh of 
Twine (Bell's creditors) 
- Kinfauns 
Pitfour 
Burgh of 
Repairing boats, etc. - Kinfauns 
Pitfour 
5,080 4 4 
144 10 'I 
Perth 
Perth 
245 11 1 
180 13 2 
34 17 
307 2 9 
551 3 616 
312 5 314 
249 13 214 
81 15 10 
48 4 7 
35 16 7 
6 3 'I 
3 6 4 
6 17 3 
13 1 51& 
7 5 111& 
Burgh of Perth 4 18 'I 
Fish money - Kinfauns 15 1 'I 
Burgh of Perth 12 
carried forward 
6,126 15 
98 14 
3 10 
44 
6,272 19 
5,224 14 11 
11,501 13 11 
768 4 
1,113 2 
165 17 
16 'I 2 
25 6 
15 13 'I 
2,104 9 9 
Expenditure (continued) 
Bill stamps - Kinfauns 
Pitfour 
Burgh of Perth 
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brought forward 
3 16 2~ 
1 14 8~ 
1 9 2 
Expenses of sequestration - Kinfauns 7 18 6 
Pitfour 5 10 2 
Burgh of Perth 6 14 11 
Advertising boats and nets - Kinfauns 13 
Burgh of Perth 6 6 
Paid proprietors - Kinfauns 2000 
Pitfour 600 
Burgh of Perth 500 
Payments to the Bank 
Payments to,the Bank 
Received from the Bank 
Principal-sum due by bank 
Interest allowed by the Bank 
Principal and interest due by Bank 
This sum divides among the proprietors thus: 
Kinfauns 
Pitfour 
Burgh of Perth 
Source: PE 25. Bundle 91. pp 1-2. 
w.e.. 
7 1 
20 3 9 
19 6 
3.100 
6.291 1 
11.501 14 1 
1.044 6 1 
40 7 4 
1.064 13 5 
423 12 4~ 
440 18 1114 
220 1 1114 
1.084 13 5 
The wages assigned to the three fisheries includes those in the 
additional joint expenses. 
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APPHIDII V 
18th November 1846, draft of letter to the XornhltI ChronIcle. 
Sir, 
I have just seen an article in our Edinr. Newspaper subtitled 
Northern Fisheries and stated to have been addressed to you on the 29th 
ult. by your Edinr. Correspondent. I concur very much with the 
observations of the writer of that letter, and his views in general 
appear just. There is one great Northern Fishery, however, which in my 
opinion he has failed to bring forward in the prominent view to which it 
is entitled - a fishery which is at present sacrificed to some ancient 
prohibitory laws benefiting unintentionally a few owners of private 
fisheries at the expense of the national interest. I allude to the 
salmon fisheries' in the Estuaries of Scotland. These fisheries have 
been hitherto much neglected and are capable of great improvement. I 
therefore beg leave to address you on the subject trusting that you will 
give thepubl1city of your widely circulated columns to a matter of so 
much importance to the community. 
The modes of catching salmon were until within the last half 
century very rude and adapted almost exclusively for the narrow portions 
of rivera. About the end of last ,century, however, a few enterprising 
individuals invented a new mode of fishing which was found to be a great 
improvement upon those previously in use. ,By this new method the 
fishings in the estuaries and on the sea coast, which had been until then 
extremely unsuccessful, when indeed they were resorted to at all, were 
(made) fully available and of great value. Their produce was such as 
excited the astonishment of all. The proprietors of the upper or old 
river fisheries became alarmed at the prospect of the destruction of that 
casual monopoly which they had so long enjoyed advantageously for 
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themselves but disadvantageously for the community. And acting under 
the natural impulse of self-interest they took advantage of the terms of 
the old Scotch statutes regulating salmon fisheries to obtain the 
prohibition of the new and efficient mode of fishing to which from the 
general 'nature of the machinery the name stake net had been given. 
Accordingly an action was raised at the instance of some of the Upper 
Heritors in our Scotch rivers and in the year 1812 the House of Lords 
affirmed a judgement of the Court of Session by which on the construction 
of certain old Scotch statutes it was held that the fishing of salmon by 
stake nets in rivers friths and estuaries was unlawful. These statutes 
were expressed in very loose, vague and general terms, and a sweeping 
clause was, after great diversity of opinion among the judges, interpreted 
to prohibit machinery the invention of at a date many centuries 
subsequent to these enactments of a comparatively rude and ignorant age. 
In consequence of this decision the fisheries in the estuaries of Scotland 
have been rendered unproductive as before the industry and enterprise of 
man had opened up a way for their improvement. And many stations which 
during the brief period of the permission of stake nets caught 6,000 or 
7,000 fish annually are now so worthless as to be wholly abandoned. 
From the discussions to which this action gave rise and from other 
causes the public became soon aware that altho' undoubtedly illegal by 
decision of'the Court, stake nets~were not in their nature destructive of 
the fry and breeding ,fish and attended with other pernicious consequences 
characteristic of these engines' specially struck at in the ancient 
statutes. Accordingly in 1824' with a view to the reVision of these 
statutes a Select Committee was appOinted by the House of Commons to 
take into consideration the state of the Salmon Fisheries of Scotland and 
of the United Kingdom and the Laws affecting the same, and to report the 
Xinutes of the findings with the opinions and observations thereupon from 
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time to time to the House. In other subsequent years the Committee were 
reappointed and among the conclusions to be fathomed from a mass of 
evidence most voluminous and furnished by persons selected from every 
class of society for intelligence and skill in this - that under certain 
regulations stake nets ought to be allowed all along sea coasts and in 
estuaries. 10 enactment however followed upon the evidence and the 
estuary fisheries of Scotland continue to this day in the same rude and 
unproductive state as ever.· They are therefore still regulated by the 
old Scotch statutes, which prohibit fixed machinery of any kind, allowing 
not even the very simplest contrivances such as a stake or anchor to be 
used in aid of manual labour. And the practical absurdity is still 
greater when it is remembered that all these restrictions are confined to 
Scotland, while in England the fisheries are prosecuted in a mode at once 
the most enlightened and beneficial to the community. 
Such is a summary of the history of the stake net question in 
Scotland, one in which the public interests are deeply concerned. Your 
correspondent referring to the destruction of that crop which forms the 
staple food in Ireland and the Highlands of Scotland observes that it is 
a happy circumstance that the evil is not irreversible. It is also a 
happy circumstance that this evil is not irreversible. An enactment in 
accordance with the evidence formerly led' before Parliament would 'be 
sufficient to remove it and secure to the public many advantages which 
they do not at present possess. 
By the permission of stake nets in Scotch estUaries a great 
increase in the supply of salmon would be obtained. It is stated in the 
Parliamentary evidence that the whole produce of the Tay from the river 
before the introduction -.of stake nets was about 30,000 salmon annually, 
but that during the period in which this machinery was used the produce 
was raised to 60,000. in other words the entire return was doubled. The 
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same improvement would of course take place in all the estuaries of 
Scotland were stake nets legalised; and if so there is occasioned in the 
community by the present obstructions on the supply, an incalculable loss 
of excellent wholesome food. In the view taken by your correspondent 
this increase in produce from the fisheries is the prominent advantage to 
be derived from an alteration in the law. But there are many besides, 
perhaps others little inferior in importance amongst which might be 
mentioned the superiority of the quality of the fish taken in estuaries 
over those caught in fresh waters, the additional employment which would 
by an increase of supply be afforded to the poor labouring classes and 
the removal of the abuses practised under the present system to the 
destruction of the fry and breeding fish. These advantages, important 
in themselves, are however remote from the view prominently exhibited in 
this letter, and shall therefore remain at present without further notice. 
The mode proposed for the improvement of the salmon fisheries in 
Scotch estuaries could not under suitable regulations in the slightest 
degree interrupt naVigation. By that mode the fixtures would be 
confined to the shore within the low water mark of of spring tides and 
in order that navigation even in the narrowest estuaries might not be 
interfered with, it could be provided that ~ of a mile of clear sea room 
should be left unoccupied betwixt sea and shore. Nor can any objection 
be founded against the proposed alteration on the plea of vested right. 
The present prohibitory statutes are ~ statutes, having respect 
solely to the public interests, and liable to be repealed as soon as it 
might appear that their continuance was inconsistent with public welfare. 
In favour therefore of the legalisation of stake nets in the 
estuaries of Scotland there are many weighty arguments, against it there 
is not one. Ought the measure then to be witheld even for a single 
session? It is to be hoped that the enlightened and patriotic govt. 
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whose regime we are now enjoying will not allow this restriction on the 
produce of the estuaries of Scotland to remain long unremoved. Your 
correspondent states that in a country like ours starvation is not a 
misfortune but a crime! It is the duty of a govt. to remedy every 
defect in the law of the land; it is their first and most sacred duty to 
remedy all such defects as prevent a plentiful supply of human food. 
I am sir 
Your obd. Servt. 
Ph11ademos. 
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APPEIDII VI 
Remarks by Robert Buist on the Action between the Earl of Zetland and 
the Proprietors of the Estates of Errol and Seaside. 
Perth, 11th August 1866. 
The Estates of Errol and Seaside are on the opposite side or north 
bank of the river [fay] opposite Lord Zetland's; but their nature and 
position are very different. On the south side the main channel of the 
river runs close on Lord Zetland's shores, is still marked by buoys, and 
has been hitherto considered as the navigable channel of the river. In 
fact when the fishings are advertised, they are described as on the 
shores of his Barony, and have been invariably fished from certain 
stations on the shore there, with the fishermens' backs to the south, ex 
adverso of his Lordship's lands. 
The fishings on the north side of the estuary are fished in a 
different· manner. The fishings on that side cannot be fished in the 
same manner as Lord Zetland's, that is, from the foreshore. A broad line 
of shifting sands attends from their shores to the north bank of the 
river at low water opposite the shores where his lordship plies his nets. 
In the space· between the river at low water and the north side, a 
distance of fully a mile, it is composed of a sandy bottom, continually 
shifting, throwing up banks in one year which disappear again in other 
seasons, as the currents take place in the bed of the river where at low 
water it is filled with gullies, lakes and banks which are formed by the 
direction the tides take either in ebbing or flowing. From time 
immemorial and by inveterate usage, the proprietors of the fishings on 
the north bank have had a right to occupy every bank that may [be] cast 
up or lake that may be formed by the shifting of the sands lying between 
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the low water channel of the river and their property, and to occupy each 
bank in any position around it. These banks often shift, and a bank 
worth one year only a few shillings may be let in another for upwards of 
tl00. Others again may sink in the same proportion. and [?] short time 
they may be in existence. The very names given them by the fishermen 
who discovered them are very arbitrary and fanciful. and those that are 
of a modern age "are named from men who are still alive. Thus one of 
the banks was named "The Beagle", because the Sheriff Officer was present 
at the discovery. Another was called "McInnes" from the man who first 
occupied it. "Halley's Lake" was named in the same way. One of the 
best banks let ~ in 1864 made its appearance a few years before that, and 
from its funny appearance was named "The Haggis''. and let at a trifling 
rent of a few pounds. In 1864, however. "The Haggis" swelled up so much 
that it was let for t195. Other banks of an older date have 
disappeared. and their names are forgotten. Among the banks of an older 
time were two called respectively "Eppie's Mote" [Moat?], and "Eppie's 
Taes" [Eppie = Ephraim?, taes = toes]. The "Mote" has now completely 
disappeared. "Eppie's Taes" have been creeping gradually downwards. and 
are ex adverso of the lands of Errol and Seaside. In virtue of the 
custom and usage of the river, the. upper part of that bank has been 
fished by the Errol ~ tenants and· the lower by those of Seaside. The 
"Taes" have been creeping towards the south and having come near to the 
south channel as described above. Lord Zetland is now attempting to 
deprive both of it on the grounds that a current of the river now runs on 
the north side of the "Taes". 
channel is a different matter. 
How long that current may run in that 
As stated above, the bed of the river 
here is composed of shifting sand. and a crush of ice in winter or a 
heavy spate at any time of the year may give a direction to the river 
from the lower part of Mugdrum Island that may throw the whole flow of 
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it in its old channel on Lord Zetland's shores. As has been stated in 
the Process now before the Court, the tendency of the river to run in 
that direction is so strong that· many years ago to protect his lands, 
Lord Zetland had to throw out a line of jetties, which so impeded the 
navigation that the Town Counoil of Perth had to take an action before 
the Court of Session against his Lordship and get them removed. 
As to Eppie's Taes, they are still oreeping downwards, and that 
bank is by Mr Stevenson's Report, gradually diminishing, and it is highly 
probable that before this vexatious aotion is decided, it will have 
completely disappeared and be among the things that were. The litigants 
on both sides may get the bills and the lawyers the oyster. It is only 
of late that Eppie's Taes has been worth contesting for: and it has been 
in the possession and occupancy of the proprietors on the north side of 
the river for upwards of forty years. Taking it altogether, it is a deep 
game that Lord Zetland is playing for such a small stake. There is no 
alternative for those on the other side but to defend their property. 
In the meantime I may desoribe that part of the river as known to 
me for many years. Above the part in· dispute ... are the fishings of 
Mugdrum, oonsisting of the river e% adverso of the main-land on the 
south, and of Mugdrum island on the north and south sides. Between that 
and the opposite· shore of Errol· the rule obtains there as in the river 
below Mugdrum Island noticed above, that is, the Mugdrum people fish on 
all banks that may [bel cast up with their baoks to their own property, 
and the Errol people follow the same rule. There is this differenoe 
between them and: Lord Zetland that the Mugdrum proprietor has a Charter 
for fishing on the bank or north side of his island', whereas Lord 
'But there is no permanent distinguishable channel at low water. 
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Zetland has only a Charter of fishing on the north shores of his 
property, the main channel of the Tay forming the boundary of his 
fishings. That· channel has existed from time immemorial, so his 
Lordship is not setting up a claim to what he alleges to be the main 
channel. As described above, this alleged channel may have cut its way 
through gullies which if joined together [would] form as it were a 
continuous run at low water; but which as stated above, is merely cut 
through the shifting loose sand, forming the bed of the river at high 
water, and the sandbanks between the old channel and the north-side fore-
shores at low water. Although at present the sandbank called "Eppie's 
Taes· may be creeping to the south shore, a bank of ice in winter, or a 
spate in summer, directed from the point of Xugdrum Island will in all 
probability restore the Tay to its main channel alongside Lord Zetland's 
shores. 
The fishing sandbanks in the space between the old channel and the 
north shore of the Tay are all of modern origin, and have all the above 
fanciful names given them by the discoverers, who are almost all alive. 
"Eppie's Taes" seems to be the most ancient among them, and by the 
testimony of the [civil] engineers and people who have known it for many 
years, that bank appears to be now shifting and hastening to decay. 
From the facts stated above, it becomes a most important question 
as to the rights of property and as to how they may be regUlated or 
fixed by law. Were the proprietors to be led into expensive and perhaps 
ruinous litigation by a proprietor who was wealthy, and who after his 
neighbours has occupied property more than 40 years undisputed, comes 
forward and claims possession of it, under the pretence that he can wade 
to it at extreme low water, this prinCiple if adopted by our Courts of 
Law would open a door to constant litigation. It is therefore a very 
important question what is landed or movable property in such cases. 
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As stated above, the banks are constantly changing. Like whales 
in the Arctic Ocean, they are continually rising and. falling, although 
they may be more permanent in their position and in the course of time 
they disappear like the whales. Some such rules as have obtained in the 
Arctic seas might be applied here. There if a fishing vessel fastens a 
harpoon in a whale, no other Ship has the right to interfere with the 
fish. If the two struck at the same time, then they follow and divide 
it.' According to Milton 
The hugest beast that swims the ocean stream 
Have by pilots oft been deemed an island. 
Ve therefore in the case before us considering the shifting nature of our 
sandbanks, and seeing their movable properties, may not be stretching a 
point too far in contending that the same principle may be applied to 
regulate them, as does the possession of the whale in the Arctic Ocean. 
Thus Eppie's Taes having been struck by the harpoons of the Errol and 
Seaside boats, and they having been followiJ'g their property so obtained 
have the exclusive right to it; and now although Lord Zetland has pushed 
off his skiff to anchor it on this moving island, he will find ultimately 
that this latter has by the anchorage of "the Norway skift" [as in "the 
sealy mind of the whale"] been secured to the other fishers. 
We may shortly note the characteristics of the fishings above, as 
already described, between Errol and Mugdrum are of a shifting nature as 
of the bed of the river under discussion. Between Lord Zetland's and 
Seaside the bed of the river appears to be of a different and more 
permanent nature. There occurs what is called the Channel Bank, 
recently in dispute between Birkhil! in the south and Castlehuntly on the 
north bank of the Tay [22nd March 1864, Frederick Lewis Scrymgeour 
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Wedderburn. Pursuer v. George Patterson and Others. Defenders. See 1864 
Sess10n Cases. pp 902-9101. As I understand. the charters on either 
side lead to the'middle of the Tay. After a litigation 1n the Court of 
Session Castlehuntly. who claimed to have sole r1ght to that bank was 
found to have only a r1ght to come to the centre of the river. and the 
Hne coming through the bank. he only got half of the latter. In fact 
all the banks in this quarter appear to be of a different nature as by a 
Plan of the Tay now before me. drawn up by authority of the Court of 
Session in 1809 by a Xr Bell under the instruction of Kr Jardine. Civil 
Engineer. that the Castlehuntly tenant had erected stake nets on his 
banks of more than H4 miles long. and Birkhill on the south side of the 
Tay had also erected stake nets of the length of more than l of a mile. 
These two were the uppermost stake nets in the river. and next to 
Seaside. These two stake nets fixed on the banks there show that the 
sand was quite of a different nature from the bed of the river above 
Seas1de, as the banks there were of a constantly shifting nature, and it 
would have been impossible for any stake nets to have been erected there, 
or stood had any attempt been made to erect them. 
:r.c:tea 
1. Eppie's Kote and Eppie's Taes were so named after a seaman who was 
found drowned there. 
2. A wi tness during the court proceedings commenting on Zetland's 
claim that his agent had waded from the south shore to Eppie's Taes at 
low water, "Lord Zetland would be a dangerous neighbour if he had 
Colossus for a Tutor." 
Glovers, box 11. bundle 1. 
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APPEIDII vn 
ARtIFICIAL PROPAGATIOI 
The propriety of attempting u1110n propagation by artificial 
. leans, tI' was first suggested by lord Gray, who being in 
France had liIen exper1unh of this nature g01ng on there, 
under the auspices of the French Government, and the perlonal 
superintendence of If, Coste, Professor of Natural History 1n 
the NaUonal Institute of France. Dr Eldl1l. of Calcutta Wli 
in Perth about the lalle time, and wrote a letter to the local 
newspapers on the subject, suggesting that the proprietors of 
the Tay fis~ings should try something of the kind,' 
As a result of Lord Gray's initiative a general meeting of the Tay 
proprietors was held on 19th July 1853 at which it was agreed that 
experiments with the artificial propagation of salmon should be carried 
out on the Tay. It was estimated that cost of constructing a pond would 
be" t500. and this was raised by a special assessment on the proprietors 
at a rate of 6~~ which raised t500 17s. 10d. from those proprietors 
willing to co-operate in the scheme~. Also present at this meeting were 
Thomas Ashworth who had begun similar experiments at his fishings in 
Galway and Professor Quekett. Resident Curator of the College of Surgeons. 
London. both of whom advised as to a proper site for the necessary 
breeding ponds. These were constructed at Stormontfield. (NO 10(309) on 
land provided by the Earl of Mansfield. Robert Buist was at the time 
superintendent of the" watchers and he was given responsibility for the 
ponds as part of his duties. After he was replaced as superintendent of 
the watchers (1861> he retained his position in charge of the work at 
Storm on tfield. 
The experiments at Stormontfield created considerable interest both 
in the United Kingdom and abroad. and Buist had reports published in 
The FIeld under the Dam de plUJlle "Peter of the Pools". Buist· was 
convinced of the benefits of artificial propagation.· but as the work at 
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Stormontfield started in the same year (1853) as the vOluntary reduction 
in the length of -the netting season, he admitted that the increase in the 
produce of the river, as indicated by the increase in rentals, could not 
be distinguished from the effects of the latter change. Buist's 
enthusiasm was to some extent misplaced as he laboured under the 
misconception that smolts released into the river in May returned the 
saJ1Ie year as grilse, and in the following year as salmon of (up to) 
12 Ibs3 • At the time the Stormontfield Ponds came into operation it was 
estimated that one out of every thousand (0.1%) eggs ultimately became a 
marketable fish, but by 1861 this estimate had been reduced to one in 
three thousand (0.03%»4. By the 1670s the Stormontfield Ponds were 
producing about 100,000 smolts per ann~. In 1863 they came under the 
direct management of the ray District Salmon Fisheries Board. This 
meant that the running costs came out of the general assessment made by 
the ray Board rather than a separate contribution from (some) 
proprietors-; 
By 1882 there were two establishments for the artificial 
propagation of salmon in the ray District and Stormontfield was by then 
regarded as rather antiquated. H 11. Chabot-Karlen in his recent Report 
on foreign pisciculture to the Minister of Agriculture in France, when 
speaking of Stormontfield, declares that it must either be regenerated or 
abandoned." A second hatchery had been established on the Earn at 
Dupplin (10 06 19) using the much more modern methods developed at the 
Howietoun hatchery on the River Forth near Stirl1ng7. In his evidence 
to the Elgin Commission in 1900, P.O. Malloch gave it as his opinion that 
scale of rearing in hatcheries was much too small to make any impact 
upon the salmon stock. The figure quoted by him to the Committee for 
the ray was 57,000 ova per aDlJUJJI, which Malloch described as "a perfect 
farce altogether." Malloch's estimate of a significant number for a 
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river like the Tay was in the region of ten million ova annually"'. In 
the light of more recent opinion, Malloch's observation appears to be 
correct. Taking the figure of 0.1% as a reasonable approximation of the 
rate of survival from egg to return to the natal river of the adult fish, 
then only 57 returning salmon is indeed a farcical figure, though 10,000 
would be commercially significantso • Calderwood made more expl1ci t the 
ineffectiveness of salmon hatcheries which were designed to augment the 
salmon stock of a river. Tagging experiments were carried out with 
smolts on ,the Tay in 1905 and 1906. Of the 5,500 smolts tagged in 
1905, 110 (2%) were subsequently re-captured, and in 1906 303 (3.03%) of 
the original- 10,000 market smolts were re-captured. If only some 3.0% 
of sma Its could be expected to return to the natal river, then the scale 
of a hatchery producing sufficient smol ts to make an appreciable impact 
would have to be very large, and in- addition to the capital cost of the 
hatchery, there would be the running cost of feeding the fry/parr/smolts 
for up to three years in the ponds. Calderwood made the point that the 
same effect could be achieved by "buying" back from the netsmen 260 
males and females which would give an extra million eggs without the 
cost of a hatchery'o. 
1. Robert Buist: The Stt::znIt01ltfield Piscicultural Ezperaents, 
1853-1866. Edinburgh, 1866, p 4. 
2. PE 1/1/13, pp 604-606. 
Among those proprietors Dot willing contribute to the scheme were: 
MarqUiS of Breadalbane Duke of Atholl 
Earl of Kinnoull 
Hay of Xugdrum 
Wedderburn of Birthill 
Paterson of Carpow 
Allan of Errol 
Stewart of Balmerino 
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3. Buist.op. c1t. pp 10-11-
4. The former estimate Ashworth and Buist. the latter estimate 
Ashworth and :!fennell. quoted in A. Young: SahRon P1sher1es, London. 
1877. p 205. 
5. 1b1d. P 208. 
6. TBMB. Vol. 1.p 31-
7.Plrst-Repart to the P1shery Board far Scotland, 1882 by Archibald 
Young. p 13. 
8. EJsln, II. p' 467 • 
9. HThe overall survival, from egg to return of adult into the home 
river might be expected to be in the region of 0.1% (±?). Private 
communication from Gordon Struthers. Freshwater Fisheries 
Laboratory. 
10. W.L. Calderwood: SalJOD. and Sea Trout, London. 1930. pp 162-163. 
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APPEIDII YUI 
VAS IHBBR QVER=PISHIIG? 
Because fear of the consequences of over-fishing played such an 
important role in shaping the attitudes and actions of those involved in 
the Tay salmon fisheries during the nineteenth century, it is of interest 
to know if these fears were justified. This Appendix is confined to 
ascertaining the extent, if any, of such justification in the light of 
more recent research. However, though modern work on fish stocks has 
done much to reveal the complex dynamics involved, much still remains to 
be explained'. 
Being anadromous, during its life-cycle the Atlantic salmon 
inhabits two distinct environments: the river (freshwater) environment 
within· which it is born and progresses to the. smolt stage, and the 
oceanic (salt-water) environment where it remains as a mature fish until 
returning to its natal river to breed. Both of these environments exert 
an influence on the size of a salmon stock. The particular variables 
which will affect any given fish stock are its' rate of reproduction and 
size in relation to food supply and suitable breeding environments. If 
the fish stock ·is too large in relation to these, then its rate of 
reproduction will be low because of the insufficiency of resources and 
the stock will fall to a more appropriate size. On the other hand, if it 
is too' small, there may be insufficient breeders to replace loss by 
catching and natural mortality in which case the size of the stock will 
fall yet further, possibly to extinction. However, wide variations in 
the size .of'a fish stock are possible before the latter becomes a threat 
and, in general, it is claimed that fish populations tend to match 
themselves to the available food supply. In this respect Nikolsk11 
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quotes "Anokhin's self-regulating ,rule" that "deviation from the final 
adapted state i teelf acts as the stimulus for returning to that state",2 
The adjustment mechanism is believed to be changes in the availability of 
food causing changes in the fish's metabolism, which then alter the 
reproductive rate. However, the food supply itself need not be the 
causal factor: the same effects would also occur if the fish stock varied 
relative to a given food supply. 
These general concepts have to be adjusted to allow for the 
particular characteristics of the salmon. Relatively little is known 
about the effects of the oceanic environment on the salmon or of how the 
balance between food supply and size of the stock applies at that stage 
of its 11fe-cycle.,' Because they do not feed in freshwater, availability 
of food is irrelevant to breeding salmon once they have entered their 
natal river. However, the extent of the spawning grounds in relation to 
the number of returning fish will clearly be of significance: too large a 
number reaching the redds would lead to overcrowding and insufficient 
food for the young fish after hatChing, too small a number reaching the 
redds would lead to them being insufficiently utilised. It is thus clear 
that the food supply in freshwater is crucial to the immature fish 
throughout all the freshwater stages, and for that period of time the 
relationship between food supply, environment and immature fish is the 
same as it would be for' a non-migratory' fish stock, except that the 
immature fish are non-breeders and there will be a lapse in time before 
any change affecting the immature freshwater stock is translated into an 
effect upon breeders. The lapse being the time the mature fish spends 
in salt-water. Thus if there were improvements in the freshwater food 
supply or the extent of the suitable breeding enVironment, this would 
lead to a higher survival rate at the immature stages, earlier smolt 
migration, and hence more sea feeding with consequent increases in 
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fecundity on return to the river. The reverse would apply if there were 
a reduction in food supply or the extent of the breeding environment. 
The particular significance of this concept to a commercial fishery 
is that though commercial netting reduces the size of the breeding stock, 
the proportion between hatched fish and food supply will be favourable to 
higher survival rates which will compensate for the effects of the 
netting.', that this form of adjustment takes place appears to be widely 
accepted, though there are limits to the extent to which this natural 
compensation mechanism can counter the effect of fishing. For a given 
fish stock in given circumstances, there is a "m<lximum sustainable yield" 
which is the hir,hest level of ,~xploitation which will also allow the 
stock to remain at its existing size - a straightforward theoretical 
concept, but difficult to realise in practice. However, fish stocks 
may vary quite considerably on either side of the maximum sustainable 
yield without being threatened with extinction. This form of analysis 
had not been developed during the nineteenth century, which would have 
done· nothing to allay fears about over-fishing. Though it is 
interesting to note that (separate) complaints were made about too many 
fish getting to the redds~ and too few fish getting to the reddsA., 
perhaps an adumbration of the maximum sustainable yield concept. 
Although it is now held that "the food capacity of the river 
is the primary determinant of the salmon or trout population"'", not 
a great deal of attention was given to this matter in relation to the Tay 
basin during the nineteenth century, though something must have been 
known about the feeding habits of immature fish to allow the 
Stormontfield hatchery to be set up in 18536 • More concern was 
expressed about the reproductive environment and the extent of the 
spawning area. This was something that tended to worsen during the 
nineteenth century as mill dams were erected and more abstraction .of 
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water prevented fish from' reaching some of the redds. Access to the 
potential spawning areas beyond the Falls of Tummel was frequently 
discussed but they remained unexploited beyond the end of the century. 
It may be concluded from this very brief description of the maximum 
sustainable yield concept that, although those concerned with the 
fisheries were aware of elements of the concept, these were not sufficient 
for them to appreciate their collective significance, in particular that 
there was an ill-defined spread between the upper and lower danger 
points - neither of which was a constant - within which the salmon stock 
might remain without being endangered. 
An alternative form of analysis, which may be developed rather 
further, is the -dynamic pool" model which takes account of four 
variables. A fish stock may increase because more fish are born or 
because existing fish grow larger, and it may decrease because of natural 
mortali ty or fish being caught. These factors affect fish of different 
age classes in different ways. For example, if the catch is 
disproportionately from a particular year class or classes, then this may 
alter the age structure of the stock7 • A commercial salmon fishery , 
such as that on the Tay, is an example of a natural "open access 
resource", i:e. no barriers to entry beyond the ability to bid for a tack 
and being able to acqUire gear, and once access to the resource had been 
gained exploitation is by competitive withdrawal. Using the dynamic 
pool approach, the yield of a fishery will depend on: the growth rates of 
the fish, recruitment of fish to the "fishable" stock (in nineteenth 
century terms, salmon making themselves available to coastal or river 
nets), natural mortality rates and, mortality due to netting. An 
equilibrium in the fish stock would be reached when increases from 
growth rates and recruitment were exactly equal to reductions from 
natural and fishing mortal1 ty • Assuming that a fish stock will tend 
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towards equilibrium {see Anokhin supra p 459>, then, within limits, an 
increase in fishing intensity will give rise to an increase in the rate of 
renewal until balance is again achieved. 
yield function as follows: 
L = k:o:BOI - ifB> 
This may be expressed as a 
Where L is landings, B is fishing effort, M is maximum fish stock and k, 
and k2 are constants. Thus catches are a function of both fishing 
effort and the size of the fish stock, but the fish stock is also a 
function of fishing efforts. 
The implied connection between catches and effort may also be 
shown by means of a figure. Figure VIlLi shows how as fishing effort 
increases from zero there is at first a positive yield at a decreasing 
rate which ultimately reaches a maximum (OBm >. This posit1ve 
relationship between effort and yield is possible because during this 
phase the reduction in the size of the stock and the average weight of 
fish are more than offset by the loss to natural mortality and the 
increased rate of growth. Thus each increase in fishing effort will 
lead to a new equilibrium with a higher yield of fish. Beyond the 
maximum, population effects dominate and increases in fishing effort 
reduce the size of the equilibrium yield. As the figure shows, 
unrestrained increases in fishing effort would ultimately lead to the the 
extinction of the stock, though there could be equilibria with very low 
yields. An additional factor, not incorporated in the figure, is .that 
increased fishing effort will create more "fishing units" 
(stations/tacksmen> which may cause congestion within the fishing area, 
e.g. the necessity to resort to "staff on landtl:\lO and a consequent 
reduction in catches. The point which emerges from the model is that a 
fishery can sustain a wide range of discrete f~shing efforts, each of 
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Figure VIII,i 
Yw 
o 
which will produce an equilibrium that need not, ceter1s paribus, lead to 
the extinction of the fisheries, even when fishing effort is past the 
maximum and giving a reduced yield. 
Anadromous fish such as the salmon have an additional complication 
compared to other types of fish in that their availability for catching 
is (or was in the nineteenth century before the development of the 
Greenland fishery> restricted to their return to the coasts and rivers, 
and· the return of different year classes is associated with different 
seasons of the year (see table 1.3. p 16). Thus the availability of 
(say) grllse in a particular year will be dependent on the number of 
spawners some four or five years previously. If too many grilse were 
caught that year, then the number returning to spawn "now" will be that 
much less.: It is also the case that too few grllse caught can lead to 
·overloading" the redds which would also reduce the number of returning 
fish 'o. The form of this relationship is shown in figure VIILi1, " 
Fi&Ure Vll1.11 
R~,u{{ tJ1WC 
r=,S' H 
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Returning fish in year tti are plotted against spawners in year t. The 
45'" line joins the paints for all levels of fish stocks at which the 
number of returning fish which escape capture (the escapement) are just 
sufficient to maintain the given salmon stock. Thus anything to the 
.left and above the 45'" line indicates numbers of returning fish in excess 
of those necessary to maintain the existing stock. The total number of 
fish returning in any season is shown by the line OA, thus the distance 
between the 450 line and OA is the number that can be caught in that 
year without eroding the stock in future years. The complications of 
the analysis become more apparent when it is appreciated that the figure 
applies to one year class only, and as table 1.3 suggests, there might be 
five such classes in anyone season. The point which emerges from this 
analysis of a single year class is that, again, there can be a wide 
variation in the number of returning fish taken in the nets before a 
fatal erosion of the stock sets in. The exegesis of both the maximum 
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sustainable yield and the dynamic pool models show that there may be 
considerable increase or decrease in catches, or variations in fishing 
effort before a fish stock becomes endangered; As the salmon stock of 
the Tay did not disappear during the nineteenth century (or since), this 
suggests that the contemporary fears were based upon a misunderstanding 
of the situation which exaggerated the dangers. 
The models so far have been concerned solely with natural 
variables which may limit their applicability. However. an economic 
dimension may be added to the dynamic pool model which increases its 
relevance. In figure VIII.11i the total cost and total revenue curves. 
aggregated' for all units in the' fishery. have been superimposed on the 
physical yield of a fishery (Y ... )". Costs include a normal profit to 
the proprietors and there are assumed to be a number of competing units 
(tacksmen) facing the same costs and receiving the same prices for their 
F1g:uTe VIII.iii 
Vr--.lU! Or: 
'1IGL!) , ("O~,~ 
AJJ~ 
~~"£1JUe 
o £ , 
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produce. Under these assumptions the produce ?f the fishery will be 
expanded to the level at which total costs equal total revenues (fishing 
effort of DE, >. for beyond that point individual units would make losses. 
At this level of fishing effort. produce may be greater than the maximum 
physical yield (DEz>. In terms of the individual units. the equilibrium 
is where average total cost equals average revenue. l.e. where transfer 
earnings are just being met and there is no economic rent. Each time 
there is an increase in total receipts or a reduction in total costs. the 
point at which the aggregate curves intersect will move further to the 
right. implying' a yet more intense fishing effort. This is because. when 
the adjustment occurs. the individual units enjoy economic rent which will 
be diSSipated by more units being attracted into the industry and/or 
existing units fishing yet more intensively. There is no self-correction 
inherent in this situation. and it could lead to the very last fish being 
taken from a fishery. provided that the revenue from its sale covered the 
cost of catching it'Z. Thus by adding the cost and revenue curves it is 
possible to explain in economic terms why the level of fishing effort 
might vary extensively within the limits imposed by the yield curve. and 
how. in the circumstances· envisaged. there is no form of commercial 
restraint to stop fishing before a fishery is exhausted. provided only 
that average cost does not exceed average revenue. During the second 
half of the nineteenth century in particular. when revenues were rising. 
the economic dimension provides' an explanation for the continuing 
increase in fishing effort and for falling catches at individual fishings. 
and it also gives more substance to the fears expressed at the time about 
over-fishing. 
However. in spite of an economic case to the contrary. the fact 
remains that the Tay salmon fisheries did not succumb to over-fishing. 
A further economic argument may help to explain this. One of the 
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dangers inherent in an open access resource is excess capacity, in the 
case of a fishery too many fishing units. The explanatory model assumes 
an increasing national income, income elasticity of demand greater than 
zero and a supply' curve less than perfectly elastic, all of which are 
perfectly reasonable in the given circumstances. Under such conditions, 
as the demand for fish rises the inelastic supply curve will ensure that 
price increases, and the larger profits will be dissipated among more and 
more fishing units as' they are attracted into the fishery - there being 
no barriers to entry. As the fishing effort intensifies, the supply 
curve becomes totally inelastic or negatively sloped,' which raises prices 
yet higher and attracts yet more entrants, but adds nothing to output so 
that the existing (or reducing> supply of fish is shared among more and 
more fishing units. Increasing competition for a given or shrinking 
fish stock makes joint action among the participants more difficult as 
each unit is pre-occupied with maintaining its share of the produce to 
the exclusion of all else. Concentration on the maximisation of produce 
and income also discourages the adoption of conservation measures as 
they would reduce produce and income in the short-term.- However, such 
competition does encourage single operators or small groups of operators 
to (clandestinely> adopt methods of dubious or outright illegality in 
order 'to gain some advantage over their fellows. There is also a 
tendency to prevent the adoption of any legitimate innovation that would 
improve the efficiency of the competing units, indeed there may be action 
to deliberately reduce efficiency to preserve the status quo. With 
chronic over-capacity such a fishery becomes particularly vulnerable to 
any decline in- the price of fish. In such circumstances the 
participants would wish to sell-out and leave the industry, but there is 
no one willing to buy them out, so they cannot reinvest their capital 
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elsewhere. 
asymmetrical. 
Thus entry and exit conditions to the industry are 
There are elements in this model which are recognisable as 
applying to the Tay fisheries. Particularly during the second half of 
the nineteenth century, the apparently insatiable demand for salmon and 
rising prices ensured profits sufficient to attract a constant flow of 
new entrants to the Tay salmon fisheries (see table 10.2, p 414). The 
reports at the time were of increased competition for a salmon stock that 
certainly was not increasing and, although there were improvements in 
efficiency, they tended to be improvements to existing methods, while 
innovations like the hang net and Bermony boat were resisted, though the 
clandestine use of the hang net was widespread until 1888. There was 
also a singular unwillingness to adopt joint measures that might havll 
alleviated the· Situation, though there wer"l! additional reasons for this 
connected w:lth other disputes between the proprietors. However, the Tay 
fisheries were not precisely the same as the model. There was a 
constant flow of new entrants,but by mid-century they were competing 
for a fixed number of stations, so that, though the number of tacksmen 
increased, the number of stations did not. Thus by the physical 
limitation on the number of places where nets could be plied, the Tay 
fisheries escaped the Ultimate excesses of the model. The Tay also 
avoided the asymmetry between entry and exit by the principal capital 
investment - the fishing - belonging to a proprietor who rented his 
property to different tacksmen13 • The tacksman's investment in gear was 
not irreversible on the Tay, as there was no reason for the stock of nets 
and cables exceeding the number of stations at which they could be 
utilised. 
Thus the addition of an economic dimension to the basic dynamic 
pool model enhances its applicability to the Tay salmon fisheries in the 
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nineteenth century. If the intensity of fishing was profit-led, then 
rising prices after c. 1850 would explain the greater fishing effort and 
how a smaller share of the (relatively) fixed salmon stock went to each 
tacksman. It also helps to explain the pressures to inhibit innovation 
and any increase in efficiency. If what happened on the Tay conforms to 
the explanation given, then what prevented the extinction of the salmon 
stock, apart from any variations in the length of the fishing season, was 
the physical impossibility of increasing the number of fishing stations, 
which were confined to that part of the river between Newburgh and 
Campsie Linn by the unsuitability of the net & coble below and the dearth 
of fish above. More and more tacksmen were attracted to the river, and 
had there been scope, no doubt they would have worked more and more 
stations as happened when the banks below Newburgh were colonised. 
Fortunately for the salmon stock, however, the number of commercially 
worthwhile stations was strictly limited and insufficient to erode the 
salmon stock past the point of no return'·. 
There is a further development of the model which may help to 
explain the final event to affect the Tay fisheries during the nineteenth 
century. If a fishery came into the hands of a single company, then it 
would not be in the company's interest to exploit the fishery to the same 
extent as under'"free entry". Rather than making decisions on the basis 
of the average curves it would use "a marginal approach. This is shown 
in Figure VIII.iv where the company's marginal cost curve (MC) does not 
start at the origin because it contains an element (OR) of economic rent 
equal to the lowest return acceptable to the company. The result is 
that the point at which marginal revenue (XR) equals marginal cost plUS 
rent is further to the left than it would be for multi-finn "free entry", 
implying a lower level of fishing effort {OE2> and less exploitation of 
the fishery. This is a possible explanation in economic terms of the 
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Figure YIILiv 
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behaviour of the Tay Salmon Fisheries Company after 1900 when it reduced 
both the number of stations worked and the length of the netting season. 
:Kill's article deals with the Scotch salmon fisheries as a whole. 
but he implies that. up to the 1950s such threats to the salmon stock 
as there were, emanated from the rivers, e.g. poaching and pollution. and 
these were not sufficient to disturb a "relatively comfortable and stable 
position.'"10 This confirms the impression that rivers such as the Tay 
were not under ultimate threat during the nineteenth century. He admits. 
however, that no incontrovertible statements about salmon stocks may be 
made without statistics and there was no legal requirement for their 
collection until 1951'6. Thus the main evidence that a salmon stock 
such as that of the Tay was not under serious threat during the 
nineteenth century is its continuing existence during that time. 
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Mills, however, suggests additional reasons for the disquiet that 
was felt at that time. For example, it was not fully recognised during 
the nineteenth century that the season at which a year class of salmon 
returned to a river need not remain the same. Malloch's criticism of 
the extension of the netting season was that it coincided with the large 
number of salmon ascending the river during the Lammas Floods 1 7 , but 
Mills' point is that the time of this larger than usual run might alter to 
be either earlier or later. It can thus be appreciated how I if a 
particular run altered the time of its return from the netting season to 
close-time, this could be erroneously seen as a depletion of the salmon 
stock and add to the general concern on this subject. It also shows 
that it was not necessarily in the best interests of the salmon stock to 
leave the opening and clOSing dates of the netting season unchanged over 
time as· has tended to' happen, though the 1862 Act did allow for their 
alteration. Similar' disquiet may have been created from ignorance of 
long-term variations in the numbers of returning fish. On the basis of 
various statistical series's Mills concludes that salmon catches are 
subject to a long-term cyclical fluctuation over a twenty to thirty year 
period. Given that people were unaware of this long-term cycle during 
the nineteenth century, it is yet another reason for their concern about 
produce if the long-term cycle gave rise to declining catches for periods 
of ten to fifteen years. The other associated point is that persons 
connected with salmon fisheries tend to be too much influenced by short-
term variations in produce. 
Rarely is reference lade to a long run of catch data; 6 to 10 
years of diminishing catches is sufficient for lost of them to 
draw subjective conclusions, '" For thll reason it 11 
perhaps not surprising that in the field of salmon management, 
in all Atlantic salmon-producing countries, the voice of the 
involved llynn has a luch greater influence on IIlnagnent 
policy than it has on that for thl purely cOlllllrcill urine 
fisheriu, " 
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This observation applied with particular force in the nineteenth century 
when there was less understanding.of the subject and fewer scientists to 
have opinions20 • It may be concluded from both the interpretation 
provided by the economic models. and from Mill's observations that the 
salmon stock of the Tay during the nineteenth century was not threatened 
by over-fishing to the extent feared at the, time. It was, however, 
almost certainly the case that the level of exploitation was greater than 
the maximum yield (see figure VIII.i p 487). 
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